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V.

PREFACE

.
I

Almost esieryone has something to say /about education and jobs.
.. ,..

.
. .

.

.,

Editors fill newspapers with articles and lttters to the editor, takt
,

. ...
, .

every

O

blame

those

conceivable position on ,the place 01 education. One could,not

memOers of the general public for speakifig with many voices when

more powerful do the same. Much is at stake. Educaeion and jobs

require major

education and

individual and societal commitments. Attions regarding

work;

reversible; they

are significant,

decisions.

whether individual or societal', are not easily

are spread over. generations; Me resources involved'

insofar as'educatign and jobsdemand major financial

Ito

. When we address ourselves to eddcation d whrk, 'we are dealing

with a complex issue deeply embedded in our most important concerns. In

this report, we have attempted to provided a Iresh look at topics

related- to the links b4ween educStion and their jobs. This

A J study is an attempt t6 sOrt out the 4ssues' so that acticms, whether

the part of citizens.or governments employers or institutions,

better informed:

on

may be

Our readers should be aware of.scertain special features of our

study. We are fortunate to be reporting on a group of, Ontario

respondents, all\ of whom have Glade' 12 in commOn and about whom we

alteady have much information. Surveys were _conducted on.the same

population while they-were in Grade 12 and at two intervals shortly

dereafter. This research background and the methodtlogical aspects of

-the process of.re-locating our origiqal study populatyn is reviewed in

Chapters One and Two. These chapters also'describe the methodological,

' xvi



challenges of our present project and N.he re'solutions wr developed.

Chapter,One includes an 1ferview of some of 'the salient characteristics

* of our respondents at dlwription ,of their eddcational and

occupational activities after leavid high school: The 'relation of this

scaly to those previouslyconducted is especially emphasized in the

tirst two.chapters.

.As part of this present, research., we asked our respondents to

recall..their high school years.and to answer a ser questions
,. "

important in sauging.the linkAbetween schooling and work.- Included is

informdtion on.performance, activities, and personality, as well.as

respondents' 'assessments of the value of high,sc hool. lbe results of'

AP
inquiry are presented'in Chapter Three.kt. r-

164'1

In Chapters Four and Five, me examine the post.-secondary schooling
.

A

-of our respondents. Findingb-ori who got what kind of education-, grades

' received, records of complet:iqv and ways in Whgh this post-secondary

schooling . was financed are .p;reiseated in Chapter Four. Gender ld
.

socioeconomic status., grades in 4igh school, 4nd geographical area of

orisin aq introduced as key. Nari,ables it gaining a.perspective,on the

.findings presented. Chapter Five
4.is

a,study,of'the issues surroureing
.

of schooling after- hiigh school',4 withdrawals after

commencing post-secondary prograps and rates of completion (in,terms of

degrees or diplomas). Againloge try to illuminate our findings by4

411te,crup t ion

,

bringing a series of backgrOund fastors into our analysis.

'The major purpose of our.work has been to explore_the linkage
*

between education and worky4th4t is, we -sought 19 understand more .

clearl y' the ways in which, schooling' has consequencev for later
6

experiences in the worlds'of wwk'andeareer. Pm Chapter Six we place

a

4

.01



,this intdrest4at center stage,. and pr sent.ourfindings with respect to

occupational prestige. and' sgkary, 'relating each to our background

variables. Reaaers primariky concerned w th the relation of work and,

education will iind this'chapter especially important.

'Studying the- results of the gurVey, we came upon-an unexpected

finding: educationa1 agencies outside the community college and

university systems serve as complements 'and/or alternatives for a

significant' proportion of our study population. .In Chapter Sçien we

present findings on private vocational' schools, adult ation,

apprenticeship, and short courses, and assess theie importance for our

.'respondents.

.0

4rom the proiect's inception; we have' integrated two major social

science methodologies: the survey and the open, unstructured interview.

In Chapter Eight. "Speaking Out," a number of individuals give their own

accounts of schooling and work on the baAs of their own priorities.

\ .,.soot, et".
Many bf the situaiton at issues.addressed relate to those discussed in

previous chapters;, the individuals whose interviews are preiented show

how these issues emerge.and are shaped bytheir unique lives. Inauded

are commentaries on each interview,,as well as a set of conclusions

derived from the interview materiaf.

Finally, we have prepared a set of highlightg and conclusions. The

highlights (located before Chapter One) are meant to aid those ieaders

who wish to achieve a quick oierview.of so6e of the.more intexeSting

results. In Chapter Nine, wei formulate-a set of statements tegarding

equaliry ofeducational opportunity in Ontario, and present a set of

specilit recommendations based 'on our conclusions:,
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HiGHLIGHTS'

CHAPTER THREE: HIGH 4CHOOL EXPERIENCES: LOOKING $ACK AT THE EARLY
vSEVENT1ES

* High school program.plays an influe'ntial role with regard,to level

of .post-secondary achievement. About 4 in 10 respondents who were

enrolled in high school' academic progrdffis graduated- from

41.univerSity,,in contrast to 4.1% from4-commerciar pflgramos and 7.4%
from technicli or vocational programs.

0

High .school program selection is strongly 'relOed to one's

socioeconomic status (SES) and regional background.

'.Proportionately more 'respondents selecting academic programs come

from higher SES backgrounds and the mare urban regions (e.g.,

Toronto) of Ontario:

.r
Aculemic 'performance forms the most common basis of high school

stodent subcultUres,iiith over 3 in 10 respondents wanting to be

remembered as a 'brilliant,student." A furthei 5 in 10 would like

to be remembered as a "leader in activities". or n
outstanding

athlete" and fewer than 2 in-10 wanted to be remembered as "most

popular."

MaMities of university and CAAT. graduates view, their post--

seconddry eduation as ha'vtng job-related.usefulnesk. five in-10

CAAT graduates and 2 in 10 university graduates assess 'their

4

"*.



r'

edutation as 'being very useful to feb- and career. HoWever,

proportionately more university sraduates evaldate their overall

education as getnerally useful. These differences-in perception are
4

more effectively understood in terms of.the varying socioeconomiC

and demo aphic charact.eristics- of stUdents enrolling in
-

unive ities or CAATs.

Starting. and .current job salaries vary by.type df high school

, .

program. The spread increases from starting to current salaries.* 4

.

..

The current average salary.is $12,589, for former academic program
_

student

1

$11,244 for former comihercial program students and

,$15,200 for technical or vocational program students. While those

, in the last group do very well financially, they occupy the least

INN/

prestigious jobs, with an average Blishen score of'42.9. However,

ca4tion should be exercised in interpreting these relationships

because the selection of high school program.is influencedIstrongly.

A

by the demographic and social factors.

CHAPTER FOUR: .POST-SeCONDARY EDUCATION: GOINd TO UNIVERSITIES AND

COLLEGES

4

*
*

Excluding the 14.a% currently enrolled; 47.1% of respondents

indicated that it is very or somewhat likely that they would enroll

in a post-secondary institution within the next 5 years.

Oi the 60% Of respondents having contact with post-secondary

education, half experienced'university, '35% experienced CAAT, and

13.4% had expertenced both. 4

k
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home in order to purtue a post-Isecondary -education. Insofar as

'
these more rural regions are disproportionately populated by lower

SES.persons, thete is a double hardship in arms of gaining access

to a post-secondary education.

the influence of regidn seems lipecially noteworthy in ihother

respect: fewer high-statusk students in academic programs in the

towns and rural_areas lwenton to university than did youth 'from

more urban areas. More went on to a CAAT or directly to work.

Eight in 10 university students completed their degrees; 7 in 10

CAAT Audents completed their dip mas/certificites.

Gender and major or program of study are stroniNy related ik

Grades,in high school are moderately related to grades in post-

secondary institutions, and both are positively related to degree

completion.

colleges and universities, indicating a kind of internal tracking.

based on sex..

4

The main source of filincial support for all post-secondary

students is .summer earnings, reported by almost% in 10 of our

sample as being most important. Only 15% relied on the Ontario

Student Assistance Program (OSAP) or Canadian Student,Loans (CSL).



Gender is related to the selection of post-seconda y' institutions.

When men, are examined, -57.1% chose only university, 30.7% chose

/only CAATs, and 12,1% enrolledlinOboth'types. The proportions,for

women are 39.2%, 46.3°4" and 14.5%, respectively.

Two in 10 CAAT enrollees wete from- the highest socioeconomit status .

(SES) level, compared with almost half of the university enrollees.

CAAT enrollees are spread fairly evenly aeross the class structure,
,

, _
while university enrollees arekdrawn heavily from the higher SES.

groups..

11

%

* . Ally educational attainment04-gtoup involving university drew more

than half of its enrollees from the top two S6\ quartiles;

graduate/professional schools drew almost 60% from the highest SES

group.

izt

High school progtam has an effect independent of socioeconomic

status with respect to educa6.ona1 attainment. .0f the lOw SES

persons who entered the academic program in high school, 70% went

to post-secondaiy institutions.

* , The tate of post-secondary educational experience varies strongly

within the provitice; it is 74% in Toronto, 67% in other largesand.

small cities, and 52% in towns and tfiral areas.

Approximately 67% of young people living in the towns and rural

Aareas of Ontario, and even in small cities, must expect to leave

Am

,



*

e. , #

Soc.toecompic stitus bear& a relationship to the impo tance of '

..
..

:different sources of financiag 'post-secondary education, with',

OSAP/CSL as.the ,second most important source for the two low SES-

'groups.

ft

Low SES CAAT students rely leTW4requently on. OSAP/CA support tho

do low SES university students.

a

Parental financial support' is als, ..significant source, since most

students whb rely on summer earnings- as their first most important

4source relied upon parental support as the seond most important'

source.41P
,

Summer earnings are. moke important as a financial source for urban-
4

origip studentS -than for rural-origtu, students', who are more
-

dependent on OSAP/CSL. This suggests that gokod4arying summer jobs ''.

4in.4 be scarcer In small towns and rural areas 'Ulan -in urban

centres..
,

* In funding pos.t-secondary education, men rely moe frequently than

women on ummer earnings, whereas women are more dependent on, ,

.

,.

,

'parental support.,

Students,ufere offered.ten reasons to express the basis for choosing,

their major or-progiam of' study. Of these, .interest in the area,

4_89,od employment pro'spects', high income prospects, and career

advancement prospects were most frequently cited as very important



.41,1. important. Nine in 10 university and CAAT students stated that

,interest in the area was mportantt 3'to 4 in 10 that high income
.'

..
,

:.prospects_were tmpoktant, and 5 to 6 in 10 that career advancement
. _

"
prospeqs were important. Seven in 10 CAAT enrolleep emphasized

... .t,

good employment prospects, compared With 5 in 10 uhiversity

students..

University arts majOrs placed less emphasis on employment, incoille,

and career prospects as reasons for selecting a major'than did

science, applied science; and business and economics majors. .There

were also differences between certain groupings of CAAT programs

regarding reasons cited for,program selection%

When asked to evaluate post-secondary education in termi of general

satisfaction, .8 in 10 ^former students indicated being very

satisfied or somewhat satisfied. There were no differences by

gender, socioeconomic status, tor urban/rural origins; only
4,1

individuals not completing degrees or kwho Aceived low grades were

less satisfied.
4

i
CHAPTER FIVE: INTERRUPTIONS OF SCHOOLING AND WITHDRAWAL FROM

POST-,SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS

4

A

Of the major directions available.to Ontario youth upon high School.

:

graduation 46,2% enrolled directly)in post-secondary institutions,

17.6% delayed entryjOtat least a year, and 36.2% chose an

alternative.direttion.



*

*

A comparison 9f the -1Direc0- and Delay4ntry groups revealeCno-A
0

significant social background differences. With respect to high
4

school 'experiences, the .only difference identifieds concerns

participation id extracurrsicular Aeneral activities, members of the
.

DireCt'group being more actiVe than members of the.Delay group.

\

In exploring the consequences of delAed entry, pyoportionately

more respondents who delayed thei\ entry are currently enrolled in
,

4
'\

post-seconda.ry institutions and, if currently working, occupy lower

prestige jobs than respondents enrolling directly after high school

graduation.

;

The differences of social background and other experiences between

Delay- and Direc ntry respondents aretminimal; the strongest

4

variations occur a comparison of these groupsitwith those

respondents nOt continuing their education.

6

4

Of respondents enrolled in post-secondary institutions, 26.4% had

withdrawn at some stage; 55.8% of these withdrawals§ returned and

\
*

Completed their slpdies.

Our data indicate a drop-out rate of 8.3% and a stop-out rate of

12.8% for eespondents attending univesity only; the rates for,
4

respondents attending CAATs only are 25.0% and 8.4%, respectively.

Academic factors largely .accounted for student withdrOwals. ,Over 5

in 10 student withdrawers left their post-secondary/institutions



*sv

101

for 'the following ieaSons: programs did not match personal

expectations; instruction was perceived as poor; alienation with

studies.; and academic failure. Less than 1 in 10 withdrew for

Or

financial reasons, and fewer than 2 in 10 left for work.lrelated
114

reasons.

Over 5 in 10 respondents who returned to their studies did so for

general education reasons (e.g., desire to continue studies, obtain

more training, obtain high degree, do better in school, satisfy

parents' desires). A further 2 in 10 supplied jobrrelated reasons

.(e.g., improve fob opportunities, switch fields).

6
t.

In,e0amkning the relationship of withdrawal to social background

and high school experiences, we find*that drop-outs are-less likely

than nonwithdrawers to have come from higher SES bacgrounds, to

have lived in large cities, to have obtained higher Grade 11 marks,
10

and to have possessed a positive self-image.

The differences between university and CAAT drop-out and stop-out

rates are not substantially reduced by controlling on a number of

respondent characteristics. This would indicate that percentage

di,kferences between institutional types is more a function of

factOt within the institution %than the self-selecting

characteristics of our respondents.
$

Nonwithdrawers now occupy the most prestigious jobs (an average of

53%0 on the Blishen scale); drop-outs occupy the least prestigious

jobs (with an average score of 45.6).



4t

4

Withdrawal influences starting .salariea, with nonwithdrawers

earning more; over timef howeVer, the differences tend.to converge.

Part of the reason'for this convergence probably lies in the fact

that a largei number of dropyouts, enter profit4making firms or

start their own bustnesses, ihile more stop-outs become government

'employees.

CHAPTER SIX: THE LINK dETWEEN EDUCATION AND WORK

. *

I.

While socioeconomic status and other background factors are

moderately related to the kinds 'of.job and career beginnings of our

respondents, gender and educational achievement are stronger as

determin,ing factors. Post-secondary education amplifies, in a

sense, SES and other background differences. Tht choices of school

and major or program aim a person towards a particular place in the

occupational structure.

The segregation of the labor market on the basis of sex appears to

have a profiound impact on the kinds of jobs men and women obtain

*

after completing their education. The majors and programs that men

and women take in post-secondary institutions seem to feed. into,

!
, 'and reinforce, the sex segregation of occupations.

Idb.

The modal years of first full-time job entry for pur sample sre

.11q8 for university graduates, J976 for CAAT graduates, and 1973

for those individuals with no .post-secondary education. Modal

years of current full-time job entry are 1978 for pniversity



gradtattes, 1977 for CAAT graduates and varioUs.years for those

with no post-secondary educiqion.

I.

With -respect to current full-time jobs, 47.6% of men are found in

white-collar occupations an4 ,47.7% in blue-collar work, whereas

91.0% of women are in white-collar fields. In white-collar fields,

men tend to concentrate in the categories of natural sciences,

engineering and mathematics; clerical and sales work; and

managerial, administrative, and related occupations. Women tend to

he found in the categories of medicine and health; the social

sciences:, teaching;'and clerical And related jobs. Of women in our

sample currently employed, 57.4% are in clerical work.

* Seven in 10 men originally from small town and rural areas still
it

live in such parts of Ontario (in contrast to 56.2% of rural-origin
NI

\

women). The lower SES origins of rural persons and the more

limited white-c 4 lar job opportunities in these areas are 'revealed

in the current occupations of small-town and rural-origin men, who

tend to be more frequently in.blue-collar wrk (including farming)

than men of urban origins.

With regard to current lobs, 8 in 10 university degree men are

found in white-collar work, with a heayy concentration in the

category of natural sciences, engineering and mathematics (3 in

10). CAAT deeree men are Aso largely in white-collar work (6 in

10); men with no post-sec dary education' are mainly in blue-collar

ill

,

'jobs (7 in 10).

4.
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*

'

'Women in the labor fotce are in white-collar fields, irrespective-
.,

of educationar achievement. Of university degreemen, 42.4% are
7

in clerical and sales raork; 117% in teaching; 10.3% in natural

sciencs, engineering ..mmd mathematics occupations; and 9.1% in

meditine and health occupations. Of women CAAT graduates, 41.5%
.

are in clerical and sates work,,and 33.8% are in medicine and

health areas. Of womenxith no post-secondary education,84.6% are

in clerical and sales occupations.

At the higher levels of,gducational attainment, men more easily

than women obtain the higher prest,ige, upper-level whitce-collar

jobs, whereas at the lower levels, women do better than men in

terms of occupational prestige, shunning blue-collar work and

opting for clerical and sales jobs.

Relating income

survey because the University graduates
. _ .

hove ente

to educatiqqal attainment is inconclusive in ur

die lir
market only ve'ry recently; on average. MARY high-sCfiOol-only \'

-individuals have heen inothe labor market for up to six years, and
4

there is no post-secondary education group in our sathple can be

compared wfth this groupr;,,4

High-school-only men whitise -current jobs date from 1978,79, on

average, earn $945 annUally more than university graduates entering

the job market in the-same years;

1
compared to university degree women,

for high-school-only women,

the earning difference is $628

in favor of the former group. University women earn, on average,



20W less* than university men, whereas high-school-only women earn

30% leis than high-schoo only men (1978-79 current job

beginnings). "

* A measure of underemployment, based on average General Educational

Development ,(GED) scores by occupational unit group numbers, shows

'underemployment rates in current jobs of 42.0% and 56.1% for men

and women university graduates, respectively.

1.
,

When asked Which aspects of the post-secondary educational

experience were most'valuable in preparing one for work after

ltaving sChool, 7 in 10 CAAT'students, but 5 in 10 university
*

students, believed that their major courses were very valuable or

valuable.. %4

Questioning the value of courses in preparing one for work turned

out to be associated with whether or not one graduated. Three-

6quarters of unkft'rsity graduates thought their majOr courses
A .

valuable in preparing them for work, tut only 50% of nongraduates

expressed this view. Similarly, CAAT graduates were more positive

than.nongraduates in assessing the value of the program for work.

Obtaining high grades at university or a CAAT also predisposes one

.to evaluate major courses or program as a benefit to later

employment,

When asked how concerned they were that their education be related

to their jobs after leaving schobl majorities of university and

33
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colge graduates reported retr6spectively that they had been very

concerned or concerned. CAAT graduates showed greater concern than

university gradUates, and women showed greater concern than men.

The lack of jobs related to major or program of study was the main

eource of difficulq reported by respondents who had difficulty

obtaining ,program4elated work after completing. post-secondary

4.

education.

Men and women with all kinds of educaAonal backgrounds most .

frequently believed that "personality or how yov, presented

yourself" had been the main criterion used by their employers

hiring them for first full-time andicurrent jobs. "Educational

r"1
qualifications" wis the next most frequently mentioned criterion.

Respondents,were asked if their current job matched their

educational background. Lack of fit between education and work was

. .

perceived by 53.6% of university graduate men and 58.0% of

university grgduate women. Lack of fit was perceived by 49.7% of

CAAT graduate'men, bsit by only 31.0% of CAAT graduate women.

CHAPTER SEVEN: ALTERNATE FORMS OF EDUCATION

0

More than 4 iq I respondents participated in short courses, adult'

training, or apprenticeship programs after leaving hjgh school.

F

4

I.

xxxiii
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Two-thirds of respondents learned about such programs through five

sources (in decreasing ordet.of importance); employer, newspaper
._

ads, advice from friends, mailed flyers, and sc4pol calendars.

Approximately 60% of respondents enrolling in private vocational

schools, adult training programs, ot apprenticeship programs hive
. f

lower socioeconomic status backgrounds.
4

*c' A disproportionate number of respondents enrolling in private

vocational schoola come from large or middle-sized cities; while

more persons enrolled in adult training or.apprenticeship programs

come from towns or more rurarareas of'Ontario,

/ t

0 S.

Enrollment in alternative educational programs and traditional

post-secondary programs is not mutually exclusive; over 50% of

those.once lnrolled in private vocational schools or adult training

',programs werde.enrolled at sale time in university or college,iand 3

in 10 received degrees of certificates.

Respondents Nho had been enr011ed in apprenticeship provams

currently earn an average,of.$14,955.00, or more than.$2,000.00

0

aboVe the average of all groups ($12,877.00). Respondents with

private vocational school or adult training backgrounds earn within

$50.00 of the general average fon those Currently working full-

time. It should be noted, however, that.those with apprenticeship

background occupy jobs with the lowest'prestige(an average Blishen,

score of 41.8), while other-alternative education groups are close
0

to the average (48,4) of all those currenlly working.



( CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTIONt PROJECT BACKGROUND, STUDY DESIGN,

AND SAMPLE DiSCRIPTJON

if

,iBACKGROUND

In North America there is a growing body of scholarp'work in

economics,. sociology, and psychology based'on longitudinal surveys.

Following individuals or. groups in time has the advantage of retealing

-some of the dynamics, of social process that can only be inferred or

conjectured using other iechniques.. Thus, experieces. of men add women

in the labor force, labor-supply responses tb welfare innovations,

fertility behavior, 'occupational mobiLity between generations, and the

impact of college and university education have been studied using the

longitudinal survey. 'In this longitUdinal study'we report the findings

of a panel survey of famer Ontario Grade 12 students, focusing on

eduational and occupational attainment topics of timely'policy concern .

and analytical interest to the social sciences.

In the fall of 12h, the authors of this report began to explore

the possibility of tuOing Prof. Paul Anisef's earlier study of Ontario

Grade 12 students into a longitudinal survey. Since almost fiVe years

had passed since the first phase of his enquiry into the educationaltand

occupational aspirations of a sample of high school youth, and most of

this group had entered'the labor market, it Appeared opportune to

examine the link between education ahd, the labor market. In The

Critical Juneture((1975), Prof. Anisef carried out an eighteen-month.

follow-up study examining post-secondary educational choices; this

,\\

1

1



saine group would be followed,again in the spring*of 1979, six years

after the original study, With the focus. on levels of edration attained

. and jobs and careers started.

.-"

The Origin of tkis,p4esent research dates back to 1972: At that

time, though university enrollments were-still growing, applications for
.

enrollment in universities had begun to declkne and the projection of
..

enrollm nts, based on trend data, was proving increasingly inaccurate.

. OF
The 0 tario Ministry .of Colleges and Universities' (MCU) became

interested in monitoring the attitudes and behaviors of-high school

students with respect to educational plans, and approached Prof. Anisef
a

to conduct a study,of high school seniors. On-the basis of a grant from

MCU, a sample survey mf Ontario'Grade 12 stddents was to be undaTtaken

in the spring of 1973. Prof. Anisef would be responsible for the

development of the questionnaire and final data analysis, and the Survey

Research Centre (SRC) of York University's Institute for Behavioural

Research would be 'responsi4e for sample design and' data collection,

this study being subsequently designated Phase I.

Assessing the educational.intenfions of Grade 12 students provokes

curiosity about what further education these young'people obtained after

high school. Since MCU.wanted to know if trends in behavior could be

anticipated on the basis of intentions, it sponsored two subsequent

follow-up studies under the direction of Prof. Anisef, with the field

work Conducted by York University's Survey Research Centre. Phase II .

was a telephone survey, carried out in Nove er of t973, which inquired

about present activity, plans for the fall of 1974, reasons plans

indicated in the first survey might have changed, and other questions.,

2



This study showed that many of the former Grade 12 students had entered

the labor force, and some had begun attendinkommunity colleges. The

second follow-up, Phase III, was carried out in ,Qciober and November of

1974, stme eighteen months after the first survey, its purpose being Co

compare career aspirations indicated in the two- earlier srveys with

their realization. Itowas expected that most of the young people mho

desired post-secondary education would hive begun university or enrolled

in a commdnity college.

In a sense, the implementation of a third follow-up study is a

tribute to the success of Ontario's post-secondary educational

institutions,in providing educational opportunity on a large scale for

the province's young people. IrP the 1970's, some quarters of the public

expressed a concern that too many highly trained Swung adults were being

readied for a job arket requiring fewer such personnel because of

slower economic grow Some people even questioned the useulness of

post-secondary educati in,preparing young people for jobs. Since

limited information exist d that would establish the link of education

to the labor market, further esearch.was indicated.
A

The authors were aware th 4o/pahel study of Canadian youth had

been done.
1

. There have en studies of 'aspifitions and .4*
ever

expectations of high school Students, studies of who'goes to colleges

and universities, and studies of first jo sof university-graduates, but
.

there have been no'studies that followed a cohort of students and

charted their experiences in going-from schoo to work. the study

reported here is a;;irst in Ontario--comparing the ducational and work

experiences of youth from different
4P
social backgroun

parts of the province. One, advantage of Phase IV is tiat. we could
4

s and different

3



obtain very Specific new information, since we already had considerable,

general information on dm respondents,

40

. . RESEARCH PROBLEM

Research into the links between'eddcation and the labor market is

relevant in three respects. It can be treated as documentation,

.providing information about what has gappened to people in an important

stage of their life cycle.. Moving from school to work is often a

. difficult experience for .young people; it involves fashioning a

commitment to work rdles that will reflect one's personal identity.

Such a step is taken in highly evaluative context, since, in our

. society, work and income are largely4the social basis for the definition

of success. In the data we have obtained from our respondents, there is

a wealth of factual information on the process of occupational:choice,

information most of us have only in the fragmented forms of biographies

of friends.and relatives.

a:We have already indiceed several of MCU's policy interests i

sponsoring this research and its earlier phases. There is, however

larger ,concern. While concern for education as a resource'for the

ecdnomy.xises as ecohomic growth moderatbes and changes, an enduring

issue has been that of equal opportunity of access to post-secondary

education for residents of Ontario. Historically, in Ontario, there has

been a commitment to provide advanced education for individuals who

desire it. This education can take many forms: evening gchool short

,courses, apprenticeship training, two- and three-year college programs,

or advanced degrees at uniVersities.

4
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A concern with aCcessibility should extend beyond the problem of

entry into, post-secondary institutions. 'Persons entering universities

and/or colleges of applied arts and technology,(CAATs) bring with them

. varying perhceptions of the educational objectives associated With their

*chosen institution. We may assume, for instance, that students choose

programs to optimize their career choices. The nature of choice,

however, may vary with the socioeconomic backgrounds of students and

their situational experiedces before entry.. At the subjective level, it

is necessary to assess former post-secondary students' perceptions of
111

how they selected programs and majors in terms oftheir job plans, and

how concerned they were about this relationship. We then need to

..compare subjective'eviluations with the more Ojective features of first
, .

and current job selection (e.g., exteqt ot underemployment as measured

by formal educational job requirements).

The four phases of research on former Grade-. 12 students speak

directly to many specific questions of government policy planning., It
. ,

is useful to outline some of these.

Earlier Phases

-educational and occupational aspirations of youth

-future Oucation and work plane (as a form of consumer demand)

-information sources relating to college and,university entry, as
'perceived by students

-in-province versus out-of-province enrollment plans

-year of intended ehrollment in post-secondary educational
institutions

-perceived financial resourCes for meeti g the costs of future
education

1:reported sources of financial support, if attending a post-
,

secondary educationaVinstitution

-reasons for attending university or community4college

5,
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I

-gender of student ,

4

"-s ocial background of student:. socioeconomic b-ackground (baffed -

on parental octnpations, parental 14vels of educational attainment4
and family income); n tiovglity-Add ethnic origil,religion

-urban or iural resid nqi 'of studint

_Phase IV

-current labOr-force_statusnfrespondentS

-current.student statuflespondeqs

-program or, trackin-high school prevlously attended

-use of alternatiVe forms of post-secondaryeducation and,
,how.thfs'Occurred (ingludes private vocational'training,
adulitra#ing, apprenticeshim*.short coUrses)

-educational:achievements by 1979
4

..-,whetht.rpost7secondary education was terminated by withdrawal
or only broken 'by teniporarily stopping out, and reasons foi
interrupting edutation in these ways

.

-shifting between 'university ind.community college

-frequency.of part-time'studies

-COmpletion,of,degrees, diplomas, and certificates

-fields of post-secondary studies
_1

-cumulative grade point average in post-secondary studies

- -evaluation of reasons for selection.of major or program of
study

.-the-need to.leave hom0n order to %pursue post-secondary
edUcation

.-retrospective.evaluation of sou4ces of financial sukiort while
undertakihg studies

k

-Perteptions ofkpost-seCondary Oals.and objectives
.,

. -
...perceiVed yalue

,e

of edutAtio
.

n for employment after leaving school

-nature 4 first full-time job .(Occupation,..kind of firm, p'ay)

length ittenure for first full-tifne job Ad reasons for leaving it

-natUre of current full-time job
-

-how cUrrent full-time job w'as obtained
,.

, . ,

-cUrient job satisfaction
.. ,.

,7per6eived .criteria Used jy employer in hiring respondent for
first and current job

'-furthv'training given np -first and cur:rent:jot;

-extent of itindeieinploymNit:among graduates

;
11,
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A

Since pqual opportunity hak -been:a Main concern in post-secopdart

educational policy, it was important to identify cerGain socially.

significant subgroups in our. sample. Subgroups based on gender,

socioeconomic status (SES) and urban/rural origins were obtained ixople

our data on the bases of the original sample,design and information,

provided in the Phase I questionnaire. Given these subgroups, we have

been able to examine social-background lictors.in relatton to.high

school program, institution and'prokiram selection at the post-s ondary

level, and patterns of withdrawing and stopping out. Thus, we could

explore ia some detail the question of accessibility to post-secondary

education for our sampleof former Grade.12 students.

Similarly, we were able to examine how social background factors

and the role of high school program and grades relate to the processes

of entering the'-labor market directly, and pursuing post-secondary
*4

education gbefore entering jobs and careers. We have been 'able to

examine' how respondents perceived their education (whether in intrinsic

or instrumental terms), whether they felt their education was being

utilized in their work, to what extent tliey were satisfied by their

education and jobs, and whether more education was planned. Finally,

have,beed able to examine our subgroups in terMsof the Yes4ults of

education: the kinds of occupations resporitlents have, obtained, their

...:,,,....'.6'ccupationalprest4e, and "salaries .

In' addition. to the clescriptive. and policy dimensions of our

ongitudinal-study, there are important social science interests to be

served. Socal.science has long been idterested in understanding how a

society's social institutions and the structure of social inequality

'they embody determine the life chances of individuals in society. Ituch

4 41
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concerns have been formulated into different theoretiiml Paradigms that

offer alternative explanatlons for such structured inequality.

Within sociology, for exagPle, .at least two views have been

expressed to interpret the role of educational institutions in relation

to the economy and society. 43Ile view, which might be termed the

"functionalist" or "meritocratic" view, suggests that an open system .of

educationone maximiztng accessibility, espetially at the post-secondaTy

level--will promote\the general good by making it possible for

individuals to achieve a great deal of social mobility through their own

efforts in.obtaining high levels df education. This perspective has a

parallel in economics. Human capital theoriats have advanced thb idea

that the productivity and technologioal advancement of industrial

society could be promoted -by general increases in the level of

education, in particular, the production of highly trained manpowev. An

alternative perspective, which might be labelled the "critical" view,

while not denying the opportunity offered by an open system of '

education, stresses the reproduction of structured social inequality;,

educational institutions are seen as part of 4 process of social sorting

that recreates inequality rather than ameliorating it..

While this study is not designed to prove one theory wrong and

another right, we have formulated our research design to provide

information to social scientists who wish to explore whether qmpirical

findings give support to hypotheses that can be derived from competing

perspectives. Needless to gay,- the aahors of this report i4end to

employ the'data from this survey to illuminate some important issues in

the field of Cdaadian sociology of 4pwcation in future papers.

A



RESEARPH DESIGI

Backgfound

In developing the design o'f thelPhaSe IV follow-up, the principal

investigators had)cause to evaliAte the prevfous three phases. The

review led to one 'immediate conclusion; use of a:survey approach had

yielded a wealth of information (e.g. social and social-psychological),

and the pos'sibility'of generalizing to4the larger population of Ontario

youth. Moreover, the relatively large-number of sample respondents

afforded us the opportunity to evaluate rather complex relationShips.

One major disadvantage of relying.exclusively on a survey approach

is that the individual becomes lost in the technological process of

computer'analysis. To discover how the respondent considered and

related- to his educational and work worlds, 'and how he developed

strategies to arrive at decfsions r4rding them, required theuse of

nonsurvey, qualitative techniques. It was decided to select a subgroup ,

off 100 respondents, .primarily from the Metropolitan Toronto'-area and

including a dozen persons from small towns in eastern Ontario.

Unstructured interviews were then held Lth these persons. From this

subgroup, a smaller grourwas selected for further in-Apth interviews.

This methodology (shortly to be reviewed in greater. detail) fulfilled a

number of objectives. In the first place,'it represented our conviction

that, for the overall understanding of themes 4id topics treated in this

s report, we needed' to focus.on the particular and special ways in whin

41,

'each person deals with'such topics. Secondly, we felt that we might be
#

able to ask more suitable questions in the mailed questionnaire if we.

,had previously discusse/ the relevant topics with individual

9
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.respondenta. Finally, this particular research strategy of highlighting

individual responses would provide the policy maker with concrete

illustrations of the generalizations developed in ChaPters Three through

Seven.

Review of Survey Methodology.

The (preliminaiy stage of the survey research design began in the

summer of 1978. Seed money '(provided by York University Faculty of Arts

and a York Senate-administered Social Science and Humanities Research

Council block grant) enabled us to begin tracing the former Grade 12

studentt. A one-page questionnaire was sent to parents to update names

and addresses and to provide preliminary information On the education,

employment, and marital status of our participants.

A proposal submitted to the Ministry of Colleges and Universities

in July 1978 was accepted at the end of August, and the Survey Research

Centre began telephone tracing to locate parents not reached in the

preliminary stage. Reminder letters and questionnaires were'sent to

parents who had not yet responded. A final effort to reach

nonrespondent parents involved telephone contayts; this occurred in

early September.

Parental questionnaires °were then coded and keypunched, )ind a

computer tape was prepared by the Survey Research Centre in the latter

part of September. These questionnaires were,analyzed in Ihe next two

months and an interim report, based on this analysis, Ws, submitted to

NCU at the end of November 1978.

.Actual questionnaire. construct* occurred between Nohmber 1978

and March 1979. The development of items 'included in our final draft
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resulted from: analysis.of parental questionnaires.; analysis of otherf

related questionnaires, primarily American.; discussions with colleasues

having éxpert,.ke in the,. areas of educatiOn and work; and discussions

with MCU officials. .In March, a draft questionnaire was prepared,and

pretested by the Survey lisearch Centre. A meeting was then held with

the pretest interviewers to address problems with specific items. At

the beginning of April, a shortened version of the final questionnaire

was ready to be mailed.

One major focus of concern involved the rate of response we could

-anticipate to our mailed questionnaire. After some deliberation and

consultation, three strategies were employed in analffort to increase

response rate. An explahatoqi letter from Mr. Benson A. Wilson,

Assistant Deputy Minister of the Rinistry of Colleges and Universities,
A

was sent three weeks prior to the qtrstionnaire. A package was sent

with the questionnaire in mid-April ,and included a cover letter from

the principal investigators, a °reprint of a York University Gazette

article (March 30, 1979) summarizing the project objectives and previous

findings in Phases I-III, and a dittoed sheet requesting help in

locating former classmates who had not been located through other

tracing procedures. Three weeks later (May 18-May 22) reminler cards

were sent to all nonrespondents. Beginning June 10, in accord with a

previous agreement with the Survey Research Centre, nonrespondents were
`

called by trained interviewers. A shortened version of the mailed

questionnaire was developed for this purpose (discussed in Chapter Two).

. The coding and keypunching of questionnaire data began in June and

a cutoff for processing iriebming questionnaires was set at July 20,

tt.



1979. An edited computer tape was made available by the'Survey ReseOrch

Centre in mid-August and included information on 1,522 respondents.

Review of Qualitative Methodology

One hundred persons, selected from the larger sample of former

Grade 12 students, were sent a letter asking if they would consent to

4 interviews. The interviews occurred in cOnjunction awith a bYork

Universi.ty sociology graduate course in qualitative methods; fourteen

students received four training sessions before entering' the' field.

Basically, interviews were informal rather than structured; tapes were

used to record, the conversations. In the, Toronto area, the largest

proportion of interviews was held at York University and the second

largest at respondents' homes. Interviews also took place at pubs,

offices, and restaurants.

The choice of en open-ended interview format (although each

interviewer had a series of guide questions to aid in awkward

interactions) pravided the respondent with an opportunity to tell his or

her story. In this situetion, the.respondent exercises greater control

over what emerges than he or Ole could by responding to a Mailed

questionnaire or formal telepitane interview. The face-to-face situation

permits the respondent to tell the interviewer of his or her interests,

the importance of these irprests, and the strategies for dealing with

specific personal problems. Most important, 'the interviewer is able to

gain a sense of the particular, individual ways in which each respondent

approaches the research concerns of the project (e.g. selection of an

education or job).

INIEMMI1110111111111111111waiirLIma
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On February 14, 1979 'an all-day symposium waseld at York

University to pool different aspects of the qualit interviews.

Thus, the contextof the interviews and its infl nce intexpretil$

the interviews were disrussed. The content, or themes eIrrging from

interviews, provided a second focuh. PrbbleMs surroun ing the

development of a good interview became the center of a disCrsion of
1

problems in qpalitative methodology. I,

\

'AProf. Gottfried Paasche then completed an inte e analysi ! of the

written transcripts of taped interviewd% In manY instances i\t. was

1decessary to play sack individual tapes, as verbal nuances ware not

captured in the written accounts. The eleven cases presented in ,Ciaptv

tight represent a meaningful cross section of the in-depth interv.ews

and an effort has been made to present a holistic analysis oi each c\ase.

Although each of the eleven indifviduals interviewed may have deliqed
,

education or work situations, etc., in a unique manner, the reader MpiT

.recognize in identifiable type of perdon. It is hoped that the dual use

of survey and interview will.illuminate the topics discussed throughout

this report in ways not possible if only one research strategy had been

employed.

HOW TO READ THE TABLES

The analysis in Cbapters One through Seven is based solely on the

informationiathered from 1,522 respondents in fpring 1979. In Chapi.er

Two we show that the 1,033 nonrelpondents .are moderately similar to

those.who responded on criteria salient to the report. It should be

noted, however, that gender and educational plans developed in the\ fall

$
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of 197,4 are two exceptions. Thus, Ji.es tend to be underrepreseilted and

#
6:respondents with university aspirations 'overrepresented in Phase IV;

respondents characterized by,a high degree of educational indecision*are

slightly underrepresented. ,

Cross tabulations are ba4d on a weighted sample Size of 1,522.

.!(

Ibis size gives the means and proportions which approximate those fouad

in the target'population. The weighted sample, in effect, permits the
..

analyst to adjust for errors or deviations from the unweighted sample to

the population. At the same time,.using the weighted sample size of

1,522 (rather than the practice, in previous reports, of employing a,

weighted sample size approximating the target population) allows us to

assess the statistical significance of the tables. (See. Chapter Two and

Appendix A for a more detailed exploration of this procedure.)

Unless otherwise specifiedoilmost tables appear at th end of each

chapter; a sample table is shown here.

TABLE 5.8: COMPARISON OF DELAY, DIRECT, AND NO-ENTRY:GROUPS
SELECTED SOCIAL BACKGROUND FACTORS

SOCIAL BACKGROUND

Nature of.Entry Sex

7

SES Stratum

M F Low 2 3 High Urban 2 k3 Rural

(%) (X) (X) (7)) (1) (%) (X)

Delay 17.8 17.5 13.,3 15.8 18.6, 22.6 18.5 17.2 20.4 15.3
4

Direct 45.4 46.9 35.2 40.7 43.6 64.3 54.8 k,6.3 47.2 38.1

No Entry 36.8 35.6 51.6 _43.5 37.9 13.1 26.7 34.5 32.4 46.6

TOTAL (N) 727 795 381 350 332 388 '340 333 35i 490

Significance (p) N.S.

14
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Each table contains column percentages read down the colUmn. In Table

5.8, for example the first seCtion deals with'the telation of Sex and

nature of entry into post-secondary institutions. For males, 17.8%

delay, 45.4% enter directlyj and.36.8% do not enter post-secondary

institutions. This tptals up to 100%. For each column of a table, we

..provide the numlidr of respondents (Total (N)) located in.that column and
,

upon which 'the percentages 'are based. When these percentages are

compared with those for females, we find the statistical comparison is

nonsignificant (N.S.). In section twO of Table 5.8 (dealing with SES),
P

the relation is statistically sigqificant with at least a (p) .01, and

we adopt the convention of not reporting Ale (p) value where (p) is less

than .01. In other'tables, the reader will note that when (p) ranges in
J

value from .02 through .09, the precise value of (p) is reported in the
.

table, being interpreted as tending to approach statistical significance.

It should also be noted that the chi-square statistic is employed in

wotking-with proportional (percentage) differences, and the T-test or

F-test when working with average or mean differences among statistical

groups. Presenting the data as cOlumn percentage, as in sample

Table 5.8, should be interpreted 4 :testing the hypothesis that`glex

determines or causes 'the nature.of entry. In the sample case, the

relationship -is not substantiated because it is not statistically

significant; but clearly, socioeconomic status, indicated in the

adjoining columns, does relate to entry.

wPercetages in such a table might be presented in two other ways,.

Firstly, we might have indicated the row petcentages. In the sample

table we mighi have indicated that, of the respondents who delayed entry

into post-secondary institutiohs, 48.1% were, mal;s and 51.9% were

°I)
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females. The fact that more females delayed enOlry than.males is a new

kind of inform,tion not given by the column percentages; however, it

should be treated as descriptive tnformation, rather than indication of

a caise-and-effect relationship. Generally, we have not developed

tables with row or descr6tive percentages because we felt that the

testing of hypothesis is of greater. value. However, the reader can

obtain the other kind 'of information by simple calculation,_

Percentages might have been presented by dividing cell frequencies

by the grand total of cases. Thus, of all males and females (1,522),

Ten who delayed,entry account for 8.5% of the total, females who delayed

entry"account`for 9.1% of the total, and so on. -Such percentages, based

on the grand total (sometimes called "corner" percentages), indicate the .

incidence of a phenomenon. In this report we have not presented.such

percentages; incidence -percentages are useful for highlighting

relttionships, but, for the sake of brevity, we have not adopted them

for general use.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the use of weighting, based on

,employing the computer procedures availablei.in the Statistical Package
14

for the Social Sciences (SPSS),.leads to slightly larger rounding errors

than for unweighied data; we have- attempted to minimize such rounding

errors in developing our tables.

In presenting percentages in this reportf, we have 'adopted the
I.

following convention. References to 18%, or 2 in 10 cases, or one-third

of indiividuals are not exact tigures, but are approximations rounded up

or down to be as close to the exact percentage as possible. This has

been done to improve readability. When a figure is given with a decimal

/IP
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r
point, such as 20.3%, it refers to an exac

table indicated in the text.

. WHAT HAS HAPPENED4TO THE GRADE 12 STUDENTS? '

percentage taken from ihe

Of the original 2,555 Grade 12 students surveyed in the spring of

;',4973 we were able to contact and survey 1,522 in the spring of 1979,

six years later. What, in general, has happened to these young people

in that period of time? What kinds of educafion and jobs have they

obtained? DiJd they. fulfill their personal expectations regarding

education?. These rpol other questions will-be touched on'briefly at this

point. Our intention is to give a brief dverview of what has happened

to.our sample members, as.background to the more detailed analyses of

outcomes to follow.

Age,and Marital Status

Assuming', that most of our sample were five years of age in

/ .
September 'of 19 0,,when they entered kindergarten, most of our sample

would then be b rn during the first.eight months of 1955, and would be

424 years of age at the time of our most recent follow-up. study. In the

fall of 1974, 2.7% of the men were married (0.3% separated),.as were

9.8% of the women (0.2% separated). Table 1.1 indicatei the marital

.1status of our sample today, showing that half of the men are single and

- one-third ark married, witktwo-fifths oP-the women being single and

almost half being married.

c-41
417
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The Crossover Table Extended

In The Critical Juncture (1975), a crossover table waepresented

which related educati

the spring of 1973 to

table showed cle:srly

\expectations, though\

onal and vbcational expectations of adolescents in

their reported behavior in the fall of 1974. This

that, for individuals, actions often differed from

aggregate category changes were less discrepant.

Fot example, persons expecting to go on to university, but who did not
"re

do so, were almost-equally replaced by persons who planned some other

activity, but then went on to 1t.university. We have extended th)'

original crossover table to indicate the educational attainment of our

sample to date,'and to:show how behavior may, in the long run, relate to

original expectations.

Table 1.2 shows the educational achievement of our six-year follow-
,

up sample. It indicates that 6.4% of the sample remain in graduate or

professional schools, 20.4% graduated.from university, 6.01.000mpleted

some university but did not graduate, 16.5% graduated from a CAAT, 6.0%

attended CAATs but did notlgraduate, 8.6% had combinations of university

and CAATAegrees and/or university and CAAT experience, and 36.2% had

only secondary education. Men differ from women in only a few respects.

.While as many men as women graduated from university, more men had some

university but did not graduate; women graduated much,iiore frequently

Irom a CAAT than men (20.1% compared with 12.5%, respectively).

Thus., almost two-fifths of our sample.hid only' a high school

education, almost one-third had some contact with a CAAT, two-fifths had

some contact with a university, .and less than 1 in 10 had Some
1

combination of university and CAAT experience. The 44.4% who had some

contact with university is somewhat larger than the proportion who

A



encolled in university lin'the fall of 1974 (35.3%) 2, and larger than the,
I.

proportion who planned 6 attend.university in the spring of 1973

(30.4%)3. Tile.11.1% Who had contact with a CAAT is also larger than the

22.31% who planned 6 enter a CAAT (or nursing school) in the spring of
. .

1973, and is much larger than the 14.4% who were enrolled in a CAAT (or

nursing school) in the, fall (36 1974, indicating that many persons who

had-tontact with a CAAT often delayed enrollment.

We have termed the group that did not,go on to university or

Icommunity college the "no post-seconAary education" group. .(This labe
0

'will be ietained in the rest of this teport for pu'rposes of discussion:.)

Within this. group, some indiviOuals obtained alternative forms,of
)

education following high school, such as private vocational school

experience, adult training, apprenticeship, and other shorticourses.
t

.r.

Table 1.3 gives the breakdown of these forms of alternative educAtion by,
.. ..

our main educational attainment groups. We shall focus specifically on

them in Chapter. Seven.

Table 1.4 is the updated crossover table on the 1,185 persons 'for

whom we have information on spring 1973 expectations, fall 1974 actual -

,

activitycand spring 079 educational attainment. The rows of this

table refer lo expectations in 1973, and the columns to fall 1974

activity. Educationalfattainment in 1979 is.tabulated within each cell.,
ofthe table, giving frequencies:for:

1. .individuaLs who graduated university (GU), (includes those.

currently enrolled in graduate or professional schools those W)io gradu-

(
.ated from a university and a CAAT, and those who gr duated'from

university and had some CAAT, experience); ,

19
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5, I.

.
2. sonlpf university. (81]) :(includelirespondenta-mith both sOme

b a

1

-,.

university And some CAAT.evawsence);,
.-rwr

.

3. grAduated CAAT---tar(inclUdes those'with.a CAAT degree and some

university experfence);

:4. some CAAT-OC);.

5: Aligh schoOl only (HS), .

. . .

P

..,

Frequencies are presented because many, of the dumbers in the cells are -

small; however, summary percentages° are given in the margins of the

6 . t
table. Celas re.numbered for easy reference in the text and eacit

-laves the corner' percent (based.on^an N = 1,185) for the'total within

the cell (as in Table.1.5 on p.,18 of TheCriticia,JulIcture (1975).

In summary, the expectation oftakil 4Aob-..i*Aighly predictiveOf

immediate entry into the labor fprce after high.schooli with little-
. ,

1

post-secondary education. When there is further education it is at'a

.

'C,AAT.., and usually occurs after Ffom e job employmenti Tte expectation of

continuing one's.educatiOn, "but going to work in the fall of:1974, is
A

also. bighlT predictive of.continued working 'and no post-secondary

,education. An expectation of gokng to university is highly predictive

of entering university, and.attendance at a univqrsity'in the fall of

.

1974 -is, in turn, highly predictive of university graduation. The

expectation of fttending CAAT predicts CAAT.attendance in 6 in 10
,

dimes, but 2 in 10 high school students with a CAAT expectation

eventuaLly went to university. Students who expected part-time studies

were not generally part-time ltudents in the fall of 1974; rather, 'a in

10 were attending a univerSity or community college. By,1979, only 5 in

10 of those witfiKaiginal part-time studies expectations had had

universitytr CAAT experience.
, .

20
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Referring,to Table 1.4, it is clear tliat the expectation of gettidg

the end of Grade.12 (cells 175) is highlyl,redictie of

Immediate entry into the labor force and.no contact with post-secondary

education: Thus, 83.8% (N = 240) expected to work and were working in
\

the fa141 of 1974. Of those, only 12.1% eventually.obtained some Torm of.

post-secondary education; when further education was obtained it was

graduation from a CAAT (15 out.of 29. cases). The fact that most of
te,

these CAAT graduates were working in the fall 4af 1974 (cell 1) indicates

that they returned to school later.

There were also a number of students who planned on further-
education or part-time stOdy, or an alternative activity .(cells.6., 41,

. .

16-, and 31), but who.were "work-ing in the fall of 1974, a proportion

about equal to those who expected and did wo'rk a total of.37.0%).

Working in the fall of 1974, but with Other original expectations,

appears to-be somewhat predictive of continued work and little contact
r

with poSt-secondary education. Once working, 63.7% (N = 237) did not

robtain further education. Of the 86,persons (36.3%) ho did go on ftr
a

further education after initially working, there were varied educational
,

destinations: 51 went to a CAAT and:32 graduated; 35 went on to
tOOP

university and 18 graduated. Thus, though taking ajob after finiAing

high school Opears to lead individAls away from post-secondary

education, having an earlier expeaation of post-secondary education ,

.works in one-third of the cases, to bring people back to education at a

.later date.

Ao cells 6 through 10 of Table 1.4 iyicate, the
expe1

ctation of

going to university, is highly predictive of.enrollment. Of those

expecting to enroll, 79.1% did so; 66.2% graduated with 12.9% completidg
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sevelfaljyears of.univeraity, but not graduating. Attenditnce in the fall

of 1274 indicaten a t.ronger guarantee of graduation' (cells 2, 7, 12,

)

17, and 22). Of the 435 attending universitY.In the fall of 1974,.79.8%

graduated, with an additional 15.9% attending but not graduating.

Intentions and behavior, however,.do not account for all those attending

university. Of tjjdse who neither planned nor began university in the

fall of 1974 = 632), 7.9% attended or graduate& universiti--a very

small proporti n. Of 'the few who planneepart-time study ilk the spring

of 1973, 31.4%.had some university contact by 1979, though hardly apy

begin'part-time study in the fall of,1974; of those who planned an

alternative activity (persons neither working nor gding to school),
11.

31.4% had some univeisity contact by 1979; of those who planned to

attend a CAAT, 22.3% attended or graduated university.

The expectation ofattendiiig a CAAT is indicated by cells 11

through 15 of iiable 1.4; 58.2% of students who planned to attendta.CAAT

did so by 1979 (45.4%, graduating and 128% attending, but not

graduating). Compared with :the intention to go to university, the

intention to attend a CAAT is less predictive of actual behavior,

largely because.22.3% of these potential CAAT students obtained contact

with a university. (Thirty,four, of the 61 students in this situation

were enrolled in universitywas early as the(fall of 1974.) Attendance

at CAAT in the fall of 1974 it, a stmg vredictor.of irggram

completioo, since 71.2% of these,students (cells 3, 8, 13, 18, and 23)

graduated CAAT and an additional 7.9% graduated university. Of those

who neither planned.nor began attending a CAAT in the fall of 1974 (Ikc

11

853), 9.0% eventually'attended or'graduated. Of t4e few wir INAnod

some contact 4111+*..CAAT.part-time study in the fall of 1974,. 19.6% had,
.
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by,1979 (a much smalle;: proportion than-had university contact); of'

those, who planned an alternative activity, 20.3% had some contact with a

CAAT by 1979 (again, fewer than had university contact).

It should be noted that in the spring of 1973 only 4.3% of the

sample (as shown in Table 1.4) planned to be part-time post-secondary

students. This percentage underestimates the extent of eventual part-

time studieal as we shall see later in our discussion 9f the timing of

education. Student withdrawal is considered in detail in Chapter Five.

The Tilnin& of Post-Secondary Education

Part B of the Mast IV qurtionnaire concerned the post-secondary

educational experiences "of our respondents. This section began,by

presenting respondents 'with a table to fill out; they.were asked to

indicate.by year, beginning with 1973-1974, the institutions they had

attended, whether they had been part-time or full-time students, whether

they had received a'degree that year, and their main field oi study.

With this table we were able to reconstruct an educational history for

each respondent and thus, examine kinds and length of post-secondary

education. Table 1.5 summarizes some of the results.

The great majority of individuals pursuing graduate or professional

education showeda coriventional pattern of post-secondary education--

completion.of Grade 13, and university attendance continuously since

then. Only 11.0% Wtrb part-time students at any time in their

educational careers,

for a year or more.

fewer interrupted their education by stopping out

However, 10.0% had some CAAT experience as well as

attending university, and 13.0%.had entered university egly in 1973.

Most, of .the university graduateS'Isecond group in the table) started

I
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university in 1974, with 2 in 10 co4tinuing for

fohr years, and another 2 in 10 for six years.

three yeiirs, half for

Only 14.6% were

ali 7.(d 0%part-timi\students, onl! 4.8% stopped Out, were early4

siginners, enterin; unlyersity in 1973.
0

...min contrast to these'two rather conventional groups, individuals/

who atttnded university but who did"not 8raduate are,markedly different.
. ,

kr.While ha entered riversity in 1974, 3 in 10 entered4n_1975 or later;
\

17.6tinterr ed their university by stopping out for.a year or more;ui

,

\

almost one-quar T attended part-time.at some time in their educational

ft

0

careers. Three in 10 completed two years of university, and another 5

in 10 completed more., iidicating that many individuals in this group

came close to finishing,degrees.

Individuals with CAAT certificates or diplornas mainly show a

conventional pattern of education. Four in 10 began attending a CAAT in

1973 with a Grade 12 education, and another 4 in 10 began in 1974 (we

estimate that about 60% of this latter group had gone on to Grade 13).

Only17.i% interrupted their community college years by stopping out and

only 14.2% welpart-time at some time during.their CAAT careers. Half

of the CAAT students attended for two years, an additional quarter for

three years, and only 16.9% attended for one year. CAAT students who

obtained no CAAT certificate or diploma (almost 5 in 10),, like CAAT

graduates, frequently started in 1973, were in 13.6% of the cases part-

time students, and infrequently interrupted their post-secondapy,

education by stopping out. The.last characteristic is typical of this

group because 7 in 10 stayed at a CAAT for a year. .

Two groups are rather small° in the sam I( le--those with university e

degrees and some-CAAT experience and those with both university degrees

24
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and CAAT diplomas or certificates.- Students in these groups had.between

fourgkd five years of education and began mainly in 1974. A majority

of the fiat group proceeded first to university, then to a CAAT, but

for the second group the majority began at CAAT. In the first group,

iignificant proportions were early starters (beginnigg post-secOndary

education in 1973), part-time studests, and stop-outs.

CAAT diploma/certificate students'with Some university experience

generally started university first, began post-secondary education in

1974 (though almost one-third began in 1973), and attended for three to
1C

four years. Almost 4 in fo were.,p trtime students at some time in

their educational careets, and,4 10 intert.upted their educational

careers at least once by stoirif out.

r

Finally-, individuals with both university and CAAT experience.; but

with no degrees certificatrV,- or dip4mas, form.a.group showing high

, levels of part7time study (almot 4.in 10) and of stopping out (2544),

with most completing two Cortluee years of post-secondary education.

While most people in this group began post-secondary education in 1973

or 1974, one-quarter b'egamr after 1974, thus coming late to the

university or CAAT experience.

What Are the Phase IV Respondents DOing Now?

Our questionnaire began wj.th the general query: "What do you do

most of the time?" Six alternatives were listed and respondents were

asked to circle as many response alternatives ai applied. From this

item we can obtain a

111,
1 picture of the present social statuses of

our respondents, shown n Table 1.6. (This item was also crtss-checked
p.

with item C.1 of the questionnarie to confirm labor force status.)
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The vait majority of our sample is currently in the labor force.

#

Only 2 in 10 women are not; half of these are housewives, thlremainder
#.

are students. Of lehe 9.1% of men.not in the labbr force, almoA all are

students. Married mep (95.9%) tend to be more frequently in the 4.ab9r

force than married Women (73,9%). Of single men, 87.7% are in the labor

force, compared to 88.1% 4 single women. The vast majority of men and

women in the labor force work fdll-time, only about 1 in 10 being part-

time workers. Unemployment rates are low--3.7% for,men and 5.5% for

women. There is a somewhat higher rate of unemployment for university

graduates, but this is the group that'has entered thelob market most

recently. A further breakdown of unemployment rates by'educational

achievement group is not'practical, given the small frequencies that

result.

On item A.1, 20.0% of our respondents reported that they are

currently students. This result tallies'very closely with ihe 20.4% who

-indicated thatthey were enrolled in the academic year oT,1978-79 (item

B.1),7-14.7% in university andi 5.411at a CAAT. Men (8 in 10) are

Somewhat more likely to be full-time students than women (7 in 10), but

7 in 10 women combine education Wtth work, crpared with 6 in40 men.

The most popular fields of study for men presently enrolled in

university are commerce, engineering, law, biological sciences,

economics, and-geography. For women, the most popular fields include

education, psychology, commerc-e-;blOIOgical sciences, sociology, and

law. For presently enrolled CAAT students, the most popular programs

for men include businesi management' and comierce, and electronics and

electrical technologies; and, for women, include secretarial arts and

*

scienct, community services, business management and commerce, and' fine,

applied, and performing arts.
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Enttance into the Labor Market.and CUrrent Jobi

In our survey zie obtained a great deal of information about two
4

kinds of jobs--first full-time, and current full-timei-,Current job is a

straightforward concept, ' but first full-time job itolves some

interiretation. We did not explicitly exclude summer.employment while

in high school, but respondents clearly excluded this kind of work, when

giving us ,responses. In the. job history .table (item C.22 of the

questionnaire), the earliest job was lis,4d by a single respondent

indicating a full-time job in 1971; .19 indicated a first full-time job

in 1972; and 340 reipondents listed 1973 as a starting date. Thus,

first full-time job is largely post-high-stol employment.

Knowledge of the first full-time job enables one to eximine the .

relationship between educational attainment and entrance into.the labor

market, while knowledge of current job tells one something about how

careers are progressing. Because only five years have elapsed since

completion of Grade 13, in general we have career infotmation only on

individuals with no post-secondary education, or with a CAAT experience.
4

Most university graduates have only recently entered the labor market.

Table 1.7 shows the relationship of educational attainment to th111

years respondents began first and current jobs and documents the late

labor-market entry of the university' graduates. In contrast, it is,

clear that the vast majority of individuals with no post-secondary

education tooki their first full-time jobs by 1974, and their current

jobs in various years, spread fairly evenly over the seven-year period

shown in Part B of the talte.' CAAT and diversity students who did not

graduate mainly obtained their first lull-time jlobs by 1975, with

current.job starts concentrated in the period 1977-1979. The CAAT
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graduates largely found first jobs inithdperiod 1974-1976,and current

jObs during the.years 1976-19-78. There is a tendency for women to enter

the Tor market earlier than men, especially with respect to beginning

the first full-time job.

The number of full-time jobs our respondents have had is a function

of years in the labor force, with'individuals having no post-secondary

education showing a greater number of full-time jobs than other groups.

Still, from 60%-70% of our respondents reported only one or two full-

time jobs. The high proportion of men and women who are ulaversity .

graduates and who have not worked refleets the fact that the majority of

this group is still enrolled in university, graduate, or professional

schools.

Geographical Mobility

Finding 1,522 members of the original sample enabled us to study

the geographical mobility patterns of this group. We were able to

compare the original residence, as determined.by the high school of

attendance in 1972-73, with the present residence location. Table 1.8

portrays the patterns of movement by stratum, or regilft.

Over 300 places in Ontario were cOde. as present residences of our

respondents in Phase I We also coded whether respondents living in

the Maritime Provi Quebec, the Prair3e Provinces, British Columbiii,

the Northwest Territories, the United States, or in another country.

The most difficult problem, However, was to determine whether

respondents wer, "stayers" or "movers." For Stratum 1 (labeled "big

city"), which originally contained all the high schools in. Metro

Toronto, we counted as "stayers" all persons.still living in Metro

28



Toronto at the time of Phase IV, or living in 'stirrounding suburbs sueh

as Ajax, Bramalea, Maple, Mississauga, Richmolid Hill, Streetsville, and

Whitby. (These latter suburbs were, not originally in Stratum I).

:

However, persons living in Aurora, Brampton, Beeton, Newmarket, OshaWa,

or Tottenham, or in other places.away from Metro Toronto, were defined

as movers. Similar decisions regarding.movers and stayers were made for
°K)

Stratum 2 ("litrger cities"), which originally contained high schools in

such places as Sudbury, Windsor, London, Kitchener, Hamilton, and

Ottawa; and for Stratum 3 ("smaller cities"), which originally included

high schools in such places as Sault Ste. Marie, North Bay, the Niagara

region, and the suburban areas

Oakville,

Stratum 4

around Metro Toronto such as Burlington,

Mississauga, Richmond Hill, and Pickering. Finally, for

("towns and 'rural areas"),40thich originally- included high

'schools in such places as,Blind River, West Lorne, Owen Sound, Sydenham,

Pict6n, and elsewhere, we defined stayers as living in towns up tO 30.

miles from the original high school/ location. .We did tbis because these

high schools usually drew stnents from surrounding areas and, wiAll good

roads,' a collection of nearby small towns today is an analogue to the

suburbs around a Metropolitan area. (Thus, stUlents who originally

attended IroquoilcFalls Secondary School were deiined as stayers if they

now reside in Matheson, Ramore, South Porcupine, or Timmins. Timilarly,

students who attended Plantagenet Secondary School were defined as

stayers Akthey 'lbw live in Alfred, Clarence Creek, Curran, Lefaivre,,

Rockland, Wendover, or St. Isodore de Prescott.

As Table 118 shps, three-quarters of the individuals in our ple

are not geographically mobile; that is, they have not moved.a great

distance from their original,place of high school attend/ince. Movers
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increase as one goes from 'big city" to "towns and rural areas, with

'women being slightly more frequent movers than men. Whit-18 striking ill:

the contrast in moving piqterns between men and
)women

in*Stratum-4._

While 71.6% of men in the rural areas have remained, only 56.2%-of the

women haVe done so. This finding of basic geographical imMobility for,

both men and women, with the exception of "towns and rural area" women

(who frequently wive.away from where they were raised),'will help us
4111

understand data on occupational achievement, presented in Chapter Six.

It,should be noted that-ônly 3.7% of oUr Phase IV respondeuts have
b-,

moved ,out.of province. The prairie provinces are theliost frequent

out-of-province location, followed by British Columbia, Quebec, and thes

Maritimes; only

/

0.6% of l,our sampleave moved to the United States.

.FOOTNOTES .

/

1. The modest study of an Ontario town by Opwald Hall and Bruce
MacFarlane in 1961 is an exception; it is entitled Transition'from ,

School to.Work .(Ottawa: The Queen's Printer, 1965, Cat. No': L2-237115). /

In Educational Systemd. and the Labour Market (Toronto: Longman, 1974)
Edward Harvey states: °§Trictly speaking, there are no Canadian studi
that qualify set longitudinal analyses of linkages between educationa
system and the labour market" (p. 70); his own research reported in tj4is

volume is referred to as "historical cohort anlysie. As of thi
writing, the.authors are aware of a follow-up of Cmtakio high,school
students first surveyed by Marion Porter, Jdhn Porter and Bernard R.
Blishen, the findings of the original study'being reported in Does Money
Matter? Prospects for Higber Education in Ontario *(Toronto: Macmillan
cpmpany of Canada, 1I-19); this follow-up study is still in manuscript
form. A longitudinal survey of youth is also being conducted currently
in .Quehec at Laval University under the title "Lenque te sur les
Aspiratlons Scolaires et les Orientations Professionnelles des

Etudiants," directed by Pietre W. ,Belanger and Guy Rocher. The

1ong4iudina1 study of yOuth in the-Riverdale district of.Toronto by
Stewart Crysdale, "Aapirations and Expectations of High S7hoo1 Youth:
An Acition-Research Project in a Workers' Area," International Journal of
Complrative Sociology, Vol. XVI, Nos.'1-2 .(January, 1975), pp. 19-36.
Prof$ Crysdale has recently submitted a report on 48 follow-up study of
Riverdale respondents to the Ontario Ministry of Education.



0

2: As reported in P. Anisef, Th& Critical Juncture: Realization df
the Educational and Career Iptentions of,AGrade 12 Students in Ontario.
Toronto: .Ontario Ministry of'Colleges and'Universities,' 1975, p. 18.

.y.6`

w

/ 3. 'As repOrted in P. Anisef, The Critical Juncture: Preliminary
Survey. Toronto: Ontario Ministry of Colleges and UniIersities, 1973,
p. 16.
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1WBLE 1.1: MARITAL STATUS BY SEX,'1979'

Men

Marital Status (%)

.

Sex ,,

Women

(%) ,

Total

(%)

,

Si gle 53.13: 40.3 '46.8

, .

Engaged 8.2 6.5 -7.3

Living with partner 4.3 4 4.1

Married 3.0 46,0 39.8

Separated. 0.6 2.1 1.3

Divorced. 0.1 0.7 0.4'

Widowed 0.0 0.1 0.1

TOTAL (N). 722 790 . 1;512

Significance (p)

4.
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. TABLE 1. : EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT BY 'SEX, 1979

Level of Educationt

V

Presentiy enrolled in graduate
or professional school

Graduated university.

Men.

(%)

7.3

21.4

Attended university but.did
not graduate 7.4

Graduated.from CAAT 12.5

Attended CAAT but did not
graduate

University graduate and some
CVT experience

University graduate and.graduated
from CAAT

Graduated CAAT Snd soon;

university experience

Some university.and some CAAT
experience

No post-secondary experience

1.7

0.9

.3

2.8

36.8

TOTAL,06

Significspce (p)"

727

. Sex

Women Total
(%) (%)

5.7 6.4

19.5 20..4

4.7 6.0

20.1 16.5

5.1 6.0

1.1 1.4

2.9 2.0

2.7 2.5.1

2.6 2.7

35.6 36.2

795 1,522

;
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TABLE 1.3: ALTERNATIVE'FORMS OF PUBLIC EDUCATION AND LEVELS OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT BY SEV

Alternate
Forms of
Pilblic Education

Percentage of Partictpation by Level of Educational Achievement,

University Degree
a

Men Women Total

(%) (%)

Private
vocational schools IA,' k.5 2.0

Adult training 2.0 5.9 4.0

Apprenticeship

Short courses

. 2.8 2:1 2.5

18.9 28.7 23.9

.TOTAL 227 .232 459

1979
CAAT Diploma/b
Certificate

Some University
and/or Some CAAT iNo Post-Secondary Total All GrouPs

Meq,

(%)

Women
(7,)

Total

(%).

Men

aj
Women Total

(V
Men
(7,)

.

Wome4

(%)

Total Men

t (7,) (%)

Women Total

a.)

,3.2 2.2 2.§ 5.0 2.7 4.0 3.3 4.3 3.8 3.0 3.1 31

14.0 13.0 13.4 5.7 .7.6 6.5 14.4 8.8 11.5 9.0 8.7 8.9
,

14.9 1.5 6.5 9;7 0.0 5.4 22.7' 1.4, 11.7 13.1 1.5 7.0

34.3 38.8 37.1 31.1 42.1 35.9 26.8 43.7 35.5 26.2 38.0 32.4

108 .181 289 125 99 224 263 283 550° 727 795 1,522

1 .

Note.: Each row of the table represents a response to a different question and thus, column percentages should
.

. 'not be totalled. The table should De read as follows: for example, of all men.with degrees (N = 227),
18.9% have taken a short ,coukse since leaving high school. Based on item A.9a in the qu tionnaire.

6

a -'Includes all.persOns 4gradusiXe. ar professional schools, all persons with a university degree and a CAAT.
diploma/\certificate, and all permit; with a university degree and some CAAT experience.

..

- Includes all persons4with a CAAT dWomakertificate and some university experience.
. b

0
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TABLE 1.4; EXTEOED CROSSOVER TABLE RELATING EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL EXPECTATION$ kNINESPRING OF 1973 TO EDUCATIONAL AND4OCATINAL
ACTIVITY INT1E FALL OF lo14.11)

EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS IN 1979'1' %..
.

Expectations
Spring 1973

Work
.

Men Women

Work
full-time

Attend
University
Men Women

GU 0 *0 GU 1 0
SU 1 1 SU 1 0
GC 3 7 GC 0 0
SC 3 4 SC 0 0
HS 86 96 HS 0 1

(201) (3)
16.967,, Cell 1 0.257,,Cell 2

Paq,311.me .61ternative
Attend CAAT Sttutly Activities

Men Women Men Women';, Mei' Women

GU

SU

GC

SC

HS

0

0 0 GU
0 0 SU
2 Q., GC

1 0 . SE.

2 2 RS
(7)

50%,Cell 3

Attend GU 4 5 GU 147 141 GU 1

university SU 3 3 SU 23 26 SU 0
GC I 2 GUL0 9 3 GC 8
SC 2 1 SC 0 0 SC 4
HS 19 11 HS 0 HS 1

(51) (350) (35)
4.30%, Cell 6 29.47,,Cell 7 2.957,,Cell

Attend GU 1 0 GU 5 19 GHN 5
CAAT SU 3 2 SU 5 5 SU 0

GC 2 12 GC 0 1 GC 28
SC 7 4 SC 0 0 SC 7
HS 13 29 HB 0 0 HS 0

Part-time
study

(73)
% 6.167,, Cell 11

(35)
2.95%Cell 12

GU I 1 GU )8

SU1

1 SU 0
' GC 2 1 GC 0

SC 2 1 SC 0 0
HS 9 10 HS 0 0

(29) (11)
% 2.45%, Cell 16 0.93%Cell 17

5 -1 GU -13 11 GU
2 2 SU ' 6
7 5 GC 2

2 0 SC 0

43 17 HS . 0

1 \

0 0 ,GU 0

0. 0 SU 0 9
9 bGC 0 3

0 0 ,SC 1 1

2 2 Ha. 7 13

(4) (25). (110)(130)
0.34%,Cell 4 2.11%,Ce11 5

.TotalS,

Poient:ABC
f; 1973

ExpeetatiOns
Men W9slin

GO 0.0 0.0
SU 1.8 0.8
GC 4.5 7.7
SC 4.5 3.8
HS 88,2 87.7

"I tU
1 sil

16 GC

1 SC
0 HS

8

0 1 GU 2 6-du 643-61
2 Iv su 0. su 12.6 13.0
0 0 GC 4 6 GC 9.2 10.9
0 Q St, 1 ':SC 2.9 1.7
2 0 11P. 3 3-01S 10.5 6.5

(5) , (27) (241)(230)
0.42%,Ce1l 9 "2.26%-,Cell 10

3

5

60.

7

3

(110
9.96%Cell 13

GU 0 0

SU 0 0

GC 1 2

SC 0 3

HS 1 0

(7)

0.59%Cell 14

2

0

1

Alternative GU
activities SU

GC

SC

HS

GU 0 0
SU 0 0

GC I 1

SC 1 0

HS 0

(3)
0.25%Cell 18

(BO
% 7.09%, Cell 21

Totals, GU 5.0 3.2
percentages, SU 4.5 4.2
fall 1974 GC 6.8 12.5
activity . SC 7.2 4.6

HS 76.6 75.5
(222) (216)

ORAND TOTAL

3

0

0

(36)

3.04%Cell 22

GU79.1 80.5
SU15.9 15.8
GC 5.0 2.8
SC 0.0 0.0
HS 0.0 0.0
(220)(215)

1 1

SU 0 0
GC 4 6

SC 2 0

HS 0 0

(14)

1.187,Cell 23

GU 10.3 6-.4

SU 0.0 5.5
GC 63.2 76.1
SC 22.1 7.3
HS 4.4 4.6

(68)(109)

GU 0 0

SU o 'o

GC 0 4 0

SC 0 0

HS 0 1

(1)
0.08%Cell 19

GU

SU
GC

sd,

3

3 1

4 14

3 4

2 5

(40)

3.87, Cell 15

GU

SU
GC

SC

HS

13.2 13.7
12.1 7'..1

38.5 48.9
18.7 9.9
17.6 20.3
(91)(182)

GU 1 -/--1 GU 0 16.7
SU 0 p S 7 4.2
GC 0 0 G .1 12.5
SC., 0 0 SC 11.1 4.2
HS 1 4 HS 37.0 62.5

(1) (27) (24)
0.59%Cell 20

GU i) 1 uu
su o o SU'

GC

SC

HS

1 0

04, 0

1' 0

(3)
0:25%Cell 24

GU 0.0 20.0
SU20.0 0.0
GC20.0
SC 0.0 30.0
11360.0 30.0

(10) (10)

GC

SC

HS

0. 2 GU 19.8 28.1
0 . 0 SU 8.3 8.8

riGC 15.6 21.1
0 0 SC 4.2 0.0
6 7 HS 52.1 42.1
(16)

1.35%Cell 25

GU 9,516.4
SU11.9 1.4

GC21.4 28.8
SC11.9 9.6
OS45.2 43.8
s'2(42) (73)

(96) (57).

GU 34.9 32:3
SU 9.3 8.0
GC 14:2,22.3
SC 6.4 4.8
HS 35.2 32.6
.:(562) (623) o

(1185)

Note: The cells numbered 1 to 25 show the educakional attainment of our Phase II/ respondents to 19794
The symbol (GU) refers to graduate. university, (SU) some university; (GC) graduate CAAT, (SC) soMe CAAT,4
and (HS) to high school only, and these terms are more fully defined in the'text accoipanying this table,

(/)
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TABLE 1.5: THE TIMING OF POSTSICONDARY EDUCATION: YEARS OF EDUCATION, YEAR OF START, PART-TIME STATUS, STOPPING OUT,
AND ORDER OF INSTITUTIONS BY LIVEL OF EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT, 1979

Length of Education in Years Year of Start

liver Started
Level of ,o., Part-, ever CAAT Univ.
Educational 1 2 3 4 5 6 NI* 1973 1974 1975 11076 1977 1978 Nes Time Stopped Before Before
Achievement

. Student Out 'Univ. CAAT Total
1979 t%) (5) (%) (%) (5) (5) (%) (5) (5) (5) .(%) (%) (%) (5) (%) (5) (5) (%) (N)

Graduate ' - 3.0 17.0
professional
school

69.0 11.0 13.0 83.0 3.0 1.0 -. - 11.0

it

8.0 100

University - 2.2 19.4 53.8
dggree

22.9 0.6 1,.0 7.0 83.1 8.6 1.0 - 0.3 14.6 4.8 314

Univerisity 22.0 29.7 16.5 23.1
no degree

8.8 9.9 56.0 19.8 4.4 5.5 4.4 7 24.2 17.6 91

CAAT 16.9 51.2 23.2 5.1
diploma/

certificate

1.6 1.2 11.11"(4'39:0 42.1 11.8. 3.1 1.6 1.6 0.8 14.2 7.1 254

CAAT no 69.6 19.6 5.4 2.2
diploma/

certificate

1.1. 0.0 2.2 46.7 21.7 13.0 4.3 5.4 6.5 2.2 13.0 4.3 92

University - 4.5 36.4
degree and
some CAAT

45.5 13.6 0.0 36.4 63.6 - 31.8 27.3 18.2 63.6' 22

University - 64 6.4 15.5
degree and . ;

32.3 19.4 0.0 29.0 61.3 9.7 9.7 9.7 51.6 41.9d 31

CAAT diploma/
certificate

CAAT diploma/ 2.5 22,5 30.0 30.0
certificate

12.5 - 2.s 27.5 62.5 5.0 2.5 - - 2.5 37.5 42.5 40.0 Nip5e 40

and some

university

Some 2.5 ts mo 20.0
univerisity

22.5 2.5. 0.0 32.5 42.5 12.5 5.0 7.5 37.5 25.0

4

22.5 77.5 . 40

:and souk!
CAAT

Ar-
a
NX - Not known.

(7

- Include MA% with CAAT.experiance also.

In 18.2% of the cases, the order of CAAT sod univerility experience is not known.

In 6.4% of the cases, the order kCAAT and university experience is not known.

e 2.5% of tbp cases, the.order of CAAT and university experience is not known.
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TABLE 1.6: LABOR FORCE STATUS AND STVDENT STATUS OF PHASE IV REMNDENTS
.BY SEX AND.MARITAL STATUS , SPRING 1979.

4

A. LABOR FORCE STATUS

Status

/In the Labor Force

.Employed full-timebL

Singlecd
Married
NXe

1

Employed part-time

Siffgle

Married

Unemployed

Single
Married

Not in the Labor-Force

Housewife

Ful.1 or part-time studentf

Single
Marfied

Other (e.g. ill, travelling)

Single

Married

TOTAL

Significancsi(P)

Males

(%) (%)

Sex

(%)

Females

(%)

90.7 81.0

79,1 64.6

45.5 35.0
32.9 29.0
0.7 0.6,

7.9 10.9

6.4 5.8.
1.5 5.1

3.7 5.5

2.6 2.8
1.1

- 2N8
o'

9.1. 19.0

0.0 0.0 14.2 11-.2

8,2 7,2-

6:8 ..*5.4
1.4

0.9 0.6

0.8 0.5
0.1 0.1

729 797

,

3
1 0



TABLE 1.6 (cont'd)

B. STUDENT STATUS

4
. ,

(%)

Males

(14)

Sex,

Females

(X) (%)
Status

Full-time student 38.1 31.3

Single 31.6 23.3
Married 6.5 8.0 N

Part-time student 0.6 )( 2,0

Single *0.6 0.7
Married 0.0 1.3

Full-tl student and employedg 46.4 34.7

Single 40.6 28.7
hairied 5.8 5.3
NK

,.
,0.0 0.7

Part-time tudent and employedg 13.5 26.7

Single 10.3 20.0
Married 6.7

U.

Part-time student and unemployed 1.3 5.4

Single 1.3
0

4.7
Married 0.0 0.7

TOTAL (N)-s\ 155 150

Significance:(p)/
A '

,

e

Sased on reltponses to questionnaire items A.1 and C.Yand' D.7; C.1 was considered the
better indiqator ofimployment status.

I

- Also includes those persons employed fuil.-time and part-time.

- Single includes'engaged, separated; divorced and widowed.

- Married includes4iving'with companion or partner.

-\Marital status noet. known.

Includes,,only students not working.

g EmplOrd includes both full-time and part-time employment.

0,

,
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TABLE 1.7: STARTING YEAR. OF fIRST AND CURRENT FULL-TIME JOBS, AND TOTAL NUMBER OFt

FULL-TIME JOBS BY LEVEL OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

Level of Educational Wttainment by Sex

a b 1 Oa / No Post-SecondaryYear Univ. degree CAAT degree some Univ. Nor CAAT
. Educationor Men Women Men 'Women n Women en WomenNUmber (%) (X) CO. (7.) ( (7.) (7.) . (%) .

1

Year Started First Full-Time Job

0.7

0.9

7.5

17.3

23.4
28.2
12.7

5.9

3.5

0.0

1,1

17.2
18.9

20.1

16.1

16.9
5.5
4.3

0.0 '
0.0

12.0

25.3
25.1
17,5

7.9

6.3

.
.

5.9

1971 0.0 0.0 0.0
1972 0.0 1.4 10 1.9
1973 2.0 1.6 8.7
1974 4.3 5.5 15.4
19751 3.0 2.7 21.6
1976 7.2 3.3 22.9
1977 9.7 29.7 16.3
1978 49.8 42.7 10.6
1979 24.0 13.2 2.6

TOTAL (N) 160 161 98

Significance.

171 113 88

Year Started Current Full-Time Job

0.0

0.7

5.7

10.3

24.0
23.9
23.7

11.8

0.0
2.6
4.7

5.5
9.7
26.8

29.2

21.5

6.0
3.3
5.8.

9.3
15.8
24.6

26.1

15.2

1972 ) 0.0 0.0 0.0
1973 0.0 0.0 1.,8

1974 0.0 0.0 A 5
1975 0.5 1.4 10.2
1976 0.6 2.7 22.4
19771 8.1 17.6 25.3
1978 47.2 53.4 22.5
1979 43.6 24.8 14.3

TOTAL (N) 135 131 95

Significance (p)

140 93 63'

Number of Full-Time_Jobse

d°
None 31:2 32.2 4.8
One 44.7 47.0 38.0
Two 17.0 13.2 32.0
Three 3.7 5.4 14.4
Four 3.0 1.5 8.1
Five 0.4 0.6 2.7
Six 0.0 0.0 0.0
Seven 0.0 0.0 0.0

TOTAL (N) 127 232

4.7

40.2
33.1

16.5

3.6
1.9

0.0

181

8.7

31.0
24.9

17.8

8.8
8.9

0.0
0.0

125

10.3

32.5

33.2
16.7

5,9

1.5

0.0
0.0

91)

Significance (P)

1- Also includes yersons in graduate or professional schools, ptrsons with a university
degree and a CAAT diploma/crrtificate and, persons with g uniVersity'degree.and son)*

/ CAAT.

0.0
3.2

51.8
28.1

6.0
5.0

2.3
2.1
1.5

0.0

1.4

56.8
27.2
8.3

2.9

1.2

.1.6

0.6

256 264

18.7
17.6

10.3

12.7

12.0

15.1

12.9'

1,0

17.4

18.5

6.2
14.7

13.4

19.5

9.1

-I

248 183

4.02
.

31.3.

.4 4.5

30.9
14..3 16.2,
13.1 11.8
5. 4.8
0.8 0.0
1.1 0.7

267 2113

h

...

d

4

41so includes persons wi th a CAAT diploma/certilicatO and some university exppripnce.

Number of full-time jobs held since first tull-timd Jobe, including firsi ',In14-time job.

%Neyer worked.
39



TABLE 1.8: GEOGRAPHICAL MOBILITY FROM PLAcE OF RESIDENCE WHILE-ATTENDING
HIGH SCHOOL TO PRESENT RESIDENCE LOCATI1N

Stratum
Geographical Towns and

Mobility Big City Larger Cities Smaller Cities Rural Areas
Status Men Women Total. Men Women Total Men Women Total Men Women Total

00 00 00 (X) (1) 00 00 00 00 (%) 00 (%)

Stayers 86.5 84.2 86.8 76.8 74.0 .75.4 75.3 75.3 _74.8 71.6 56.2 63.0

Movers 13.5 15.8 14.1 23.2 25.4 24.6 24.7 24.7 24.6 28.0 42.6 36.6.

Moved 2.7 2.6 2.6 6.5 5.5 5.9 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.5 2.8 3.2

elsewhere in
Canada 2utside
Ontario 40

TOTAL (N) 148 190 340 155 181 338 150 166 317' 257 249* 500

a
- These

I.

subcategories of movers are included in the main category of movers above.

OD' 1



CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATI6NS IN THE SURVEY*

In this chapter, we shall explain some of the.methodological

considerations underlying the quantitative analysis in this report.

Appendix A contains detailed description of the survey procedures.' Our

prin?ary objective will be to.examine the extent to which our follow-up

sample of Phase IV respondents allows us ,to generalize the target

population of Grade 12 studentsJin 1973.
1

The chapter consists of

several subsections. We first compare persons who responded to the

'Phase IV follow-up with those. who did,not, uSing Phase I as the basis of

reference. Secondly,.we compare persons who responded to the Phase IV

:mailed Oestionnaire with those who did not; but were subsequently

contacted by telephone. This comparison is important because several

questions were omitted or slightly altered for ithe telephone

respondents.. We then examine the representativeness 6f our sample, once

statistical procedures.have been,applied that serve to correct, at least

partly, for nonresponse. Finally, we present a cdnsideration of the

\

A

\

weighting procedures used in this report. The reader primarily
c

nterested in how well our sample allows us to generalize.to the target

p pulation should refer to the section on representativeness (p. 47).
0

A COMPARISON OF PRASE IV RESPONDENTS.AND NONRESPONDENTS

4

A total df 1,522 persons completed Phase IV 6f Or research

lrogram, CoMprising 60X, of the Phase I (original questiOnnaire) sample.

*This chapter was prepared by Normah!R. Okihiro.
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4

One question constantly raised in survey research concerns the extent to

which nonrespondents dif f er from respondents. One consideration is that

nonrespondents were more isolated or.more geographically mobile, since

the dorrect addresses of over half of the nonrespondents could not be

retrieved. Another possibility is that nonrespondents who did r/0eceive

questionnaires chose not to participate. The panel design of our survey

allows us to examine this question through a.diiect ,comparison of. Phase
4

IV respondentd and nonrespondents, with reference to their responses to

Phase I questions.

Table 2.1 compares the distribution along selected sociodemographic

-variables of our 1,522 (unweighted) respondents to the 1,033 persons who

did not respond to Phase IV, but were included in the original survey.

The two groups do not differ significantt on the variables of sex or

_

religion. Researchers using similar designs have tended to find higher

completion rates among persons of higher social-class background. Only

a marginally important difference is revealed with regard to SES, when \*

Phase IV respondents and nonrespondents are compared.

Phase IV respondents tedded to denote their ethnic identity as

"Canadian" more often'than nonrespondents, but the difference, though .

statistically significant (owing to the large number of cases), is just

4%. Substantively as well as statistic.ally significant differences were

found, however, when'strata and hith school grades Were examined:

Proportionally more respondents than nonrespondents were from rural

areas (Stratum 4) and proportionally fewer'from the Metropolitan Toronto

are . One can speculate that it.is easier to locate individuals in

rura
ci

°communities than in larger, more impersonal centers like Toronto.

, 42



perhaps the most important and interesting difference in Table 2.1

is that 44% of the respondents had self-reported high school grades of B

or tligher, almost 10% more than nonrespondents. Several other

educationally relevant differences are found in Table 2.2:

Table 2.2 is similar to Table 2.1, except that Phase IV respondents

and nonripondents are compared on variables that have been measuted on

interval-level scales, and the T-test statistic wes used to examine

Oifferences in the mean scores of a two gtOups. The.crucial Column is

the two-tail Probability associated with the mean difference. The

average score for Phase IV respondents is not sirificantIyAifferent

(/' from that for noniespondents along family educational encourageMent

(FAMENC1), non-family educational encouragement (NFMENC1), or level of

occupational expectation.(VAR097) in 1973, expressed as a Blishen score.

Important differences emerge, however, in terms of educational

plans for fall of 1974 (LEE) and seff-contept of ability relative.to

classmates (FSCA1), which tended to be hiiher for respondents than

nonrespondents. We saw.4 in Table 1.1 that respondents tended to have

higher mark4 in high school than nonrespondents. Their educational

plans were also more oriented towards higher levels of ,education, and

their academic self-image, relative to their,classmates,. ten ed to be

'/'

higher th'an nonrespondents. Their concept of abilityllo do post-

secondary work, in contrast to nonrespondentar was statistically

insignificant. Similarly, respondents had Marginally higher job aspira-

tions, but theit reality-gib6ded job expectations were no different
.1,

from nonrespondents.-
.

Respondents tend to be disproportionlately,drawn from among those

whose high school academic experiences were positive, in the objective

43
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sense of marks and in the social-psychologica/ sense of positive self-.

concepts of ability with respect to ners: This seems to result in more

ambitious post-secondary plans. However., the social-psychological

differences do not extend to confidence in the ability to do post-

secondary work or to the anticipated level of job prestige.

A COMPARISON OF PHASE IV LSPONDENTS BY MODE OF RESPONSE

1i.

Collection of data for Phase IV involved the .use of.mailed

questionnaires and telephone interviews for those who did not respond.to

the mailed instrument. This resulted in 1,068 wiled completions and

454 telephone completions, comprising the 1,522 total respondents.

(Complete details Of the results of address-tracing procedures by school

region and strata are gived in Appendix A; subsections G, H, and I.) In

this section, we examine differences between the two groups on many dif-

ferent variables. These differences-are important because, owing to

budgetary and methodological constraints (e.g., respondent fatigue on

the telephone) t'number of questions were omitted from the telephone
%

interviews; in tome cases, the range of closed-end responses to a given

question was smaller. Care should be taken in generalizing results of

the Phase IV sample to the target population, when.mailed questionnaire

respondents were the sole source.of information. 'In this regard, the

. research team carefully screened the phone interview schedule, with a

view to retaining.the most importa5t items identical in form to those of

0

the mailed questionnaire. Questions omitted from-telephone interviews .

included: A.3, A14, 8.12, B.13, B.16, 8:17:B.21, C.9 through C.12,
. I

Sir

4



D.4, D.5, and D.6. Questions with restricted response ranges in

telephone interviews included; A.6, B.18, C.7, and,D.1.

Table 2.3 compares mail"and phone respondents in Phase IV along

selFcted sociodemographic, and occupation- and education-related

variables. Though no differences were found in the distribution of each

group with respect, to SES,'strata, ethnic self-identification, or

marital status some differences were found on sex, religion, and high

school grades-. Ilhose who responded to the back-)up telephone interviews

were proportionally more likely to be male, Roman Catholic, and to have

had lower gradevin high School than respondents who sent back mailed

.

questionnaires. In terms Of educational and occupational achievement
.q

variables, the

1(1. ferences between telephone and.mail respondents are

4
. .._

v ..., :.. . ..

.-
.

li

even more striking. 'The telephone mode seems-to pick-up respondents who

are more likely'to be employed full-tiMe and less likely to be'stuaents
4

or to have successfully:completed a university or CAATS program. For

those currently working; telephone respondents tend to have lower job

prestige, butessentially the same pay range, as mail respondents;

however, a large proportion of telephone respondents feel that their job

is highly challenging. . 44

Table 2.4 continues the comparison of mail versus phone respondents

with regard to interval-level variables using T-tests. The grourmeans

associated with the variables of encouragement for further education
0

4rom family and nonfamily, sources are not significantry different.

Neithr are they diQerent for the type of activity the .currept job

requireg. However, telephone respondents tended to have depressed.

educational plans an'd lower levels of -academic self-concept, both in

7 ,

'terMs,of ability t. .do.pOst-secOndary school work and relation to. peers.
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Their occupational aspirations and expectations were marginally lower,

on-the.average, than the mail respondents.

The pattern that emerges rom.our data analysis supports the use of

telepho'ne interviews as a good follow-up.proCedure. The use of mailed

questionnaires alone would have resulted in a smaller sample, one Which
4

would have been much more biased than our actual sample. The inclusion

of the educationally and, perhaps. occupatidtally, disadvantaged group of

A.

telephone respondents greatly increases the likelihood that patterns

described "in this report accurately reflect what is going on in the

target population.

6 e,

RESTRICTED RESPONSE RANGES FOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS

a

Questions A.6, B.18, C.7, and D.1 are closed-ended questions which

were constructed with fewer irsponse options for telephone respondents.

In particular, 3-point scales were used in the telephone schedule, but

5-point scales for the mailed interviews. For example, the range of

reponses for question A.6 was:

Category Code Mail Telephone

1 Very useful Very useful

2 Frequently useful

3 Occasionally useful Occasionally'useful

4 Rarely useful

5 Never useful Never useful

To'minimize the difference in questionnaire design without severe

4;

loss of data, tle ways of reorganizing the data 'were examined. One

method inVolved recoding mailed responses solhat 'tfrequently useful"

o.



,s

0.1

.and. "rarely useful" were recodedras "very useful" and "never useful,". v

.
t.

respectively. A second .aPproacill involved recoding the mailed responses

so tlat "frequently," 'iocCasionally," and II rarely" were recoded as

IIoccasionally useful.' Examination of the response distribution alo
4

each recode by rode of response resulted in,fiore similarity when.

moderate responses 'ulere recoded as extremes. .A tkird'possible solution

was to lesIe the recnding untouched. This wouid reghlt in telephone
t.

-responses of- "frequently" or "rarely"-being considered extremes-("very"

\
or

6
ve, r " respectiyely). ThIs.solution was prefer4ble, .since the A..,/

,. . ..

number Of telephone respondents wds'smaller than the number of mail
. .

..

,. ..
.

pesppnderits)we would-have to recode in solutions one and two. Thus, the
. .;-7-,

!t
third soluti,r was implemented.

4

0
O'

REPRESENTATIVENESS OF THE SAMPLE
,

4

1

V

From the origknal gropp of 2,555, a total,of 1,522 (abdut 60%)

.-,.,

.responded to Phase IV. How r.epresentative of our target poxulaAOn 4
.

.

1973 Grade 12 4tudents ar4 these 1,522 person's? Perhapp-a Bil.Ife. f
,

posing the problem 15:1 can the 1,5 1 *spllidents be used toiljN4de

. ,

.Alief

emrate estimate& of popu1ation'p4 ameters? Thitvisimpoitint, because

,

in pxactIce we..11O- not use the .1,522 respondents ihs a simple rirdom
- 7

anstead, we, fOW w the omplicated procedure (described

erson is asmkgned a number or weight'
k .

wSri6s from Pgrprimary Sampling_Unit) to ASU .(ronghty.,, school to.
....

.

\: Asalool). .Thus, nstead o rsf each*peon: in the sample representing :
,

a
. .

detail in 'Appendix A) whp.eby each

Iv

- .

. constant,,,,,number orlkeeple in the pcipulation,! as. iad simple ra.nd9m1 , ,
,

sa ing,each,/espondept,in Phase.IVA0s.aNsigned a weight whiN took

1 4

47
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ointo. account (weightable) nonrespontie 'in his particulat '.PSU. For.

0

exstsplc, had the, rate of response to Phase IV in PSU A been ond-half,

and had every person in PSU B 'responded) each iespondent in PSU A would

lave been assigned a weight twice that of B.

4100

.

Using this procedure, we can arrive at gstimates of the population
A Nic

paratheters which have the advantage of correcting for differences in

response rates by PSU... For example, i\t SU) in lower gs areas tend to
0

. . ,

have lower follow-up completion rates, one can correct for .this by

'assigning larger weights to those who dig,reSpond in these PSUs

each individual represents more people in Ulf population, making up for .

his missing classmates). Unfortunately, while this procedure corrects

for PSU differentials, it assumes tliat respondents within a PSU are

If

.similar to their classmates who,,do

S
bt respond.A The population

parameters presented in.this. section/are derived from the corrections
. ,

- - '

described above, with the attendant'advantiges and disadvantages.

A
Six variables were emplOyed in checking sathple representativeness.

Three were tonsidered. germane:to flie general objectives.Nof the study:
I%

the respondent's ,sex, his o her family income in 1973, and the

ecupational, prestige of"is -or hei father.
2 Mie other three were

.

.

, .
,

4'.

1
select- ed,because significant differenes-in unweighted (uncorrected)

. . .

)
scores were found between,those whomKompleted Phase IV and those who did.

. W. .
.

.

.
, ,

- not. Thus, the variables indicate the effectiveness.ofithe correctibn
,

V.

ot

sChomn. Using procedures for estimating population proportions
A

and the
1

.

formula foi. .estimating tohe appropti-ate .variances, -we arrived'at
,

.
e

'
to. ,

:.

population estimates and their associated confidence intervls. In thie

regard, the half sample,welghts were employed, multi specia1 'cbmputsr

Q
" I
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,, ., .......... ....yid., ....-I4X.

I.
ogram was constructed to carry out

hese I andPhase IV arA.presented.

in examining Table 2:5, ,it is important to keep in mind:th4t the

;he calculations', Figures for

formulae used hereare based on rough but unbiased estimates of.

variances of each proportion These estimatet were derived,by_dividing
4,

theSample into two roUgh* equal subiamples in each stratuM. Perhaps

the best .way to interpret 'such figures is to compare the given

proportions in eacirphase for similarities, or marked differences. f

One systematic way offaccomplishiAg. this is to see whether ihe,

Phase IV proportion falls within the .95 confidence interval estimsted

for the Phase -I sample. Four of 26 Ohase iy proportions are outside

theie limits: the proportion of tales; .the proportion of females; the
..,

.

.

.
unfversity plans in 1974; and the percentage who did not

4/
- know their.educational,plans in 1974: In all cases, however, the,Phase

.IV percentages were within .5% of the rgfevant u0'per or lower confidence

. limit. The .high school grade proportions and the proportion oft.hose
\)

with lowest self-concept of ability with respect to peers approach the

.95 confidence limits.

Given the methods of. calculating .4. the confidence limits and

-analyzing the results', one conclusion is that our.corrected.sample

slightly.overrresents fethales.and university aspirants, and under-

rep resents males,and p4s who'did not know their educational plans in

1914. InAteneral, ther- e is a slight tendency'to overrepresent thipe who
11,4

have.had positivp academic esperiences.
$
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WEIGHTING PALOCEDURES USE0,IN THISQEPORT k

ia prev4ous reports, the weigfting pIhocedure used gave estimates.of

he number of Grade 12 students that could be expected in each category.
4

The total estimated N was approximately,100,000: This procedure removes

the'step'.0 ch'anging from.sample proportions to approxftate population.

;,

numters. llowever, when a statisttcal analysis of trends is i portant,
A

the proCedure.yields Ns which mag, any statistic dependent on l (such as

thi-square).. uhinformative. On the other -hand, using the 1,522 ersons

who respOnde0.o Phase.IV asr a simple random sample yiekds inco rect. .

poplation tstiniates, due to.the failure,to correct for.nonresponse\ In

order to circumvent theseiproblems, we employed a simple transformation

of poptiration weights which yields population estimates and reduces.the

N tb '1,522 fOrAhe Phase IV-sample, This allows u6 to assess.the

sigillificance,oftrends in the data, on the assumption that our design

FOOTNOTES

\

1. The target poPulation did not inclu dents from high schbols
41upported by separate -School.boards, b e. did include Students from
Orivate achobls;

2. Thesevariables were esiployed in a previous report to check the
representativeness of the Phase ILI sample.

'
50

yields an N which is equivalent to a simple random sample of 1,522, or a

correctleproportion thereof.
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TABI4E 2.1: COMIARISON OF (UNWEIGHTED)' PHASE IV RESPONDENTS AND NOIESPONDENIS
Alpo SELECTED,SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

Variable
Respondents

2
Corrected

(%) Nonrespondents X Significance

Sex

(%)

Male 48.0 50.4
Nimale 52.0 49.6

t

1522 1033

SES

1 Lowest
2 0

3

4 Highest
N

Stratf

i Urban

. 3

4 Rural
N

27.2
24.4
22.7

25.6*
1455

28.2
,28.3

21.6
21.8

-957

. (1,

18.3 24.9
22.3 '21.8
24.5 23.7.

35.0 ?9:6
1522 1031 .

.2354

.0603

.0004i.
High'School Gradves

, B (70%).or higher -444._ 3%.6
Lowero 55.8: 65.4_ -
N . 14941 .1006. . doo
,.._.1..

-.

Re.ligion
,

54.9
30.9

1.1

8.2

4.9
:1507

83.3
16.7

1506

51

45-

4'

.

Protestant
Reman Catholic
Jewish
No religion
Other

.Ethnic Self-Identification

Canadan.
,Other

"1 I

,

or

50.0

35.2
1.1

8.8

4.9

1021

.79.0

21.0
1010.

.1742

.0071



'TABLE 2.2: COMPARISON OF PHASE IV RESPONDENTS AND NONRESPONDENTS ALONG SELECTED
INTERVAL-LEVEL VARIABLES USING THE T-TEST STATISTIC,

Respondent
Varable Mean.

Nonresp.
Mean

FamilY educational
encouragement score
(FAMENC1)

-.0246 7:-.0591.

Non family educational
encouragement score

.0108 .0303

(NFMPICW
. 4

Educational'Olans '

for fall 1974
2.1472 2.0113

(LEE)

Self-concept of
ability to do post-
secondary work

-.0030 -.0129

(USCA1)

Self-concept-of
ability telative
to classmates

.0042 -.0161

(FSCil)

Blishen.score"of
occupational.

aspiration in 1973

55.59 54.39

(VAR095)

Blishen score of 51.59 51.12
occupational

expectation in 1973
(VAR094)

a
- The F statistic and its associaeed probabirlty measure statistical differences4

in variances between the two groups.

' Since in no case are the variances significantly different, the T-test is
based on pooled variance estimates.

V riance Difference
b
Mean Differencr

Fa Two-tail T d.f. Tsp-tail
probability pronbility

1.01

1.05

1.02

1.6

1.08

1.02

oI
"41

.804

.357

.85

1.01

2553

2553.

.

.806 3.62 2027

of

.920 1.70 2549
,

.191 3.51 2549 *

.799 2.00 2310°

14

.365 .72 2082

.395

.313

.0000

.09

.0000

.046

.472

V

9.



TABLE 2.3: A COMPARISON OF PHASE IVMAIL AND TELEPHONE RESPONDENTS ALONG
SELECTED VARIABLES .

A: ISOCIO DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES
A

-

Varisahles

Mail
Respondents

(%)

Telephone
Respondents

(%)

Sex

Male 45.5 53.8
Female

46.2
N

455

Marital Status

.

Single, engaged , 52.9' 53
1

2
Married, common law, 1'47.1' 46.8

Si nificance

-.D.

.0032

was married
N

SES

1057.

26.3

23.9
23.2
26.6 .

455

29.4
25.5
21.6
23.4

.9589

1 Lowest
2

3

4 Highest
N

Strata

1020, 435 .4005

1 Urban 17.4 20.2
2 21.6 2317
3 26.1 20.7
4 Rural 34.8 35.4

1067 455 ,.1147

High SchOol Grades

B (70%) or higher' , 47.9 35.4
Lower 52.1 64.6

1050 444 .0000

/ -

/Koteptant 56.7 50.'6
Roman Catholic 28.5
Jewish 1.3 0.

religion 8.0 8.6
.No

Other 3.5
1054 453 .0114

Ethnic Self-Idenkacation

Canadian 83.8 82.3
Other 16.2 17.7,.

1054 452 :5296



OrTARLE *2;3 (0oned)

EDUiATIONAL AND occuATI0AL ACHIEVEMENT VARIAWS

Variables

Mail Telephone
Respondents RedPondents

(%)

X
2
-Significance

Current:Work.Stitus

,

Part-time' ,

Unemployed..
Studenthou'sewife

. -

Current School StatUS"

t;7.5

*/1.1.1

, 4,6

16.7

11163

73.4
9.1

6.9

10.6 .

451

.

,

Fu 1-time itiudent .., 16.8 7.9
1)a t-time student 4.8 3.8

,

Non student . 78.4 8$63
N 1063 453

'Educaiional Attainment in 1979

Completed university 16.2 21.5
Completed CAAT 9.8 19.3
Some univeiisty, CAAT 6.7 I 17.4
No post-secondary 67.3 41.8
N v . 2100 45S'

Blishen Category of durrent aob

1 Lowest
'2

3

4
5

6 Highest

Current Job Ply .

1 Lowest
' 2

3

4.Highest
N

Chaliense of Curre
from FactOr Score

5.1

14.4

24.9

36.

17.4

1.7

766

13.5

20.9
23.3
27.3
14.4

0.6

326'

23.0 25.8
27.3 23.2
24.5 21.9
25.2 29.1

735 302

1 Highlyehallenging 25.3
2 29.5
3 22.2.
A Low Challenge 23.0
N 766

v. 54.

38.1

22.0
17.1

22.9

328

.0033

.0000

.0000

.0000

.2558

.odol
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TABLE 2.4: COMPARISON OF PRASE IV MAIL AND TELEPHONE RESPONDENTS ALONG SELECTED INTERVAL-LEVEL VARIABLES
USING T-TESTS

4 4;

Variable

Mail
'Respondent

Mean

Telephone
Respondent

.. Mean
.

Variance Difference,
Two-Tail

F-Test Prohability

,

Mean Difference
.

Two-Tail
T-Test d.i. Probability.

Family,educational encouragement
score (FAMENCI)

Non-family educational encouragepent
score (NFMENCI)

Educational plans for fall 1974
(LEE)

'Self-;cencept.of ability to do university 9

work (USCAI)

Self,concept of ability relative to
classmates. (FSCA4)

Blishen score of occupational aspirations
in 1973 (VAR095) .A.

. .., .

Bli'shen score of occupational

expectation in 1913 (VAR097)

% time in curtent job processing
information (C5INFO)

% time in current job dealing with
people (C5PEOPLE)

1

'

-.0146

.0073

2.1844

.0027

.0112

56.07

52.07

30.26

31.90

.1

:

-.0480

.0091

.2.06

-.0162

-.0124

54 48

50.42

28.37

30,77

- 1.05

.

1005

1.01

1.17

1.02

1.09

1.01.

1.31

1,30-

.531

.511

.946

-046

.755

.271

-886

. .003

.000

.60

-,21

2.49

2.32

2.99

1.91

/

1.81
/

1.16

,66

1520

1520

1228

1517

1517

1380-

1247

552

544

.552

.834

.013

.021

: .0003

.057

.071
-''''4...--....-----rj'

..248

.510

% time in current j b doing mauual,wori
. 37A4 41.32 L .45. -.GOO -1.65 526 .100

.(C5MANUAL) :

Not: In the first. 1, the T-test is based on pooled variance estimates, as theT statistic indicated no significant
difference in variances.. For the last th,ree variables, significant variance differences were found and separate
variance estimates were therefore used to calculate the T -statistic.

0 oil
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TABLE 2,5: REPRESERTATI NESS: ESTIMATE POPULATION PARAMETERS FOR
-'''e' THE ORME 12 OHORT PHASE I PHASE Ie (

p.. .. .f

Phase I -'-' Phase IV
ConfidencE ConfidencE .

Percentage Interval Confidence Limits.Percentage Interval Confidence Limits

1111

Sex

Male 49.1 .95 48.2 - 50.1 4 44..7 3.8
Female 50.9 .95 49.9 - 51.8 3.8

Family .Income 1973

Below $4000 2.2 0.6 1.6 - 2.8 1.8 0.3
4 - 7000 7.2 3.1 4.1 - 10.2 6:9 4.2

7 - -10000 16.7 0.9 15.8 - 17.6 17.1 2.1
'10_- 13000 13.0 2.4 10.6 - 15.4 12.5 2.3
13 - 16000 .12.0 L.5 10.4 - 13.5 12.3 2.8
16,- 19000 7.6 2.1 5.5 9.7 8.3 1.5
abOve 19000 11.1 2.4. 8.7 13,5 11.4 3.5

. Not known 30-.3

b Prestige 1973

1.1 27.0 - 33.5 29.8 5.6

1 toiwest 15.9 3.7 12.3 - 19.6 15.8 3:61
36..9 4.2 32.8 - 41.1 ,35.8 3.0

3 16.5 1.1 15.4 - 17.6 16.4 1.9
4 10.5 2.9 7.6 13.3 9.7 -....-- 3.7
5 12.0 2.9 9.1- 14.8 . 13.7 3.24
6 Highest 8.2 1.7 i 6.5 - 9.9 8.7 1,2

1 -

High School Grades 1974

B or higher 4.4' 36.4 - 45.3 44.9 5.8
Lower 9.1 4.41 54.6 - 63.6 .55.1 5.8

Educational Plans
fall 1974

No post-23.3
secondary

.3.3 20.0 - 26.6 21.1 .

;

3.9

CAAT 24.0 4.2 19.8 - 28.2. 23.9 4.7
Universiey 31.9 3.5 28.4 - 35.4 35.5 3.9
Not known 20.9 0.9 20.0 - 21.8 19.6 2.6

'Self-Concept of
Ability re Peers

'2.2 24:8 - 29.2 . 25.0 2.9

.

1 Lowest 27.0
2 29.7 2.2 27.5 - 31.9 28.7 3.5

1 3 19.6 2.0_ 17.5- 21.6 . 21.2 3.6
'4 Highest 23.8

1

4.1::-', 19.6 - 27.9
,

25.2 3.2

a

\ '1

44.0 51.5
48.5 - 56.0

1.5 - 2.1

2.7 - 11.1
14.0 -

10:2 14,7')
9.4 '15.1.

'6.7 - 9.8

7.9 14.9

24.3 35.4

12:2 19.3

31.9 39.8....

14.5 - 18;3- -'
5.9 - 13.4 %

. 10. - 16.9
7:4 - 9.9

%.

39.1 50.7
49.3.- 60.9

17..2 25.0

19.2 28.6

31.6 39.3
17.0 22.1

22.1 27.8
.25:2 32.2

17.5 -.24.8,
.21.9 28.4

- All numbers havelipeen rounded for presentation. MisSing values were excluded from
calculations.

A 95% confidence limit was employed. This means that if we draw a large
.

number of
.samples, the sample means will lie within the limits in 95 cases out of 100. .The
two-tail T statistic CorreSponding to.4 degrees of ireedom'and .05 'probability level
is 2.77e. Thusd the confidence interval is calculated as 2.776 of variance.

.
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CHAPTER THREE

HIGH SCHOOL EXPERIENCES: LOOKING BACK AT tHE EARLY SEVENTIES

INTRODUCTION ;

The study of secondary schools by social scientists may be likened to

the story of th,e'blindfolded phi1osoph7s who are led to,an elephant arid

requested rt.() identify the mysterious substance. Each philosopher

interprets the phenomenOn, but in radically different ways.. Similarly, in

researching secondary schools, social scientists have selected different

aspects:for study and stressed the importance of different properties as

institutions...Some emphasize how schoOls train students for basic life

skills; others closely analyze the selection and allocation functions of

'chools for placement of young people into the stratification system of the

larger society; still others examine the school as a miniature society,

characterized by a unique system of rules and subcommunities organized

around student differences in value.orientation and behavior- In this

Chapter, our aim is to provide a descriptive account of some of the high

chool experiences of our sample. It is important to raate..these

experiences to subsequent post-s,ecohdary and work invo
r

ements. Insofar

as more than one-third of our samplelhave no post-secondary education .an

.exploration of this group's high .school..experienCes and, backgrounds may

)Srovide.crues, to their laCkof motivation to carry On. with'their;.studies.
,

Five aspects of secondary school have been selected for describing ahd

analyzing the experiences of respondents.:..

1. type of program (e.g.., acadernic, commercial, technics

.57

voca,:ional
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2. participationi in athletic '.,and other general activities je.

social clubs., student governMenty,drama clubs);

3. involvement in the leadilp crowd in high school;

,4. .
how the respondent would lj.ke to be reMembere&in termtv'of his high

.
-,c

.

School days (e.-g., brilliant student, leader 'in activities,

popular, outstanding athlete); and

most.

5. the extenCto which secondary sOpol..eXperiences were considered

2

'generally useful in developing a-basic.appreciation of ideas, ability to
.

'think clearly, and interpersonal 'arid *social skills; and sec6nd1yl

vocationally usefulin increasing chances of findins; good job and

providing knowledge,,ski4s, SO other technique& directly applicable to

one' S. present j .

,901ir'detcription:of sectindary school ih terms of these five aspects will

becOMplete onii-if important subgroup and social background differences

arse incorporated into the analysis. In the first part of this chapter,

*explore and report variations by gender, rural/urban characteristics
.

of the cOmmunity surrounding the respondent's school (referred to as

,

stratum or region), respondent's 'socioeconomic
3

characteristics

academic perfbrmance, and current educational attainment We then

demonstrate the effects of high school
'

on subsequent educational,
/

vocational, and selected social-psychological attributes of respondents,

suck as self-concept and 'degree of fatalism. Academic projirt5in high

school is iiewed by many researchers in the field of education as

providing a track to different kinds of educational attainment and,

consequently, to different kind& of jobs, varying in their intrinsic or

.extrinsic Lewards. Our purpose is to establish the association between

4
program and the subsequent experiences and values of respOhdents.

e
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I.

. PERFORMANCE , ACTIVITIES , AND BACKGROUND Ft4TORS.

Type of Program
Is

While changes brought abouft by,the Davis yeforms of 196 allowed

greater 41exibility In choice'of Program-and. courses... ost respondents

wereable- to'identify their
. high school program as one of ypes.

.

.Table 3.1 shows that nearly 7 in 191,respondent4 were enrolled in

academic programs, the remainder being in Commercial- or technical.

courses. Proportioftately-more females than males were in an academic

stream And many more females than males were enrolled in commercial

programs. Technical programs were clearly male-dominated, recruiting

almost one-third of the males enrolled and only .3% of the females.

'Table 3.1 shows that.selection of high school program was strongly

related to the respondents' sotioeconomic backgroundi'and the urban,

characteristics of the communities in which they resided. 'While

approximately 5 in 10 respondents in the lowest quartile of social class,

chose .academic programap more than 9 in 10 in the highest.quartile made.

a similar selection. Tht reverse is 'true when the. selection of

_commercial programs is examinedi more than one-quarter of those from the

ldwest SES origins took commercial progtams, compared to 3.9% 4h.the

high SES" group. The choice of high school program also appears to be
)influenced by stratum. Seven to 8 in 10 respondents frdM Strata 1, 2

, .and 3 largely urban commufiities (kncluding Metro Toronto) selectedo:
academic programs, compared with only half,of the rur 1 pondents;'

many more

coursei.
4

\

rural than iarban respondents were enrolled \in

59
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Academit Performance
4

, The academic ,performances of students in an academic tiack Were .

superior, to that of students in either commercial, technical, or vocation44'.

prograps. Table 3.2 demonstrates that over 5 in la respondents in academic

.. programs xeportedB or higher averages in GAide 11, in contrast to fewer,

than 4 in 10 in commercial, and more than 2 in 10 in.technical or

vocational proirams.

' Hiih school programs pliy an obviously influential role wiegaid to

the type and amount of post-secondary edutation respondents-achieve. Aboilt

4 in 10 oT those enrolled in the academic track have already graduated from

. university; compared t 4.4.% from commercial and 7.4% fxom technical/

vocational streams. Most persons from the' last two,tracks received no

' ppst-secondary ecilication (71,4% and 57.1% respectively),

Participation in Extracurricular.Activitir
\

. Extracurricular school .activities serve a variety of important

functiohs, including channeling youthiul energy in approved directions,

. promoting school cohesion, providing students with areas, of achievement

outside the classroom, and providing sftdents and faculty with

opportuniLik to interact outside the formal setting of the class.

When asked, retrospectively, about participiition in high school

,0-

extracurricular activities, respondents.most frequently listed involvement

in athletics;, approximately 3 in 10 patticipated frequently or Very

frequently in team sports. Of nonathletic activities, music)(e.g., choir,

4
band) engaged the greatest amount of students' time, with nearly 2 in 10

participating frequently or very frequently. 'Most people seldom or nrver

participated in many of the other activities offered by schools, Thus,

60
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8 in 10 students seldos; or never participated in .social action or'.

political clubs, academic or drama clubs, or student government.

t'articipation activities wee factor-analyzed ahd two main factors

were identified,: athletic participation and gegeral (nonathletic)

participati9n. Table 3j3-shows that the athletic factor bears little or no

relation to SES or stratum although gender is associated -with the

frequency of athletic involvement; malts participated more fully than'

females at the highest level of athletic activity. If we consider general

participation, howev9;,,sex does not influence degree tf.involvement, while

SES relates positively; there.are nearly twice as many high SES as low SES

respondents in4the high-participation category. There is also a greater

tendency for Stratum 4 respondents to partiCipate less frequently than

Stratum,1 respondefits in general activities. A general pattern (nOt

statisticallyikignificant) indicates. that people of rural origin

'participate less 'frequently ilh=leneral activities than people of urban .

origin, though we haVe npted before that seratum is related to SES.

As

positiv

shown in Table 3.4, participation in general activities related

to academic performance; more than 6 in 10 high participators

have B or higher averaigs, tompated with:4 in 10 respondents in the lowest

participation category.' It should be noted, however, that participation ,in

,\ athletics is.not related to academic performance.

Frequency participafion in general activities is also related to

formaa level of pp t-secondary educational attainment. For)instance, about

half of the respondehts in thn?highest participation category are now in

. sraduate or pi-ofessional schoola or have graduated from university,

compared with only 2 in 10 respondents in the lowest category.

Vo.
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Involvement in the Le ding Crowd

Less than onejhird of our sample believed that they were part of ihe

leading crowd while in high school (Tab1k3.5). While gender and sqatum
r
do not relate significantly to being in the leading crowd, the latter does

relate positively to SES and level of 'post-secondary attainment.

**

Approximately 2 in'10 of those in the,lowest SES quartile and nearly 4 in

10 of those in the highest quartile thpught of themselves as part of tlie

leadidg crowd. Moreover, as Table 3.6 demonstrates, nearly 4 in 10)of

those who considered themselves part ofthe leading ciowd, and about 3 in

10 who did not, obtained university degrees; Reported Grade 11 maiks are

not related to membership in a leading crowd.
1 6

High School Stibcultures

Anyone observing student relationships in a neighborhood high school-

will soon notice a variety of primary ties. For some students, athletics

act as the main source of attraction. Others seek popularity, or wreak inj

which their leadership potential can be developed. Abademie s.tudies serve

as the'basis for yet another type of(student subculture. To explore the

types of subcultures that respondents entered, we asked: "If you could

4

have been rementhered at high school for.one of the four things below, which

one would you have wanted It to be?" Table.3.7 indicates that academic

performance is a significant value; over 3 in 10 respondents wahted to be

remembered as a 6brilliant student." Over_one-quarter choke "leader in

activities," nearly one-quarter chose "outstanding athlete," and fewer than

,

, 2 iv, 10 wanted to be remembereA as "most popular." There are marhed

diVierences indicated by gender, stratum, and post-secondary attainmeht:
0

Proportionately,more females than males stress the importance of being a

fr
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brilliattt student, And, converselyf more Males.than females imphasize

athletics. A tendency exists for ihe more urban students to'stress being

remembered as a "brilliant student," while ?Imre rural respondents
k

emphiSized "outstanding athlete."

.The way in which A respondent wishes. to be remgmbered relates, as

well, to academic success or performance in school. Table 3.8 shows thatk

those who selected the "brilliant student° category were clearly superior

students; almost 7 in'10 achieved a or higher averages in Grade 11:11Fewer

than 5 in, 10 who chose "leader in activities," "most popular," or

"outs.tanding athlete" obtkained comparablzhighgaverages.

As one would expect, respOndents wanting to be remembered as brilliant

students disp?Oportionately demonstrate an ability to gain'access to a

post-secondary education. Nearly 4 in 10 of these respondents graduated
.

from,uniiversity. The feverse is true for respondents. wantilg to be

, remembered as outstaying athletes; on/y 2 in 10 selecting this category

graduated from university.

INV

. THE SOCIAL-PSYCHOLQGICAL DIMENSIONS

Genexal Anil Job-Related Usefulness of Education

The paste several dec1 ades have witnessed a ,generai public unease

concerning schools. Student protests in.thFe sixties arid mounting pressures

to make ehucation more responsive to changint4es'in the seVenties exear"

plify this unease.,.: In our survey,.respondentsidere asked to examine their

'most recent educational exiierience and indicatwits usefulness, both

Itenerally and in terms of iob-releated.trainlng. Among the eight aspects'

.explored were: the development of an."appreciation for ideas, the
%
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development of the'ability to think clearly, the development of leadership

ability, and the development of a career choice. Through the use of factor

analysis, two factors were identified: a general usefulness and a

0

usefulness that incorporates the relationship of education to job selection

-and training.

Using these factors, a comparison was conducted of four major

0

educational attainment groups--university graduate, CAAT,graduate, some

university and/or same CAAT, and no post-secondary--revealing distknct

difference$ between the groups.5. As TaVle 3.9 shows in the "general

usefulness" category, .respondents with no post-secondary education

(slightly more than 1 in 10) were least likely to evaluate their education

as "very useful,'whAe university graduates (over 4 in 10) were most likely

Vdo so. Three in 10 CAAT graduites responded similarly. As one would

expect, nearly 5 in 10 CAAT graduates stated that( their mostrrecent

L'edUtation expAience wa$ "very Useful" for career identification or job

training. Approximately 2 in JO respondents from the remaining groups made

the same selection. It is interesting to note that only 4:5% more

university graduates than CAAT graduates felt their education,was "rarely

*)

'or not at all useful" in the job-related category.

We haire'now documented that formal level of education does relate to

the perceived general'and job-related usefulness of education. ftowever,

there ire also differences by gender, social background; and academic

'performance in secondary school. Table 3.1 indicates that somewhat more.

0 4

females than males, high SES .respondents, and academically .superior

respondents are more'likely to stress their education as "very useful" in

the "general usefulness" category. When we 'examine "jdb-related
, ' $

usefulne a," similar trends can be:identified for sex and grades. However,

64
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there reversal in thepattern with regard/to SES; proportionately
0 ,

fewer high SES respondents evaluate the job-related aspects of their

educatioh"as Itvery useful." We also find that more ruraa than urban

respondents endorse the job-related ,usefulness of their education.

Hotever, this finding mly be a result of the association*of stratum and

SES. It is clear that so4oeconomic status has a strong influence on

the attitudes expressed by our respondents in this area.

1 Assessing ihe impact of High School Experiedce

One impoftant basis fon stratification in secondary echools is the \

systemoCprogramsofstudy.Theseprogramsaredesigned to sort out

students according
0

to ability, with the intention of producing an

efficient allocation People for future post-secondary and

occupational pOsitions. Sorting procedures vary id different countries.

Great Britain, for instance, has been criticized for starting the

sorting process too early, thus favoring.upper-middle cfass students and

neglecting "late "bloomers." In the United States,'selection begins

4
later; this has been considered-inefficient:because bright students are

. held back from fulfilling their academic potlial.

Since sorting procedures were used in the high schools from which

we drew'our sample, it.is important to examine the relationship of

'tracking (or streaming) to

personAlity characteristics.

a person's life chances,values, and

We know, for example, that respondents who

chose academic programs were disproportionately selected from upper-

middle and middle class sectors of itarIo

to explore are the fdfure educatio al and

making certain pIJOgram selections.

S.

,

society. What we still nepd

occupational consequences of

.
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Education and Work by High.School Program

Although choosing a commercial or technical program in high vhool

does not exclude enrollment in a university, only'4.1% of those in a

commercial and 7.4% of thdisein s-VocittiOnal or technical program graduated

fronr'university. Fully 4 in 10 respondents from kin academic program
. ,

/graduated irom university (Table 3.11). The completion of a post-secondary

progfam is strcingly associated with type of program; nearly.6 in 10 of

those infthe academic stteam completed a university or college education,

4. while fewer than 2 in 10 enrolled in commercial programs and fewer than 3

in 10 in technical/vocational programs completed a degree or certificate.

Present work status arso relates to high school programs, as shown in .

Table"3.1,.. The ptoportion of respondents from academic prograffis currently.

.working full-time is significantly smaller than those from commercial and

technical/vocational programs. Greater numbers of academic track.N

respondentsare studying full-time.

e.

Job-related income and prestigg
6

are two dimensions that measure, in

part, the "pay-ofil" of a high school education. More Specifically, we

might ask if an acidemic program makes a difference in the starting and

current incomes earned by respondents. Does program relate to the prestige

attached to. the various jobs our.respondents obtained after leaving'high

actiool? 4

The avrage starting salary of those who entered the'labor market was

$9,898 (Table 3.12). The starting salarl) differences proved significant,

with those in academic progeams ($10,158) and technical/vocational programs)

($10,619) above,the mean.and respondent,' in commercial programs ($8,071)

below the mean. The average current salary of working respondentp is.

.$12,952-$12,589,for fo'rmer academic program students, $15,200 for technicalt



Vocational'students, and $11,244 for corpmerCial students. dearly, the

income gap has widened over time, when starting and current salaries. of

students from the different high school programs are compared.

Some complexities are revealeA when the relationship of program and

salary (both starting and current) is fullher analyzed by subgroups. In

analyzing starting salaries. (Tables 3.13-3.16), we find Oat the

'relationship of high school program and job salariea remains statistIcally

significant for grades, gender,. and region. However, in academic and

commercial tracks, females earn relatively lower salaries than males. In

cross-tabulating program-by SES, the relationship-of program and salary

tremains strong at ehe two lowest SES quartiles, but is diminished at the

*two highest quartiles. Thus, the impact of program is strongest for low

SES and weaker for high SES respondents. The picture is quite different

for current salaries (Tables 3.17-3.20). We find that gender and gradea do

not influence the association of.program and salary. HOwever, with tespect

to region, the association is sustained for smaller cities, and towns and

rural areas,, but strongly diminished in Qther urban centers. .Thus,

opportunity for income mobility, appears greatest in the citkes and

overpowers the impact of high school program:. Finally, although SES (at

Athe high end) strongly influences stIrting salaries, as.time go,es on this

influence diminishes. In analyzing current salaries, we find a qtable

relationship of program and salary at each level of SES.

When the occupational,prestige of thoseleurrently working is related

to high school program (Tables 3.21-3.24), we find that.responddnts from
P

the academi-c track enjoy relatively more prestige, with an average score'of

50.2, than respondents from the c9mmetcial (47.6) and vocational/technical

(42.9) tracks. This ielatipship is sustained for gender and graaes, but
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' is strongly'diminished at the highest level of.SES.and.theluost urbanz

area (i.e., Toronto).

#
Valties

n ,

People werp isked to provide usvith the degrees of:importance they

attached to seven different values:. developi6 friendships, involvement
4 .

in work Or.a career, involverient in community Affairs, marriage, living

together with d companion or partner, involvement in leisure time

activities and'developing an independent lifestyle (see fable 3.25).

"Developing friendshiis" was mentioned most frequently as being very

important and involvement in community affairs was mentioned least

frequently. The fact that most people still adhere to the work'ethiC is

supported by our finding that nearly 8 in 10 respondents felt work

invoivement was somewhat to very important in value. We also asked

people which values stimulated the most and least satisfaction for thtm

(Tables 3.26 anA 3.27). Marriage was endorsed by'3 in 10 respondents as

the most satisfying value area; work involvement was second, with nearly

3 in 10 indicating its contribution to their satisfaction. In contrast,

nearly 5 in 10 respondents indicated that involvement in community

affairs provided the least satisfaction. We /thought that high school

program 'might be related to these value preferences, but the subsequent

-

analysis showed few differences. Only on the values of marriage and the

development ollan independent lifestyle -are substantial differences

apparent; respondents from a commercial track attach greater importalce
4

toarriage than those in academic, and vocational/technical tracks,

Higt4 School Program and Personality

In thii,sejtion we further explore the assumption that the spCial

68
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A

forces and conditions that Lead adolescents to select high school.programs

are relotedto'substantial differences in personality. Personality, as we

Attire defined it,'inciudthree.elements: how-people vary in cognitive

I- t or outlook; the extent to which people consider themselves.in control
J.

otAleir environment 6i, conversely, controlled.by fate; andliow people

evaldate themselims, that is, self-Concept. Cognitive style iefet to two

components:: the desire to.work on broadly defined or open-endedproblems;2..

:4nd the desire to work .on'recognized and"pressing,problems, with the .

promise of immediate and identifiable solutions. Self-concept\was measured

'through -the use of a self-descriptive-adjectte checklist called the

Semantic Differential. This scale has three components: good-bad for

Evaluation., powerful-powerless for Potency, and fast-Slow for Activity.

Thus, isle .are able to evaluite.a person's self-conc'ept in terms of-

evaluation, potency and activity.

Our assumptio1 that high school Program differences would relate to
. ,

variations in cognitive styles was only mildly supported in the analysis.

Those in an° academic program possessed a higher preference for both broad

and immediate problem-solving cognitive styles than did respondents in

commercial or vocational/techniCal progradis (Table 3.28).

The hypbthesized'relationship of prograth to respondent's self-concept

received qualified support, as can be seen in Table 3.29. In two out of

.three instances (thetsevaluation and activity dimensions), significant

variations were identified between respondents who had selected academic,
s,

cpmmercial, and technical/vocational programs. No dAfferences of noewete

identified on the potency dimension, but.on the evalu'ative*.dimensio,.of

self-concept, respondents who had chosen academic programs chsracterized

0

themselves as,more valuable and desirable tham respondents from commercial,

1*)
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technical,.and vocational Programs. These differences muSt be understood

.within the context of the social backgrouncls and gender role experiences of
N;

respondents. We find the relationship of program is radically diminished

on the evaluation and activity dimensions when SES 'and stratum are

introduced, but is unaffected when gender is controlled. With respect fo .

evaluatiod.of self-concept, we find thkt high school track -exerts an

influence in the case of males, but not females.. This may indicate the

greater salience of program for sustaining a high self-evaluation among

males. Similarly, we find the relationship between track and eValuation

holds for those respondents achieving high grade averages, but is strongly'

diminished for those obtaining.low.averageS, It may be that those who

receive.lemitr grade averages are less attached to any program in'terms of

their own self-appraisal. The relationship of the activity aspect of

self-concept to high school program disappears when gender is introduced

being completely ex inguished for males and strongly reduced,for femaies.t

4011P

.In addition, the relationship is largely reduced at high and low levels of

grade average. This indicates the importance of understanding the complex

ancciv.-multiple. ways our sense of self-worth and physical capability are

developed. Although one's high school program may provide one source for
' A

developing self-labels, other academic and8nonacademic influences play

significant roles in developing and maintaining positive or negative Self-

images.

Finally, respondents were asked whether their outlook on life was

guided by a "luck," or ?ate, principle, or byindividual initiative and

hard work.'. When fatalism is related to .high school program (Table 3,30),

A
we find no significantlassociati n betWeen the two variables.

70. 7.
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FOOTNOTES

._

1. The operational definitiods and factors employed 4n this chapter
are fully dfscribed in Appendix B.

2. Thei, five aspects of secondary school experience were all
investigi ed in the 1979 follow-up phase.

a. Socioeconomic status is referred.to as SES in the remainder of this
' report.

4. It 'is important to note that BES and Strata are. themsel<res
correlatedi over 50.0% of the respondents in the loWest quartile of SES
were fr6m the rural Strata.

5. Each one Of these educational attainment groups evaluate the-
..usefulness, of their educational experiences in terms of their Most
recent educational experience.

.6. Job prestige is _based on the Blishen scale, whichjis discussed
fully in Chapter Six.

a ,

96,
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TABLE 3.1: TYPE OF HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM BY SELECTED SOCIAL BACKGROUND FACTORS

Social Background Factors

M

(%)

Sex

F

,

Low

'(%)

SES

2 3

(%) (%)

High

(%) .

Aca0emic 63.4 74.4 497'., 62.6, 74.1 90.6,

Commercial 5.9 24.2 24,1 17.7 . 13.0 3.9

Technical/. 1
. Voctional 30.7. ' 1.3 23,2 19..8 12. 5.4

TOTAL (N) 720 766 374 347 . 330 383.

Signilicance (p)

,

Urban.

.(%)

*Str

( )

84.1 72

40.8

5.2

14.4

13.4

701 55.5

13.7 20.8.

15.5 23.7

338: 330 /354 485

S.

4.
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TABLE 3.2: ilEDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES gY TYPE Or-HIGH SCHCOL PlittRAM v,
. / . ..

1

Type of'Program in High,Schoolr,

'Academic Commèrcia1
,Educational Outcomes

(°,4) CAO

GraCles

(70%) of higher

Lower th.an 70%

TOTAL (N)

52.1

Technical/Vocational

(%).

133.8

66.2

.23.3

.76.7

Sighificance (p)

).

Educational Achievementin 104

10.20' 227

Univeriity graduate ; 41..3 4,1
-,

CAAt.grliduate. 19.2 ..' 15.8 .

Some university/some CAAT 16:2 8!7

No. post-lec6nd 23.3 71.4

TOTAL (N)
;

4gniff-cOrCe (p)
s

4c-'

1042 , 233 231



TABLE 3.3: %ATHLETIC AND GENERAL (NON ATHLETIC) PARTICIPATION IN HIGH SCHOOL BY
SELECTED SOCIAL BACKGROUND FACTORS.

Type of Partic patio

1-'''''
. ,

1 4Athletic )'

. .Highest

'2 ..4,

3

LoweSt

A -

c

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

' General (Nen Athletic)

Aighest,

2

Lowest

TOTAL. (N)

Significance (p)

Social Backgrqund Factors

. M

Sex

F Low-

SES

2 3 High .

(%) (10 CO (%)
.

.

41.4 24.2 . 32.7 32.8 31.0 31.6

21.7 19.9 17.4 20.2 24.0 21.9

13.4 14.9 14.4 17.1 15.1 11.1

23.4 40.9 35.4 29.9 29.8' 35.5

479 571 253 243 235 276

N.S.
11-

18.9 18.8 14.3 13.9 18.9 28.5

27.1 30.5 19.2 31.1 28.3 35.2

22.2 23.0 26.0 24.4 22.5' 18.6

31.8 27.8 40.5 .30.6- 30.3 17.6

453 550. I, 240 232 227 263

.Urban

26.9

20.4

13.0

39.6

223

22.5

36.1

17.1

24.2

213

Stratum

,

.

A.

2 3 Rural

(%)

29.5 35.1 34.9

18.4 24.5
(

19.7

15.6 13.3 14.8

36.6 27.1 30.6

226 260 342

N.S.

16.1 16.4 20.1

28.0 26.8 26.4

27.0 24.5 21.9

28.9 42.3 31.6

216 249 323

0.05

(

tc-"
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TABLE 3.4: .EDUCATIONAL DUT4OMES BY PARTICIPATION IN 461LETIC AND'GENERAL
HIGH scpcm ACTIVITIES

1

Type and Degree of Patrticipation

Athletic
-

High 2. . 3, .Low High 2. 3. . Low
Educational OUtcome (%) .(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

General

Hi8h School Gradu

10% or higher 46.3- 49.0 48.5 49.1) 62.0 53.0 46.6 38.9

Lower than 70% 53.7 51.0 51.5 50.1 38.0 47.0 54.0 61.1

TOTAL (N)

Signifiiance (p).

332 213 148 ,338 186 286 223 291

N.S.

Educational Achievement
In 1979

A

,University
graduate 33.3 34.5 32.2 33.7 52.1 37.2 30,9 21.5

CAAT-graduate 18.9 22.4 16.5 17.9 16.9 19.,4 20.4 17.9

Some university/
some CAAT . 13.7 11.2 11.6 13.7 13.9 14.3 12.5 11.3

No past-secondary' 34.1 31.9 39.7 34.7 17.2 29.1 36.2 49.3

TOTAL (N) 337 .\ 218 149 3484 189" 290 .227' 297

Significance (p) N.S.
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TABLE 3.5: , INVOLVEMENT IN THE LEADING CROWD:BY SELECTED SOCIAL BACKGROUND FACTORS.
.

.1

Social Background Factors

Involvement In
'Leading Crowd

f
Yes

No .

TDTAL (N)1

S'ex

.M F

(%) .(%)

Low

(%).

32.6 28.6 23.8

67.4 71.4 76.2

'486 -579 255

Significance (p) N.S.

7

SES'

2 3

(%) (V

26.2 33.8
1

73.8 66.2

BIgh

(V

37.

62.5

..4,3 ": 237 282

Stratum

Urban . 2

(V (%)

3

(%)

Rural

(%)

29.9 30 7 29 5 31.5

70.1 69.3 70,5 68.5

230- 226 264. 345
46

N.S.

6
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TABLE 3.6: EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES BY INVOLVEMENT IN THE LEADING CROWD
*

Involvement in Leading Crowd

eS No
Educational 04,comes (%) (%)

Grades In Grade 11
4

(70%) or higher. 48.5 48.7

Lower than 70% 51.5
. 51.3

TOTAL (N) 318 729

Significance (p) N.S.

. Educational Achievement
In 1979

X

University graduate 38.9 31.5

CAAT graduate 17.4 19.4

Some university/some CAAT 13.5 12.9

No post-secondary , 30.1 36.2

rn

TOTAL (N) 325 741

111

Significance (p) 0.09

77

6

r-
t.)



TABLE 3.7: HOW.PEOPLE.WOULD LIWE TO BEXMEMBERED ai SELECTED SOCIAL BACKGROUND,FACTORS

How Remembered

'Brilliant student

..Leader.in activities

Most popular

Outstanding athlete

TOTAL (N)

Social Background Factors

N*
Sex SES 4 Stratum

M F Low 2 3 High Urban 2 3 Rural

(%) (%) (%) (7,) (7,) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

22.6 37.4 32.2 25.7 30.9 33.8 34.0 33.1 26.9 28.8

: 27.7 26.2 24.7 27.6 23.4 31.3 27.3 t9.9 24.8 26.2

18.8 17.8 16.3 21.1 17.6 17,.3 191 17.7 18.6 17.9'

30.8 18.7 26.8 25.6 28.2 17.5 .19.8 19.3 29.7 27.1

649 721 346 317 298 347 295 299 328 448

Significance (p) .05

. r

1



TABLE 3.8: EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES BY HOW PEOPLE V)OULD LIKE TO BE REMEMBERED

Educational Outcomes

.How Remembered
.6

Brilliant Leader in
: Student Activities

(%) (%).

Most
Popular

(%)

Grades In Grade( 11

66.2

33.8

46.8

53.2.

35.4

64,6

(70%) or higher.

Lower than 70%

k

TOTAL (N) 408 363 246k

Significance (p)

Educational Achievement
Ih 1979

University graduate 39.2 32.8 30.8

CAAT graduate 17.2 22.6 20.6

Some university/some CAAT 15.9 13.8 12.0

No post-secondary 27.7 30.9 /36.6

TOTAL (N) 417 369 250

Significance (p)

. Putstanding
( Athlete

(%)

31.5

68.5

330

20.5

16.1

14.0

49.4

135

1
a

79

1 1
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TABLE 3.9: ,GENERAL'AND JOB-RELATED USEFULNESS OF EDUCATION BY LEVEL OF
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT'

4.

University
Graduate

. Educational Attainment'

CAAT Some.University/
Graduate Some CAAT

No'

Post-secondary
Usefulnes! of Education

. (%) (%) (%)

A.
General. Usefulnws

. II

Very useful 43.9 31.4 22,5 14.5

Frequeotly useful 291 28.6 18.2

Occasionally useful. 15.6 21.2 27.6, 22.2

Rarely or not all.useful 11.3 18.8 31.7 . 36:3

TOTAL (N) 457 ' 285 219 537 .

Significance (p)
9- ,.

,

I ,4

Job-Related Usefulness

.Very useful
- 22.0 47.0 22.1 22.4

.Frequently useful 31.2 25.7 21.9 20.0

:Occasionally useful 27.2 . 12.2 22.i 22.5,

Rarely or not all useful 19.5 15.0 34.0. 35.2

TOTAL (N) 457 245 219 539

Significance (p)

4

IP

80
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TABLE 3.10: GENERAL AND JOB-RELATED USEFULNESS OF EDUCATION BY SELECTED S.00IAL BACKGROUND FACTORS AND ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE

M
Usefulness of Education ' a)

General Usefulness

Very useful 24..5.

Frequently.useful 26.4

. Occasionally useful 21,7

Rarely or not
al/ useful 27.4

-.JOTAL (N) 718

Significance. (p)

Job-Related Usefulness

Very useful 25.0

Frequently useful 24.3

N.
Occasionally useful 20.8

Rarely or not . 4
all useful 29.9

TOTAL (N) 719
,

Significance )

Social Background and AcademiC Performance

-..

Sex

F

. (%)i.Low
(%)

SES

2 '3

(%) (1).

Aigh ' Urban '

(%) (1)

Stratum

2 .3

(%) (10
.

Rural

(1)

Grades
B or

Higher

(1)

-:

1-..

Lower.
'than B

ly (1)

'

30.9 . 23.6 28.1 27.2 33...8 . 29.7
. %

24.0 29.5 28:0 33.8 23.7

26.9 28%8 25.6. 26.3 26112 21.5 30.3 24.8 27.7 29.4 2.!1.7

19.9, 20.9 . 20.0 19.1 11.6 21.1 22.1 21.3 19.4 18.6.. 22.0

22.2 26.7 26.2 27.5 18.4 25.7 23.7 24,4 24:9 18.2 29.6

780 376 343 326 382 334 330 355: 479 659 809

.05 N.S.

28.7 27.6 29.7 27.2 23.2 21.2 26.0 27.2, 31.3 28.5 26,4

25.2 25.0 21:5 20.6 31.9 26.8 24.1 25.Q '23.6 30.2, 20.4

22.9 .20.2 20.6 22.8 23.7 20.5 24.9 22.9 20.1 20.6 22.8

23.2 27.2 28.2 29-.5 , 21.1 , 31.5 25.0 24,8 25.0 20.6 30.3
,

780. 376 345. ." 326 382 314 3,30 355 .481. 859 811'

.03
!.

.08

1211



TABLE 3.11: LEVEL OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AND.CURRENT WORK STATUS BY HIGH SCHOOL
PROGRAM

I.

Academic

(%)

a

Educational Attainment .

University graduate 41.3

'CAAT graduate. 19.2 ir

.., 0 , ' N,1

tome university/some CAAT 16.2 ,

,t

Ncri pos t- secondary 23.3

i
TOTAL (N)

Significifice (p)

1042

Current Work Status

Full-time 64.3

Part-time 11.3

Unemployed 5.4

Student/housewife 19.0
,

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

1035

0

.High School Program

Commercial
Technical

Vocational/

(%) (%)

4.11 7.4

15.8 21.3

8.7 14.1

71.4 57.1

.233 231

71.8 86.7

9:6 6.4

5.9 3.8

12.6 .3:1

233 231
.

82

121

.

.
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:.TABLE 3.12: yusTIGE, STARTING AND eURRENT SALARI,ES.IN PRESENT JOB BY
HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM .

.
.

..,

High. School. Program

4 .

-

4 ..-...,../.

.Academic- Commercial
.

.

.

,

.

.. .
i

.

.,

. .

:
.

. Technical
Vocational/ -,

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

1

,

.

i

.
. ,Job Prestige

100

.

42..9
.

12.3
.

. .

AVerages;.. 50.2 47.6
. .,--

.Standard .eviations 11.4. '9.5

TOTAL (N). 708 168
. 411.. .

Significance (p)
.

203

.

.

:Starting Salaries .

10,619.1

. .

4,309..9
..

.

'.I

% ,
. .h

Averages. 10,158.4. . 8,071.5v,. ..s:',

-. Standaid deviations 3,7932 3,339.1. \* 4
.

TOTAL (N)
. , 672 Y , 151

Al 0

.Significance (p)

,

189,

.

../

.

Current Salaries
1.

.

15,200.8

4,252.5

. .

Averages 12,589,4 .

11,244.2

Standard deviations 4,070.2 0 ' 3,029.1

,.

.TOTAL (N) 677 157 .,

4.
,.

.

,

.
Significance (p)

_
.

.

,

190
%

.
.

.

.

. .

,

4,
.

.1 .
.

a
.

.

.

.y.

c ..

.

.t "

83.
. 9.)

.

.0.
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TABLE 3.13: tTARTING SALARIES IN PRESENT JOB BY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM;1

.FILTERING ON SEX

*

"Starting Salary

Males

High School Program

Acadeitis Commercial
Terjoincalt

Vocational

Averages
.

'Standard Aeviations

11,371.3

4,110.1,

9,703.7
%
3,885.9

10,624.5

4,321.8

TOTL (N) - 311 34 181

Significance (p) 00031
laN

Females

Averages .9014.0.
,

7,594.9 10,495:7

Standard deviations 3,017.0 4,309.6

TOTAL (N) 362 ' 117
.1

8

Significance (p) 4 I
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TABLE 3.14:, STARTING SALARIES IN PRESENT JOB BY. HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM,
FILTERING ON vs

: AcadeMic
Starting Salary

Iligh School Program

Technical
Commercial Vocational/

Lowest SES
A*

Averages

Strandard deviations

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

Low SES

- Averages

Standard deviations
4

TOTAL'(N)

Significance (p)

High SES

Averages

Standard deviabions

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

Hi:pest SES...

Averages

. Siandard deviations

'TOTAL (N)

Significance_(p)

9,562.8

3,426.1

\
. \ 7 ;303.4/

2,807.0

10,862.8

4,515.0

17 ."67 73

-., *

10,768.0 8,1725 10,115.0

4,00:el:FAO 3,590.2 1 4,359.5

' 40

4.

4

9,911.90 8)856.1 0,769.2

4239.9' 3,745.3 # .4,340.5

I

1#68' 36

N.S.

4v,

10,435.9 11,297.2 9,745.7

3,450.6 3,014.5 r 3,240.7a

207 9 16

S.
85

N.S.



TABLE 3.15: STARTING ALARIES IN PRESENT JOB BY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM., FILTERING
WSTRATUM

Starting Salary

Urban - Big City

,Averages

.Standird deviations

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

Urban - Larger Cities

Averages

Standard deviations

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

Rural - Smaller Cities

Averages

Standard deviations

TOTAL (N)

Signifivance (p)

Rural - Towns and
Rural Areas

, .

. Averages

Standard deviations
#

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

High School Program

Academic Commercial
Technical/
Vocational

10,088.0

2,911.3

. 8,613.8

3,619.9

10,041.9

).,470.5

190 25
1.5

0.08

10,139.5 7,815.1 -10,064.9

3,365.4 3,116.3 3,756.1

143 31 , 31

11.

10,573.9 9,121.8 12,249.4

4,149.0 3,135.3 4,780.4

155 33 44

0,893.9 7,423.1 10,163.2

4 530.7 4 1,333..3 'q4,248.0

184. 62 99

.

1

86



3.16: STARTING SALARIES IN PRESENT JOB BY HIGft SCHOOL PROGRAM, FILTERING ON GRADES

Starting Salary

High Schoof Program

Technical/
Aeademic Commercial Vocational

B or Higher

Averages

Standard deviations

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

Lower Than B

Averages

Standard deviations

TOTAL.(N)

Significance (p)

4

10,191.8

3,507.5

7,775.6

3,030.9

11,117.6

3,940.7

"329 52 39

-

10098.6 8 218.1 10,571.8

4,088.7 3,515.1 , 4,404.2
*

327. 96 147

q

126



3.17: CUIWENT SALARIES IN PRESENT JOB BY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM, FILTERING ON SEX

Current Salary

4.

High School Program

Technical/
Academic Commercial Vocational

M#les
,

Averages ..

Standard deviations

11

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

Females

kierage:

Standard deviations

TOTAL (N).

SignifiCance (p)

14,141.9 13,025.8 15,283.9

4,419.0 3 626.6 4,272.8

314 37 182

11,246.3 10,702.8 13,295.0

3,189.3, 2,607.5 j,440.7

3 120 8

0..03

0$.4
4
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TABLE 3,18; CURRENT SALARIES IN PRESENT JOB BY,HIGH SCHOOL,PROGRAM, FILTERING
)14 SES

-

High School Progran0'-

"Om
\

Current Salary Academic
v.,

!fowest SES

Averages 12,383.3

Standard deviations 3,987.5
4

TOTAL (N) 117.
A.,.

Significance (p)

Low SES

Averages .13,227.7

Standard deviations 3,925.9
.7-

TOTAL (N). 148

Significance (p)

High SES

Averages 12,766.8

Standard deviations 4,470.9

TOTAL (N) 171
0

Significance (p)

4

Milhest SES

Averages 12,365.2

Standard .deviatiOns 3,970.9

TOTAL (N) 235

Silnigicance (p)

Commercial
Technical/
Vocational

10,759.5

2,367.9

15,036.6

3,720.4

74

11,153,1 14,803.4

3,225.5 5,170.4
.

. ,

42 55

, -

.11,118.6

3;560.6

15,739.1

4,057..0

30 36

89

9 fl
LA

15,386.8

24223.7

9

15,301.5

4,408.8

16



TABLE 3.19: CURRENT SALARIES IN PRESENT JOB BY'HIBM SCHIOOL PROGRAM, FILTERING

9 .

OW STRATUM
.

High.School Program

Current Salary Academic Commercial
Technical/
Vocational

Urban - Big. City

AVerages 12,487.5 11,610..8 15,072.7

Standard deviations 3,575.1 2,477.0 3,479,6

TOTAL (N) '191 25 16

Significance (p) N.S.

Urban - Larger Cities

Ayerages

Standard eviations

N,

.12,946..9

3,956.0

11,451.5

2,804.3 -,

14,994.6

4,327.4

TOTAL (N)

Significance'(p)

147 35 31

Rural - Smaller Cities

Averages 12,754.5 11,356.7

Standard deviations 4,047.1 3,413.8

16,419.4

4,583.6

'TOTAL (N) 155 --- .
.

.

t. 35 45

i

Significance (p)

Rural Towns and
Rdral Areas

Averages

Standard deviat!tons

TOTAL (N)

12267.6

4,432.0

10,922.8

3,156.3

14,753.3

4,140.1

Signific'nce (p)

184 63' 99
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TABLE 3.20: CURRENT SALARIES IN PRESENT JOB BY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM, FILTERING
ON GRADES

Current Salary

B or Hither

Averages'

Standard devia,tkons

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p) .

Academij

12,348.9

,3668.7

figh School Program

Commercial

10,897.5

2,557.6
I I.

Technical/
Vocational

33.1 54 . 1

15 922.3

3,793.8

.
39

I.

Lower

Averages 12,895.9 11,439.1 , .5,065.8

Standaretieviations .

4,490.3 3,285.3 4,378.7
...-

.

TOTAL ,(N)

Significancd (p):

329' 100 148

143')



TABLE 3.21: JOB PRESTIGE BY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM, FILTERING ON SEX

High School Program

Job Prestige Academic Commercial
Technical/
Vocational

Males

Averages
s

Standard deviations

50.2,

11.4

. a
42.8 42.6

)3.4 .13.2

TOTAL. (1) 333 . 39

ilgnificance (p)
, "

.194

Females

Averages

Standarl deviatio

50.2

13.9

4

49.0

7,5

flo

49.3

13.9

TOTAL,(N)

Significance (p)

375 1301 9
I ,

0
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TABLE4.22: JOB PRESTIGE BY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM, FILTERING ON -SES

High School Program....
.

.

.

Job Prestfge Academic Cpmmercial

.

l'

3.

,

. 4

Tec1nica1/4

Vocational

.

I.

,

.

s

1 /
Lowest S'S

.

1

39.7

10.5

i
.

,.Ave ges. 49,1 46.7
)1

,

Stan ard deviations 11.9 9.7

,'TOTAL (N) 127 .724

4..

Significance (p)
.

80

i

.

,

LowBES
.

.

.

44.1

. 13.1

.

,Av6rages 50.6 47.0r

Standard Aeviations 11.3. 9.C.J.

,

TOTAL (Ni\ 152 44_

Significance (p)

,

.
60

.

.High SES
,

t

.

.

.

.

46.0

14.2

.

Averages 50.1 47.1 .

,
'Standard deviations, 1014. 8.8, .

.

TOTAL (N) 1 . 184 34

Significance (p) 0,06
,

.

/ 38'

.

.

.

y

#iihest SES
/

,

4-7.1.

11;1

,

.

.Averages .
. 51.1

4 ' 56.6 .

r

Standard aeviations 32.0 , 6.5

. ,

-.,TOTAL (N) 214 11

Significance (p) N.B. ' 2

.

17

..

.

4

P .fit ,.. .. .
. ,

...

*



TABLE 3.23: JOBITESTIGE BY HIGH SCHOOL #ROGRAM, FILTERING ON STRATUM

JOb Prestige

Airban - Big City

Averages

Standard deviations

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

Urban - Larger Cities

Averages

Standard deviations

TOTAL (N)

§,ignificance (p)

Rural -Smaller Cities

Averages

- Standard deviations

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

1

Rural - Towns and
Rural Areas

Averages

.Standard deviations

TOTAL (N)

-Significance (p)

Higb.School Prograni

Academi.C\-:/- . Commercial
Techn'icaa/

Vocational

51.4

10.6

Co

51.4

5.7

{'

47.5

9.1

195 31

N.S.

46

10.8

49.4

7.8

45.4

12.3

154 35 35

50.4

11.4

I.

48.0

8.5

42.2

13.3

164 35 46

47.7

12.11

44.e

11.3

41.7

12.2

195 68 107

.



TABLE 3.24: JOB PRESTIGE BY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM, FILTERING ON GRADES

Ifigh School Program

Job Prestige
Technical/

Academic Commercial Vocational

B Higher

Averages

Standard deviations

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

Lower Thank

Averages
. 48.1

, _45.8

Standard deviations 10.9 10.8

52.7 50.6 45.6

11.3 4.8' 13.7

340 56' 43'

TCITAL (N)

Significancl (p)

, 351 109'

134

42.1

11.9

*

. 157,
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TABLE 3.25: IMPORTANCE OF VARIOUS PERSONAL VALUES BY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM

4Orsonal Values
d.

0eveloillog_FrIen410ips
Very importdnt
Somewhat important
Not very important

tOTAL-(N)-
Sioiticance (0)

Involvement in Mork/Career
Very important
Somewhat important
Not very important.

TOTAL (N)
Significance (0)

InvolvementLn Community
Affairs
Very important
Somewhat important
Not very important

TOTAL (N)
Significance (p)

Marriage
Very important
Somewhat important'
Not very imporant

TOTAL-TN)

Significance (p)

Living with Companion
Very important
Somewhat important
Not very important

TOTAL-(W) ]

Significance (p)

InvolVement in Leisure
Activities
Very important
SomeWhat important
Not very important

faAL 001
Significance (p)

DevCiopigkIndependept
tit; style
'Very important
Somewhat important
Not very'important

TOTAL tr)r-

Significance (p)

Academic

(%)

High SchoOf Progrlim

Commercial.

(%)

Technical/
Nocational

(%)

.58.2

40.7
1.1.

65.0
34.3

0.7

55.7

42.7

1.5

1034 228 225
N.S.

43,2 42.0 46.7
53.1 53.1 51:4
3.7 4.9 1.9

1034 228 224

N.S.

6.8 8.6 8.7
58.0 61.1 55.3
35%2 30.3 36.0

1031 226 224
N.S.

WI

44-4 56.3 . 48.9
37.6 31.3 32.6
18.0 12.4 18.5

,1032 228 (224

27.1 33.8 . 30.8
37.6 30.4 34.5
35.3 35.8 34.7

1004 221 223
N.S.

45.1 45.8 45.4.
52.3 50.3 51.1
2.6 3.5

1033 228 225.

N.S.

97,8 86.5 /2.7
1.15 9.1 14.0
0.7 4.4 13.3

27 26

96



TABLE 3.26: PERSONAL VALUES PROVIDING MOST SATISFACTION BY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM

PersoRal Values

High School Program

Technical/
Itademic Commercial Vocational

(%) (%) (%)

Developing friendships

Involvement in work/career

Involvement in community.affairs

Marriage

Living with-companion/partner

Involvement in leisure activities

Developing independent life style

Other

22.0

19.0

1.0

23.1

5.0

12.3

12.8

4.9

17.6

,12.7

0.4

42.9

3.8

9.4,

8.6

4.7

19.6'

' 17.4

0.5

31:8

5.5

15.2

5.7

4.3

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

S.

1022

130

ofi

'225 222



0.

TABLE 3.27: PERSONAL VALUES PROVID;NO LEAST SATISFACTION WHfGH SCHOOL PROGRAM

jersonal.Values

. .

Academic

(%) 4.

Developing friendships

Invol'vement in wOrkicareex

Involvement in cpmmunity affairs

Marriage

r'

living with companion/partner

Iwolvement in leisure activities

Devel6ping ilidependent.life Style

'

Other

High School-Program

Technical/
Commercial .Vocational

.(%)"

2.2 2.0 0.8

6
. .10.4 ,

,

8.1 4.8

46.7 50.0

. 13.5 . 12.3 13.5

14.6 .

.4. , 136 lc.9

3.7 5.7 , 5:.6

Afr,
11.8 ,. 10.1

0.2 0.9 1.4

,4DTAL

Sgftance.(p)..p

991 217 216

robk ,



TABLE 3%2g: BROAD.AND CObNITIVE STYLE PREFERENCES BY, HIGH SCHOOltPRObRAM

4.

Cognitive Style

Broad Style

Low-preference

Medium low.preference

Medium'high preference

ofl
High preference

TOTAL.(N)

ignificance (p)

ImmadIate Style

Low preference

Medium low yreference
A

Medium high preference

High-preference 1.

TOTAL (N)

Significance (0-

Academic

(%)

High School'Program

Commercial

(%)

..,

Technical/
Vocational

(%)

3

0

18.0 15.5 / 161.3

45.3 54.2 55.6

17.3 17.4 c 18.1

18.6 12.9 14.9

1042 233 231

17.1 21,6 16.6

,45.3 53,3 56.7

17,2 11.9 f5.5

2044 13.2 11.2

1042 233 231
-NN

4



TABLE 1.29: EVALUATIVE, POTENCY AND ACTIVITY COMPONENTS OF SELF-CONCEPT BY

Self-concept

HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM

Evaluative

Highest

Modiyately' high

' Moderately low

Lowest

TOTAL (N)

Significance,(p)

Potency

Highest

Moderately high

Moderately low

Lowest

. TOTAL IN)

Significance (p)

Activity

Highest

Moderately high

Moderately low

LoWest

A

Academic-

(%)

30.2

24.6

,A 24.2

21.1

754

30.8

23.9

22.7

22.6

754

26.3

24.0

24.2

. 25.5

BignifAcance

100,

:?f)

(p)

High School Program

Commercial
Technical/
Vocational

(%) (%)

6

27.2 _ 29.5

19.5 17.8

22.0 22.3

31.3 30.4

150 140

.05

24.7

21,3 29.0

24.4 25.2.

29.6 23.8

150 140

37.7 30.4

22.7 21.0

13.5 20.7

26.1 27.9

150
, A

140

.04



TABLE 3.30: SENSk.OF FATALISM BY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM

Fatalism

High School itogram

Technical/
Academic Commercial Vocational

(%) (%) (%)

Evaluatiive

Highly fatalistic

Moderately fatalistic

9

Moderately low fatalistic

Low fatalism

24.8 27.5

29,6 26.6

22.,7 25.6

22.9 20.3

17.2

25.7

29.6

27.5

TOTAL (N)

Significance ( )

757 150 140

N.S.

a.
1.4

A



CHAPTER FOUR

POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION: GOING TO UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we examine the community college and.university

experiences of'our former Grade 12 students tO 1979. Most.of our

respondents probably have completed their education, though undoubtedly,

many will take short courses at wori, or manpower retraining, or

extension courses for pleasure. The adoption of paid educational leaves

on a broad sctt.ffrfnature adults might well encourage many more to

return to the pursuit of degrees and diplomas. Indeed, .exclUding the

14.3% of respondents currently enrolled (as reported in item A.10),

47.1% of our sample indicated that it is very or somewhat likely they

would enroll in CAATs or universities within the next five years (N =

1,305). In comparing university and CAAT students, we shall consider'

such topics as: educational attainment in relation to socioeconomic 1

background, gender, urban/rural origin, high school program, course

length, degrees and majors, degree completich, the financing of post-
1

secnOITy education, reasons for choosing major or area of

specialization,- and general satisfaction with the post-:secondary

cxperience.

1

Table 1.2 of Chapter 1 shows the educational attainment 4f our

sample in terms of ten possible educational 'outcomes, ranging from .

attending graduate or professional schoceto completing high school

only. To review this information oneducational attainment, 3 in 10

respondents graduated from universities (including the 6.4% currently

102
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-

enrolled in graduate or professional schools); an additional 1 in 10 had

some university; almost 3 in 10 attended CAATs, with 60%, of these

graduating; and almost 4 in 10 completed high school only. In order to

simplify the discussion in this chapter, we shall often collapse the

categories of 'Table 1.2 further by speaking of three kinds of

enrollments: university enrol ment. only, .CAAT enrollment only, and

enrollment in both CAAT and university. These categories include

individuals with.and without degrees., but exclude.individuals with no

post-secondary educatidnal experience. 1

Of the 6 in 10 persons with postsectindary educagn, half had

university enrollment, about 35% had CAAT enrollment, and 13.-4% had

bOth. That this last group is small bears testimony to the Ontarie

government's intention (in contrast to spine other provinces) to Ave'
AP

CAATs constitute a separate educational SA.ream rather than serve as
*

transfer institutions into universities. We have kept this small group

separate for analysis since, in a tightening job market for the highly

educated, therei'may be a growing temptation to complement a general

--education with a specific skill training through a CAAT. It shduld be

noted that this group is diVerse, 'with almos 'one-third having CAAT

diplomas and some university experience, almost -one-third with only some

university and some CAAT, and tyhe-:reMaining third split between

el 4

university graduates with CAAT diPiiiinas_and university graduates with

only.some CAAT experience.
ow.

WHO GOT WHAT KIND OF EDUCATION c"

r

lIntario-community colleges aim oriented toward vocational training,. .

while universities emphasizeca general liberal arts education. It is

4



releant to ask if these two distinct educational streams recruit

different kinds of young persons--different in terms of background
4

characteristics such as gender, socioeconomic status, program and grades

i high school, 'urban/rural origin, and occupational expectations. In

7
tbis Section we shall examine such differences with respect to

eprollment in a CAAT, university, or in both kinds of schools.

i

1

ender in Relation to Educational Attainment

In T'able 4.1, gender has only a'modest relationship to pr6Portion

in post-secondvy institutions. 30.7% of men in our sample were

enrolled in CAATs, 57,1% in universities, and 12.1% had both CAAT and

uriversity experience; for women-, 39.2% attended CAATs, 46.3% attended

universities, and 14.5% attended both. Thus, women tend toopt more

frequently for specific job .training at CAATs than the more general

education offeed by universities. In the more detailed educational

attainment data of Table 1.2 men somewhat more frequently than women

Th

were id graduate or prOfessional schools, had some university but did

not graduate, and had some CAAT experiele but did not graduate. Alual

proportions of men and women graduated from university and had some CAAT

experience, but women graduated more frequently from CAATs.

The relationship of gender to educhtion is further discussed in

each section below.

Socioeconomic Status in Relation to Educational Attainment

When enrollment in post-secondary institutions is examined, there

is a 'strong relationship between socioeconomic status and selection of

institution. Referring to the SES portion of Table 4.1, 4 in.10
0

individuals, from each of, the two lower SES groups enrolled in

104 4
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univetsities and about, 5 in 10 enrolled in community colleg ralmost 5

in 10 of the mediuM-high SES group went on.toluniyetkitti

going to CAATs; but, elmost

universities,

group 'stands

preference for

compared with

out clearly

uniersity

\

wil 4 in 10.
\ .

7 in 10 froM,the high;SES group\chose
\

2 in 10 going tiro CAATs. The hi\ghes $ES

from the other ilevels,showing a markd

education. Approimately 1 in 10 persons from

three of the four SES levels enrolled in both university and CAAT, t\le
\

exception being e medium-high SES group, for which the proportion wa

almost 2 in 10.

In terms of attracting students' from different SES levels, the \

CAATs draw rather evenly from across, the class structure, while
0

universities draw heavily from the highest SES level. Part B of Table

4.2 shoes what might be termed the recrluitmenintb enrollments based-cmh\\c

-

social background. The SES portion of Part B indicates that CAATs'drew

3 in.10'of their enrollees from ezich oi the two lowet SES groups and 2

in 10 from each of thetwo higher .groups.. In contrast, universities

drew only 15.2% of their enrollees from the lowest SES level, about 2 in

10 enrollees from each of the two middle levels, but Aost 5 in lb from

the highest group.

0
the special afflnity of higher SES ,persons for a university

experience is further shown in Table 4.3, which gives detailed

educational attainment by SES origin group. Any educational attainment

group involving university--a CAAT diploma/certificete and some

university, for example-7drew more thanihalf of its enrollees from the

top two SES quartiles. Graduate and pyaessional schools drew almost

- 60% of ennollees from the highest SES group; this SES group was found

a un,iversity degile cateogry at least.twice a) often as any other group.
k / .
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T#e full relationship pf SES tp post seandary education.is not i

revealed, however, until the no post-secondary group is included in the.

analysis. Part A of Table, 4.2 shows the educational destination

patternS of SES groups, with the no Itst-secondary, group added to the

other three categories. FroR this part of the table it is clear that

the high SES, group vas overwhelmingly oriented toward more education

after high school (9' in 10 cases). In contrast, only half of the low

SES group went to post-secondary institutioni (2 in 10 to universities,

2,in 10 to CAAT, and 5% to both kinds of schools).

There has been much concern in the past with the effect of,high

school tracking, on post-secondary educational opportunity, tracking

being the early student assignment to two, four, and five-year programs,

of which only the last led.to universi ty With the introduction of the
4

credit system in Ontario high schools in 1969, through the creation of

,CAATs, through paq-time evening education at universities, and.through

special mature student admissiondpolicies at universities, restriction

of opportunity due to tracking was greatly reduced. In'our 1979 survey .

we asked for the high school programs of our respondents, in order to

assess any effect of track or program. The relationiihieof high school

program to detailed educational attainment is shown in Tables 4.7 and

4.8.

In Chapter Three We noted that there are some major gender

differences in original Ilikgh school program (see Table 3.1): almolit

three-quarters of women were in the academic stream, with one-quarter in

the ,commerSial course, and hardly any women in\ the technical or

vocational program; for men, 6 in 10 were in the academic stream, 3 in

10 in the technical ok voc4ional program, and less than 1 in 10 in the

106
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commercial course. With respecOto enrollments (Table 4.6)0 students in

.the academic program have had the most varied achievements, as would be
ft

expected from the heavy concentration of students. From the academic

program, one-quarter of bop meh and women did not go on to further
.

education, an equality between gender groups not found in the other

programs; 15.2% of,men and 26.7% of women went to CAATs; but 5 in 10 men

went to universities, colppared to 4 in 10'women. Three-quarters ofothe

commercial stream women did not take any post-secondary education at

CAATs or universities, almoit 2 in 10 attended CAATs, and only 3.9% wenl

to universities. Six in 10 men from teGhnicatand vocational programs

had no further education, though one-quarter continued on to CAAT4 and

10.4% attended universities. It beComes apparent that most commercial

.and technical/vocational'students go directly from high school into the

labor force (6 to 7 in 10); universities overwhelmingly recruit from the

academic program (9 in 10); and CAATs recruit 7 in 10 from the academic

stream, 1 in 10 from the commercial course, and 2 in 10 from the

technical and vocational programs (see the lower.portion of Table 4.5).

Thus, the academic program is the program of further educational

opportunity, whereas commercial and technical/vocational programs seem

to track people away from universities and CAATs.

It can be argued that-socioeconomic status affects academic program

in high school and, thus, the effect of program on post-secondary

educational attainment is not pure, In fact, our data, show that, t

some ektent, academic program mediates the effect of SES on educational

attainment. Table 3.2 in Chapter Three. clearly indicates tha

school program is related to SES. To review these half of the.
4

low SES students were in ccomercial and technical progrms, this-being

10,7 c7/6
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the case for 4 in1lO medium-low SES students,.3 in.10 medium-high SES
0

students, but only 1 in 10 high SEg students'. In tables noepresented

here, we cross-tabulated high school program by educational attainment

by socioeconomic status. This threle-way analysis shows that, of low SES

students who entered the academic,program-in high school, 70% went on to

post-secondary institutions, with 3 in 10 obtaining university degrees .

and 3 in 10 receiving CAAT dipldmas/certificates. In contrast, 70%-86%

of low SES individuals who enrolled in commercial and technical/

vocational courses entered'the labor market directly and. have had no

Oost-secondarT education. This pattern also ktolds for the mediumlow

and medium-high SES groups, except' that somewhat more commercial and

technical/vocational students had some post-secondary education. The

pattern changes dramatically for high SES individuals. Few of ,this

group were jn commercial:and technical/vocational programs (1 in 10)

and, of all high SES persons, 7 in 10 have now had sothe university

contact. In summary, for those individuals nbt in the highest SES

group, entering and staying in the academic programiin high school is

conducive to post-secondary'education.

Grades in High School in Relition to Educational Attainment.

In Chapter Three we showed.that grades in high school--a measure of

academic performanCep-are related to program and to later educational

attainment. Approximately half of the students in the academic pt.ogram
I

were above the 70% line (overall grade performance reported for Grade

11) yhileJrom 66-76% of commercial and technical/vocational students

reported grades below 70% (upper portion of Table 3.2). The fact that

high'school grades predict educational attainment (Table 4.6) is a



consequence of the higher admission standards olkuniversities, and the

fact .that commercial and technical/vocational students obtain lower

marks than academic program students, thus being eligible less 4

frequently for university enrollment. To the extent that high schools,

might hoe a policy 9f giving lower grades to commercial and technical/

vocational students (reflecting a social class .bias), they, would be
/

tricking such students out of universities--a push factor, so to speak.

On the other hand, CAATs mightebe viewed 'as magnets, attraaing

commercial and'technical/vocational students by the skill and txade

programs'that they offer.

0/
Area of Origin in Relation to Educationallittainment

Urban/rural origin is strongly related to post-secondary

educational attlinment and it is worth exploring this variable in some

depth. In originally selecting schools for study, cart was taken to

insure that schopls were selected equally from four strata, these stratl

falling on a conti49m from highly urban areas to rural aieas. We have

labeled these strata 'big city," "larger cities," "smaller cities," and

"towns and rural ,areas," (also labeled Stratum I to Stratum 4

respectiveW. As mentioned in Chapter Two, our best response rate in

,Phase IV came from the "towns and rural areas" and the worst came fromi,

the "big city." In the earlier phases, there were proportionately more

"towns and rural areas" than "big city" individuals (29.6% versus
.\

24.9%); this difference, was augmented somewhat n Phase IV (32.2%.

"smaller cities" respondents compared to 22.3% "big city" respondents on

a weighted basis). The effect of C'brnmunity baikground can thesrefore be

examined by employing the variable stratum in'our analysis.
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The relationship of stratum to educational attainment is indic:ted

in Tables 4.3 and 4.4; and is summarized in terms of enrollment in

Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Table 4.2 shows that 3 in 10 individuala from each

A

of the first three strata ("big city," "larger citiea," abd "smaller

citiOs") have-had no post-secondary education, comPared with.5 in 10'

"towns\and rurai areas" individuals. Table 4.1 shows that, of

respondents who pursued post-secondary education, .50%-60% in the first

three strata enrolled in universities and.from one-quarter tp one-third

enrolled in CAATs. Only 40% of the respondents from Stratum 4 enrolled

in universities.and,5 in 10. entered CAATs. Individuals with bothtAAT

and university experitence came least oftpn from "towns and rural areas"

and about equally from the other three strata. Thus, the overall rate

orpost-secondary educational experience is 74% in "big city," 67% in

"larger cities" and "smaller cities," and 52% in "towns and. rural

areas." 4-
A.

The affinity of smaller area persons for CAATs might, in part,
0

reflect the.greater geographic accessibility of CAATs, compared with

0

universities; but, as Table 4.9 shows, 67.1% of the "towns and rural

areas" individuals who last attended CAATs left home to,do so. Still,

from "big city" to the "towns ana rural areas", the proportion .leaving

home to attend CAATs or universities increases, mere for university than

for CAAT students. It is clear, then, that the young people of the

"towns and rural areas,7 ind even from the "smaller cities," desire or
4

must.expett to leave home to pursue post-secondary education. In
-

itself, geographic origin has an important ilipact on the decision to

continue education after high school.
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Moving from hOMe to attend a CAAT or university may act as, a.

deterrent to further education for young people from lower socioeconomic

families ,acause of the extra cost involved. As we hrave noted before,

the "towns and rural areas" htratum has the.greatest proportion of low

SESfamiliesinoursample.Four in 10 individuals in this stratum have

low SES origins,'while the 'proportions of low SE& individuals in the

other'strata are almost.half this or less (Table 4.10). Conversely:4

in 10 "big city" individuals are of high SES origins (in contrast to 15%

in the rural' areas). Rural background, therefore, works a double

hardship on many individuals in pursuit of post-secondary education:

there is a greater likelihood of coming from an economically deprived

family, and the desired education will likely require.a move away from

home, thereby in47olving. an ktra expense not required of most urban?

origin students.

A

It is important to ask if high school program has a relationship to

stratum, since high schools, in towns and rural areas may have more

limited program offerings and may not promote post-;secondary education

(university, in particular) as much as schools in the more Urban areas.

Table 4.11 shows,' that there is a significant relationship between

*

stratum and high school program (already noted in Chapter.Three).

Compared-with the other three strata, rural-area high schools had fewer
.

students.in the acapemic program, and more students in the commercial

and technical/vocational courses. Almost 5 in 10 "towns and rural
A

areas" men were in the technicallor vocational program, in contrast to 1

in 10,men id the "big city;" 34% of the "towns,and rural areas" women

were in the commercial program,*compared with 18% in the "big city."



-

However.,-since program iS relatea to.SES,,SES must be contr011ed in

order to assess-the pure efferprograin-relation to stratum.

,

Table 4.12 cross-tabulates'high prqgram by stratum by gender
0

by SES. Here, we seLthat tilere Were feWer low and medlum-low SES.,

.

-% students in the acagemic programdn "towns_and rural areas".(4 in 10 men
,

-

and 6 in 10 women) than in the "big city" (3 :in 10tmen and 6 in 10

women). Instead, loWer SES stddentS" ih the rural areas were more

3 w. ,4
.. .

. 0
.

0 .

'frequently found in the cOmmercial and "technkcal/vocational courses.
.

. ..

For the two hi:gher SES levels; -the pyOpOrtions !of' individuals'im'the
t

4,

4 4 0

academic program were high for all strata. In the hkghekt° RES group

. v

(data not shown), 84°4-94%, depending on-stratnm,'were in .4e acadeilie

stream and only 6%-16% were in commercial and technical/vocational
'

courses." Even'in the two higher'SES groups, however, "town6 and rural

areas" stands out as different, mainly with respect to the beftvior of

mfn; fewer'rural-area#ndividuals were in the academic.program.
I.

The source, then, of the -marked difference between the post-
Ic

.11044

secondary education patternpr the '!towns and rural areas" stratum and

r
,..,

0
. ,

the other strata lies in.the compounding of stratum and ;ES. To make

matters more coiliDrex', gender makes a further difference, but.onlrat the
. *

high SES level.. To begin with, there are more low socioeconomic status
t

faMilies in.the rural area's than in the other strata;'that, is, families
0 v.

whose_children'opt more often for CAAT than a uniVersity educa4on.

,

-Furthermore, the high schools in the rural areas attract and hold many

'fewer low SES youthAo'their academic programs, and; as we have already
.,

seen, the commercial and-tfchnical/vocational courses primarily lead to

a CAAT rather tha) a university education', if further education is
gr)'

pursued.. 'Finally, high status respondents in all strata overaelmingly

.
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.-.chOE4* the Academic Course, .But--and this is significant--fewer of these

.redpondenta in the townaland rura,1 areas went okto Ualversities; more

wept' to CAAT0 or directly to work than did young"people from other Areas

(See Table 4.13). This is not an effect of-i4 or,high school program,

.but ofpl.tatueitelf. It. is also th e. case that high SES Oomep irom

rural areas more frequently went to universities than to CAATs, contrary,

.

*to the general pattern for women; however, high SES women in all strata

typically favoredia univeraity education.

Occupational Expectations in High School in Relation to Educational.

Attainment

Occupational, expectations in high school are related to post-

secondary educational attainment. In the first phase of our study we

obtained the occupational expectations of our Grade 12 students..N
Clearly, such goals are-based upon ,different degrees of commitment,

ranging from low, awn occupational choice is only an indication of

tentative'interest, to high, when occupational choice is str ngly afd

unwaveringly held. For those with a weak commitment, educational koals

might., therefore, be independent of occupational choice. Still; even

'the Grade 12 students
titk

with little commitment have tobably pondered the

relaXionship of further education to job or career. 4.

Table 4.14 indicates the Statistics. Canada 1971 occepational

categories by enrollment and gender for the occupational.expectations of

our Phape IV subjects (as reported in the spring of 1973). There are

few aurprises here. Men who have been through a tAAT originally

expected many different occupations; especially in "occupations in

natural sciences, engineering, and mathematics," an& in the blue-collar

0
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category poduct fabiicating', assembling, and repairing occupations."

Men who have been to university most frequentlY also expected

occupations in "natural sciences, engineering, and mathematics," and to

a lesser extent."teathing and related occupations"; they raliely expected

future employment in blue-c011ar.work. Men who went to both university

and community college are similar to un,iversity-only men, except that in

high,school they most frequently had no expettation (they did no9 state

the occupation they would most likely'have).

In general, women we're much less diverse in' occupational

expectations than men. CAAT-only womenmost .frequently expected

occupations in "occupationd in medicine and health" and "clerical and

related. occupations." The university-only women most frequently

.expected employment in" "teaching and related occupations" and

"Occupations iu medicine and health." Women who 'had both'university and

CAAT were similar in original occupational expectations to university-

only women. We dhall explore later the actual fi'rst jobs and careers of

Our post-secondary students.

C.

COURSE LENGTH, DEGREES: MAJORS, AND DEGREE COMPLETION

, 42

Having examined the educational attainment oflour former,,Grade $12

students,in'a previous chapter, we cap now inquire about the kinds of

'programs taken and the degrees received. In item B.2 of the

questionnaire, we asked respondents Who.had attended community college

to state their most recent° program df.study, and, in item B.4, the,

length of their program had they been full-time students; items B.I

B.7 repeated these questions for those who had attowled university:
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Course Length and Degrees lieceived

both OAATs and universities, men were found jil the longer

programs.soAlewhat mote often than women. For individuals reporting a

community college experience, 2 in 10 women indicated thAt their last

program was a one-irear course, and almost 8 in 10 indicated that it was

a two- or three-year course; 1,in 10 men reported enrollment in a one-

year course, and more than 8 in 10 indicated a -two- or three-year

course. , (In general, colleges offer two- and three-year diplomas and

one--year certificates.) Women who attended university selected three-

,-
year programs_in_4 in_10 cases, and ffir.-year-courses)in 5 in-10 cases; --

in contrast, only 3 in' 10 men were in three-year courses, and 6 in

were in four-year programs. These data show that, for university

students reporting their last field of study, honors courses were more

popular than the ordinary B.A. (In general, universities offer three-

year bachelor.degrees and four-year honors degrees at the undergraduate

level.)

When degrees received are examined, as shown in Table 4.15, it is

evident that, while four-year courses might be preferred, somewhaX more
4

than half of all our university graduates obtained a three-year bachelor

degree, with gender differences being sli:ght. Foui' in 10 university

graduates obtained an honors degree. This is a significantly large

proportion and may.reflect'a desire'to move as close to "professional"

qualifications as possible without going on to advanced degrees.

(Generally speaking, the hodors degree is required for admittance into '

professional schools.) Of all university graduates, only411 also

pbtained a CAAT diploTa or certificate7: Of the 7.2% of university

graduates who have both a bachelors or lionors.degree and bachelor of
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0
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t

eduFation degree, most are women. For.6tAT gradua es armOst eileryone

receives the same kind of diploma or certificatei. a mall proportion of
0

t -

former CAAT students indicatid receiVing, a graduate diploma, or

certificate, and fewer still received.multiple CAAT diplomas and/or

certificates,

\
Majors and ProgrIms

Individuals who attended a university were asked to indicate their

N.s

I.

most recent undergraduate major or area of specialization and others, if

they had more than one major field. In coding this item cieeM B.6), we

'employed the categories of area of study used in Che 1975 national

survey of post-secondary students undertaken by'Statistics Canada for

...

the ifpartment of the Se etary of State.2 Only one-fifth df university'

graduates recorded a secon major, and this propo tion was even less for
i

gtudents with university experience but no degree,-

Table 4.16 gives a detailed breAkdown of the most recent majors of ,

former university students, classified into nine categories. Caution is

urged ifi interpreting lia table, since frequencies become very smarIL.

'...eatme

for many majors; also, the'data in this table are based on the first

reported major, the assuMption being that the second reported field has

minor significance. In order of frequency, the most popular majors.are:

social sciences; business, economics and commerce; agrkultural and

biological sciences; and arts, fine arts, humanities, and the performing
#.'

arts. Certain majors support stereotypes of what men and women prefer.

Thus, men were found predominantly in agriculture, chemistry, geology,

physics,'engineering, commerce (engineer ng and commerce being the mist

popular majors), economics, and geography. Women were found mainly in
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household sciences, nursing, fine arts, applied arts, performing arts,
0

English, French, education, physical education, psychology, sand

sociology (these last two majors being the most popular). As Table 4.16

shows, women, much more frequently than men, listed two majors. This is

due to the greater concentration of womenia the social sciences, where

majors with minors are most common.

Individuals who attended a community college were asked to indicate,

their most recent program of study. The 1979'80 pUblication Horizons,

prepared, by the Ontario Ministry of Colleges'And Universities, lists 236

s..

different CAAT programs offered in th7 province (other. than short

courses). While we did not anticipate, a signifiCant enrollment in most
,

of these, we did expeCt that the ligt'of prRgrams taken wduld be long.

We therefore decided to use &thirteen-fold classification f community

college programs,\ as employed iu the_._197.5 41pional (e! of post:

secdndary students. Table 4.17'..uses%this .classification tolnaicate

r,

programs in which our respondents were4most recently enrolled.

As with university majors; .certain majors strongly support,

stereotypes of male/female preferences. In order of frequency, the

programs mire popular with men were engineering #nd related technologies,

business management and commerce, .and .electronics and electrical

technologies. For women, the most popular programs were nursing,

secretarial arts and science, community services, teaching and social

welfare, and medical and dental technologies.

Grades and De&ree Completion VP

.In Phase IV the completion of degrees and certificate is quite

high. Of those who were enrolled in universities, 8 .in 10 completed a
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degree; of students enrollee in CAATs, oew who had both tAd and

universityexperience,the.completion rate WaS 7 id 10 (in 41e case 'of.
1

the latter gro4p, referging to at least one degree in either

. instituti,on). Seven In 10 mr4 and 8.in 10 women coMpleted degrees.

We asked respondents whO,had attended a post-secondary institution

\JM1.iIdicite their approximate cumulative grade point average (GPA) at

their last such. institution (Table 4.18). Whether university or CAAT,

women on the average, did, better than wed (fewer Cs, or Ds, or Fs).

cs.

Universitiet appeared tougher"than CAATs, giving out fewer As and more

Bs. However, grades did not vary significantly by either socioeconomic

.origin or urban/rural origin. That is to say, once in a post-tecondary

institution, an individual Of low'SES background'or rural origin was not

disadvantaged with respect to marks, and an individual from a high SES

group or high stratum was'not especially advantaged. Grades in high

school, though, remain moderately related to grades in post-secondary

institutions (Table 4.19).

Post-secondary grades are only weakly related to high school

program. We have already noted that CAAT enrollees were more frequently
#

drawn, from the commercial and techniCal/vocational courses than

university students. Of all CAAT enrollees, 6 in 10 had received an

average Grade 11 mark, of less than 70%, whereas of all university

enrollees, 70% had received an averageGra4e-11 mark of B or better (see

Part B of Table 4.5). However, as demonstrated in Table 4.20, 62.6% of

students, from the academic prog,rat with high school marks below 70%

earned Bs and As in post-secondary institutions. The same is true for

60.0% of low-mark students from the commercial and teChnical/vocational

courses. About 15% of high school high-mark (70% and above) students
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/

fromthe academic program dropped to C, D, or F cumulative averages, in

post-secondary institutions, thoughoalMost one-third of the high-mark
,

nonacademic students dropped to C or lower. Thus, while high school

grades, irrfspective of program,,predict postrsecondary Perfotmance to

some,extent, there is general improvement in performante at the post-

secondary level when the cumulative GPA is compared to reported Grade II

1

marks. There is, however, some indication that high7mark commercial and

technical/vocational students often have difficulty in maintaining high

marks in nniversities and CAATs.

Finally, degree completipn is related to grades earned in high

school and at the post-secondary level, the latter relationship being

stronger. As Table 4.21 shows,"students who.earned Cs or lower marks in

post-secondery institutions had higher rates of failing to complete a

degree than students earning better marks.

FINANCING POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

1

Obtaining a'post-secondary education entails costs including

tuition fees, books, and transportation, and sometimes room and board-,

thus, access to post-secondary education may be somewhat restricted to

persons with more plentiful financial resources. pecause of its
/I

importance as a public issue, questions on financing post-secondary

'education were used!in each of the first three phases of the,"Critical

Juncture" stbdy. In the Phase IV follow-4, 7 asked"for a retrospec-t ,

tive assessment of the role of different sources of finanfing the total

costs ,of attending university or community college, we examined

financing in terms of its relationship to gender, SES, and rural/urban,



origin. Table 4.22 shows the frequencies of selection of the first and

second Most tmportant sources of financial support for all enrollment

groupt: As 41dicated by this'fabte, the roles of university or college

scholarships, employer contributions, personal loans, and spouse's

earnings are small; therefore, in the discussion to follow we shall

concentrate on the remainingfive major sources of financing.

The main source of financial support for all post-secondary

students is summer earnings, reported by one-third of our sample

being most,important. Parental support was the mosf-important source

.indicated by one-quarter ofAthe students, followed by 15% relying on the

Ontario Student Assistance Program (OSAP) or on Canada Student Loans.

(CSL).. One in.10 respondents indicated that employment earnings while

studying were most important. Another 1 in 10 specified personal

savings, Financial sources that were second in iMportance.follow the

.order of significance of the first most important, except that OSAP/CSL

support was less frequently a second important source.

,Given fhat respondents were asked to indicate both first and second

most important sources of financial support, patt rns or comtinations of

support can be determined, as'shown in Table 4. 3. This table reveals

A.

that those dependent on OSAP/CSL.were next most dependent on summer

earnings (half of the cases); those relying on summer earnings were next

most dependent on parental support (more than one-third of the cases)

and employment while studying (more than one-quarter of the cases);

those,dependent on persanal savings were next most dependent on parental

support (more than one-third); .and those relying on parental support'

were next most dependent on summer earnings (almost 6 in 10) and

personal savings (almos 2 in 10).
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Socioeconomic status bears a relationship to lithe importance of

different sources. in financing post-secondary education. 'All SES groups

indicated summer'earnings as the most important financial source.(Table

4.2 For the two lowest SES groups, the second most important

financial source was OSAP/CSL, 'while parental support was third in

invortance. The importance of OSAP/CSL for Ole two low SES groups is

underscored by the fact that from one-fifth to one-qua/rter relied on

OSAP/CSL as their most.important source of funding, whereas only 16% or

fewer of the two higher SES groupsdid so. Parental support wa the

1

second most important source of financial support for the two higher SES'

'groups.

There are also differences in reliance oil financial sources by SES,

depen'ding on whether one is enrolled in a CAAT or university (as shown

ih Table 4.25). -Low SES CAAT students drew,less frequently on OSAP/CSL .

than did low SES university students, and. much more frequently on

p-arental support and personal, savings as the first most, important

financial Source. In contrast, high SES CAAT students drew more

frequenkily on parental support and personallIsavings ehan did high SES

univeesity studemts, whose main source of support was summer earnings.

Fdr the highest SES group, parental support was the main most important

financial. source for almost half of the former CAAT students and one-

third of the folikpr university students.
44411111)1.

Focusing on the urban/rural difference, we found that, as first

most.important financial visourcep 4 in 10 of the "big city" students.

depended on summer earnIngs, whereas 3 in 10 depended on summer earnings

in "towns and rural areas." However, about one-quarter of the aiudents

in the latter stratum iepended on OSAP/CSL, whereas the proportion for



"big city" students was less than 1 in 10 (Table 4.24). The- .111rban/rural

'difference on reliance on summer earnings suggests that well-paying

summer jobs in rural areas-may,be scarcer than elsewhere;. greater

reliance on OSAP/CSL is probably due to the larger lowerstatus group in.

this stratum, compard with tA;other strata.

The gender difference is significant (Table 4.24). For 4 in. 10

men, the first most important financial resource was sum& earnings,

followe'd by parental support (16:5%).and OSAP/CSL (12.7%); whereas for.

- one-third.of women, parental support.was most important, followed' by

summer earnings (28.6%) and OSAP/CSL (16.0%). The much greater
1

dependence of women on,parental'support suggests a traditional family
/

suPport so that daughtefrs do.not needftto work and/or a scarcity of good

paying summer joba'for'women.

..

4

One findinglstands out with.respect to the most important source of

financing post-secondary education. The retrospeetive evaluation by our

.sample of former post-secondary students indicates that summer-earnings:,

are crucial to, many as their main source of financing education; this is

especially true for university students, regardleks of SES level (4 in

10 of the cases). We suspect thA the less frequent reliance of CAAT.

students on summer eainings (2- in 10 of the cases) is.due to the cost

difference between a university, and a community college education, the

latter generally, entailing lower fees and being of shorter duration.

.The role of Sp.is indicated, hOwever, by the greater reliance of low

SES students 11 OSAP/CSL and the greater reliance of high SES students.

on 'parental s4port.

1

One final comment on summer earnings as a source ofvfinancial

support for ost-secondary education should be made. fn Phase IV we did

22 f,
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not ebtain,information on the nonfinancial sources of support.for post-

aelndary educatAohl,in particular% the, subsid Often ptovided by

parents who let their sons and daughters live at home at little or nor

cost while attending college or ,university. We suspect that summer

.earnings Appear so,prominentl2y in our findings in part because many

young people can rtly on reducing ;heir educational costs byliving at

home. A-full picture of how young people meet the costs of post-

.secondary education requires a fuller investigation than we have been

able to fcarry out. Still, aur findings protde useful information on

financing in terms of the various subgroups we have studied.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING MAJOR ORLAREA OF SPECIALIZATION-

'

On what basis do young people choose majors and programs at

universities or community colleges/ Is it on the,basis of prodding :by

parents, interest in the subjects, career\prospects, or some combination

of reasons such as these? We asked our respondents to assess'

.re6ospectiyely the importance of ten factors in_ choosing_ their most.,
V

recent programs of study *(items B.12A toip.12J), and then to select the

one most important factor for them. (item B.13). The responses were I

cross-tabulated with.the ten main categories of university majors and
t 4

\ with the thirteen groups of CAAT programs.

Overall, there is a striking similarity between university and CAAT

students in the ways they evaluate the ten reasons (Table 4.26). In

general, recommendations of, parents at relatives high school teachers'

or guidance counsellors, friends,- and advice of employers proved.of

little importance for all students, irrespective of ajor or programl



a

1 \one-quarter of students in CAATs and universities.

likewyle, the'fact that the proyam selected.was."less difficult than

others I was interested. " and.the fact:that "6ourse in high school1
\

fitted in. well with: program or majOr area chosen \were of little
/

importance in selecting a major. 'In contrast, 9 in 10 'studenys stated

that interest4n the area or program was'very importint or important in

selecting a major, and career advancement prospects were import6nt for 5

to 6 fn AO students. While paiental recommendations and courseS in high

school were not timpottant reasons for selecting a major for most

students, it should be-noted that these factors were importatatofor about.,

Three of the reasons for selecting a major deserve.separate

consideration, namely "good employment prospects,": "high income

prospeCts," and "career advancement prospects." liniversity and CAAT

students differed most with respect to these reasons. Just fewer than

half of tpe uilversity students felt that good employment prospects were

very important or important for them' in choosing a major, and one7 .

quarter_stated that such piospects were not very important or not aç all.

_important. In contras_C,-almost30% of -CAAT students indieated-that-goad

employment proSpects were very important or important for them. Here is

some indication of the different roles of university. and CAAT

educations: students attending CAATs perceived their course selection

as being stronglY related to future employment, while many university

students were aware that .their.majors are part of a general education.

Still, that.almost half of university enrollees were concerned aboutt

employment pNope'cts should not be forgotten and may reflect not only a

general concern on their part with linking their tducation to work 'b t

also the reality that at university, there are many preprofession'l
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programs leading into specific careers ( .g., majors in pre-law,

economics, commerce engineering, 'chemistry, and education). Four in 10

CART studentS and 3 in 10 uniVersity students stated.that high.income
t

'prospects were, very importatt or important as a selection factor. Thus,

about one-third of the students-in both types of institutions felt that

their courses'would have a signfficant economic payoff. However there

were also 4 fn.10 university students and almost 3 in 10 CAAT Students

tho said that high income pTospects were not very important or not at

all important in choosing their -major. One might speculate that these

students were' less concerned about post-secondary education giving .them

a great deal qf opporfunity to earn high fncomes, or had opted for

careers which they knew did not have high financial rewards.

Finally, while majorities of 'DAT and university students stated

that career advancement prospects.were very important or important in

selecting a majOr, one-quarter of the university students .(and only
4

16.4Vof CAAT students) held that such advancement prospects were)not

very important or not at all iMportant.

We Larn'n9w to .differenceS in evaluatingjeasons- for selecting-. _

programs between different majors. The eight university majors will be

. -considered first, as shown in Table 4.27. Tn this,analysis we employ

mean scores based on giving 0 "1" to the response "very important"

through to a "5" for the resjdonse "not at all important." Thus, the

lower the mean score the more imp9rtant that relevant factor is in

selecting a, prograf of study. We employed an analysis of variance of

these means to determine whether university mtMors differed with respect. o
to factors considered important or unimportant. .Statistically
.

significant group differen. s only occurred for the following reasons:
I

1.
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0

*$ advice of mployer) the three career factors (god, employment, high

'income, and career advancement prospects), and for the factor "courses

in high.school fitted in well with program oemajor area chosen.'

Good employment prospects were considered very importOnt or

important in selecting a major for only.3 in 10 studenti-in the

V

foltowing majors: agricultural and biological scien0s; arts,
%).

humanities, and finesarts; education, physical .education, law, and
*A.

social work; and the social soiencei.- From 4 to 8 in 10 students in the'

phyjkcal sciences,'the applied sciences, and in business, economics, and

commer.ce regarded this factor similarly. This response pattern holds

for careeradvancement prospects,:the difference regarding importance

Wing in 10 for the,first group pf-majors, and 5 to 8 in-10 for the
.19

second grotp._ With respect to high income prosptcts, the former geoup

is definitely less concerned with inCome as * selection factor, since

majorities repdited this factor anot very important or not at all

,important; by contrast Ihe latter groupiseems to be attracted by%the
1

income potehtial of their maiors, since from 4 0 6'in 10 indicated high

income.prospects as very important or importan reasons foi. seleCting

-their areas of .specialization.

Finally, courses.in high school that fitted.inWell with program

are important in the seltction of major for the natural arephysical
ga

science groups. Thee te 5 in 10 respondents in,these majori believed
,

I.

that. high school courses viere tan important- reason 'for selection,
.,

. . , ..

.

compared with 1 to 3 in 10 respondents maRifing this evaluation in the

. othei groupi.. Though advice from employers is generally not important

:in selecting a major, there is more jieliance'on such advice repprted by

)

as"



health profession majors and somewhat less rel ance reported tly-.arts,

huManitia,s, and fine arts, majors and physical sc ence majors.

Though we-originally began with twelve cat gories of CAAT programs

(and a residual category), because of small equencies we have retained

tor analysis only the folAing groups: se1retaria1 arts and-sci

business managemerq and comme'rce; fine, a plied'and Iperforming arts,

commur4ty service, teaching and social welf nursing; and primary

industries. We Lye added communications to the applied.arts category,

combined medical and.dental technologies with nursing, and have included

ertetreinics and' electrical technologies, and engineering and related

technolOgieS with primary industries. This gives.six program categorips

for analysis with respect to diAferences ,in evaluating reasons for

proiram selection-for CAAT students (fa.ble 4.28).

Program d.i.fferences in evaluation prove statistically significant

(using mean scores) for only four factOrs, these being recommendation of

parents or relatives, intettst in program, good employment pr4speCts',

and high income prospects.. -The nursing, medical, and dental technology,.

students are most influenced by parents and relativea.in selecting their '

programs, with fine, applied, and.performing arts andsCommunications

student's indicating the least influences from these sources. Nurses,

medical and dental technicians., students in fine, appli4ed, and

performing arts, and communications stand out a* placing most stressvon

interest in program as an important factil. Students in secretarial

arts and sCience place least stress on interest, and are the only group

wii.01 a sizable minority (21.1%) indicating interest was only somewhat

impo tant, not pery important, or not at all important. One might

lieulate that a- number of women in this program category. (96% of



students tn this category are women) selected this fie14, be4Ui3e

they were especially attracted to secretArial'wo.rkr.but becsuse

were resigned to this osiuliation givenwits ease of%entratIce.

Ir

requirements are modest; it i It women's work," gi,ven Ce:Structure of

the lower white-collar job market, and theie is Strong emploteT demand

for trained secretaries.),

Similar patterns.of evaluation by prograni at:e shown'fbr CAAT

students with respect to employmerit and income prospects. Fide,

applied, and performing arts, and communications studentsAnd community,

service, teaching, and social'welfare students placed leastltreBs

good employment and high income prospec4sasoselection factors, compared

to students in other programs. In fact, at least 50% of students in

these programs reported that high income prospects were not very

important or not at all important in selecting their programs. There

are programs at CAATs, then, that are selected largely cAlt of,interest

and, though skill-development oriented, may not feed into sectors of the

labor market where there is high demand or high income prospectS,,, It /

r,

should be noted that 51.3% of secretarial arts and scibnce students

and, for that matter, 42.7% of primary industries, electronics,

electrical, and engineering 4echnologies students--indicated that high

income prospects were very important or important in selection, of their

progr4m.

When aske'd.to choose the one factor which was moht important in

.choosing their major area of study, university students bverwheiminey

retrospectively 6,fc.ked interest in the area (72.7%), with good

employment prospects cited next most frequently (9.0%), followed by,

caf-eer advancement.prospects (5.0%) (N = 373). The same hierarchy of
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factors holds for CAAT students respectively, 64.8%, 13.5%,,and 7.2%)

(N = 230).
4

GENERAL'SATISFACT1ON WITH THE POST-SECONDARY EXPERIENCE

4

We asked respondents with post-secondary educational experience to

evaluate this experience in very general terms; that is, in terms of the

degree to which they were satisfied, overall, with-their formal

.education (item B.27). Of the 943 individuals,i:esponding to this item,

34.7% indicated "very satisfied," 44.8% were "somewhat sittisfied," 8.1%
0

were "indifferent,"-9.5% mark4d "somewhat dissatit7fied," and only 4.0%.

4
,trecordsd,'a very dissatisfied." Thus, on thec.whole, when not asked to

evaluate their education in yelation to some specific referrent, such as

preparation for job, the educational experiencegenerates an

1

overwhefmingly positive resOanse. Interestingly enough, there were no

statistically significant differences in satisfaction by type of

educational enrolliiient (whether e university or CAAT enrollment), or by

SES, or by urban/ru 1.origins, or by gen4eY. Though there is a Public

impression that uni ergIty students are increasingly dissatisfied with
-0

theii-educat,ion because it does not lead to a specific job (as does a.

'\ CAAT:eduCation), our data suggests that this is not the case and that,

rSther, uniirsity and CAAT enrollees havei similar patlerns of'.

Satisfaction with respect to their post-secondary experience.

,



FOOTNOTES

sw.

1.. See the note to Table 4.1 for description of the relationship of
enrollment categories to the educational attainment\ categories of
Table 1,2.

2. Educational Support Branch, Department of the Secretary of State.
Some Characteristics of Post-Secondary Students ,in Canada.. Cat. N6.
S2-51/1976. Ottawa: Ministry of Supply and Services Canada, 1976.



TABLE 4.1: ENROLLMENT IN POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS BY SELECTED SOCIAL BACKGROUND FACTORS

I
Sex SES Stratum

Men Women Low 2 3 High Urban 2 . 3 Rural Total
Enrollment (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Univets,ity enrolltent only 57.1 46.3 39.8 41.9 47.0 68.1 60.2 54.7 54.0 37.7 51.4

CAAT enr,ollment only 30.7 39.2 49.1 45.6 36.1 19.5 24.6 29.9 33.4 51.8 35.2

Both unlrsity and CAAT 12.1 14.5 11.1 12.4 16.9 12.4 15.2 15.5 12.6 10.5 13.4

TOW (N) 460 512 184 198 206 338 250 222 243 257 972

Significance (p)

Note In tems of Table 1.2, univeristy enrollment.only comprises the'categories "presently enrolled in graduate
or professional school", "graduated university", and "attended university but did notograduate"; CAAT enrollment
only includes' "graduated from CAAT", and ."attended CAAT but did not graduate", both university and CAAT enrollment
includes'all'Ibther categores except the last, which is "high school only" or "no post-secondary experience".

p

I \

I

1.
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TABLE 4.2: ENROLLMENT IN POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS, WITH HIGH SCHOOL ONLY INCLUDED, BY SELECTED SOCIAL
BACKGROUND FACTORS

A. EFFECT OF SOCIAL BACKGROUND FACTORS

Enrollment

Sex SES Stratum
.Men Women Low 2 3

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

University enrollment only

CAAT enrollamnt only

Both university and CAAT

High school only

36.1 29.8 19.3 23.7 29.3

19.4 25.2 23.8 , 25.8 22.4

7.T 9.3 5.4 7.0 10d5/

36.8 3506 51.6 43.5 37.8

TOTAL (N)

'Significance (p)

727' '795 381 350 332

1,
B. RECRUITMENT INTO ENROLLMENTS.BASED ONIIOCIAL BACKGROUND

Sex SES
Men Women Total Low 2 3

Enrollment (%)% (%) (N) (%) (%).

'Univiraity enrollment.only

CAAT enrolIment.only

Both uniiversity and CAAT

Afigh sthool only

52.5 47.5
/

500 15.2 17.2 20,,1

41.3 58.7 342 28.2 28.1 23.
I

42.9 57i1 130 16.8 20.1 28.6
t

48.6 550 37.5 29.1 24,01
, , .

1

0

High

(%)

Urban

(%)

, 2

(%)

. 3 Rural

(%) (%)

Total

(%)

59.4 44.3 36.4 36.5 19.8 22.5

17.0,

10.8

18.1

11.2

19.9

10.3

22.6

8.5

27.2 32.8

'8.5

12.7 26:4 33.3 32.4 47.6 36.2

388 340 333 359° 490 1,522

Stratum
High Total Urban 2 3 Rural Total
(%), (N) (70) (70) (%) (%) (N)

47,6 48.3 30.1 24,3 26.2 19.4 500

'20.6 321 18.0 19.4 23.38.9 342

34.5 122 29.3 26.3 23.5 20.8 130

9.4 04 16,3 20.1 21.2 42...-3 550

\

c %

1 ""
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TABLE 4.3: RECRUITMENT INTO POST/SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENTS FROM GENDER BACKGROUND,-SOCIOE NOMIC
ORIGINS, AND STRATA

Education4l Achievement
in 1979

Sex
Men Women Total Low

(1,) (N)

Presently enrolled graduate or 54.0 46.0 98 14.7
professidnal school

fr
Graduated university, 50.1. 49.9.4 -310 14.3

Attended.university but 59.2 40.8 91 18.,9.
did not graduate

Graduated from CAAT 36.2 63.8 251 27.5

.Attended CAAT but did 55.3. 44.7 91 30.0
/ not iraduate

University graduate and 57.0 43.0 21 6.1
CAAT experience

I.
University graduate and 22.2 77.8. 3 15.2
gcaduated from CAAT

\Graduated from hAT and
some university experience

Some university and some.
CAAT eperienc:e

\

No post-Secondary

o.

44.3 55.7 38 22.5

49.2. '51).8 41 17.2

48.6 514 5,50 .37.5

2

(1)

SES
3

(1)

High

(%)

Stratum
Total Ufban 2 3 Rural Total

(N) ';t%) (1) (1/4) . (%) (N)

9.0 17.4 58.9 . 96 24.7 28.8 30.4 16.7 98

19.8 19.3 46.6 305 30.8 23.8 24..5 20.9 310

16.7 26..2 .38.2 83 34.5 20.8 27.7 17.0 91

30.2, 21.6 20.7 234 16.4 19.0 24.1 40.4 251

22.3 27.6 20.1 87 22.2 20.3 22.6 34.9 91

21.1 26.1 46.7 19 33:2 19.7 36.9 10.2 21

26.8 25.5 32:5 Z6 3Z6159 3O.1260

17.1 43.6 16.8 26.1 36.0 9.2 28.8 38

18.3 17.0 47.5 39 27.9 28.3 25.4 18.4 41

29.1 24.0 9.4 524 16.3 20.1 21.2 42.3 550
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TABLE 4.4: POST-SECONDARY EDUCATIOW-ATTAINMENT DESTINATIONS FROM GENDER BACKGROUND,
SOCIOECONOMIC ORIGINS, AND STRATA

1g

Educational Achievement
in 1979

Presently enrolled in graduate
or.professional school

Graduated university

Attended university but did
not graduate

: Gratuated fro!: CAAT

Attended CAAT but'did not
graduate

University graduate and some
CAAT experience

University graduate and
graduated from CAAT

\

Graduated CAAT and some
university experience

Some university and some
CAAT experience

No post-sepndary experience

1

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

Sex

Men -Women

(%) (%)

Loy

(%)

7.3 5.7 3.7

21.4 19.5 11.5.

7.4 4.7 4.1

12.5 20.1 16.9

6.9 5.1 6.8

1

1.7 1.1 0.3

0.9 2.9 1.0

2.3 2.7 2.3

2.8 2.6 1.8

3618 ,35.6 51.6

727 795 381

2.5

17.3

4.0

#14

5.5

1.9

2.0

43.5

350
,

SES

3

(%).

High

(%)

Urban:

(%)

Stratum
2 - 3

(%) (1)

Rural

(%)

5.0 14.6 7.0 8.5 8.3 3.3

17.7 36.6 28.1 22.2 21.1 13.3

6.5 8.1 9.3 5.7 7.0 3.2

15.2 12.5 12.1 14.4 16.8 20.7.

.7.2 4.5 6.0 5.6 5.7 6.5

1.5 2.2 2.1 ,1.3 2.2 0.4

2.0 .2.2 2.8 1.4 2.5 ' 1.3

5.0 1.7 2.944kLJ 4.2 1.0 2.3

2.0 4.8 3.4 3. 2.9 1.5

\

37.8 12.7 26.4 33 .1 '32.4 47.5'

332 388 . 340 333
\

490

.1 m4
1 .1
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TABLE 4.5: RECRUlTMEr INTO POST-SECONDARY ENROILMENT.FROM SELECTED SOCIAL BA GROUND ORIdINS, PROGRAM IN
'HIGH SCHOOL, AND LEVEL'OF HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMANCE

Lu

';

too.

.
,SOCIA BACKGROUND

Enroll.Ment.

-University enroOment only

CAAT enrollment only

Both'university and CAA,T

r - )
High schatlionly

a
.4

.Sex
Men Women Total

. (73) (%).' '-(N)

52.5 47..5 ,500 15.2

41.3 58.7 e 342 28.2

42.9 57.1 130 16.8

48.6 51.4 550 3/-5 29.1

Low 2

(t) X3)

17.2

28.1
IP

20.1

(4

B. PROAAM AND GRADES4IN'HIGH SCHOOL

Kntollment
.

Uniiersity earotimetiC only

-.CAAT'ennoliment

..y/ 'Aioth univrr.si,ty and CAAT'

.4)L

Academic

(%)

93.2

66.8
4 s

-

SES §tiratum
3 High Total Urban 2 3 Rural

24.0 9.0

(%) (73)

20.1 47.6 .

23.2 20.6
4

286' 34.5

Aigh Schooll Program 4

lechnical/.
ComMercial Vociftional

(%) (7),

Total
"(N),

4.9' 49

'19.5, 33

7.0

24.4

JN) (%) (%) (%)

A

Total

(N)

4834- 30\24,3 26.2 19..4 500

18.0.19:4 23.7 38.9 342

122 29..3 26.3 23.5 . 20.8 130.

524 16.3 20.1 21,2 42'.3a 550

a.

V

High School Gr.ides

.B(70%) dr Higher 'Lower than 70%

ar Total

(N)

69.6

36.2'

26.8 .13.2

30.4 492

63.8 336

53:3 129

534
4.

0

.1
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TABLE 4.6: ENROMENT IN POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS BY PROGRAM IN HIG4 SCHOOL AN/110
HIGH SCHOOL GRADES BY GENDER

Enrollment

University enrollment only

CAAT enrollment only

Both universit9 and CAAT

High school only

TOTAL (N)

Significance.
oaf

Aigh.School Program
TechnicalL

4
Apdemic

.

Cbmmercial Vocational
Men Women Men Women Men Women

High School Grades

JO% or higher . Aioper than 70%
Men Women Men Women

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%). (%) (%)

51.8 38.7 4.8. 3.9 10.4 12.0. *64..3 42.8 20.3

15.2 26.7 26.4 18.4 26.7 65.2 13.7 21.2 22.8 29.9

9.8 11.2 7.$ 4.0 3.5 13.7 74 10.0 8.0' 8.8

23.2 23.4 61.0 73.8 59.4 9.1 14.4 26.0 49.0 45.6

457 585 42' 191 221. 11 263 405 449 375

Note: Statistica significance is based on tWO subtables program by gender for men.and women separately,
,and high schoo ra(16. by gender for.men and woman separabely. Also, all men/women comparisons are
statistically sigpifikant except.fbr comparisons with respect to.the high'school commercial program,
(N.S.), and high school grades lower than 70% (0.07). ,

*S.#

1 o

bo"

40.
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TABLE,4.7: RECRUITMENT.44NTO POST-SECONDARY EDTNTIONAL ATTAINMENT FROM HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM AND LEVEL OF
- HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMANCE

I

Educational' Achievement Academic
in 1979 (%)

.High School Program
Technical/

Commercial Vocational Total
(0)

(%) (N)

High School Grades

Lower.
70% or Higher than 70%

(%) (%)

Total

'

Presently enrolled in graduate
or protessi,onal school

96.7 0.8 2.5 98 79.4 . 20.6 97

Graduated university
111

93.8 1.7 4.5 308 69.4 30.6 304

Atikended university but did
not groaduate

87.6 . 8.7 90 - 59.4, 40.6 91

Graduated from CANT 67.9 -13.1 19.0 247 41.5 58,5 250

Attended CAAT but did not
graduate

.

63.9 15.3 20.8. 90 20.8 79.2 86

Upivallty graduate and some 91.6 4.4 4,0 21 58.5 41.5 21
CAAT liperience

/IN

University graduate and graduated, 91.6 8.4 0.0 30, 59.9 40.1 29from OAT #

p-aduated CAAT-aiid-gome untYers4,tY
iexperiente

82.9 11.1 6.0 38 37.4 62.6 38

Some university and some.CAAT
.

experience
77.6 7.8 14.6 41 40.1 59.9 41

No post:secondary exptriencei 4, 44.9 . 30.7 24.4 542 26.8 73.2 534

):



TABLE 4.
,

POST-SECONDARY EDUCATIONM; AZiAINMENT DESXINATIONS FROM HIGli SCHOOL PROGRAM AND LEVEL OF
HIGH SCHOOL-PERFORMANCE /'

Educational Achievement
in 19-N

PrIsently enrolled in graduate
or professional school

Graduated univerait

.

...
High.School Program High School Grades

. Technical!, Lemer

(%)

Academic

(%)

Commercial Vocational 70t or Higher than 70%
,(%) (%)

Attended unittersiey but c44
not graduate..

Graduated frota:CAATf-

Attended CAATbut did not
graduate

;

1.1 11.5 2.4

2.3, 6.0 31.6 11.3
, .

3;4 8.1 4.5

University graduate:and ;aome,
CAAT ekperience ::--

..i

liniversitY gradnate and Oadli4td
from CAAT

Graduated CAAT and sonic univeriiti
'experience

Some university and sdme CAAT
eXperience

No post-secondary -experience
23.3 .:

2.6

3.1

.0

TOTAL (N)

.SignOicance

20.3 15.5 17.7

8.1 2.7 8,3
,

0.4 0.4 1.9 1.1
.,,

1.1 O. 2.6 , 1.4

1.8 1.0 2.2 2.9

1.4 2.6 2.5 ,3.0

57.1 21.5 47.471.4

233 231 ) 668 824

(p)

1',

eg,
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TAELE 4.9: LEFT libME -T6 iIEND P.OSIECOND'AR.'Yi. EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION BY STRATUM
.. . a

. .. ,

III ,

Stratum a0. Undrkgradua,ie Institution most Recently Attended
, Towns and

Bi& city
Univ. ClikAT

. (7)) .(%)

.. "Larger Citilp
Univ. CAAT .

(%) (%)

Smaller Cities
Univ. 1 . CAAT

(%) 4 (7)
.

Yei, left. 35.5
home town-

or city

No 64.5

13.6

'86.4,

%.

'29.4

70,.6

26.6

75.4

65.8

.34.2

43.3

56.7

TOTAL (N) ..169.

Significance (p).:.

.....10

.79 .134 84

.1

140 '100

-
.k

....ltural Areas

Univ. COT
(%) /(%)

90.7 07.1

9.3 ,32:9

.105 146

Note: Stattsp-itcail significance:is ba'sed on the subtables stratum 1:4, university
anti stria.= b..GAAT; universjAy' and CAAT proportionswith'in stratum are not being
compaged..A .

1 /

4o,



TABLEC.4.10: :SOCIOECONOMIC'STATUS ORIGINS BY STRATUM
I '

4t,

'Urban

CO

StratUM
2

CO

.

3

(%)

Rural

(%)

.,

924.0Lowest 15.7 . 18.5 40.2

Medium-low 18.4 26.2, 25.6 25.5

Medium-high' 25.6 24.8 23.3 19.5

Highest 40.3 30%4 27.1 14.8

TOTAL (N) 3141. 318 .347 470.

Significance (p)



TABLE 4.11: HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM BY STRATUM BY aNDER

Big City
Men Women

High School Program '(%) (7).

Academic 88.6 80.5

Commercial 1.4 - 18.2

Technical/vocational 10.1 J.3

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

149 189

--r

Stratum

Larger Cities Smaller Cities
Men Women Men . Women
(%) (%) (%) (1))

Towns and
Rural Areas
Men Women

(°h) (%)

'68.5 75.4 '62.1'. 79..0 46.1 65..3

4.3 23.1 8.3 18.7 7.9 34.1

27.2 1.4 .29.6 - 2.3 45.9 0.6

153 177 171.- 183 247 237

Note: Statistical significance is based on the subtables stratum by gender fdrmen and women separately.
Also, all.men/women compirisons are.statistically



TABLE 4.12: HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM BY STRATUM BY GENDBR CONTROLLING FOR SES

Stratum

High School

targer and :tawns and Program
f

Big City Smaller. Cities Rural Areas . Tot.al

Men Women Men Womew Men Wmen Men Women

High School Program. (%) (%)
,

(%) (%) (%)

. .

Low and Medium-Low
Socioeconomic Status

Academie 82.0 56.4 53.0 65.1 37.9

Commercial 2.5 29.6 7.5 31.9 9.5

4

Technical/vocational 15.5 4.0 35.5 3.0 52.6

TOTAL (N) 45 63 144 166 159

Significance (p) . .05 (women)
*.,

High and-Medium-High
Socioeconomic Status

1 .

Academic 91.4 87.1 76.9 89.7 65.9.

Commercial 0:0 12.9 4.6 9.9 4.7

Technical/vocational 8.6 0.0 18.4 '0.4 29.4A

TOTAL (N) 92 113 169 177 77

Signifieance (p) N.S. (women)

CD (%) (%)

55.3 49:9 61.5

44.3
.

7.8 36.3

0.4 42.4 2.2
a

145 348 373

82.0 78.4 87.2

17.2 3.4 1.2.4

0..0 18.3 0.4

83 338 374

Ole: Statistical significance is based on subtables stratum by SES for men and women
separately. Also, all men/women comparisons in both parts of this table are statistically
significant.

I Q
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-TABLE 4.13: FNRoLLMENT IN POST-SECONDARY'INSTITUTIONS BY STRATUM BY GENDER CONTROLLING FOR SES
A. LOW, MEDIUWIOW AND MEDIUM-HIGH SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Enrollment

University enrollment only

CAA7i* enrollment only

Both university and CAAT

High school only

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

4

Big City ,

lien Women
Larger Cities'
Men Women

Stratum

Smaller Cities
Men Women

Towns and
Rural Areas
Men Women

Enrollment
Total

Men Women
(°h) (°L) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

38.4 28.5 34.5 21.9 32.1 23.9 14.5 15.3 26.5 21.4

27,.7 14.8 21.4 22.2 16.0 32.3 25.1 28.4 22.6 25.3

11.0 93 8.7 8.0 7.1 9.7 5.8 4.8 7.5 7.5

7 22.9 47.4 35.4 47.9 44.8 34.1 54.7 51.4 43.4 45.8

81 108 103 118 123 130 207 193 514 548

. HIGH SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Enrollment

University! enrollment only

CAM enrollment only

Both university and CAAT

High school only

TOTAL (N)

Big City
Men Women
(%) (V

Large
Men

(%)

Cities
Women

'Stratum

Smaller Cities
Men Women
(X) (%)

Towns and
Rural Areas.
Men WOMen
(%) (70)

Enrollment
Total

Men Women

(I) CO

74.0 52.2 61:6 59.6 67.1 55.4 54.1 47.9 65.7 54.0
6.2 25.2 4 9.5 16.9 9.0 21.5 11.6 35.6 8.7 24.2
6.1 13.6 14.5' 16.5 9.7 ' 10.0 8.4 5.7 9.6 12.0

13.7 9.0 14.4 7.1 14.1 13.1 25.9 10.8 16.1 9.8

58 70 46 51 ' 45 . 49 31 39 180 208
Significance (p)

N .5.: (men) N.S. (omeh)

-)
Note: Stotisti(al significance is based on subtables stratum by SES fdr men and women separately. Men/women.comparisons are not statistilially significant

except for tile Part A. "tig CitY" and "Smaller Cities" comparisons
AO for: the Part 11, "Big Ciey' nd "Towns and Rural- Areas" (0.09) comparisons.

1'39



TABLE 4,14:

\

ENROLLMENT IN POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS IY 973
.00CUPATIONAL EXPECTATIONS BY GENDER

'

7.atiastics Canada

r

Univer

l

ity
Enroll-fit

Enrollment

CAAT
.Eneollment

Occupational
,Cavgory

. 1Y

(%)

!. Only

" (%)

Men

Managerial administrative and related 7.7 5.7

Natural sciences, engineering and- 2,3.0 20.1
. mathematics

Social sciences and related fields 9.9' 1.8

Religion 0.0 0.0

Teaching and related . a 12.7 5.5

.
Medicine and health 7.1 1.9

Artistil, literary retreational and
related

5.5. . 6.1

Clerical and related 3.2 2.4

'Sales 2.3 3.4

Service 2.8 4.1

Farming, horticultural and animal
husbandry/

1.9- 3.6

Forestry and logging 1.2 0.8

Mining and quarrying including oil and
gas field

0.0 0.0

Processing 0.0 0.9

Machining and related 0.5 1.1

Product fabricating, assembling and
repairing

0.3 11.9

Construction trades 1.1 4.5

Transport eqUipment operating. 1.0 1.9

0,ther crafts and fequipment operating 0.0 0.6

Occ. not elsewhere classified 0.8 3.5

Occ. not stated 19.1 20.2

TOTAL,(N) 263, 141

Significance (p) .

University
ind CAAT High chool d

Enrollment Only

(%) (I))

3.8

10.1

5.6

5.7

4.8

4.9

3.6

4.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.2
.

0.Q

6.8

27,8

2.8

6.0 .

0.6

0.2

2.3

1.6

3.1

2.7

4.3

4.9

4.2

. 00

0.3

3.3

11.5

'13.8
,

'5.5

0.3

8.§

23.a

144 4

56, 267

A
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TABLE 4.14: (coned)

Statistics Canada
Occupational '

Categoi-y..

Women

University
Enrollment

Only.

(%))*

Enrollment

CAAT
Enrollment

Only

(%)

University'
and CAAT

Enrollment

(%)'

h School
Only.

a)

Managerial adminiStraLve and related

Natural sciences, engineering and
mathematics

Social sciences and related fields

Religion

Teaching and related

Medicine and 'health

Artistic, literary recreational and
related

Clerical and related

Sales

Service

Farming, horticultural add animal
\ husbandry

Forestry and logging

Product fabricating, assembling and
repairing

Om not elsewhere classified

Occ..not Stated

3.5

6.4

7.4

6.1

2.1

1.9

0.8

0,0
,

0.0

14.,6

2.3-

0.8

7.2

0.0

7.8

. 28%7.0

6.3

25.4

1.4

1:3

16.7

01.9

2.2

0.3

8.8,

1.5

54.2

3.5 2.5 . .4.7 '

3.5 6,5 3.4

vo

o:o 0.0

0.4 0.0 0.0

0.6 0.0 0.7

3.6

.13.9

6.1

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

231 201 74 , 283

4
Note: A fuller description of the'Statistics Canada occupational categories is to be
found in Appendix B.

1 ,
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TABLE 4.15: DEGREES RECEIVED, BY uNIvERgyY AND CAAT GRADUATES

Type'of Degree .

0 (

University Griduates

4

(%)

Ordinary Bachelor's Degree %

B.A. and B.Educatip'n 0.9
B.A. and diplomalcextificite 4.8

Honovrs-Bacholor's Deiftee
H.B.A% and B. Education 1.8

.

M.B.A. and diPloma/certificate 0.4
.t

Master's Degree

Other

Noik known
or

yOTAi (N)

Sfglificance'(p)

(.1

CAAT Graduates

Dilloma or certificate
Diploma/certificate and B.A. and/or.H.B.
Two or more diplomatirrtificates

Graduate diploma or certifict6
Graduate diploma/certificate and
diploma/certificate

Not known

10.0

1.7

1.7

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)
4

Gender ,

Men

).

.(%) (%)

Women

(%)

52.6 56.9 .

6.5

2.2 *

42.1 41.8

5.2
1.7

.

%

0.9 0.0

1.3 0.0

,

1.3'

228 ;32

96.7 96.9

4.7

2.6
a

.6i
1.0

0.0 .

120 192

N.S.

Note: Based on replies to items B.10.and B.11,)CAAT graduates include graduates of
the, Ontario College of Arts, and some graduates of Ryerson Polytechnical Institute.

P
ogeo

.0

b

'146 I f),
14.4

re



TABLE 4.16: MOST RECENT MAJORS REPORTED BY MEN AND WOMEN WITH UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE

,Major Field
ilk Men Women Total 1

.(°,0 (1,)

Agricultural and Biological Sciences 11.4 13.0
Agriculture 2.3 0.3
Biochemistry, biophysics 1.3 1.7
Biological,sciences (including biology, botany, zoology) 7.5 8.0
HOusehold sciences (including home economicb,'consumer
studies)

0.3 2.0

Veterinary medicine, veterinary science 0.0. 1.0

Health_Professions 1.:3,

Dentistry iexcluding pre-dentistry) 0.7 -:,

,.,3.6.

0'.0

'Medicine (excludini pre-medhe) 0.0 0.3
pursing ) 0.0' 2.0
Pharmacy .

.
,

0,3 . .0,3
'Qther health profeSsions (including optometry,. occupational 0:3 La
and physical therapy, public and rehabilitation medicine,

-i 'audiology)

0.5

S.

Arts, Fine Arts, Humanities, Performing Arts
. . 8.2 16.1

Fine, applied Ancr-performing arts
,

Classics.and classical languages- .
.

English
French, ,

.

Other modern languages
..

Philosophy,.
t

. i

Religious studies (including theology)
Other humanities (including library science, journalism,
translatiqn, creativvviriting) ..

.; ,:lt.' iV,4 .
..

-iritt
Physical Scie and Mathematics\ 'I, ,

1,3
0.0

.3.3
0.0
0.3
1.3.

0.7'
1.3

4.3
0.7

6,41.\

37
1.0
0.3
0.3
0.0

10.1 - 3.6
Applied mathem ca (includint.actparial science, computer
science) .

I I

'li

1

Mathematics (including. mathmatical,statisties)
Chemistry .

Geology and related (including geophysics)
PhYsics

Other physical sOencas (includingmetallurgy, meteorology,
oceanography) '

.
i

Alined Science

1.6

.3..3

1.3
1.6

2.3

0.0

i

1.0
.

2.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.3

,

15.1 1.3
Architectuie-/-
Engineering
Other applied sciences (including lansdospe architecture,.
forestry)

1.0\
13.1 ..

1.0 ,'

0.0

0.3
1,0

2.5

0.3,
. 0.2.

1.0

.043.

0.7'

12,2

2.8 .

0.3 ..

4.6

1.8

0.7
0.8

0.5
0..7'

6.9

1.3'

2.6
008

0.8
1.2

'' 0.2

Educationt'Physical'Education, Law l, and Social Work -576- --1Y:6 ''1.6
Education Cexcluding physical, health apd recreatiop TX' -3.3 2..5

. edtication) ,
.

. . .
.

Physkal, health, ahd recreation education 3.0' 6:0 ,4.5

Law (excl4ding-pre-law) ,
r

0.7 . 1..0 '0.8

Social work 0.3 1.1 , 0.8

I 9347
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TABLE 4.1.6- (c9nt

*
Major Field

Men
(X)

-

_Women.

(%)

Total

(%)

6

I

Busineasi Economics, and Commerce 17.7 8.0 12.8
.

,Commerc admincstration, administrative studies
(excl iág public and health administration),

Econom cgt CiACiuding agricultural economics .

, .

12.1

5:6

` 7.3

0.7

'9.7

3.1

Soci Science'' 20.7 305 ) 25.6
His ory 4.9 3.4 4.1
An ropology 0.3 0.0

(ihcluding physical,geography) 6.6 1.1 4.1
n uistics 0.0 0:1) 0.2

/Itan/envircinmental studies'(e.g. regional and urban planning)
(including-pub4c administration and

2.3

3.3

0.3 1,

3.3
1.3
3.3

finternational relations).

(Plqichology, . 2.0 13.6 7.8
jSociolOgy (including criminology, demagraphy, folklore) 1.3 7.0
' Other socilil sciences (including archaeology:, area studied,

health Administration, military.studies)

,

Other. Studies

0,0 1.0 . 0.5

2.9 3.6 .3.3
Arts and ac.ience general (i. . no major).

1:

1.6 2.3 2.0
Other university majors 1.3 1.3 1.3

No.Answer or Not,Known 6.9 8.3 7.6
.(Percentage with two Or more majors)- 41 (17.0 (25.9) (21.5)

°

TOTAL (1,4) 305 301 .606.

.0, - Iniludes all educatiOnal:attainient,groups nhown.iii Table 1.2 that refer to a
uni,yersity degree, and inclndes'univernity no degree;/and some university, iome
CAAT ence.1

.

v
I

4.
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TABLE 4.114 MOST RECENT PROGRAMS REPORTED BY MEN AND WOMEN WITH COMMUNITY
COLLEGE EXPERIENCE

CAAT-Program Category

University transfer and arts and sdle.4a.e`L;''''..
,,

'',,.'ituk,')1.e.
.

.) ,

Secretarial 'arts and science

BusinesS management..and commerce
a

:

Fine, applied and performing arts
b

Communicationsc

Community serviaes, teaching and
social welfare k

Nursing (programs leading to R.N. only)

Dat.a processing
e

Primary industries!

Medical and dental technologiesg

Electronics and electrical technologies

Engineering and related technologish

4

Other.programs

No answer

, TOTAL (N)

Percentage Enr11111ed

Women Total

1.1 1.6

1.1 18.9

20.5 9.5

6.8 7.0

4.0 1.6

5.7 13.6

0.0 22.6

4.5 '1.6

5.1 0.8

1.7 8.2.

" 14.2 0.4

210 0.4

6.3 7.4

8.0 6.2

176 243

13.1

2.9

2.6

5.5

9.1

6.9

6.9

419

a
Includevaccounting, finance, advertising, marketing and merchandising,'
hotel management.

Includes design, graphic arts, photagraphyt music, theater, librarytechnolow

c ..1
Incluaes radio and ieleV'itiion arts, journalism.

d
*Includes child-cpre,.early childhood education, teacher education,

, chrrectional service's, law enfotcément, recreatipn.

Includes Computer iCience, programming.

Includes
6

igriculture, forestryt.fialleties, and mining technologies

Includes radiology, medical laboratory.'

Includes chemical, ciVil, meehAniTal afid,architectural teehnologits,
drafting, surveying, gonstruction.

%
.

14$
*0



TABLE 4.;)18: POST-SECONDARY GPA3 Aim LAST INSTITUTION ATTENDED BY SEX

Reported GPA

University
Med ,Women

(10 (%)

Last Institution Attended

C D, or F

TOTAL (N)

SignificanCe (p)

.
.15.3 19.5

51.9 , 56.2

32.8 24.2

282 262

CAAT
Men Women

Total

Men Women

(%) (%) (%) (%)

2541 27.4 18.9 23.2

41.4
,,..

54.7 48.0 55.5

33.5 17.9 33.1 21.2

163 235 445 496

i
.02 (men> .06 (women)

Note: Statislkital signifiCance is based on subtat;les post-secondary GPA
by the last institution for men and women separately. Of the men/women
comparisons, the CAAT,comparison is statistically significant, and the
university cpwrison is significant at the .07 level..

a
- CPA refers to grade point average'.

I.



TABLE 4.19: 'HIGH SCHOOL.GRADES COMPARED TO POST-SECONDARY GPAa BY SEX

High School Grades

LOWer than 70%
Men Women

(7).Reported GPA

70% or higher
Men Women'

(7)

27,7

4. .55 59.6

C9 D9 or F 12.6

TOTAL (N) 221 299

Significance (e)

lt. 1

41.7

42.2

223.

Note: Statistical significance, is based on subtables post-Secondary
4GPA by high school gradek for men and women separately.:', f the

men/women comparisons, only the 70%'or higher comparison .s
statisticaily.significant.

17.0

49.7

a
- GPA1refers to grade point average; high school grades refers to
average marks reported for Grade 11.

1
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TABLE :4.20 POST -git ONDARY GPAa, By iftOGRAM IN HIGH SCHOOL tY HIGH. SCHOOL. GRADES

Program in High School

Reported.GPA

Commercial and

Academic Technical/Vocational

(%) (%)

High School.Grades
0.

B .or Higher

D, or ,F.

24.7

60.0

15.3

29;8

40.2

30.0.

TOTAL (N)

Significange.

Nigh School Grades
Lower thin 70%

A

D, or F. .

10

58

,0

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

23.2

36.8

40.0

* GPA refers io grade point average.

//'
,

. /

0

198

100



TABLE 4.21: POST SECONDARY DEGREE COMPLETION BY POST-SECONDARY GPAa AND
HIGH SCHOOL GRADES BY GENDER

Post-Sicondary
Degrffl Completion

Men

Completed

.Did not complete

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

W men

Completed

Dld not complete

lova (N)

Significance (p)

A

Post-Secondary. GPA

C,.D.

or F

HighSchool.Grades

70% or Lower
Higher than 70%

(%) (%) (%) .(%) (%)

81..0 81.3 59.1 81.3 65.5

19.0 18.7 40.9 18.7 34.5

84 - 214 149 225' 229

90.4 86.4 54.3 84.6 75.0

9.6 13.6 45.7 11.4, 25.0

115 280 105 299 204

GPA refers to cumulative grade point average.

4.



a TABLE 4.22: JIRST AND SECOND MOST IMPORTANT SOURCES OF FINANCING TOTAL COSTS OF'
POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION BY ENROLLMENT

f Source of Financial Suiport

University or college fellowship
or scholarship

Employer contributions

OSAP/CSLa

Loans (other than OSAP/CSL)0

Summer employment earnings
,

Employment while attendi4 school

Spouse's earnings
k

a///Perso al savings

Parental financial support

Government financial support

Other

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)
;

A

Post-Secondary Enrollment

University
Enrollment

First Second
Source Source

((X) (CL)

CAAT-
Enrollment

First Second
.Source Source

(CL) _(X)

Both-University
and CAAT

First . Second
Source Source

(l) (%).

Total
Enrollments-

Fi st Second
S urce Source

(i) (X)

2.4 3.8 0.3 0.9 0.0 1.7 1.3 2.6 A

1.5 0.8 6,8 1.4 1.0 1.3 1.2 1.1

)

13.1 12.2 15.2 9.5 18.0 9:0 14.5 10.9

1,1 2.1 .2.7 2.8 0.6 4.7 1.6 2.7

43.9 28.9 21..2 27.7 33.3 24.4 34. 27.9

6.5 14.6 .12.3 17.1 8.3 18.6 8.8 15.9

1.2 0.2 1.6 1.4
,

0.6 0.0 1.3 .6

5.2 12.1 1).4 20.2 12.0 14.1 9.0

1

23.9 24.1 28.0 17.2 25.0 24.6 25.5 22.0

0.2 0.5 3.2 1.1 0.0 0.7 1.2 0.7

1.0 0,6 1.2 0.6 1.2 0.9 1.1 0.7

498 461 , 337 266 128 111 962' 838

0.08

N04: Statistical significance is based on.subtables enrollment bY first source and enrollment by second source.
First,most important source is not.being compared to second most important source pith respect to statistical
significince. For the latter,comparison, see Table 4.23. /

OSAP/CAL refers to Ontario Student Assistance Program, and to Ganida Student Loans, respectively.



TABLE ,4. i3 : FIRST BY SECOND MOST IMPORTANT SORCES OF FINANCING TOTAL'COSTS OF POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

-First Most Important
Source of Financial Support

OSAP/CSLa

Summer employment eainings

Employment while attending
school

Personal savings

Parental support

5ker

k.4

Second Most Important Source of Financial Support: Row'Percentages

Employment
Summer While

Employment Attending Personal Paredtal
OSAP/CSL Earnings School Savings Support Other

(%) (1) (%) (%). (7)'

.Total

-(N)

0.0 .49.2 12.4 12.5 17.1' 8.9 132'

16.1 0.0 27.1 13.9 , 35.8 7.1 309

13.3' 31.7 0.0 20.01'" 26.7 8.3 60

14.0 20.3 8.6 37.2 19.9 65.

6.6 59,2 9.5 18.5 9.0 6.2 211

17.7 19.2 13.3 i4.6 ,14.7 10.4: 62

Note: This table-is-statistically significant at less than 0.001 using the chi-square test.'

a
- OSAP/CSL refers to Ontario Student Assistance Prosram and to Canada Student Loans respectively.

01.1' I
4. XVI
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TABLE 4.24 FIRST ilOgT IMPORTANT SOURQES OF .FINANCING COSTS OF POST-SECONDARY BDUCATION BY SELECTED/SOCIAL
BACKOROUND FACTORS

, - .

. .

/t . i ,

.
. °

SeleCted Social Background l'actors
'' N. ,

,

. ' Sex SES . Stratum .

- Medfuli Medium - Zig Larger Smaller Tqwns and
-Source of Financial Men Women tlow SES Low SES- High- SES High SES City Cities Cities Rui.al Areas
Support (%)' ,(%) (%) .(%) 'CP-, - (%)' (%) (%) (%) .(%)

OSAP/CSLa

Sumier.eiploylient.
earnings

Employment while
attending -.4ho6l

Personal savings

,Parentaf support

Other

70TAL (N)

'Significave (p)

,
t1

12.7 16.0 .16.0

41.2 .. -'28,6 27.7

10.9 7.0. 9.7

9:2 , 8.8 7.7

16.51 33.4 17.6.

- 95 6.2 11.2

459 568,;. 183

20.1

31.5'

k

9.6 9.7 .

11:5 9,7.

18.0 20.6 . ,
/36.5

/

9.3 / 7.9 4.4

>.

1974 - 205 336 .

8.0- 9.1 1b.1

40 ,8 35.4

8.1 10.t.

7.0 - 10.6

34:2

8.4

9.2

31.2 25.9 425.0

,,

5.0 8.1 7.0

.4

''249 ' 220' 243 255

a OSAP/CSL refers
r

-o-Ontario Student Assistance Program,an'd to Canadit Student Lonns respectively.

0

I.
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TABLE 4,25: FIRST MOST .1t1p0RTANT WURCES OF FINANCING POSTYSECONDARY EDUCATION BPSOCLOECONOMIC STATUS AND ENROLLMENT
ir e

/.

I.

University
Source of Financial Enrwl1Ment
SupPort, ,(X)

OSAP/CS1,3 4 29.0
.

Summer employment. 45.9
.earnings

.

\,..., 7.2Employment while
attending.school

Personal savings

Parental "port

Other

0.0

10:6

1.3

iOTAL (N) 73

Significance (p)

1

,Low SKS Medium-Low SES Medium-High SES High SES

4
,b Beth Both Both. . Both

CAAT University University CAAT University University CAAT University University CAAT. UniVersity
Enrollment and CAAT Enrollment Enrollment and CAAT Enrollment Enrollment and CAAT Entollment Enrollment and CAAT

fU (%) f (X) (X) .(%) ((%) (V '(%) (%) (%) (%)
a.: .

24.9 22.5. 23.3 15.8 26.3 7,1 9.8 22.3 6.2 5.6 8.6
.

12.2 27:11, 37.5 26.8 30.0 54.0 22.0 45.8 42.6 27.1 27.9

..

10./ 15.9 6.6 12.2 5.9 5.4 17.0 6.8 6.6 5.6 7.1

14.1 8.6 6.4 14.9 16.8 9,6 12.1 5.4 5.0 14.7 18.9

23.2 20.7 17.3 19.0 17.5 14.7 30.0 17.8 34.0 45.7 35.7
,

14.9 4.4 8.9 11.3 3.5 9.2 9.2 2.0 5.7 1.4 1.8

88 .- 20 83 89 23 97 72 35 228 66 42

N.S.

a
OSAP/OL refers to Ontario Student Assistance Program, add to-Ciiiiada Student Loans, respectively.

VW
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TAHLE 4.26t EVALUATION OF REASONS MAJOR OR PROGRAM WAS 'sglECTED BY UNIVERSITY ANU CAAT.ENROLLEES

EVal.untion o0ea§on Given

University gnrollers

II(

I CAM' EnroIlers 0
. B

. ,Not Very
.'

Not Very
/ .

'..Important or
1 .

! .Important or

.

Vets,. Import/Int Somewhat Not At All/ . Very Important omewhat NotAt All
f
Reasons for Choosing Major

.
or Important important Important; Total or Important rtant Impvtant Total

ror Prpgram (1) (1) (%) ' (N)- (1) (%)
,

(%) (N)
1 -

---.0.--

Recommendation of parents/
.

23.8 -4 '24.2 5.2.0 .377 ,..,25 .1$ 4 17.8 1 46.4 233
..

relatives
,,

I. -1

Recommendation of high school
. : 13 11+90. -19.:7 66.. 5 '317 .- 12.1 26.,6' 61.2 232 ..

teachers/guidance counsellors
, /. ..

-,

11. 1 -269 61.6 37.6 ..11.4 25.5 63.1 232
,

5.4 .5.0 89.6 . .'364 10.7. ,..

.

6.6 82.7 *226

..

90.3 8.1. 1.6 377, 91.3, 7.4 1.3 233

. ,
46.8 26.2 )1 26.9 377 . 69,4 18.2 12.4 234

./ .

31.6 25.9. 42.6 377 "4 38..3 . 34.6 27.0 233' i

52.5 23.4 24.1 3,76 59.7 23.9 16.4 234
1,

Recrommendation of friends

Advice gf employer

0 Interest in area/program
.°

Good employment prospects

High:income prospectt

Career advancement prospects

Program less difficult than
*others I was interested in

Courses in hip sChool fitted
. itiwell with program chosen

2.5 9.6 87;9 374, .2.5 8.0 89.5 232

.;

26.5 51.2 . 376 21.7 56.4 . 233

n

I

4`

I.
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TAhLE 4.27: MEAN SCORES FOR REASONS MAJoit WAS SELECTED BY MAJOR CATEGORY FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

4'
Cast peported Field of Study: Mean Scores

b
, A

.. Educationrs
Arts, Physical

Over- Agribpure, Fine
.

Education,
all ILAARMERcal Hei;Ith Arts, Physical Applied Law,Social4-

Mean, .es Profeasions Humanities Sciences Sctences Work
Reasons for Cinfosi4 Major Score (1) (2) (4) (5) (f,)

Arts vs. Sc,ience

Busines Majors Majors
Economics Social Statistical 1,3, 6 2,4, 5 Statistical
Commerce Sciencet Significance and 8 and 7 Significance

(7) (8) (P) ***

RecommAdation 0 parents/ 1.50 3.51 ' 2.88' 3.7/ 1.60 2.95 3.44 . 3.29 3.68, relative's (1.2-3)a (1.18) (1,43) (1.19) 1(1.24) .(I.24) .(1.22) ( 1.40) (1.12)r

ReoMmendaciorrof high 1:94 3.98 3.66 3.96 4.13 3.96 3.70 4.01 3.91school teachers/. .

guidance counsell'ors (1.19). (1.10) (1.32) (1.06) (1.01) (1.19) (1.35) (1.13) (1.29)
. .

Recommendation of, friends

(1.08°0
' 3.71 4.04 3.9/ . 3.99 3.83 3.47 3.87 3.78

(0.94) (0.99) (1.01) (1.09) (1.03) (1.08) (0.99)

Advire 7it eMployer S 4. 4.57

(1.19)

4.5$ 4.45 4.88 4.69 4.49 4.71 4.59 4.58
. ' ..- (0.88)

LI
(0.98) (1.24) (0.44) (0.66) (0.85) (0.53) ( .90) (0.77)

Interest'in areahnelgram 1.44 1.40: 1.27 1.45 '1.47 1.57 1.37 1.60 1.34
,(0.77) (0;47) (0.73) (0.73) (0.59) (0.74) (0.76) (0.63)

,.
Good emplsiyment prosoects 2.68 : . 1.94

(1.26) (21.39

3.29 .65 2.03 2.87 1.79 3.05
fl. 16) 1') (1.05 (1.33) (1.10) (1.12) (1.10) (1.23),

High Income prospects 3.15 /3:33 3.66 3.85 2.95 2.41 3.47 2.32 4.01
(1.23) (1.13) (0.98) (0.91) (1.29) (1.01) (1.10) (1.21) (1.14)

Career advancement

(1:22)
2.60 2.81

(1.11)
3.15 2.69 1.97 2.99 .1.88 2.77prospects
(1.07) (1.38) (0.95) (1.18) (1.17) .(I.21)

Frogrfim los difficult

(0.79)

4.51

(1.24)

(0:831

4.49

(Z)
4.42 ,4.43 4.71 4.77 4.38 4.47'than others 1 was (0.94) (9.87) (0,64) (0.50) (0.75) (0.73)Aanterested In

/

Courses in high-sihool 1..48 3.2/ 1.61 3.45 2.75 3.06 3.47 3.99 3.61c fitted in well with (1.34) .(1.46) (1.28) (1.35) (1.22) (1.39) (1,39) (1.10) (1.22)*program chosen

-

.04. 3.62 3.28
.( I. 18) (1.30)

N.S. 3.96 3.97

(1.17)(1.13)

N.S. 3.77 3.85 N.S.

(1.05)(1.04)

4.62 4.57 N,S.
(0.78)(0.86)

N.S. 1.39 1.52 . 6
(0.69) (0.66)

2.95 2.11

(1.21)(1.21)

3.43 2.59

(1.16)(1.211

2.79 2.12

(1.22)(1.19)

N.S. 4.49 4.61 N.S.

(0.79)(0.77) i

3.55 3.39 'N.S.

(1'.440'.34)

TOTAL,(11). 117 51 f2 51 33 36 32 45 88 272 143

-41
1Note! This table is based on the institution most recently attended by .the respondent'. University students include those now in graduateor proless5onal sthools, nniversIty graduates, and those with university expuience only but no degree. The overall mdans for Universitystplents include the'categorien other majors (eight cases) and malfir not known or not codable (twenty-two ,cases). The mean scores wereprovided hy the SPSS Breakdown procedure which gives an analysis of variance, with significance being determined by afi F-test. ThesiAnifirance level adopted in this table Is 0.01. flew' are computed by numbering responses from one to five with "1".indicating "veryImportant" and "S" indicating "not at all important". The relevant questionnaire Item is B.I2.

- - Numbers in parentheses are'the standard devistifips corresponding to the me n scores just above.

Unissmis1ty students were encouraged to indkate more tl ft one majors this Inalysi. is based on the first reported major.



TABLE 1,28,1i; *AN./SUIRES FOR REASONS &GRAM WAS SELECTED ay PROGRAM CATEGORY FOR cAAT STUDENTS
$

Ressoni -.for choosi4g
Progiam,

1

-

,

'Recommendat.ion of parentskelatives

.

ReCOmmendation of high school.
- teachers/guiddhce counsellors

Recommendation of frierds.

Advice of employer

Interesti,in arep/program

Good employment pr pects

High income prospects
4

Career advancement prospects

Progress less difficult than others
I was interested in

Courses in high school fitted ki
well with program chosen

TOTAL eN).

Last Reported Program of Study: Mean Scores

Over-
all

Mean"
SCor.e 6

Si'cretarial

Arts and
Science

Business
Management

and

Commerce

11

Fine,
Applied and
Performing

Arts and
Communications

Community
Service

Teaching,
Social

Welfare

Nursing,
Medical

and

Dental
Technology

Primary
Industries,

Electronics,
Electrical,'

Engineering.

Statistical
,Significance

(p)

1.

3.38 3.33 3.60 3.91' 3.50 2.83 3.49.
(1.19)a (1.10) (1,18) (1.10) (1.15) (1.20) (1.21)

3.80 3.72 3,92 3.75 43.81, 3.62 3.85 N.S.
(1.09) (1.12) (1-0) (1.02) (1.14) (1.08) (1.01)

3.81 4.12 4,20 1.76 3.82 3.48' 3.83 N.S. .

(1.07) (0.81) (1.02) (1.24) (1.04) (0.99) (1.07)

4.35 4.50. 4.43 4.89 4.67 4.10 4:22
V.

(1.17) (1.08) (1.20) (0.32) (0.93) (1.37) (1.18)

1.47 1.96 1.39 1.31 1.59 1.18 1.53
(0.74) (1.00) (0.56) (0.59) (0.69) (0.44) . (0.03)

..

2.07 1.59 2.11 3.08 2.96 1.90 1.96
(1.15) (0.99) 4(1.24) (1.22) (1.24) (0.93) (1..01)

2.83 '2.58 '2.71 3.6 .3.56 2.62 2.62
(1.09) (1.37) (0.79) (1.13), (1.07) (1.14)

.33 2.12 2.26 2.72 2.81 2.36 2.03 N.S.
( .21) (1.14) ' (1.36) (1.13) (1.26) (1.12) (1.15)

' 4.58 4.40 .4.72 4.86 4.58 4.43 4.78 N.S,
(0.78) (0.79) (0.60) (0.48) (0.77) (1-.67) (0.42).

3.63 3.22 3.76 3.89 4.18 3.33 3.68 .04 .

(1.31) (1.53) (1.33) (1,16) (0.92) (1.29) (1.36)

233 35 23 16 30 58 36'

Nal: This table i

with uoy expefien
and program dot k
analysis of varia
are computed by

The relevant, Auestionnaire item is B.12.

based on institutLon most recently attended by the fespondent. CAAT students include CAAT graduates.; and these
e only but no diploma. The overall means for CAAT students include the categories other programs (eighteen cases)
wn,or not codable.(eighteen capes). The mean scores were provided by the spss Breakdown procedure which glves an
ce with significance being detirelned by an F-test. The significance le%el adopted for this table ill 0.01? Means
bering responses from one to five with "I" indicating "very important" Ihd "5" indicating."not at all important".

vs

a
- Numbers in parentheses are the Standard deviations corresponding to the mean sCores Just above.
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CHAPTER FIVE

INTERRUPTION. OF SCHOOLING4iND WITHDRAWAL

FROk POST-SECONDARY,TNSTITUTIONS

'e

Student withdrawal from Canadiaepost-secondary institutions has

emerged,in the seventies, as-a subject of concern Duda% the sixties

and early seventies, post-secondary education was in the process of

%

expanding and the issue, of withdrawal remained temPorarily ,dormant.

Although American resea'rchers haVe concentrated a good deal of attention

on researching and publishing indIngs related to "withdrawal "

"dropping out,"'or "persisting,".little research has been"done in Canada

on the problem of.student withdrawal. 1
In fact, there is no centralized

record or the number of students who have withdrawn from Canadian
A

unfvers'ities.:*

Student withdrawal is an important issue from .the points of view o

- both students and post-secondary institutiOns. Institutional

adminis,trators may consider withdrawal rates as reflecting the

misallocation of educational resources, reflecting ineffective
4

counselling, and as an,unrecoupad loss with regard to admis4on costs,

refunded tuition, and plannind running programs. From the student's

frame of reference, the decision to drop ut is usually a painful

experience because such a personal setback may result in impeded.'career

development. At a minimum, withdrawal represents lost money and lost

An analysis of withdrawal does .not totally reflect the pheno4non

of educational persistence. In Ontario, Grades 12.and 13 students are

at a critical juncturethey must. decide Whetjaer to continue theit
#



education.and tnroll in university or community college, or to adopt

some aiternative plan. Of three major paths, students may:

1. directly enter a post-secondary institution,after graduating from

high schoOl (e,g., aftereGrade'12 or Grade 135 1

. 2. delay their post-secondary studies for at least a year. and then

continue on to university or'community college; or,

.3. adopt an. alternative route, including such possibilities as entering

the labor market immediately, traveling, getting Married, and entering

2
adult training.

The analysis of students Lio withdraw from post-secondary education

will be separated from our treatment of interruption or delay of.,

education. The logic of the.analysqs, however, is quite similar. We

want to know whether withdrawal and interruption are pheaomena,that may

beunderstoodwithinasocialcontext.lample, we pose the

following types of questions: Are there salient differences. in
/

socioeconomic backgrounds between these groups? Are there significant

gender or strata variations? Do these groups vaey in their. self-

concepts of ability, in their grade.averages-, or in their participation

in activities while in high school?. When the consequences of

interrupting one's education are analfed, do variations in job prestige

.or salary develop?. Are there significant diferences in the pattern of

eventual educational attainment for 'these .groups? Does self-concept

suffer as a result of interrupting one's edUcation or dropping out of

university Or college?

We Will identity the similarities and substantive differences

between.the sociAl And educational backgrounds of these groups and

1
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describe the apparent econseituences of membership. To start, we will).

.concenttate on the area of educational interruption.

INTERRUPTION OF EDUCATION

As we mentioned previously, three major di,rections are available'to

Ontario youth upon high school graduation. Initially, direct-entry

respondents (referred to subsequently as. the Direct group) were.

contrasted-with respondents who delayeCentry (the Delay group) for at

least a year. Gender, strata,'SES. high school experiinces (including

participation in activities), graidp average track, and'selconcept of
/

ability were employed in describing the two groups. Our assumption in

employing such background variables-was that the deciSion to delay

enrollment in a pptst..-secondary institution would relatet for example, to

,substantive variations in either families' financial status or students'.

academic or social experiences within setondary school, This

assumption, howeVer, was. .not substantiated by ,our,:analysis-. Few

- diff6fences between social background and high school experiences are

revealed when the'Direct aRd Delay groups are .compared in Tables 5.1 and

5.2. The major ekeepiion involves:extracurricular participation in

. general activities. Respondents Wfio tended to participate active* in

high sthool activities were somewhat less likely to delay their'entry

into post-secondary institutions. or example, less than 3 in 10 highly

active participators but te than 3 irilD respondents who infrequently

participated in exttacurricular activities delaypd enyollment in-post-

secondary institutions. An exploration.of self-concept of' ability in

AMINI111111111111111111s.
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Table 5.3 fails to reveal.any additional feattlies that distinguish the.

groups.

Givell_the lack Of-findings,invOlving,hfgh school experionces, we
qp :,

then explored parental encouragement to proTWa with post-secondary

e,(ducation; the likelihood.. of respondents' friends enrolling in

-
universities or CAAT; and the degree to which respondents, while in high

V1.. .

schoollvoicedunc4ttaintY about financing. tpot-secondary

-
educatlion. Our examination of these relationships brings us closer to

an_undetstanding 'of the two groups. As the task reveals, neither the

natute of parental educational expectations nor..the potential influence
. AP

of peers plays a role in influencing methbera-of. the Delay ot Direct

groups. One significant finding revealed by an additional analysis. (not

contained in Our tables) is that a greater proportion of the Direct

group had planned,.whilse in Grade 121.to live at home while%studiying at:.

iverpity. or coliege. Nearly 3 in -10 of the'Ditect gtoup,
4

than 2 in 10 in the Delay group, had formOated such plans. Thus,th4._

boklay group seemed either unable to count on parental subsidy or Was a

more independent lot.

On item A.8 we asked respondents who had stopped out why they

returned to education. "The majority of the.Delay group gave job-related
I

reasons.(Table 5,5); over 5 in 10 vturned to iMprove job opportunities

or chipllenges, to,increiSe promotion possibilities,.6r simply beCause

r

their present job wasunsatisfying and additIonal education might help

in. locating a.new job.. Fewer than'2 in 10 respondents had originally.-

planned-to delay their enrollment and nearly the same number sought a

better educatioR.

. 164
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When the consebenfs 'of direct 'or delay entry into post-

`ti

edUcational

di lerences are

.
secondary education are investigated with resp

attainment, work exre-Flences, and income, several key

'revealed (Tablesl:'6 a'nd 5.7), Respondents In the Direct group (5 in'

1°) Were more likely to be university 'graduates, compared with

respondents in the Delay' group (4
(

in 10). Approximately 3 i 10

.students in each group were CAAT graduates, indicating no significant

4
variation in this category. Proportionately. more Direct group than,

.

>-
.Delayed group -respondents completed their post-secondary education.,

Although not reported in table form, nearly 8. in. 10 df the.former and'

slightly more thaw 6 in 10 of the latter received degree's and/or

certificates.. Naturally, many of these differences may be associated

with the time. factor involved in,delaying or interrupting one's.

education, eventual,completion still being possible for Delay group:

members.

If we look at the present work of the Direct and Delay groups,

there are some discernable differences. Althbugh roughly. equivalent
.

proportions in both groups-are now working.full-time, 8.2% mire Delay

group respondents work part-time. There are no significant variatyri

in starting salariet, current salaries, or personal inCoMes between

,
gtoups; howeVer, proportionatelr'more. peoPle who delay their poqX.-

secondary enrollment now occupy lower prOtige jobs, -as revealed by

Table 5.7.
3

Before concludinkthig seetion4 we should point out that thelmost

.striking differentetin 00.01 background,' high school experiences, and

subsequent edUcatibnal/vocaXiOnal.attainments (Table 5.8) occur when

.respondents in the70: rect!and Delay groups ate compared with respondents

-AL
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who did not engage in. post-secondary studies.' .0f respondents in the

lowest SES quartile,- .feiver- thad 2 in 10 "delayed eRtry, fewer than 4 in.

10 entered directly, and over.5 in 10 did not continue. For resp.OAdeRts

in the highest SES quartile, the figures a respectively, slightly

'mpre than 2-in 10, more than 6 in 10, and slig tly mor than 1 in 10.

Whether one continues one's education beyand hi0 school is strongly
;\

influenged by socioeconomic background.

Respondents delaying entry,are fairly evenly distributed across the

four strata. However, nearly 5 in 10 rural respondents chose not to

pursue post-secondary studies, coMpared.with less than 3 in 10 urban

respondents

° If we examine high school xperiences (Table 5.69),' further

1%

differenctei are revealed. 'Of e in Academic tracks, over -haV

proceeded directly to post-secondary studies, in.contrast to 2 to 3 in

.10 respondents in comAercial and vocational/technical programs. Nearly.

8 in 10 of those with B or higher.grade averages and slightly more than

5 in 10 of tilolie with lower than B averages'proceeded directly or

delayed entry for a.year or moriell. Slightly more than.2 in 10 no-entry

respondent% had B or higher averages and almost 5 in 10,.had lower than'B .

averages. Thus, academic performances of these groups are°' Consistent
1 -

with their entry statuses': This description is'completed when the
0

academic self-concepts of the latter groups are considered (Table 510).

.Whether the evait4ion of one's ability is performed in the, d'ontext of

. high school classmates or a self-evaluation in terms of doing well in

university or college, the results are similar. For example, wi?).
6

respect to the latter aspect of self-concept, nearly 7 in 10 respondents

with a low seli-evaluation and fewer than 2 in 10 with a high evaluation
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lehtme not to continue their studies: Stfidents active in general

extracurricular%ctivities were more-likely to continue"thekr studies.
.1.

Over S in 10 in the low paqicipaLion group and. fewer than 2 in 10 in

. 4

the high participation group chose not to continue.

Table 5.11 _illustrates that nearly 8 in 10 of the no-entry

respondents are now working full-time, in.contrast tO approximately 6 in

10 in,the Direct and. Delay groups. Table 5.12 indicates that job

prestige, 4s measured by Blishen sCores, is significantly lower for the

no-entry group than;either the Delay or Direct groups, Although we find

significant differences between these groups in starting salaries, no

significalt mariations appear when current salaries are examined. This

information reflects.#the.varying dates of. entry,into the labbr market,

the no-entry people haliing entered the labor market earlier, on average,

than individuals in the other groups. The 1978 personal incomes of

lb .

respondents who did not continue their studies probably neflects this
.

. A

time factor, insofar as they receive, on the average, approximately

$9,200 a year.
4

This amount is much higher than that receivecrby

respondents in the Direct or'Delay groups.

Finally, it should be noted that meMbership.in'any of these groups

pea not preclude future enrollment in post-secondary studies (Table

5.13). WhOi asked abOut the likelihood of enrolling in university 'or

college in"the next 5 yeari, over 4 in 10, in the Direct and Delay groups
4

'responded "very likely". or spmewhat likely," compared with

approximately one-third of no-entry respondents,



WITHDRAWAL FROM POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS

StudenCwithdrawal from post-slcondary institutions is see s a

real problem by, students and administrators within universities and

community colleges. Developing a clearer understanding of the sogial

and .social7psychological factors ielated to withdrawal constitutes'an

important first step in dealing with the problem. Withdrawal itself,

however, is not a.one-dimensional phenomenon. Students may drop out of

one institution and enter another. While the first institution may

treat that student as a drop-out, the student considers himself a

transfer: Another student may withdraw, but enroll later at the same

institution oya different 07. A third student.may withdraw,.having

decided to pursue a iath that excludes post-secondary education for an

indefinite period of time..

The advantage of employihg a panel, as opposed to an alternative

design (e.g., cross-sectional), is that one' can follow drop-outs to

investigate their status ati,subsequent time periods. For example, some

drop-outs may retain their drop-out status while others who return to

post-secondary .studies assume a stop-out status. Naturally, the

redefinition of status depends largely on the time frame of the panel

survey. Therefore, if we wq4c to reinvestigate student withdrawal; in

1985, there is,-e--high probability that redefinition of classification

would be necessaryli

When respondents who had been enrolled at any time in uniyersities

or colleges were asked if 'they had, at any time, withdrawn, 26.4%

answered affirmatively. /f we inspect student withdrawal proportions by

institutional type, however, the differences are revealing. Of those

168 .
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4.

students enrolled only in universiities,, 21.,1% had%withdrawn at some

time; this figure increases to 25.3% for stUdents -enrolled only in

community colleges. For students who enrolled at some time in both

universities and community colleges, the withdrawal rateis 49.4%.

As we previously mentioned, withdrawal:is a Complex phenomenon that

requires further siegifications. For the purposes of this present

analysis, three groups are operationally defined:

1. nonwithdrawers, or respondents who did not ta e time off once they

enrolled in University or community college;

2, stop-outs, or respondents who enrolled in a post-secondary

irthtitution, took at least one year off, and resumed their studies

either in the same institution or another;

*
3. drop-outs, or respondents who enrolled in a post-secondary

institution aA (given the time frame of 1-4is-stUdy) dropped out without

1

returning to that insti ution or another.

This redefinition of withdra0a1 alters our understanding of student

withdrawal. While the proportion of total.withdrawals is 26.4%, fully
4

55.8% of these student withdrawals returned and completed their studies.

When the present positions of withdrawers are examined ipiTable 5.14, we

find that over 2 in 10 nonwithdrawers and over 3 in 10 stop-outs are

presently enrolIe4 as full-time students. 'With'reference to part-time

student status, l'ss than 1 in 10 nonwithdrawers and more than 1 in 10

stop-outs are currently.enrolled piAerms of present work status, over

7 in 10 nonwithdrawers, oVer 8 in 10 drOp-outs, and slightly less than 7

in 10 stop-Outs acre currently wo ing fUll-time or part-time. Stop-outs

encounter the most erious uneilpl.oyment problems, with 7.1% being

unrmployed at the time of this study. Nonwithdrawerslare the best with
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a 5.2% unemployment rate, and drop-outs fare somewhat better than stop-

outs with a 6.9% unemplpyment rate.

. For respondents iiho only attended-finiversities, as reported in

Table 5.15, 8.3% are drop-outs and 12.8are stop-outs. For respondemps

A

who only enrolled in coMmunity colleges, 25,0% are drop-outa and 8.4%

are stop-outs. The proportions for reapondents enrolled in both types

of post-secondary institutions are. respectively, 6.1% and.51.0%. It

would appear that universities are relatively more effective in

retaining students than are Community colleges, since a greater

proportion'of university students are stop-outs%

Some additional light may be shed on the motivations of students

who withdraw (Table 5.16). The reasons appear to fall into four

distinct areas: financial, academic, work-telated, and marital-health.

Fewer than 1 in 10 respondents Withdrew _far reasons of financial

'difficulty; over 5 'in 10 left for academic reasons (e.g., programs did

ndt match personal expectations, level of instruction perceived to be

poor; alienation with studies, academic failure); over 1 in 10 departed

-

for marital,or tfealth reasons (e.g., wanted-to marry, became pregnant);

'and fewec than 2 in 10 ceased their post-secondary studies lor work-

related reasons (e.g., entered the labor, market, changed job plans).

When drop-outs'and stop-outs are compared in terms of reasons for

withdrawing, we find some differences, in emphasis, though these'

variations afe not statistically signifiCant. ,D7-outs more strongly

stressed financial difficulty and entry intO the labor market as

motivating fattors in their withdrawal'. -Atop-outa more strongly

emRhasized alienation with studies, disappointment with program,

academic failure, and pgo health.

6
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When stop-out,s were asked what prompted thsm to return to post--
. 1 4T

secondary studies, their reasons fell into one of three areas: general

education, job relationship, and interest in a specific field. As

illustrated in Table 5.17, over 5 in 10 Stop-outs provided general

education reasons: to get more ing, to obtain a frther degree, to

do better in school, to satisfy thç4r parents' desires, and, simply,' to

continue their education. A further. 2 in 10 provided j b-related

reasons, including tlksipotivation to improve job opportunities or switch .

fields, the need to obtaina job, and the perception thilt the present

job provide& little challenge. Fewer than .2 in 10 stop-outs specified

an interest in a particular field, or the developieilt of such interest,

as the motivating force in prompting them to return to a post-secondary

institution.

In the analysis that follOws, we raise a number of, questions

sim4ar to those considered-in comparing the Delay and Direct groups.

What similarities and/or differences in social and demographic,

backgrounds, high school, 'subseqUent work experiences,- and pefsdnal

value orientations can we identify in comparing stop-outs, deop-outs,,

and nonwithdrawers? Moreover, are the withdrawal differences a function

of institutional characteristics, or are they Associated with the traits

of students?

Social Backgrounds and-High School Experiences

%

No discernable relationship connecting gender with withdrawal was

identified, as Table ,5.18 shows,

to become stop-outs or drop-outs

Males aIld females are equally likely

7,
Hówever, the socioeconoMic and

regional backgrounds of respondents bear moderately strong relationships

5171



to withdraWal. -:For insikarice, while nonwithdrawers were equal in all SES

levels, proportionately more stop-outs, but fewer drop-outs, had higher

SES origins. Drop-outs are slightly more !likely to have lived.

originally in smaller cities or smaller rural Areas, while

proportionately mdre stnp-outs livedin larger ot big cities.
,

gp
When the high school eiperiences of withdrawers and onwit4rawers

are examined., academic performance and self-concept otit ability as

reflected.in Tables 5.19 and 5.20 are found to strongly discriminate,

between the gronps. However, involvenient in extracurricular activities,

whether generally or specifically athletic, is,not associated with

student withdrawal. As shOuld be eXPected,..droP-oUts fared least well

in their secondary school academic -experiences, with*proportionately

more receiving lower than)B averages, as gqntrasted with nonwithdrawersv--.

or stop-outs. The. self-eyaluation of ability, both with respect to

classmates within high schoor and the potential for doing-well in post-

secondary studies, offers addiAional evidence for the disadvantaged

.status of drop-outs. Nonwithdrawers clearly have the highest self-

concept of ability and drop-outs possess the lowest. .These

.1)
..,

relationships are-.revealed.in Tab1e40.20. With regard to self-concept

in the context of friends or classmates, proportionately more

respondents with low, rather than high; self-concepts dropped out. The
4

pattern is different when self-Incept with regard lo succeks in post-

secondary ..studies is, considered. The trend for nonwithdrawers
1

similar but decidedly weaker, and the trend for drop-outs is ideritital.

The pattern' 'itireversed for stop-outs; that is a greater proportion Of

higher self-copCept respondents stoppedipnt.

.
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4

Let us now return to the question posed eartfer: can we 'attribute

the olivious .differences in withdrawal rates to traits of incoming

students or to institutional ,characteristics. o help,answer this major ,

question; we employed all those student characteristics (SES, stratum,

and grade average) with statistically s4nificent relationships to

1

student withdrawal. These characteristi s wire usa as'
.
control

variables for reinvestigating the relationship of institutional type and

student witheir'awal.# We discovered that-'none of tlae student

-

characteristics ,served to substantially...reduce (that. is, . make

./1

tically insignificant) the relationship of institutional type and

withdrawal (Tables 5.21-5.23). Although it is quite possible that there

A,
are unmeasured student traifs which Could reselve institut.ional

variations in withdrawal, our findings suggest that post-secondary

administrators should look more closely at- their sespective
1

organization's in seeking methods of reducing student withdrawals.

1,4
AIN

Work Ex eriences Intome and Personal Values

. The consequences of withdrawal for work experiences (e.g.,

prestige, salary) are sdaiewhae ambigueus when, considered as p whole. In,
1

ttrms of the occupatiodal prestige attached to jobs, nonwithdrawers are

in the most advantageous^poiition,. with an average prestige score of
A

53.0; drop-outs occupy the least prestigious position, with an aVerage

score of 45.6. Starting salaries were also quite different;

nonwithdrawers started with an average of $10,698, while drop-outs and'

stop-outs initially earned $9,364 and $10,161, respeeively. In fact,

these differences may result from entering the labor'market at varying

time'intervals. However, they are not maintained over time, insofar as
NO
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no sxgnificant. variations are revealed mhen.current salaries are.

eXamined. This raises some questions concerti.ing thg Source of:

convergence in,wokarie. If the types of work.organizations entered Uy

members of these groups are examined (See Table
/

5.25), Strong variations

tre revealld. Fewer nonwitildrawers than drop-outs currently work,in

'll

I
A

p ofit-making organizations, but this comparison is re d Por

n nprofit-ataking firms. More .drop-outs are self-employed than

respondents from the. other groups, while More stop-outs become

government employees.

Although the three groups do not differ significantly in current

salary, they do vary strongly.on personal income. Drop-outs, who occupy

the least prestigious jobs, have the highest personal,incomes

(approximatefy $8,400); stop-outs receive the lowest (approximately

$5,600).

Neither self-concept nor fatalism are related to studentwithdrawal

(Table 5.26 and Table 5.27). However, we find that the personal value

orientations of respondents vary .significantly in the areas of ,

friendship, career or work,- involyement in community affairs, and the

importance of marriage (Tables 5.28 and 5.29).

When asked'what, value areal provide the most satisfaction in their

current lives, respondents indicated a consistent relationship between

value emphasis and satisfaction derived from these values. . Both

nonwithdrawers and stop-outs more strongly.stressed the importance of'

developing friendships than drop-outs, and also indicated that

4111'

developing friendships provided more personal satisfaction. However,

drop-oUts were more likelyithan stop-Outs or nonwithdrawers to place

importance on a career orientation and indicated that work commitment

'provided a relatively high diegree of personal satiSfaction.

/

.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Charles.E, Pascal an0 Seymoilr Kanowitch. Student Withdrawals Irom
Canadian Universities: A'Study of StudieS. Higher Education GrouplThe
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, March 1979.

A

2. Although item A.7 was designed to provide us with these three
distinct groups, our analysis of this item indicated that many people
actually misinterpreted.the meaning of the question. This led to a high
'degree of misclassification. Therefore, we decided to employ aspects of.
the 'education table (i.e., items B.1, B.2, and B.5) to provide a
satisfactory operational dpfinition of these same groups. The use,of
this new classification resulted-in the following distribution: 46..2%

Vhat enrolled directly in post-secondary institution after high.school
graduation; 17.6% that delayed entry for at least One'year, and 36.2%
that chose an alternative direction (N.1/2'1522). .

3. Note .that, with refbrence to.job prestige, larger average scores in
this and subsequent tables reflect Aigher prestige; with regard to

Amrsonal income, the average scores reflect categories.appearing in Aem
D.8 of our qupstionnaire.

4. Personal income averages are based on. item D.8 and consist of income
ranges (e.g., response category 07 equals $8,000-$8,999).
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TABLE 5.1: COMPARISON OF DELAY AND DIRECT GROUPS ON SELECTED SOCIAL BACKGROUND FACTORS.

4

Nallsure of Enkry

gex

(5) Cs)

Delay

Direct

28.1 27.2

71.9 72.8

TOTAL (V)

Signific.Ance (p)

.1

459

N.S.

512

Social Backgkound

SES Sttatum

Low

(%)

. High

(5)

.Urban

(5)

27.7 27.5 25.7

72.3 72.5 74.3

382. 543 467

N.S. N.S.

Rural

(7)

29.4

70.6

504
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TABLE 5.2: COMPARISON OF DELA1 AND DIRECT GROUPS ON HIGH SCHOOL PARTICIPATION, GRADE AVERAGE AND PROGRAM

General Participition"

High School Experience

Athletic Participation Grade Average'

B and Less
High 2 3 Low. High 2 3 aw Higher than B Academic

Nature of Entry (70) (%) (70) (%) (70) (%) (%) (%) (70) (703 (%)

Delay 26.3 26.2 36.6 34.7 29.7 38.6 29.3 28.9 25.9 29.4 26.8

Direct 73.7 73.8 63.4 65.3 70.3 61.4 '70.7 71.1 74.1 70.6 73.2

TOTAL (N) 156 405, 145 148 222 149 90 24 523 434 796

.Significance (p)

Program

Technical/
Commercial Vocational

(%)

27.6 32;6

72.4- 67.4

69

.07 N.S. N.S. N.S.

98

231
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TABLE_. : .COMPARISON OFDELAY AND DIRECT GROUPS,ON'SELF-CONCEPT OF ABILITY AND FAMILY ENCOURAGEMENT

I.

Low
ilatUre.of Entry ,

.
(%)

4

Dlay' 32.8

.Direct 67.2

.TOTAL (N) 211

Sigdificance (p)

High.School:. Self-Concept and Encouragement

Self-Consept:
High.School Peers

2 .. 3 High
,(1) (7) (U

31.7 27.8 . 32.2

68.3 72.2 67.8

161 167 .152

t;..,;.

. Self-Concept:
University

Family
Encourage ent

..Low 2 3 ' High Low 2 3 igh

(%) (%)., (%) , (%) (%) (%) (%)- (%)

32.6 28.7 36.2 27..7 30.7 29.7 28.0 36.2

68.11.71.3 63.8 72.3 69.3 70.3 72.0 63.8

213 170 160 .448 184 '165 163" 178

N.S. N.S.

e

. .
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TABLE.5.4: COMPARISON.OF DELAY AND DIRECT GROUPS ON PARENTS' EDUCATIONAL EXPECTATIONS, PROPORTION OF PEERS IN
POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS, AND DEGREE OF UNCERTAINTY CONCERNING FINANCING POST.,SECONDARY EDUCATION

6

Parents' Educational Proportion Peers in Certainty Re Finances
Expectations . Post-Secondary

Only yigh .Very Not
ScIool CAAT University Itow . 2 High Cettain 2 3 Certain

Nature of Entry (%) (%) (%) (%) . (%) (%) (%) ,(%) (%) (%)

Delay 32.4 26.3 27.8 28.7 27.6 27..6 25.126.8 26.6 19.0
-1

Direct 67.6 73.7' 72.2 71.3 72.4 72.4 74.9 73.2 73.4 81.0

TOThL (N) 75 210 '508 ' 137 232 491 *370 250 80 ' 30

Significance (0) N.S. N.S. N.S.

,

.1

All

'2 9,

v

%.



TABLE 5.5: RWONS FOR RETURNING TO EDUCATION:

Reasons For Re+urning
A

DELAY GROUP

Percentage

}

Needed further education for current job 5.4

Continuation of original plans 14.1

Help locate different job 16.2

Wanted a "better" education 12.3

Complete a higher degree 1.1

Increase promotion possibilities 418

Improve job opportunities 19.9

Increase job ch4ljnkJ 3.4

Present job was tthatisfying 11.6

Improvement of social status 0.8

Other 10.4

TOTAL (N) 107

0)

Ti

ori
%)

180
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TABLE 5,6:. EDUCATIONAL'ATTAINMENT,;CURRENT WORK, AND-STUDENT STATUS BY INTERRUPTION OF EDUCATION

, Interruption of ltduCation)
,

Delay DirectEducational Attainment, Work-Student Status .. 1 (%) (%)

-Educational Attainment

University graduate

CAAT graduate

Some university/some CAAT

No post-secondary

r.tr

40.2

31.2 1
-

28.6

0.0

49.8

L.

NO 28.8

20.6

0.7

'TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

i68 703

Work Status

Full-time

Part-time

Unemployed

Student/housiWife

62.1 63.6

18.4

4.2

15.2,,

10.2

6.6

19.6

TOTAL (N)

Sisnificance (p)

Student Status.

Part-time

Non student

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

264

I 4,

700

---23.0 23.2

4.9 6.5

72.1 70.3

264 702.

N.S.

181

. 9 0
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TABLE 5.7: STARTING, PRESENT SALARIES, AND PRESENT JOB PIESTIOE BY .INTERRUPTION
I OF EDUCATION

1

Otarting, Present Salaries and Job Prestige

1

i A

iStOtting Salaries

Averages

1

Standard deviations 3,624.5

Delay Direct.

10,652.9 10 378.8

3,520.4

TOTAL (N)

Significance (pl

165 456

N.S.

Present Salaries.

Averages 12,709.6 12,700.8

Standard deviations 4,187.5 3,878.8

t0TAL (N)., 166 459

Significaoce (p) 'N.S.

Personal Income, 1978

Averages 5.5 5.8

Standard deviations 3.3 3.3

TOTAL (W)

Significance (p)

, 252. 677

N.S.

Present,Job,Prestige

Averages

Standard deviations

.4

49.8

11.7,

4

51.7

11.2

TOTAL (N)

SignificinCe (p)

175 478

182

2

.44



TABLE 5;8:- COMPARISON OF DELAY, DIRCT, AND NO-ENTRY GROUPS/ON SELECTED SOCIAL
BACKGROUND FACTORS

Nature of Entry
M

(%)

Delay

Direct

No entry

TOTAL (N)

17.8

45.4

136.8

727

Social Background

Sex SES Sffratum
F

(%)

Low 2

ei) ..(X)

17.5 13.3 15T8

46.9 35.2 40.7

35.6 51.,6 43.5

a

795 381 350

Stgnificance (f) N.S.

3. High Urban 2 1 Rural,

(70) (70) (%)4 (%) (V (/)Y

18.6 4.6 18.5 17.2

43,6 64/1.3 54.8 48.3

37.9 13.1 26.7 34.5

34 t'388 .340 333,

20.4 15.3

47.2 38.1

32.4 46-..6.\\

359 490 1

\-

219



TABLE 5.9: COMPARISON OF DELAY AND NOkENTRY GROUPS ON HIGH SCHOOL PARTICIPATION, GRADE AVERAGE, AND PROGRAM

High School Experiences

Nature-of Entry

General.Participation
#,

High 2 3 Low

(7) (%) (%):

Athletic Participation

High 2 3 Low

(%) (70) (1) (%)

j
Delay 21.8 18.5 23.3 17.3 19.6 26.4 17.6 18.7,1

00 Direct 61.0 52.3 40. 32.5 46.3 42.0 426 4e0
Ps

No entry 17.2 29.2 36.2 50..2 34.1 31.6 39.8 35.4

TOTAL,(N) 109 290 227 297 337 218 149 346

Significa+ (p) 9 N.S.

Grade.Average Ptogram

70% or Lower Academic .Commercial Technical/

Higher than 70% Vocational

(70)

20.3

58.0

21.7

668

(70) ,(%) (%) (%)

15.5 . ,20.4 8.1 13.9

37.2 55.9 ' 21-4 28.7

47.3 23.6 70.5 57.4

824 1042 233 231

6 '4
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TABLE 5.10: COWARISON OF DELAY, DIRECTS AND NO ENTRY GR

Self-Concept
High School Peers

ON SELF-CONCEPT OF ABILITY

Self-Concept of Ability

Nature of
Low

try (%)

2 3

(%)

High Low

Delay 18.1 16.6 19.7 16.7 9.4

Direct 41.6 36.3 49.1 59.6 22.7

No entry 40.3 47.1 31.2 23.7 68.0

TOTAL (N) 380 437 321 382 347

Significance (p)

Self-Concept
University

-2 3 High
(%) (7) CM

17.1 18.7 23.9

60:640.9

42.0

55.8

25.5 15.5

347 401 424

0



TABLE 5.1 : CURRENT WORK AND STUDENT STATUS BY INTERRUPTION 5 EDUCATION

CurreneWork and Student Status

.Work Status

Full-time

Part-time

Unemployed

Student/housewife

Interruption of Education

Delay

(%)

Direct

(%)

No Entry -

(%)

60.9 65.1 78.2

17.1 11.0 6.6

5.0 6.6 4.0

17.1 17.3 11.2

TOTAL (N) 299 637
k

578

Significance (p)

Student Status

0
Full-time \ 24.1 21..4 1.0

Part-time 5.9 2.4

//
Non student ,/' 70.6 72 6 96.5

TOTAL 06

Significance (p)

299 639 578



TABLE 5.12: STARTING, PRESENT SALARIES, PERSONAL INCOME .IN 1978, and PRESENT JOB
PRESTIGE By INTERRUPTION OFtEDUCATION

4

"Salaries, Income and Job Prestige
. \

StartiRglalaries

Averages \

Standard deviation

TOTAL (N) .

Significance (p) f

Present Salaries

Averages

Standard deviation

In.terruption of Education

Delay Direct

10,652.9

3,624.5

10,378.8

3,520.4

165 456

12,709.6

4,187.5 .

12,700.8

3,838.8

-No Entry

9,086.1

4,282.8

400

13,143.3

4,424.0

TOTAL (N) 166 459 406

Significance (p) N.S.

Personal Income in 1978
*

Averages,

Standard deviation

5.5

3.3

5.9

-3.3

TOAL (N) 252 677-'

Significance (P)

Present Job Prestige.

Averages 49.8 51.7

Standard deviation 11.7 11.2

TOTAL (N) 175 478.

'Significance (p)

7.3

3.1

530

44.4

10.8

435

40

4



TABLE 5..13; LIKELIHOOD OF.ENROLLING IN POST-SECONDARY STUDIES WITHIN FIVE YEARS
OF INTERRUPTION. OF EPUCATION

Likelihood of Enrolling

Interruption of Education

Delay. Direct
(%) (%)

No Entry

(%)

Currently enrolled 22.0 18.0 0.5

Very likely 22.3 24.2 10.8

Somewhat likely. 19.9 22.9 21.5

Somewhat unlikely 13.2 14.0 15.0

Not at all likely 22i6 21.0 52.1

TOTAL (N) 296 629 572

Significance (p)

-Nter
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'Tr/UO.1'5%15: 'REL1TI6NSHIP OF STUDENT WiTHDRAWAL AND TYPE OF POST-SECONDARY INSIITUTION
0

. type of Pokt-Secondary InstitutiOii_.,)

o.

,..Studettt. Withdrawal

University Only CAAT Only icit4 Typw
(%) .(%) (%)A

,Nonwilldrawers

I "

top7o4e

Stl5p-oklis r

78.9 66.6

8.3

..t,. 12:8'

25.0

8.4

.42.9

6.1

51.0

TOTAL (N)

Signi'ficanoe (p)

241 148 49'

p.

raltk
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'TAHLE:Sa6; STUDINT.WITHDRAWAL AND
' . . .

u

, !

-

REASONS FOR

'Reasons

. Financial_ Academic
*;Studeo:t Withdtval (%) (%)

WITHDRAWING THE F.IRST

for Withdrawing

. . .

Marital Health Work-Related Other

- -

Dop-outs, 55.7 46.0 , 50.1. . 58:5 32.4

Stop-outs 44.3 (4.0 49.9 41,.5 67.6
a

TOTAL (N) 20 ', 141 33 28 24

Significance (p) N, S .

4.

'11
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TABLE .5.17°: REASON FOR RETURNINd TO A POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTION AFTER STOPPING OUT

Reasons For Returning Percentage

General education (e.g. finish.degree, gain further education) 56.0

Job-rela.ted (e.g. change jobs, increase opportunities 19.6 '

IAerest in,field 17.4 ,

Other 7.0

100%

TOTAL (N) 130

)

.t

.41
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TABLE 5.18: STUDENT W THD WAL BY SELECTED SOCIAL BACKGROUND FACTORS

Social Background

Sex SES Stratum
ri F Low 2 3 High Urban. 2 3

Student Withdrawal VV. (%) t(%) (%) (%) (%) '(%) (%)

Rural

(%)

Nonwithdrawers 71.3 75.7 73.0 74.6 73.6 73.1 . 73.7 70.1.78.3 71.5

Drdp-outs . 13.5 11.6) 13.4 16.2 11'.8 9.4 11.6110,.1 12.6 15.3

Stop-outs 15.2 12.7 ,13.6 9.2 13.6 17.5 14.7.19.1 9.1 13.2.

TOTAL (N) 458 502 182 197 201 335 246 218 242 254

Significance (p) N.S. 0.09 0.05

`Of

',7)(
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TABLE 5.19: STUDENT WITHDRAWAL BY HIGII SCHOOL PARTICIPATION, GRADE AVERAGE', AND PROGRAh
:

Student
.Withdrawal

Genetal Participation

High 2 3 Low

(%) (%) (%) (%)

ftigh School Experiences

Athletic Participation Grade Average
70% or Lower

High 2 3' Low Higher than 70%

(%) (%) '(%) (%) (%) (%)

Academic

(%)

Nonwithdrawers 77.2 76.1 73,1 70.8 73.1 80.0 76.9 72.7 79.2 67.5
S.

.74.7

Drop-outs 7.2 13.5 12.3 13.8 14.2 9.9 11103., 1142 ' 7.2 18,4 11.2.

Stop7outs 15.6 10.4 14.6 15.4° 12.7 10.0 12:8 16.1 13.6 14.1 14.2

TOTAL (N) 154 203 144 148 vit,-119
,

222 521 . 425 79.).

Significance (p)' N.S. N.S.

Program 0

TechnicalA
Commercial Vocational

(%) (%)

70.4

21.8

7.8

68.2

17.8

14.0

64 98
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TABLE 5.20: STUDENT WITHDRAWAL BY SELF-CONCEPT OF ABILIITY

-v.

X

Self-Concept of Ability

Student Withdrawal

, Self-Concfpt:
Low 2

(%) (1)

Higb School Peers
3 High

'(%) (%)

Nonwithdrawei.s 64.7 69.8 76.4 81.f

,Drop-outs 18.2 16.9 9.0 7.3 .

Stop-outs 17.1 13.3 14.6 11.1

TOTAL (N) 225 227 219 287

Significance (p), .

Self-Concept: University
Low

(I))

2

(%)

70.2 72.7

19.4 15,9

10.3 11.4

110 196

a High

(%) (%)

74.0 75.0

12.6 8.5

1297

0.02

4355

i) r
4'4 t.)



TABLE 5.21: RELATIONSHIP OF STUDENT WITHDRAWAL AND TYPE OF POST-SECONDARY
INSTITUTION, FILTERING ON SES

Student Withdraw-al

Type of Post-Secondary Institution

University Only. CAAT Only Both Types

(s)

Low SES

Nonwithdrawers . 91.5 81.5 61.5

.

Drop-outs 8.5: 18.5 38.5
v

v

TOTAL (N) .135 167 32

Significance (p)

High SES .

j
Nonwithdrawers 91.8 76.6 89.9

Drop-guts 8.2 23.4 10.1

TOTAL 046

Significance(p)

2131.\'' 129 39



TABLE 5.22: RELATIONSHIP OF STUDENT WITHDRAWAL AND TYPE OF POST-SECONDARY
INSTITUTrON, FILTERING ON STRATUM. .

University Only.
Student Withdrawal (%)

CAAT Only

. (%),
I.

Both Types

(%)

Urban

94.8 78.1,Nonwithdrawers.
.4

Drop-outs
ft

5:2 25.0 21.9,

TOTAL (N) 225 116 45

Significance (p)

Rural .
4'

Nonwithdrawers 87.7 81.8 81.6

rprlp-oui 12.3 18.2 18.4

TOTAL (N) 203 200 34

Significance (p) N.S.



TABLE 5.23: RELATIONSHIP OF STUDEXT WITHDRAWAL AND TYPE OF POST-SECONDARY,
INSTrTUTIONS, FILTERING ON GRADE AVERAGE

Type of Post-Secondary Institution

University Only CAAT Only
S'tudent Withdrawal (%) (%)

71 or Higher 0

N'nwithdrawers 93.7 88.1

nrop-outs 6.3 11.9

TOTAL (N) 298- 113

Significance (p) N.S.

Lower Than 70%

Nonwitildrawers 85.7 5.4

14.3 24.6Drop-outs

TOTAL .(N) 126 197

Si ificance (p) 0.05

Both Types

(%)

87.7

12.3

37

717

28.3

11

40



jjTABLE 5.24: STARTING,'PRESENT SALARIES, PERSONAL INCOME IN 19\78 AND PRESENT JOB
PRESTIGE BY STUDENT WITHDRAWAL

Starting, Prisent Salaries, Personal
Income and Job Prestige

Nonwithdrawers Drop-Outs ' Stop-Outs

Startng Salaries
V

'Averages

Standard deyiation

.10,698.6

3,538.8

9,364.0 10 161.6

3,598.5 097.2

TOTAL (N)

nificance (p)

458 88 7,0

Present Salaries

Averages

Standard deviation

12,829..5

1,97?.0

12,652.7

3,973.2

TOTAL (N).
461 90

Signifitance .(p)
N.S.

Personal Income in 1978

Averages

11;951.5

3,627.4

5.7 7.4 4.6

Standard deviation
3:2 2.7 3.2

TOTAL (N)
674 114 131

.Significance (p)

.Job Prestige

Averages
..

5.3.0 45.6 48.4

Standard deviation 10.8 11:2 11:3
.

TOTAL (N) 477 98 73

Significance (p)



.TARLE 5.25: TYPE OF PRESENTWORK FIRM.RY STUDENT WITHDRAWAL.

Type of Firm
Nonw4hdrawers Drop;,Outs Stop-Puts

(%) .

t

Profit-making "'GOA 53.4

Government 10.1 11.4

Non-profit making 13.8 7.9

Self-employed
.6.7.

Family business without p y)) 2.5 2.1

()thee 32.1 . 18.6

34.5

12.9-

6.7

1:5.

0.0

44 4

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

706^ 120 133.

4 .
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TABLE 5.26: EVALUATIVE POTENCY AND ACTIVITY COMPONENTS OF SELF-CONCEPT BY
STUDENT WITHDRAWAL

Nonwithdrawers Drop-Outs Stop-Outs
Self:Concept

(10 (%) (%)

Evaluatiy_s
A

Highest 31.9 25.3 30:0

Moderately High 22.0 30.8-- 26%4

Moderately Low 23.8 20.2 26.7
.*

Lowest 22.3 23.8 16.8

TOTAL'(N) 509- 81 91

-Signi4cance (p) N.S.,

I,

gotency..

Highest

Moderately High.

'Moderately Low

30.6

24.5

23.5

.32:2

20.5

25,1

29.0

28..1

18.9,

'Lowest 21.4 22.1 23.9 =
t

*)

TOTAL-(N) 509 W 81 91

S.ignifi'canCe(p) N.S.

, Attivity-

Highest 26.6 25.2 24.2

ModeratO High°. 25.1 15.3

ModiratelyLow.:
.

24.0 . 31.4 18.8,

Loweiv- 44.3a 28.1 2.9
IF .

TOTAL:(N) 509 - 81

Signifitance (p)

-

)

f
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TABLE 5.27: SENSE OF FATALISM BY STUDENT WITHDRAWAL

F.ataliam

'Highly fatalistic

Moderately fatalitstic

Moderately low fatalistic

Low fatalism

Student ithdrawal .

'-Nonwithdrawers Drop-Outs Stop-Outs
(%),,

23.8

28.1

25.6 .

22.4

TOTAL (N)

Sigdificance (p)
'

515 .

(%) (%)

34.0 21.2

21.1 32.9

20.2 19.3

24.6 26.6

81 91

4 9 1,74
A. '
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TABLE 5.28: PERSONAL VALUES PROVIDING MOST SATISFACTION BX STUDEtT,WITHDRAWAL

Personal, Values: Satisfaction

Seudent Withdrawal

Nonwithdrawers Drop-Outs Stop-Outs..

(%) (%)

Developing' friendships

Involvement in work/career

In
1mentin community'affaiors.

1/1

25.4

.22.3

0.8

t

Marriage

Living withr.companion/partner

..Involvement in-leistire activities

.Developing independent life-style

Other:.
4

019.

20.0

'4.7

12:3

11.4

3%2

32 3

2.7

14.5

12.,1

Ide.0

TOTAL' (N)

Significance (p)

688'
.

118

4)f/
60 IJ

,

21.0

113.68

/)
14,4

9.9

12.0$

11. .

129
,



TABLE 5.29: PERSONAL VALUES PROVIDING LEAST SATISFACTION BY STUDENT WITHDRAWAL

Perponal Values; Least Satisfitttion

Student Withdrawal

Nonwithdrawers Drop-Outw Stop-Outs

Developing friendships 41. 1.8 1.7 2.6

Involvement in work/career 10.4 12.1

Involvement in commtlity affairs 48.1 52.9 35.7

Matriage 1/4 14.9 12.1 18.0

Living with companion/partner 15.8 10.5 12.1

Involvement irrleisureyectivities 3.6 3.2 6.7

Dokeloping independent life-style 9.13 C. 8.1 12.4

Other 0.0 0.9 0.5

TOTAL (N) 665 110 130

Significance (p) 0.05,

ttv
1.

00'4

-fr4111w,..
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTEW SIX

THE LINK BETWEEN EDUCATION AND.WORK

"

The relationship, of post-secondary education--particularly/ A ,

university educationtb the job market has been a matter of public

concern for a,number of years. Maclean's ma-gazine,, in a June 1979

article entiked "The Class of '79,"1 described the difficulties

university graduates face in finding employment. iberal arts graduates

were seen to be facing the greatest difficulties, with the likelihood of

ending up id jobs completely unrelated to their field of study, or in
-

jobs, which do not require a university degree. Their difficulties and

the demand for profeSsionals in such fields as engineering-and business

were said to be leading students to enroll in preprofessional majors.

One conclusion reached was that today's university students "are looking

to a more vocational, pragmatic: higher education. .

The Financial Post MalOzine of September 1979, in an article

.entitled "A Matter oT Degree,- considers these same issue's, but alsO

raises the question of how closely university education should be geared

.._to Ole labor market. The argument I1 broached that a liberal education

is an education for a lifetime, giving a perspective on the human

condition, alld is not riining for immediate job prospects.

Furthermore, the article notes Oat underemployment is not neceSsarily

bad in itself, since it can mean that general levels of edvation are

rising. When data from Statistics Canada are analyzed, it is found that

runiVersity graduates do very well in obtaining better, more highly paid

205 24-
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jobs, compared with young people with no post-secondary education, and

even comsiunity college graduates. It is pointed out that if, in a tight

job market, employers select degree holders over ttiOse.without degrees,

the difficulties faced by university graduates would be compounded for

individuals with only high school education. Finally, the article

considers the special difficulties that university-eduCated women face

in a tight job market, where traditional sexism still exists and where

women have trained for public sector professional occupations, e.g..,

health, teaching, social work hard hit by employment cuts.
3

WIiilk there is controversy about how universities ought to adapt to

this econoiklic situation, community colleges have received little similar

criticism, "ri large measure because they were originally created to be

strongly voCation-oriented. As Horizons (1979-1980), (the' government's

official guide to post-secondary institutions in Ontario) states, "The

colleges of applied arts and technologyi'provide b-oriented programs.'

for high school graduates, and for out-of-school youth and others who

0 ;

may not havelcompteted secondary school".
4

In point of fact, the

1

community collegelsystem in Ontario was set up in the late 1960s to

provide post-sec6ndary educational opportunity to young people just out

A

of high. schools. !The reforms to the high school system in the sixties

1

had resulted in riiising retention rates, producing a very large number

of Grade'12 and GrAde 13 graduates from the, academic track. It begame

-61ear.to the govermOnt that.universities could not--and wished not-,-to

serve the vocationaOpeeds of all these high school students. The

.\
creation of CAATs oftefed post-secondary vocational training to the

growing segment of young people who werj not.attracted to a university

education, or who could not. meet initial university entrance

requirements',.but who deSired further preparation f:ithe labor market.

0020647 .,) tt



Though community colleges ate strongly #ocation-oriepted, and have

, q
a very good job placement recordl.they are not immune to problems of.

matching their programs to the fluctuating needs of the economy.

Institutional inertia iç.program tetention and student desire for

programs in areas Where4mployment demand is limited and not likely to

increase (e.g., communications) can lead to employment difficulties for

CAAT graduates. Horace Beach, in a comprehensive'analysis of youth

employment problems, cites some Ontario data:

. . . the unemployment rates were low for the university graduates.
in applied science, commerce, education and medicine and much
higher for those in general programs like arts and science.
Similar differences by programs are found for community college
graduates. . . . Students from technology and applied arts programs
have unemployment rates as low as 3.1% while the rates go as high
as 19.5% for graduates in creative and visual communications, and
community, social and recreational services . . . . However,
graduates in the latter programs do much better after a year or so,
with unemployment rates dropping as low as 6.7%--much lp they
fecreased for arts and science graduates from uniVersities.

Beach also notes that by an earnings measure of underemployment (hased

on establishing a minimum-earnings level for a particular level of

education), community college students in Ontario haa a rate of
0

underemployment almost twice that of university students. 6

. 1..n Phase IV we have explorrd the link between education and the job 1

/
itirket in several ways We asked respondents to give us the tit140 of

lik

their first and current jobs, and to provide information h oaS

)1(starting dates, starting salary, add current pay. We also as d f

their perceptions of the cT.eria used by their employers in, hiringN'
.them. Respondents were asked to evaluate how well their edication

\\
.

*

prepared :them.tor their first fyial-bi.me jobs and how closely their
/

4

4e ucation related to both first and current jobs.

/

a
tr.

4,2Q7.1.
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V

It should be underscored that the data we ,have obtained on

education 'and jobs are limited by the constraints, of a mailed

.questionnaire. 'For t4 university students--the group of Main public .a

91%

interest at the moment--we have information.which reflects only very

earlyAimpreer beginnings'. Many of these young eople. have been in the

labor matket for only one or two years, but arfull underStanding Of the

relationship, of education to jobs should rest on a onger follow-up

period. Still, we have obtained some interesting inf mation which can

be given cautious interpretation.

In this chapter we shall first turn to a consideratios the

occupationar attainment of our respondents. We shall note the
4

limited impact of SES and stratum on cupational attainment and the

ore

very sttOng.impact of gender and educational attainmnent. Job prestige

and salary in first and current jobs will also-be examined.. Next, the

tppic of underemployment will be explored lin terms of the educational

requirements of jobs. Finally, we shall consider how our respondents

perceived the value of their.post-secondary education,for their first,

jObs", the match of education to their current jobs, and the criteria

used'by employers to hire them.

THE ATTENUATION OF THE ROLE OF SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

:14 earlier

(
chapters we noted the strong role that.socioeconomic

status plaYed with regard to educational :attainment.. However, once

individuals enter the labor market, socioeconomic status weakens as a:

I

determining factor; rather, it educatiohal attainment itself that is
I

cApsely linkid ith job, occL1patiIat prestige,,and income. We showed

0 208
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that .high socfoeconomic status facilitates university attendance.

However, once 'university graduation has been achieved, whether an

individual has a higher or lower SES background is of little further

consequence; university graduates in general tend to obtain high-status

'and well-paying occupations.

The Statistics Canada Occupational Categories

In examining the fink between education ancf.the labor market, we

shall consider the first full-time jobs and the current jobs of our

resPondents.. Occupations reported on our questionnaire/ 'were coded,

using the .classification developed by Statistics Canada:for the 1971

Census of ,Canada. This coding consists of. identifying 500 separate

occupations, called "unit groups,"- each unit "group being category

including many' other:. occupations. Each of' these unit groups has a

four-digit code. For example, code 2111 is the code for chemists; thig

\category includes agticuftural chemists, biochemists, dye eXperta,.
- ,

fermentologists in the beverage industry,. and SQ on.
7

These 500 unit

groups are themselves.lrouped into twenty-two major groups such as group

21, " ccupations- in natural s4eaces, engineering, and mathematiCs,"

which dudes Code 2111, the.chemists. The first two digits of the

unit gr up number represent the code of the major group...,,Wheh we employ

the Stat. stilcs Canada.-classificiatiol for Occupation's, -we,shall use the

twenty-Wo major:groupings.

The Ijishe '50re of Occupational Prestige

1

Anothet fray to,exaMine'occuPations is in terms of .priistige or' .

,social standing. Hernard R- Blishen and Hugh McRobert4'have-calcu1ated

P .

.a,prestige score for all 500 unit groups that were used by Statistics



Canada _ia the 1971 tensus.8 it should be made clear At this point how

these scores were obtained and 4iat they mean, though the discussion is-

.

somewhat technical."
4

in '1965 Peter C. Pineo 'and John Porter conducted an opinion survey

with respect to° occupational prestige. ilespondents were asked to

evaluate 204 occupational titles and were given the following stimulus

question: "Now let's talk abOtit jobs: Here is a ladder with nine boXv

. on it,.and a card with the name of an occupation on each. Please put

the card in the box at the top of' the lad* it yoy think that

occupation has the highest 'possible social. StAnding .

HS
. The

bottom box represented the lowest possible, siz?oial standing. On- the.

.
%

,basis of interviews with 791 adulti,acroSS.,6anada4,scores were computed
- . .

\or each, occupation the scores bet4iran'sf rmation of the mean
?

having a theoretical range otzero. to..100.,.--For example, the highest-
,

scoring occupation.was that of Px0inciai" Premier, which scored 89:94.

On the basis of the Pineo-Porter sCresOlishen and McRoberts were able

to assign scores to the census occupational titles.

Blishen and McRoberts toundthat-there7Were eighty-five occupations

in the 'PineO-Porter study" that matched well eighty-five census

occupational' titles: Since Statistics Canada gives information on

educational and income leves of incumbents of its 500 occupations, it

was possible for Blishen and McRoberts to develop linear regression

line formula predicting.the Pineo-Porter prestige score for the eighty-

five matching census occupations, using the census information on

:.edUcation, an0 incoMe levels for those occupations. The formula was

developed firsi"for men only and is: ,Y (ocCupational prestige) = 0.3047
Lr

X' 0-.)677X
2

4. 12.260 "where X
1

is the percentage of men working in
.



k

1470 in the relevant occupation and whose employment incoMe: Was $6,500

or more, and where X
2

is the percentage of men in 1970 in the relevant

occupation who "had attended at least Grade 12 if the province of

schooling was Prince Edward Island, New,Brunswick, Ontario and British

Columbia or outside Canada, or who had attended at least Grade 11 if

their schooling had been undertaken in Newfoundland, Nova Scotia,

Quebec, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, or Alberta" 014shen, and- McRoberts,

1970. )dith this formula it Was possible to calculatethe "Blishen"

occupational prestige scores for the remaining census occUpational

titles. That is to say, the levels of income.and education typical Of-.

members of a Census occupation are used to caltulate a prestige score

that 'models the kinds of prestige diffefences originally found-to

distinguiSh different occupations in the minds of the public, as

reported by Pineo and Porter. Thus, the Blishen prestige score is,

essence, a rough ordering of census OccupationJ on the basis of

information on%income and educational Jevels of holders of those
0

occupations, as reported in 1971.

6

It should be noted that the occupations of women respondents in our

questionnaire surVey were given the male Blishen prestige scores since;

a t ,the time of coding, only the male scores were availabie.

Subsequently? however, Blishen scorei. for women for the 1971 cens

o' °

occupations have been.computed by Blishen and William &roll. 10
'The

use of the male scores for women will not lead to any serious
r

distortions in findings as long as a score.is considered as e measure of

the social standiof an occupation and is not taken to efer back' to

the underlying .education and income levels whigh produced the scgre

using the formula. It is generally true tipat -a high Bli.shen score for a!
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particular agcupation can be interpreted as meaning holders of that. ..,

occupation .generally have high liiiels of education,' be they men or

women. However,, such a relationship is less truejor womem with yespec.
.

to income. Since women often do not receive equal. pay for equal work,
i.

compared Lb their male co-workerr, a high Blishen score for an

l.occupation does not necessaril f mean a high income for Oomen in that

occupation, though it generally does mean thaf for men. Blishen and
v

'PirrIoll note with respect to the calCulation of separate maliqand female.
"....,..-

Blishen scores: "While there is an 81% shared variance between the male

and female.education variables, the shared variance between themale and

female income variables is only 47%. Thus there is 4 much weaker

tendency for the pattern of stratification by income than ,for

stratification by education to be independent of gender."i

The Role of Socioeconomic Status and Occupation

[n Takle 6.4 we have crass-tabulated first full-time jobs'for men

and. women "in terms of the twenty-two Statistics Canada major

occupational groups b"---socioeconomiic status, stratum, and educational

attainment. Table 6.5 is a cross-tabulation of current full-time jobs.
1

Scicioeconomic status is presented as two categories, combining the two

jow SES groups and the two high SES groups. The attentuation of the-

roje of SES in determining occupation early in one's career is

demonstrated by these tables. With respect to the SES.svtions of these

tables, there is statistical significan0k, but it is not as strong as

that shown with respect to the educational attainment. The tabres

demonstrate how educational 'attainment mediates -between social

background and career beginnings. For example, 7.7% of 16 and medium-

F./
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ldW SES men had first jobs in the areas of natural science engineering, .

and mathematics, as did 12.9% of the men in the twO high SES groups..

Stated alternatively, of all first 'job natural scientists, engineers,

and mathematicians 40.9% were of lower SES orrgin, and 59.1% of higher

SES backgroUnd. 'When considering educational attainment, the

differences between groups are even more striking. Of university

graduates, 23.4% had firsi jobs in the natural 'science/engineering/

mathematics category, a4 did 16.6% of CAAT graduates: Only 1.9% of
.

.

those with no post-secondary education were employed in this category.

Alternatively4 .;of all first-job natural scientists, engineers, and

'mathematicians, 57-,2% had,obtained university degrees, 26.9% had CAAT

diplomas, 8.1% some CAATir university experience, and 7.8% had no

k

post-secondary education. Such relationships hold for women, as well.

With respict to occupational career beginnings, then, socioeconomic

background appears to play a weak role, especially because of the,

mediating effect of schooling.

Anottier way to show the greater effect of schooling, compared with

SES, on entrance into Che labor market is in terms of Blishen

occupational prestige ,scores. The äverage443lishen scor e. for first

full-time j b (for men and women) is 46.75 for the top two SES gcoups

and 43.99 for the two lower SES groups--p difference f 2.76 points,

Ipich is statistically significant.but not substantively meaningful. By

comparistn, tivie average Blishen vores of first jobs by educational

attainment Show a much larger (and also statistically significant)

spread, being .51.65 for-university graduates, 47.-74 for CAAT graduates,

42.32 fOsr those with. some CAAT and/or some university experience, and

41.41 for individuals with no post-secondary education. 11
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S.

EDUCATIOWAND JOB AND CAREU BEGINNINGS

ti; r,

In this section we wish to turn our attention to the types of first
A

and'cuVrent full-time jobs of our respondents, examining ;hem in terms

ofloccupational category, prestige scoee,..and income. BefAire doing so,

however, certain facts must be kept in mind. In Table 1.4 of Chapter

One, important data are presented on the relationship of starting dates

of 'first and current -jobs to educational attainment categories. The

table demonstrates that the start of both first and currInt jobs is a

function of education: the more education a person obtaips the later

the entrance into,the labor market. The modal,years ofn,first-job

entrance are: for university graduates, 1978; for CAAT graduates, 1976;

for persons with same CAAT and/or university experience', 1975; and for

tbose with no post-secondary educatiop, 1973. Modal years for current

full-time job entrance are; for unkersity graduates, 1978; for CAAT

graduates, 1977; for persons with some CAAT and/or university experience,

.-

1978._ For the no post-secondary group the start.of current job varies

widely, Ath no modal year.

Furthermore, as Table 1.8 establishes, respondents who have been in 4

the labor farce have.had different numbers of full j-time obs; giving-.

rise tO what we term different,"job changing" statuses. ''ThUsi some

respondents have never had a full-time job (but may:have workied.part7.

time on occasion); others are not currently working full-time, but may.

ft...

hoct had one.or more full-timejobs in. the past (theyMaY bei.iorking. ...-c

+ .pari-time now); still:others might be termed the "job.switchers," for-

these are people whose current full-time job is. different from.their

first .full-time job; finally, there are the "stead1.es,P,:that.'is.i.peo0e.:

sl
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,

who' hav'e 'n'ot changed jo,gi ang have. worked 'continuously since ;taking,o

, ft r,st full-time ,fob". Tal?le 6.1 shows, how job-chahging status, is, .

4 /
relateeto the total lumber of full-time Jobs respondents have .had since

fi,rst lull-time jog. HaVing h/d mole than :two jobs since high

sehool is not comakon'aOrong our"' res,pondents.. Eyed ltalf of the "job

switchers" have had full-time... jobs and anOther 3 in 10,
individuaA threet:f01.1.-time .jobsc::.1.i.,Phould be noted that we have

information on firth, lind..1frentc.jobs` f6'16. the switchers, but fo.r the "no
-

ciir'rent job".- g p .have infotmatibn only on. f irst :kob.
,

.,. benclerAnd pcGuipkti ns-
, .

It- Reiarding octiipiLional attainment, ,gend is .a. powerful, explanitory0
. .:. . ,

factor, ,In :Spite ofthl veil marked incrieaSe in On. oducational
,-,

,
. ,achievement of women over the last,',two slecades, the gender segregation,

40,

. of ttie.?labso.r markeet still, cliannela Men-ind women into ,:itifferent--and.
, ..a

?

. often highly .:S:Elciseg.regaard.!-c4J0,tipptions .. Late17;: we shall:examine the., .
-,.

...

' relationship, if educatton :to occupV.On.for men and women,: Aere, we,-.!'
' - : , . -----4.

1

shall .simply distuski ,argf currept t411-time oocupatres as

reporte0 by:our men apd, Women (tablea 6..4 and `tt6

,As shown."'in ;these itS6les !, With resp to .f,irst full-ttime )joti;,
/

ma le.irionlina 7i4Min.i5*8 tive

.:;retatied .06i"..4ations;. notmr43,. '',sci.eli:&e.s engineering and:: miitheamtics
. .

'.occ..mpatiOn'S x;c:*.!pit±:ervike, oegup4ionsl..
4

.:F,em'ale,..dorg:natoe4:.i.ikcupaiii514(:i ti4e# !tthe scJal S-1,4,6nce s ne 'related
! ''c' - ; '

*.1,4:.!ro.t1;Pte'd,'".drdyit:sipitov':',InOis41-fi!,.ianii health

os.-.0opstioris-;- jybs- o., ,. ."

6 Li 10 cion !Jere,. :.:-.2.,1.1);:.1,fiiii- .4 0 bA; \;\
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48..8% of on were in blue-col,lar,i jobs (4including service occupationso
:

.
. ,

but not farming. Or the res-A4ecategory of occupations not elsewhere

classified). 'This compares "with 8.8% of women in blue-collar work.
,

* .

. .

Very flOwomen had first jobs in tthe blue-collar field.. The number of

I.

"

womeh who enbered serviCe work, which we consider blue-collar, exceeded

the numberLof.women entering all otherblue llar categories combined.

Forty-five percent Of men had white-collar first.jobs, but almost half

of, these' were clerical and sales jobs. Ninety percent of women had
,

white-coll.ar first jobs, but most of these were in the clerical or sales

4
fields. 'Excluding clerical and sAles. work and considering the remaining

white-collar occupations, 2 in 10 men, but one-quarter of all women, had

first jobs in thgse upper-level .white-collar icciipations. The only
.,

Statistics Canada category displaying gender equality job beginnings
. 4

was service occupations.
.

Turning to .the occupational distribution by gender. for Current

full-time jobs, the.patArn of male.,.and,femaie-dominated occupations is

basically the same as for fiTst%iobs. There'are some slight changes'of

-note Compared with first jobs, thert are ,mor7e meh.inwhite-collar

fields (41.6%), but the concentration of sipmen remains the same at

.1
,

91.0%. The proportions in blue-collar work remain virtually the same:

.

47 /1, for men, and 8.5% lor women. "Al-rrioitt 6 in.10 women are 4ti1l in'
-

clerical or related work. The'propOrtion A,women and men in while-

co1Ja0 work other than Oerical. and ,s61,es jobs rose.to 3 in 10. For men.

.nd women there were. .increases.'over first -Sob: .the :following,

ccopational categfiries: managerial,. administrative, anc4 related

O4a.tions; and natiiral sciences engineertng, and malhematiCs...There.

was' acreas,e in the entegory.or servi-ce work. For women only the

t
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were increases in the Categories of teaching and related occupations,k
and medicine and health.- For men only there were increaSes ,in the

categories ot artistic, literary, rOcreational, and related occtipations;

product fabficating, assembling ,and repairing occupations; and

.Construction'trades. There were decreases fOr menLin the categories o

sales and processing occupations.

.Finally, the Blishen occupatio l prestige scores reflect a gender
.

diffvence, with first,job scores being 43.4'for.men and 47.0 for women;

ci4rent-job sCores are 4741 for men.and 50.0 for women. The higher

average prstige scOre for women on average is explained by the heavy

concentration of women in clerical work,(unit group 4111, for example,
6

the secretaries and stenographers, carries a Blishen score of 52.45) and

virtual absent,rp woMen in blue-collar jobs (which frequently carry

Blishen scores less than 40).
.

Socioeconomic Status and Occupations

While we-argued earlier that the role of socioeconomic statis in

dltermining occupational career begidnin is Weak compared with the

effects 'of educational attainment, the eff'ectof SES on 44rst and

current/ 'jobs does not disappear altogether.

6/4 and 6.5 contain the relevant information.

The SES sections of Tables

I.

Turning to men first, theilre relatively small- differences in the

first jObs of mem from the two higher SES groups, compared with men frog'

OP 4
the two lower SES groups. Higher.SES men more frequently begart, careers.

in'the categories Of natural sciences, engineering, and mathematics

Flerical and related occupations; and sales occupativs. Lower SES men

,more frequently began jobs in:the categories orprbcessing, machining.,

Iv

4
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and, related occtipations; product' fabrica asseOng, and repairing;

onatructton trades;'and tran*port equipment-operating.occupations. in
..,, -,

.

...'(iweent jobs,%most of the same SES.differences appear. Two exceptions
. .,

iosare WI categories'of clerical and related occupations,and tTansport
,

.

,equipment-operatimg.occupations, in which thrjjare no differences. A
a

tiiference.doeis:,Omerie, however, for managerial, administrativerf an

'related occupaton,S,

..

There are,alsO-relatively small differences between the first j b

of.women frem the two higher SES grotips, in comparison with womept from
Y

the two lcer SES'groups. Higher SES women tended to.be found more

A'req4ently in managerial, administrative, and related occupations;

social sciences and related fields; and occupations in medicine and

health.. Lower SES women more frequently held clerical and related.
.--:

)

'.: ccpations: tn current jobs these SES differences appear again more

1

strongly. In addition, women from the two 4igher SErgroups are also
N4.

found more fipluently in the natural sciences, engineering, and

pthematicS; 40.004 and related occupations;_A artistic, literary,

11.

o

recreational, and'ielted fields.

The role.of'SES and occupational status is not fully portrayed by

theSES secitiohs (4 Tables 6.4 and 6.5; persons who have never had a,

itill.X.tme job and those not Working full-time now are not include'd. /For

thesr groups SF. status,differences are much more strikipg than for SES

in relation to occupation. ;It should be recalled that ,. of our 727 men,

353 a e in the two loWir SES groups and 341 in.the two higher SES groups

(SES is not known for 33 meh). Of the lower SES men, 7.4% have not had

first full-time jobs, compared with 18.2% ofihigher SES men. The

present activity status of these men is mainly being a sludent, but

218
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many are also emilpyed part-timo .or 'Alre unemployed, 'Apparently, th4
. .

Ehe highet SE men can more easily rema 1 out of the...labor force than

can lowt;r SES men. The same pattern appears for men who'are not'working

now; 13.9% of lower SES males do not have current full-time jobs,

compared with 264.1% orhigher SES men. 'Again these. mem are presently

mainly students, but many.are also employed part-time or are unemployed

(see Table 6.7).

Of our 794 women, 378 are of lower SES origtns, and 379 of higher

SES origiL(SES could not be determined in 39 cases). As with the men,

there are striking SES differences for those Who have not had 'first jobs

or for those,not now working full-time. Of the lower SES women, 10.6%

have not had first jobs, whereas for,the higher SES women tile proportion

is 15.3%. Wilk regard to present activity status, half pf.these women

are full-time students, 14% are housewives, and-the rest &re part-time

employees or unemployed. With respect to current job status, 34.9% of
.

lower SES and 33.8% of higher SES-womdm_are not working--almost equal

proportions. Here the SES differences fire.reflected not in different

SES proportions not working, but with respec.-to SES differences in what

nonworking women are currently doing. Almost 4 in 10 lower SES

nonworking women.are housewives, and only 15% are,full-time students;

one-quarter of the higher SES nonworking women are housewives, and 4,in 10

are full-time students (see Table 6.7).

The Spi sectiyns of"Tables.6.4 and 6.5 indicate'the average Blishen

scores by the two'SES groups for first and'current jobs by gender. The

differences are statistically 'significant for men'between Ole' two SES

groups for both first and curreril jobsorbut not for-women. The rise in
* .
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prestige scptlbetween first and current jobs for both men 4nd women

probably reflects the fact that first jobs are often vieived'as a way

station'to better jabs that, aside from carrying better slptiea, are

often more prestigious.

Region and Occupations

In ,previous chapters we showed that being from Strata 4, (small

*

towns and
4

rural areas),, was strongly related to educational attainment.

We shall also explore tile relation of strata to occupational attainment.

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show first fulltime and current jobs in relation to

1,

being from cities (Strata 1, 2, and 3) or from ural areas (Strata 4),

using the census occupational categories. For men, the relationship is

statistically significant and modeately strong for both first and

current jobs. For women, there is less significant respect to first

jobs and no significance with respect to current jobs.

Men from the cities, compared with men from MINe rural areas, more

frequently had first jobs .in natural sciences, engineering, and

mathemai.ics"; clerfcal and related occupations; sales and 'service

occupations; and materials handling jobs. Rural-..stratuven had firsL

'jobs more frequently in farming;. machining.and relatecroccupations;

product fabricating, assembling, and repairing; and, especiany,

construction trades. With respect to current jobs, the pattern of

differences is not quite the same. Men from cities tend more frequently

Co be found in managerial,,administrative, and relaCed occupations;

r natural sciences, engineering, and mathematics; artistic, 'literary,

recreational, and related. occupations; clericaVand related occupations;

service jobs; and materials handling Occupation,ANck-contrast, rural
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men gave current jobs more frequently fin farming; maahining and related
f

occupations; product fabricating, assembling, and repairinc'ond,

construct,ion ttpdes. :Women from cities-were more frequently. .

f

in clerical and related. occupaCIons in theit first jobs; rural .wOmen'

were morT frequently found in,teaching and related.Occupatiens.

, .

Mese differences suggest that. in smalltowns a.nd rural areas,

compared with-citieb, there are feWvr white-collar, jobs, fo'rhoth men and
"I

women; in particular, fewer managerial,. clerical, and,servi6e Sobs. The

greater frequency tof rural, men in farming and construction trades

suggests that rural areas predispose.men to patticular1 out-of-doors

occupations, and perhaps to blue-collar work in general. The.lack of

difference inAmen's current occupations, we suspect, is due to the

fact that half ofrthe women from rural areas have moved,to cities.

There aTe.urbkin/rural differences 'with respect to the octupational

prestige of first and current jobs (as shown at the bottom of the

stratum sections of Tables 6.4 and 6.5). On first jobs, urban Men

(Strata 1, 2, and 3) had an average job prestige score almost five

points above rural men (45.5 versus 39.9, respectively); urban women, on

average, were only Iwo points higher than rural women (47.7 versus 45.6,

respectively). With 'regard to' the occupational prestige of current

jobs, urban men score six points higher than rural men (49.5 versus

. 43.5, respecti,vely), though urban women remain two points higher'than

100 rural women. (50%5 versus .48.6, respectively).. The gap in.prestige

.scores between urban- and riftal.-origin men f's an indicaUldn of the,

greater concentration of blue-'collar occupations among.rural-oOlgin men

,who, lsrgely, sti I reside in or near the areas where they went to.high

school.

I.
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EducaCtionlil Attainment and Occupations

Tables 6.4. and 6.5'also display the relationships of first and.

t
4

current
I

jobs A.41Veducational achievenient in 19794 these relationshfps .

,,. s. ,
,

,
.,

being 4iite u,sto 'and hi.ghlY statistically significant. It sbould be'
.

t.,,
..-. .1./ .7 . .

.
. ,

notedt.hat.our,underlying assumption is theyt jobs follow education.*We ..

. ,

, 1
argued earlier It* thp/ is Onerally the case (Table 1.7). We have,

though, directly cOmNired the 14st year of post-secondaaeducatioifi.

whether full-time. o Part-time, with the statiting years OfJirst:.'ind

current jobs, withAhe.results shown in-Table 6.3. .Thisliable ihdicates

3.in.10 university graduates and one-third of the CAAT graduates be$4n

their first full-time job.prior to graduation.. Approximately half of

students with some university and/or CAAT explrience began.thei;1. firSt

jobs before leaving school. With respect to current.full-..tiMe jobs,,
,

about-1:in 10 university and CAAT graduates started.their turren t full-'

time jObs before finishing their education. One-fifth of those with..

some university and/or CAAT experience took their current joh before
. .

.leaving school. Thus, in a cause-and-effect sense, ,.caution must .be
14.411

exercised, in relating educational attainment in 1979 to firpt jobs, but

sucti caution need.not be exercised with respect to cuuent job,

Considtring men and:their, first full.-time jobs, three-quarters el

men with university degrees started in white-collar jobs (of these,

almost half.were in managerial and administrative, or natural science,

engineering, and mathematics occupatiois, and one-third in clerical dhd

sales occupations).. ,About one-fift of these men obtained blue-collar

work as first jobs (one-quarter of 1çe 4n were supervisors, foremen,

inspeetIrs, or'management), Tor men with CAAT diplomas or certificates,

slightlY more thanghalf had white7collar first jobs. (of these, over 4 in

222
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10:Mete., in cle.f4a1 and sales); 43.9%' were in the blue-c011ar caNgorieS

(of these,Onti.:abOut.41. in 10 were suPervisops, foremen, or insPectorS) .

.
ju4t About half cif...nien 'With some CAAT -and/or university experience were

.

muop.ional categories; the.remainder were white-collar

Workers IA LmOst 'three-quart,ers
, .

, these were in clerical and sales
work). men with no post-secondary experience, three-

. .

luarterS ....were '61-0-col1ar jobs (6% as foremen, supervors or
inspectors),,' with:',o,ne'.4quArter in white-co/Iar occupations. Of this

latter.group,...1 i'n*-10 were in ckrical and sales work.

AtotEir,' '..iay;Qf ;expressing the power of education in the
..oCcupational SeleCtion .process is in terms of occupational recruitment. .

.

.pattcq*S.:Ithe',:row. percentages of Tables 6.4 and 6.5 hot preiented) 41 In.

fhe first jobs of men, the managerial länd ',admini!strative, 61e

atufal, gtiknce engineering, and .--Aathematics and the artisti
Uteary, . and .,recreational:';]occupati,"ons drew half or more of theilr..., .

'recruits from universitylgrkiduateiCalOne. 'With the exceptions orthe .
servi.0, the Inaterials handling, and the 'Other 'crafts 'categories, all
-b1ue,i....C6:1.tir. occupational categoeies drew .hAlf or more of thei\reciuits

:'Criiip.,Men with no postsecondary'...ducation. oThe 4:.nly occupational

110

categories drawing ..frOm all educational';categOriei for first jobs were
a 0:r

clerical and sales ,c;ategories ; other ,categories with widethe

representation from different educational levels,. were the artiseic,
. . , , .

. . ,
' 40',

. .iterary and recreAtioal..; pip' service; am) the' other Graft And
...., . ..-.... ! ..

e uipmedt-operating...categorkes. ,
'.ii ... ., 1

3.
. With* regard to the recruitment'of w,omen. into first jpbs, managerial

and admini.strat4Ve7,1 Ftiqurai sciences. -6ngineering, and mathematicb,, an'd

teaching occupations drew. half :ox more of. their "pomen incumbvnts 'from\

A;
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1%;

A.Nmen- with university degrees ond-the medicine and health category drew

10 of their recruit* m WoMen With.CAAT diplomas or certificates.

For'women, the artistic, jiteraor and recreational., the clerical, the

,*0.es, and the service 9Ccirat1oAti categories' drew widety from across
.

all educational 'attainment 'levels, .though in each ca*.gory, one

educatiohal.level usually stands out as the largest source of recruits,

As Table 6.4 shows .90%'Ol all women entered`white-collar work in

their first jobs.. Of all_women, the university graduates were clearly

advantaged in being able to enter many upper white-collar occupations.

.Roughl;i'almost'4 in110 women University graduates had first'jobs in the

categories of management and administration; natural sciences,4 .,

engineerinC. and..mathemati ;. social sciences; and medicine and health

occupations. ,Surprisingly, almost half of all university degree women

were found, in' first jobs of clerical ,and' sales work (5.2% of wornen in
0

:cierical.and sales being supervi'Sors). Also, almost half of momen with

CAAT diplomas/lertificates had first jobs in'the clerical and sales

categories. Another larie concentration (39%) were in the medicint and

health. categdry (of these, 54.9% had first jobb as nurtes), ant modest

co.ncentrations were in social sciences and in teaching occupatil%

ThrAp-quarters of women *ith some uniVersity and/or CAAT experience, and

85% of'woMen with high,school only had first jobs in the clerical and

sales field . The only blue-collar category which drew a relatively

substantial nUmber of women for first jobs was servics! occupationg

(drawing.an average of 5% from all educational levels).

-Patterns, of current 'full-time jobs by educational attainftent by

-gender-are .similar to the ones just dIcribed. ''The maiir difference is

'the increase ,in.proportion of persons in upper white-collar work,
4



probably reflecting We later entry f university and CAAT'graduates.

With respect to current,job, 81.6% of University .degree men are found in

white-collar work (14.0% in blUe-collar categories) and are concentrated

in only five occupational tategories, in tank order these being:

natural sciences, engineering, and mathematics (30.1%4.; manageri'al and

administrative (14.4%); sales (13.3%); clerical (11.0%); and.artistic,

literary, and recreational- occupations (6.3%-) Six in.10 men who are

CAAT graduates are also in current white-collar jobs concentrated'in

five categories: natural sclences; engineering, and mathematics
.

(20.8%); sales ,(11.3%); clerical (10.7%); managerial and administrative

(6.4%),;,..and.artistic, literary, and recreational occupations (5.0%). OT

the 4,in 10 CAAT 'graduate men in blue-collar categories, one-third are
.1

in product fabricating, assembling; and repairing, and 3 in 10 are in

construction. The current jobs of men with some university and/or WT

experience spliti 46.6%-to 51.2% between white-collar.and blue-collar

categories, respectively. Almost 6 in 10 of th white-collar men ifi`;

this group..are in'clerical and sales work; in the blue-collar categories

...

concentrations o cur in product fabrication, assemkling, and repairing;

construction trades;"materials handling; and machining occupations. For

men with no post-secondary education, 7 in 10 have ctirrent Yobs in

blue-collar categorits and one-quarter are in white-collar fields. Of

this latter group, 6 in 10 hold jobs in the clerical and sales.

categories.

An exAmination of recrbitment for current jobs for men and women

indicated that managerial 'and administrative;. natural sciences,

engineering, and mathematics; teaching; and artistic, literary,. Mid-
-

recrfational occupational.categories drew from 4 in 10 to 7 in 10 of
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-jair incumbents from universityograduates. For women,.the medicine and

health category drew three-quarters of its incumbents frdil women CAAT

gOAUates. With the exception of the service occupations, all blue-.
-

. collar catego4es.jecruited trom 5 to 7 in 10 men from the high-school-
,'

only group. For men, the clerical and .sales categories are the, most

representative of all educational levels, with rrvice and artistic,

literary, and recreational occupations also drawing widely froM

different educational groups. For women, the social ;sciences, the

artistic, literary, and recreational, the clerical, the sales, and the

service occupations draw widely from across the diffvent educational,

groups, though in each category tne educational group usually stands out

as the largest source of recruits.
4

Blishen.occupational prestige scores tell much the same story about

the relationship of educational attainment to first and current jobs.

In general, the higher the educational attainment'of an individual, the

higher is the occupational prestige of first and curient jobs. This

holds true.for men and women, as the Blishen scores at .the bottom of

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show. However, Blishen scores add additional

information about the educationl.occupation link. Firstly, they show

. that current jobs, on average, have more prestige than first ji!*s. The

average Blishen score for,men is,43.4 on first jobs, but 47,0 for

current jobs; for women the rise is from 47.01to 50:0. For men, all

educational gioups seem to raise their prestige equally between first

and current jobs, specifically by-about four points. t contrast, the

'rise for women is, on'average,three.points.

k We noted earlier that women had higher. Blishen scores on,average

than' men; ,this was explained by .the concentration of women in the

t 1 . 4.
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moderatelY high-prestige category of clerical work and their absence

from blue-coliar Work (where men are found in large numbers).. With

respect to occupational prestige, gender,,and educational attainment,

;however, more can-now be said about this'gtender difference in prestige
.

scores. University degree men on average have higher j b prestige in

their first jobs than university.degree women (scoreS of52.9 versus

50:5, respectively); n contrast, women on average do-better for all

other'levels of education. Men. Kraduates from'both universities and

CAAlts. on average do better'.in terms of occupational prestige in their

current jobs_ than women graduates (at the level of lioversity

graduation, 57.1 'versuS. 52.8, respeCtively; at the level of CAM'

graduation, 51.6 versus 49.7, respectively). Women with some university.

and/or CAAT experience, or with high school only, do better than med

.with these levels of educatinn in terms of current job prestige. It

seeMs clear, then, that at the higher levels of educational atiainment,

men, more easily than women, can obtain the higher-prestige...upper white-

collar jobs. At 'the lower levels women do better in terms of

'occupational prestige by shunning blue-collar work and oPting for

clerical and sales jobs; men mafh more often take the lower-Vestige

blue-collar occupations.

,
Educational attainment relates to not having a currentjob. Of_the

men in our sample, 21.3% are not currently working full-tilney
y .

educational attainment 40.5% of male university graduAtes (N = 227)-do

u. not have current. jobs. . With respect tq present activity :status.-
11A-

a/

(Table 6.7), 7 id 10 of these men are still full-time students.and an

additional 16.7% are unemployed. Men in other educational statUses not

having curreht jobs are ton few to treat meaningfully; most of tlitse

4.
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men'are full-time students; though men who have higll school only are

not students and tend to be employed part-time,or unemployed.

Of the women in our sample, 35.1% do hot have a current job: 44.0%

of university graduaees (N = 232), 22.7% of CAAT-graduates (N.= 181),

37.4%. of worrfen with some univessity and/or iome CAAT experience (N-m

99), and 35.0% of those with ,high school 041y'(N = 2183).

these groups.by responses to item A.1 (Table 6.7) shows that 6 in 10'of

"thewomen with university.degreet are still students; fewer than.1 in 10

are housewives; and almost 2 0 10 are unemployed. Of the women who are

CAAT graduates, feWer than-1. in,10 are students; almost 3 in 10 are

'housewives; and almdst one-quarter Are. unemployed. :Over oplethird of'

women with some university'and/or CAAT'experience are students;..one-.

third are housewives; and 11% ire Unemployed. Of the women with high

school only, 2% are students; 6 in 10 are housewives; and 16% are

unemployed.

'EDUCATION AND INC6ME

Another a'spect Of the relationship between education and the labor,;
1

. market iS inCoMe"the-earning-power.associated with different kinds-of

-jobs.°. Respondents were aSked to provide- us with wige or salary

*
information fon their first and current full-time jobs, both With regard

to starting pay, add, for current job, current payt° In orkier to make

information .on pay compartble, all, wage and Salary amoUnts were

converted into yearly pay. Thus, the figures which we disvtisS bOow ate

a easure of Ihe earning Oyer on an annual basis (assuming full-time;

sfp11-year. employment) asbociated with occupations, and should not be

-taken as equivalent to annual persona4 income..

2.?8
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.Great public interest adheres td the questlpn of whether more years

of education fcan be turned into higher income jobs. As trger and

lar'ger proportions of the population obtains post-secondary.education,

especia/ly .university education, 4 iss reasonable to expect.that the

highly educated would not be able to commend the high incomes, on

average, ad did the small:highly educated "Olgite" of.several decades

ago. However, our findi9gs on edncation ind income trends turn-put to

bp incoclusive because of 'sample' size and the timing of entrance into

the labor market. Since most of our university graduates have only-very

recently entered the job market, it is still too soon to determine

whether their careerq will provide greater lifetime ,earniags than
, ff

careeis or jobs based on CAAT or high school education.

Table 6.8 shows average Atarting salaries for first jobs, and

startint and present salaries for current jobs. The data on starting

pay.in both first and current jobst.show thlet the more education a person

has, the higher the starting pay, vith men earning more than women. For

4 present salary, the trends are not clear by level of education. the

problem with this kind of data is that there is no control for year of

'entrance into the labor market. More recent entrants will earn mOre due

to inflatioP those who have been in the'labor market longer will rn
a

4

more due to experience. Table 6,9 attempts to resolve these problems by

introducing year of job .staet into the analysis. When job start is

introduced, however, a cerl size probleedevelops which makes it very,

difficult tb compare the earnings of differeot educational groups.
4

'Thus, there are too few university graduaies who entered the job market

in f974-75, a year when numerous individuals with only high school

' education did so. With this limitation in mind, still Table 6.9 is

valuable.

.66
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Examlning starting salary in first job, 1974-75. women. CAAT

4

uaduates did very well in'comparison with women:with only some .CAAT

and/or soine university, or .high school onlor; 1976-7741women CAAT

graduate's did somewhat better than did university degree women. In

contrast, 1974r75 male 4AAT. graduates did not do much better than high,

school-only men or men with some university and/or CAAT experience.

With regard to starting salary for,currentAoh, the high-school-
.

only Men did best ($13,530 baeed On 12. months), ',followed by men with

university degrees 012,7157i. The gap.of almost $800 between these two

groups does.not appear to be much of 'a pay-off for experience for the

high-School-only men and thus, the highly educated seem to be doing

quite Well by. mparison. If the relationshrp.of'starting pay to

education is not strong for men, 'for women it is very strong. for

1476-77 and 1978-79 enirance years women with university degfees. and

c_

CAAT'diplomas/certifitates.do much better than women.with limited or no

post,secondary experience.

Turning to present salary in current job, we find that preseni

sa1arie of. with only a high school education do not vary much by

year of entrancv into thA job market, %Alia is odd considering (that

experience should have a moderately strong relationship to income (the

1971-72-73 men have been in the labor market for from six to eight

years), The high-School-only men whose curft.nt jo,bs date from 1978-79

/

earn $945 more than university graduates entering the job market in/the
0

1 same years. This:spread in eafnings can be viewed in two-Ways. One

/
might argue that the lower :earnings of. the university graduavies

4111(

/4

represeut the consequel, of a labor market flooded with high4 ttainid
/

people (assuming that highly Unlined peoOle should eal:n/4ery high
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incomes). This would indiate the economic devaluation of a university
,

' degree. On the otL1qyhand., it Might be argued that the $13,521 average
4

for university men'is only A floor, and dieir earnings will climb

5,

Ofr

. rapidly as their 'treers progress. (Thus, at some point their earnings

would -rise Considerably above those: of' their high-school-only

contemporaries). Also worth noting is the fact that CAAT graduate men-

entering current jot:A in 1978-79 do a bit better in terms of salary than

do university men: (Some of these men have had several years of.labssr

force experience, mhich probably accounts for much of the noted CAAT

advantage.) How these three groups of men will fare in.the futtire--

whether the university graduates will out-earn the others eventually--

only subsequent reSearch can determine. It may`be that the kind of

occupation.or industry one enters is more crucial to fast income growth

than the kind of post-secondary insititution one has attended. If this

were the case, then selection of program in a post-secondary institution

which is closely linked to particular ,occupations would be the

determinant of success in terms of income rather thairwhethei one is a

university or eAAT graduate in general.

4 When the current pay of women js examined by educational

attainment, there is a clear hierarchy'for women entering current jobs

in 1976-77, with higher pay for higher levels of education. However,
4

for women beginning current jobs in 1978-79, CAAT graduates earn $633

more than university graduates. It can riot be determined if this

difference.is unique fof that year or whether university degreellwomen.N\

will improve their incomes more ,rapidly than CAAT graduates, so that Me

hierarchy noted for the 1976-77 year will reassert itself.
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lii iiriet, our income data based'on one cohort are too limited tO

.4' make a judgement on the economic value of relative amounts of education.

0.5

Only for women does university or CAAT graduation have a strong economic

benefit: for men; the labor-foree'experience of.the high-scholbl-onlY

b
4 group puts them ahead of,:university or CAAT graduates for the time

sr

being. For men and women who are recent labor-market entrants, CAAT

graduation brings better pay than university gradation. Again, th

relevant question is whether this difference will persist. Since

university graduate men are more ,frequently in upper white-collar

occupations than CAAT graduate men, we expect in the long run that the
).

careers associated with these occupatiOns will bring more income to tfie

usiverskty degree men. University degree women in upper whitecollar

occupations will probably also do better than most womem CAT graduate

in the long run. Women in general, however, will not do as well as en

because--and this !folds Ior many highlY educated 'Women as w,l1--s many.

of them are in clerical and sales occupations which have limit income-1

growth potential.

POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT.

Underemployment refers boo situatio in which individuals are

employed at jobs which do not fully uti/lize theirAraining and talents.

f

In the prese4t period 1

.

siove'econic growth, when large numbers of

graduates are leaving. post-seco,nd ry institutioup; ove&supply of the'

lity. Given the long-term increase in

t.fie thrust of industry to simplify many

higkly trained is an emerging

y. I)
average levels of education 11

9
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'jobs so that lower rates of.pay are justified, some critics claim that,

as a condition of 'modern life, most people will be underemployed.

Whatever the roots of the problem, our present era is concerned with the

issue of undertmploymeht.

Underemployment is a very difficult.phenomenon to document. To

measure it would niean, in effect, eo catalog the nature of all the

occupations in the eeonomy, assessing skill requirements, and then to

collect information on the incumbents of thope jobs with respect to

their skill levels. In fact, economists have only begun to explore the

problem and to experiment with measures.

-

In this section we examine underemployment in an exploratory

spirit. The Canadian Classificatfon and Dictionary of Occupations 1971,

Volume One (the CCDO),
12

describes over 6,000,occupations in-some detail

giang considerable information on duties performed. Otp main purpose

of/ Vas compilation and classiffcation is to serve as an aid in career

counselling. Under each occupational unit group number. (iour digits)

additional occupations aye listed and described (based on a further.

.three digits). Accompanying the ddscriptions is a coding gcheme

entitled "qualifications iirofil) factors." By this coding an occupation

is assessed fn,terms of eight'factors, the main one of interest being

,General Educational Development (GED). (Other factors include specific

vocational 4prepavation requirements, phyqkical activities of the job,

environmental conOitiOns of work, and mi.() .) GED indicates the

educational requirements of a job; which may b interpreted broadly as
.

being elementary Eichool, high school, or post-secondary education.
13

We recorded all thesunit group occupations that (itir respondents
/ ) .

, held as fiist or cprrent full-time jobs. We'computed an average GED

1 .
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-sscore for each unit, grogp, using the GED levels indicated for the

.detailed .occupationg (seven digits) listed under the unit eoup. We

then listed, all the first and current jObs of our Phase IV remondents
. .

by unit group by educational attainment levels for men and women

separattly. By using the average GED scores for each unit group, we

could then make an estimate of the degree, Xo which respondents with

university degrees and CAAT cecrtificates and diplomas had jobs that did

not require the level of education they had attained. The regults.are

shown in Table 6..10 .

the basis of average GED scores, the proportioft of
I.

underemployment 6r university degree men in first;'full-time jobs wa

53.7% and for uniVersity degree women'63.3%. For current full-time jobs

the.proportions are 42.0% and 56.1%, respectively. These levels of

underemployment are substantial, but *somewhat difficult to interpret
0

witho4 comparable data on cohorts of university graduates for prior

years. The decline in underemployment as the' shift from first to

current job is made does indicate that university graduates make some

effort to bring job qualificaions in line ith their educational

background.. The figures also show that women have a more difficult

time than.men in obtaining work that fits their level of educatiOnal

attainment.

Sarpriosingly, the dafa in fable 6.10 show greater underemployment of

CAAT graduates than university graduates. In first jobs for. CAAT

grbduates, 78.1% of menand 65.7% of women were underemployed; for

current jobs the proportions are576.8% land 57.2%, respectively. This

higher tindremployment (probably unrealistic) reflects the fact that the

majority of CAAT graduates take,jobs which the CCDO regards as requiring

.
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'only high school preparation. :Interestingly' enough, women CAAT
77

graduates do better than .men .CAAT graduates with respect 'to

underemployment rates. We would attribUte this difference to two facts:

disproportionately more of the.men are in blue-collar.occuiations (41.4%

compared with 8.1% oFthe women), which the CCDO aenerally lists as.

requiring a high schoot education or less; secondly,.one-thlid of the

.women hold medicine- and health-related occupations, whic4 the CCDO

'generally liSts.as requing,some 'post-secondary e&Cation. Women CAAT

graduates have:also improved the GED levels from first to.current jobs,

but CAAT eraduafe men have improved little.

Table 6:11 presents information on current jobs in terms of Blishen

score categorie§, and, current pay 'in categories, by educational

attainment for men and women. In general, a high level of educational

attainment indicates a high.job prestige score. Only.one-quarter of all

university graduaes have job prestige scores of less than 50, scores

typical of blue-collar occupations. For CAAT graduates, one-third of

the women have current jobs with prestige scores of less than 50,

whereas 4 in 10 men are in this range. For, men with no post-secondary

education, 8 in 10 have prestige scores of less than 50. However, of

women with no post-secondaryv
ed4cation, only 4 in.10 have low preqige

scores, In summary, 'the majority of men who are post-secondary

graduates have Blishen scores of 50 or above, while the majority of men

Wieh less than post-Secondary graduation have scores of less than 50.

Majorities of women in all educational groups have c.cupational prestige

.scores of 50 or above, including almost three-quarters of university

graduate women.
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We attempted to determine whether the high underemployment of

post-secondary graduates, as measured by GED levels, would be reAected

in data on current job pay, low levels of pay for the Iighly educated

indicating underemployment. But, as the lower part of Table 6.11 shows,

there is little variation in current pay distributions by levels of

educational attainment. Roughly equal proportions of university

graduates and persons with no post-secondary education are poorly paid.;

similarly, roughly equal...proportions are highly paid. Using an annual

pay of $9996 "or less as low pay would show only 1 in 10 university

graduate.men as being underemployed, though one-third of university

graduate women could Wen be described as underemployed. In fact, the

data show that, whatever the level of educational attainment, from

one-third,to 4 in 10 women earn $99.96 a year or less in their current

jobs. Truly, then, in terms of an income measure, it is women with

post-secondary degrees who are substantially underemployed, three timed

as many compared with the number,of men.

RESPONDiNTS' PERCEPTIONS OF TIE LINK BETWEEN EDUCATION AND JOBS
Fftr,

Evaluation of the Post-Secondary Educational Experience

Because of the expressed concern about underemployment, recent

graduates might .now be questiohing the value and/or.relevance of a

university education in establishing a career. "Thu's, we enquired of

everyone about the ,usefulness of their most recent educational.

experience (item A.6), and, .of those who have had post-secondary

education, the value of various aspects of the unOersitY and CAAT
,

experience with respect to w obtained after leaving schaoiptem'

B.18).

' .

.
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of
1.

Respondents' #41uation of the usefulness qf their mostfecent.

educational experience was discussed et the beginning of Chapter Three.

Two fattors were identified on item A.6: a general usefulness factor

1an0 one incorporating the relationship of education to Sob training and

job selection. Table 6.12 indicates the evaluation of these two factors

by institution last ttended by. gender. So astnot to repeat earlier

findings, it ,will be remarked here only that the majority of pos.t-

secondary students perceived their university and 6AAT education as

generally useful, whereas the majority of respondents with high'school

only viewed their education as occasionally or

regard to job-related usefulness, the same pattern of evaluation

found% Men and women Aid not differ in evaluating university .or hi

rarely useful. With

school in terms of general usefulness, but women more frequently than

men believed that their CAAT experience was more generally useful. Men

and women did not differ in evaluating university wit,h respect to job
,.

related.usefulness, but.women with CAAT experience or who are only high

school graduates perceived their education as more useful with respect

to jobs and careers. In brief, most post-secondary graduates saw their

education as having been generally useful and useful for jobs and

careers.

Item B.18 of the questionnaire asked: "Which aspects of your

community college or undergraduate experience were most valuable in

preparing you for the work you.obtained after leavi4 school?" Table

6.13 summarizes the former students''evaluations of courses in major

field or specialization; courses outside the major or speciali,zation;

friendship or contact with other students; relationships with faculty

members", and extracurricular activities'. Only respondents whose first,
p.

1 ,
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full-time job began in their last year of poWsecondary edue'ation or

later were selected for inclusioniin this analysis..

There is a generally positive response to cpurses in-theHmajor or

the, field of specialization, with CAAT students 6eicng more.positive than

university enrollees; 7 in 10 CAAT students and ,5 in 10 university

students believed that -their major courses were very valuable Or

valuable:
14

However, a high proportion of-former university students--

30%--did-not find their majors of value. Upon further analysis, this
,

negative evaluation, is related to university students who did not

'receive a.degree (upper portion of Table 6.14). Whereas 3 in. 10

4
University graduates did Rot find their majors valuable, half of the

nongraduates expressed this view. There was a similar relationship

between CAAT graduates and CAAT nOngraduates; the former %ere negative

in less than 1 .in 10 cases; the latter in 4 in 10 Cases.

Obtaining high grades is.also-related to a positive evaluation of
0

major. Five in 1E0 university students and 8 in 10 CAAT sAidents who

4 .

earned As and Bs (CUmulative post-secondary GPA) believed their majors

0

or specializations mere very valuable or valuable, compared with 4 in 10
1

university and almost 5 in 10 CAAT students whose grades were Cs or less

(middle portion of Table-6-40. Finally, three-quarters of comMunity

college women, compared with about 6 in 10 men, found course.s in Majors

or specializations valuable; however, .there was no gender difference for

ulliversity students (lowei portion of Table 6.14). Thus,

dissatisfaction with one's major in terms of job,preparation is clearly

related to lack of completion and lack of academic success as measured

by grad ps. The greater satisfaction of CAAT Students compared with .

university students is consistent with the different missions' of -
0

colleges and universities,
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In general., responaes td the-other Ovalution items follow a.,

similar pattern (Table 6.13). From abotit 1 to 3 in 10 individuals with'

post-g.condary education found non-major cours'es, friendship or cqntact

with otherstudents, relationships with particular faculty membe2Ls,.or

extracurricular activities very valuable or valuable; 4 to Et. in.10 found

these experiences nop very valuable ot not at all vtluable. Next to-
,

fourses in one's major or specialization; friendship or contact with

fellow siudents was seen to be of most value, and extracurricular

activities tO'be least frequently valuable. I!owever, 2 in 10 university

enrollees valued extracurricular activity compared with fewer than 1 in

10 persons with a CAAT'experience.

perceived Relaeionship of Post-Secondary Education to First Full-T Job

aIn the portion of the questionaire dealing with post-secondary

educational% experiences, we asked respondents who had worked_ after

leaving college or university how concernedsthey were that their jobs

rekted to_their program or course of study, /As the top'portion of

Table 6.15 indicates; majorities of university and college graduates

wanted'a strong.relationship between their education and their jobs,

ivith 4.AT'graduates"showing'somewhat/greater concern'than university

graduates, and 'women showing somewhat more concern than- men.

'SurprisinglY, however, a majority of students with some university

and/or CAAT experienpe indicated neutrality or unconcern. This latter

finding may, reflect the_fact noted earlier that noncompleters were not

as frequentlk convinced of the value of post-secondary education as

graduates.

When asked whether,their first'job Vas closely related to their

eddcation (the lower portion of Table 6.15), slightly fewer than half ot(

Oa.
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university students reportedIthat iC was very closely or.closely,

related, with close to three-quarters'of CAAT graduates indicating a.

close ,relatedness. In contrast, almost three-quarters of ithe

respondents with sOme university and/or CAAT experience repotted-l.ittle
-

relationship.

We also asked respondents who indicated,in'item B.20 that their

first job after leaving college or university was only somewhat, not

too, or not at all related A.o their`program or course of study, why this

was the cases giving them a number of possible of response alternatives

(item B.21). They could indiCate three reasons in order of importahce.

Because item B.21 was skipped 'in the telephone interview, and because of

higher nonresponse rate to this item, though,350 persons indiCated

weak relationship of program to job on item B.20, only,197 persons gave

at least one reason to item B.21. Because of the mglay response

alternatives to this question, small fIsequencies resulted 'when comparing

subgroups. We therefore only discuss trends very generilly.

When asked why their first/job was not related to program or course

of study, men and women most frequently indicated,as, first most

-

important reasons, that "employment opportunities were scarce for people
lbai

in jobs related to my program...," or that they "could not get a closely

related job, but Would prefer one," or that "first job was unrelated to

program.,. and I became interested in this type of work" (eaO reason

selected in about 2 in 10 Cases). Another frequent tesponse was u never

prahned to take a cloiely,related job" (about 1 in 10 cases). Women

often mentioned that "very few jobs seemed related to my program" (1 in

10 cases). In terms,of educational.achievement, university graduates

, more frequently indicatedras first most important reason, "employment

sir
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inditaed most frcquently that "first job Was.unrellted to program...

and I became interested in this type-of wcerk" (2 in 10.cases) and that

they "Could not get a closely related job, but would,preter ones' (more

oPportunfties were scarce.,." (3 in 10 cases), and that they "could not

get a ttOselyrelated job,.bdt would prefer one" (2 in fb cases)-. 'CAAT
4

graduates and those with someifunivemity and/or CAAT experience
I

than 1 n,10 caseS). Thus jack of jobs related to program or course of

study is the main sour'oe.of difficulty reported..

Respondents were asked to indicate their perceptions of the first
. .

and second Most important criteria used by'their emfloyee in.hiring them

-for ebeir first full.-ttme job (questionnaire item C.27). As.shown in'

Table 6.16 (the first reason liven is cross-tabulated by the 'second),
1-P7.

the most frequent first. factor indicated was "personality or lyaw yow

presented yourself" (39.0%),'with educational quatifications'the,next

most frequent choice (27.3%). Respongents-who selected "personality" as

,

the first most important factoe most frequently indicated."educationW

qualific'ations" as the second- most important factor (56.0%), and those

46
lewto selected "educstiofial qualifications". Mott frequently selected

II personality" .as the second factor. (69.7%). Table 16.17- shoWs t

'

differences between gender and educational attainment groups: -4 Women

,

stressed "personalitY" and "educational qualifications" somewhat more

than .men; men stressed "connections" more frequently than 'wpmen.

"Personality" was most frequently given as the most important reason by

all educational attainment groups.eiccept the CAAT graduates, who.amst

frequently selected'"educational.qualification." The nd post-secontlary4

group,listed "others" as their second most frequent after

"peiscinplity," and often selected "clonnections."
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. These results, regarding, perceived reasons why eployers hired t
.7.

dtpondents for, their first/job'stiggest &at Al of our respondents

believt eddcational qualiticaii l'are important, but not as important

as personality. There is, apparently, a strong belief on the part of
V

respondents that individual in4iatiye plays a' key rble in one's
' .

.occupatiomal futureAwith educational qualificaeions as "back-up". In

lt
all, 4 in 10 of our respondenis ( 4 = 68p) gave some cOmbinItion of '

person4ity.andiafational qualifications as reasons for why they were

hired fo'r first job following et4pation.

?erceived Relationship of Post-Secondaty Education to Current Full-Tipe Job

Respondents wexe asked about the criteria they believed their

employers used in hying them for their current full-time jobs

(questionnaire item C..13), The results owthis item are shown in Table

6,18.and are similar to those relating to first full-time jobs.

"Personality""is most frequently given as the most important reason

(401q), followed by "educational qualifications" (21.8%). Those who

gave "Orsonality" as the first most important reason most frequently

.,gave "educational qualifications" as the Second most important. reason

, (48,9%), and those who gave "educational qualifications" as the first

.most important reason most frequently gavi "personality" as the second

most frequent! reason (62.6%). The M ain difference in response patterns

between cUrrent job criteria and first7job criteria is that the response

°qualifications obtained 'elsewhere" was much more frequently used in.

relation to current jobs. .This suggests' that previous job experience

'begins to compete with educational qualifications after one or several

job changes. Interestingly enough, "personality" is.still the most
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frequently.cited reason given by our re spondents in explaining why they

were hired.for their current jobs.
4

)W Ch respect .0. first most important reason emPloyer sired
60"

respondent, tor his or her current job, Table 6.19, shots that,gender
0

differences ar. no 4, signajcant.; however, there are differences by

educational attainment groups.. From 3.to 4 i5i 10 of all educational

attainment groups mothi fiequently-mentioned "personality.." Three in 10

of the two.poat-secondary graduate groups, but from 1 to 2%441 10 of the

other 1.0o edvtional levels indicated "eduCational.qualifications."

While only 14.2% of university graduates mentioned "qualifications

'obtained elsewhere," from.2 to almost 3 in 10 of the other groups gave

this reason first importance.

Table 6.20 shows the opinions of our respondents regarding the

relationship of their current jobs and educational backgrounds. The data

are presented by occupational strata 15
by educational achievement for

men and women separately. For men, 6 in 10 university and CAAT

graduates holding upper level .white-collar jobs perceived a match

between their educttions and current jobs. Two in 10 university men in

cleriCal an& sales work or in blue-.collar jobs perceived a close match

of education 6 job. However, half of thp CAAT graduate men.working

in blue-collar jobs felt their jobs matched their training. .Only

16%-26% of men with some unIversiAy' and/o4 CAAT saw their jobs as

matching their education; this group,least often perceived a close fit

A '

between education and worlt. ot men with high school only,. 15%. in

"clerical and sales employment and 3 in 10 in blue-collar employment

perceived that their Aobs matched their training; implicitly, such low

proportiOns do not speak well of their
J

higb school preparation.
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Six in 10 women university graduates inkuppergevel white-collar

work perceived a, match between job And education, but only13 in 10
.

university women clerical and sales work,perceiVed Rich a'fit., Hall

of women CAAT graduates in Clerical and sa4s/work,:a4d.W7% in upper-

. .

level White-collar jobs felt that thefri,jobs matchtidAtieir training.
,

. .

One-third of women with some universiklOand/oi CAAT1xperience or high

1

school only believed that their jobs n clerical and sales work.Matched

/their educa;ion.

In.summary, our respondents appear to have definite opinions about

how well their current jobs match their ;educational achieygment.

Considering response alternatives "very true" or "true" to item C.15H as

indications of a match between education and. job,'53.6% of university

graduate men believe their education: dpes not match theit job; of 4

university graduate women, 58.0% perceived a lack of fit. For men and

women CAAT graddates, the corresponding figures are 49.7% and 31.0%,

respectively.

These beliefs may be taken as a subjective exprespion of

underemployment. Comparing these results with the GED determined rates

,of underemployment as shgwn in Table 6.10 indicates that the GED rate

for university men underestimates the subjective sense of job not

fitting educatfod by about 12%, but for universAy women the (16 rate

closely fiis the subjective sense of job not fitting schooling. For men
..

CAAT graduates, the GED rate (77%) estimates underemployment that is 27%

Fligher than the rate based on subjeCtive belief; for women CAAT'

graduates the GED rate (57%) of underemplqymnt is 26% higher than the
1

subjective sense of fit of education to job.,
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Canada", Canadian Review of Sodiology and Anthropplosy, 4. '1967, p. 28.
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10. Berftard tlishen and William K. Ca,rroll. "Sex Differenres in a
Socio-econo d Index for Occuimtions in Canada", Canadian Review of

' Sociolpgy a Anthropology, 15. 1978, pp. 352-371.

11. .A .4gorods test--of. the attenuation of SES in fielation to'

oceupati al career beginhings due to"the mediation of schoolinewould,
be,showrp in a table cross-tabulating curisent job by SES coptrolling'for
educati nal attainment. Table' 6.6 shows such a cross-tabulation; it
reveil$ weak SES dIfferences by occupaCiopal stratum-within educational
,attaiument categories, .but. strong differenees across educational
achievfment groupa. The upper white-Collar occupational stratum
.inclaes the Statistics Canada categories: manAgers and administrators;
riatural scielice, engineering, ma.thematics; religion; teaching; medicine
and health; and artistic, literary, recreational, and related
.occup4ions. The fi'lue-collar occupational stratum includes all' other
.Statistics Canada categories (except, of course, the clerical and sales

.scategoriet); including. service workers, farmers, and occupations not
elsewhere classified.

12. Ottawa: 1nforMation Canada, 1974.

13. The specific GED levels reported ..i!n the CCDO for occupations are as
follows: .(1) Up to 6 years; (2) 6 to 8 years; (3) 9 to 10 years; (4) 11,
to 12 years; (5) 13 to 16 years; and,..(6),. 'years plus.

14. We have not included individuals with only. some CAAT and/or
.

university in this part of the analysis svice the evaluation of post-
secondary edueation for them dould noebe raeryed separately to a CAAT
or a university experience.

15. The occupational.strata employed are destribed in the latter part
of footnote 11. :
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TABLE 6. :TOTAL NUMBERsOF FULL7TIME JOBS BY JOB-CHANGING STATUS

f

'
, Job-Chinging Status

.
...'s

s Current Job Current Job
Same
As First Total
Men Women Men Women
(%) (%). (%) ..(%)

TOtal Number
Of Full-Time
.Jobsa

Never Worked
Men Women
(%) (--(10_

. .

No Current
FullAime Job

, Men Wompn

.4%) . (1)

Different
From First
Men Women

(1) (1)

None

one

100.0 100.0 9.3?

34.5

8.1
b

39.6

Tyo
.

26.1
.

35.9 48.4 49.1

Three 13.2 9.7 25.7 30.4

Four ) 15.5 5.6 15.7 13.6,

Five 1.4 1.1 8.7 6.3

Six 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0

Seven 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.7

TOTAL (N) 83 91 69 186 324 285

Signifigance (p)

. 12.4 13.3
.,,.

100:0 ;00.0 37.0 38.1

24.7 26.5

12.7 13.1

8.5 6.2

4.0 4's 2.5

A 0.3 0.0

0.4 0.2

249'. 234 724 795

(See,note)

Note: Job-changing status was determined on 'the basis of 4tems A.1, C.1, C.19,
and C.22. Statistical significance is eased on comparing the. categories "no
current. full-time job" with "current job different from first" for men and
women separately. All men/women comparfsons are not statistically significant.

a
- Total number of full-time jobs including first full-time job.

Indicated on item C.19 that they once had a full-time job hut the information in'
the.job history table, (C.22), was not sufficient to establish the number of such
jobs. G-

4
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TABLE 6.2: DURATION OF FIRST AND CURRENT JOB BY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT.AND
JOB-CHARGING STATUS

Duration

Total

Men Women

Educational Achievement
Some .High

University CAAT Univ/.School
Graduate& Grad 'eAAT Only

Job Changing Status
Current Job Current Job
Different Same,'

From First As First
In Month& . (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

First
Full-time Job

1-6 33.0 22.5 38.5 27.9 28..8 22.6
7-12(1 year)

a
26.9 38.0 23.1 34.6 24,8

13-18 13.4 18.1 13.8 22.9 12.2 15.0
19-24(2 years) 7.0 7.3 4.1 7.2 8.0 7.8

25-30 6.8 6.3 2.8 8.3 5.3 7.5
31-36(3 years) 4.5 '4.8 1.3 4.0 4.2 6.3
37-42 1.9 3.9 0.7 3.3 0.5 4.7

*43-48(4 years) 2.6 3.3 0.0 0.0 4.2 4.8
49-60(5 years) 3.3 2.2 0.9 2.5 1.7 3.8
61-72(6 years) 0.8 2.1 0.0 0.9 0.5 2.7

TOTAL (N) 361 427 124 162 142 360

Significance (p) 0.07

Current
Full7time Job

1-6
b

21.8 14.3 34.1 12.9 19.1 11.0 22.8 12.6
7-12(1 year) 13.1 18.3 29.8 13.9 12.2 8.9 16.0 15.1
13-18 13.2 12.'1 20.7 9.4 16.0 8.2 11.4 14.2
19-24(2 years) 7.6 9.9 7.2 11.3 13.2 6.5 10.3 6.6
25-30 8.1 8.8 5.6 12.9 13.0 6.0 9.9, 6.6
31-36(3 years)* 5.6" , "'LI 13.9 8.0 8.6 9.8 5.4
37-42. 55 4%0 0.6 9.5 4.3 4.9 4.6 4.9
43-48(4 years) 4.3 3.1 0.0 5.1 2.'4 4.4 3.7 2.5
'49-54 3.8. 3.3 0.9 5.2 3.7 4.1 3.5 3.5

55-60(5 years) 4.1 5.0 0.0 2.9 3.0 8.8 3.4 5.9
61-66 4.8 3.9 0.0 1.9 2.2 9.3 3.0, 6.1
67-72(6 years) 5.6 4.4 0.0 0.7 1.4 11.9 1.4 9.6
73-90 3,5 2.8 0:0 0.4 1.6 7.3 0.2 6.9

.

TOTAL (N) 564 512 .265 234 155 422 598 477

glignifitance \(p) 0.01

Nov: Cases for whieh there is missing data are exclude table.
,

Based,on computing the differefice,between starting and 'ending dates (given
a_

b

month and yeat).

Based op using employment during mOnth of June, 1979 as equSl.to
job duration.

307
24.8 `111 _A.

as

one month.of



.TABLE STARTINP YEAR OF .FIRST AND &IRRENT FULL-TIME JOBS COMPARED TO LAST YEAR OF FORMAL
EDUCATION FOR PERSONS WIT4 SOME POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION "

Kind Of,Post-
Secondary
Education

First JObs.

Univer0_ty degree 27.1

CAAT diploma/certifitate 34.1 %

Some university and/or.
CAAT ,52.0

Bbgan Job Before
Completion Year

(%)

Began Job In Began Job
CQmpletion Year After Completion Year

(V (V
4 '

Total (N)

64.2 87 3.21

52.8

31.7

13.1 26

16.3 202

TOTAL .8 52.0 12.2 .790

Cukrent Jobs

Universqy degree

CAW diploma/certificate

Some university and/or .

CAAT

TOTL

10.2 63.3 ° 26.5 264

13.3 43.3 43.3 233

20.3 33.5 46.2 158

13.7 49.0. 37.3 655

Note: Completion yeir.is the nearest yOar to 1979, after which no further record of post-secondary
education is given in questionnaire item B.1.

A
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TABLE 6.4: FIRST FULL-TIME OCCUPATIONS BY SES, STRATUM, AND EDUCATIONAL .

ATTAINMENT FORIIEN AND WOMEN (INCLUDING BLISHEN SCORES) o 2

Statistics Canada
OcCopational
Category

Total
Men

-

SES
Low High

1

. .

Stratum Educational Achievement '1979 .-

Urban g University CAAT Some
.

No

(1,2,3) Rural Grad.Grad Univ/ Post-SecondSry
CAAT

Men Y. t

Man. admin. 4 related 6.1 6.8 5.6 6.6 5.4 12.5 -7.7 3.4 3.0

Nat. sci., eng., math 10.0 7.7 12.9 11.7 7.3 23.4 16.6 4.6 1.9

Social sci.,and rel. 0.9 0.6 1.0 0.3 1.8 1,9 1.4 0.0 > 0.4

,

Religion 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.1)
)

Teaching SI related 0.9 0.5 1.3 0.7 1.2 2.2 .0.0. 1.0 0.3 0

Medicine' & health 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.7 2.2 0.8 1.7

Art., lit:, recreat. 2.2 2.0 2.3 2.7 1.4 4.3 2.7 2,5 0.6

Clerical and rel. 10.6 9.4 11.5 12.8 7.0 14.8 10.6 12.6 7.3

Sales 13.0 9.9 17.2 14.5 10.5 . 12.9 13.6 19.7 9.9

')Pervice, 5.9 5.8 5.3 7.0 3.9 3.5 7.5 6.5 6.4

Farm. hort..anim. -
husli.

3.9 4.7 3.0 1.5 8.0 3.4 1.5 2.8 5.6

Fishing, hunt., trap. 6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0:0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -

'0

Forestry & loggi"ng 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.7 1.1 OA) . \

Mining,inc. oil & gas 1.2 1.1 1.3 --1.4 0.8 \1.0 4.0 0.18 1.9

Processing, 5.2 6.2 3.3 5.1 5.4 3.6 4.1 1.8 8.1

Machining & rel. 4.0 5.0 2.3 2.9 5.7 3.2 4.3 5.7
0

.1.2.

A

Product fib. assemb. 11.9 14.2 10.5 10.3 14.7 2.1 12.7 12.5 17.2

Construction trades 9.5 11.8 ( 5.9 5.8 15.5 5.0 8.6 6.3 13.8

Transport eq. oper. 4.9' 6.0 ,3.9 5.5 4.b 3.2 I.? 3:6 70

Materials handl.&rel. 3.2 '2.2 4.7 '4.2 I.5 0.6 2.0 7.8 3.2

Oth.crafts e4uip.op. 2.7 ' 2.1 2.6 3.2 1.8 1.3
.

3.4 4.6
I

2.3'

Not elsewhere 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.2 1.8 1.4 0.0 , 3.1 2.8
-,

TOTAS(N) 626 323 275 392 234 153 102 . 111 260

Significance (p) 0.03

Avetage Blishen Score 43.4 41.7 45.6 45.5 39.9 .52.9 47.3 40.3 37.5

Stand. DeV of Blishen 13.9 13.5 14.i 13.0 13.4. 14.1 13.9 11.4 11.0

Score

Signifieance (p)

,

,
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TABLE 6.4 (cont'd) 0

Statistics Canada SES Stratum Educational Achievement 1979
Occupational Total \Low High Urban University CAAT Some No
Category Wowen ,(1,1,3) Rueal Grad Grad.Univ/ Post-Secondary

CAAT

Women

iMan. admin. & related 1.8 0.3. 3.7 2.1 1.2 4.2 1.1 0.0 1%5

Nat. ,sci., eng., math 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.6 1.2 8.0 0,9 0.9 0.0 .

Social sci. and rel.
. 4.1 2.2 5.8 3.8 4.7 7.0 6.3 5.1 0.6

It .

Religion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 026 0.0 0'.0 0.0 0.0

Teaching & related 3.6 2.6 3.9 2.8 5.4 9.7 5.0 0.8 0.0

Medicine & health 10.3 9%1 12.1 10.5 9.7 8.7 29.6 2.2 1.5
Art., Xit., recreat. 2.3

,
1.1 3.8 2.6 1.8 4.0 3.1 2.2 0.9

Clerical and rel. 57.1 60.2 51.8 59.3 51.8 36.7 42.1 64.9 76.1
0.

Sales 8.6 9.5 8.6 8.7 8.4 11.7 5.1 10.7 8.4
,

Service 5,3 5.2 6.0 4,6 7.0 p7.7 4.5 9.2 3.1 ,

Farm. hort. anim.
husb.

0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2

Fishing, hunt., trap. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Forestry & logging 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0

Mining,inc. oil & gas 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Processing 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.2 1.3 0.5 0.6 0.0

Machining & rel. 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6

Product fab. assemb. 1.5 2.3 0'.6 1.f). 2.8 1.2 0:4 1.5 2.5

Construction trades 0.3 0.6 0.0 *410.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.3

IF
Transport eq. oper. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 *0.0 0.0
Materials handl.&rel. 0.6 1.1 3.3 0,4 1.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.3 '

Oth.crafts, equip,op. 0.4 0.5 0.4 . 0,4 0.6 0.0 0.8 0.0

Not elsewhere 0.9 1.7 0.2 0.4, 2.3 0.0 0.5. 1.0 1.8

TOTAL (N) 688 336 318 478 210 158 173 84 268

Significance (p) 0.06

Average Bliqhen Score 47.0 46;2 47.8 47.7 45.6 50.54E.0 44.8 45.2

Stand. Dev of Blishen
Score

g.9. '8.8 9.2 8.i 10.0 10.8 7.4 8.5 8.1

SigniPicaAce (0
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TABLE 6.5: CURRENT FULL-TIME OCCUPATIONS BY SES, STRATUM, AND EDUCATIONAL
ATTAINMENT-FOR MEN AND WOME441 (INCLUDING RLISAEN SCORES)

Statistics Canada ZS Stratum Educational Achievement 1979
Occupationai Total Low High Urban University CAAT Some No
Category Men (1,2,3) Rural . * Grad Grad Univ/ Post-Secondary

CAAT

Men

Man. admin. & related

Nat. sci., eng., math

Social sci. and rel?

Religio4

TeaChing & related i

Medicine & health

Art., lit., recreat.

.Clerical and rel.

Sales

Service

Farm hort. anim.
husb.

Fishlng, hunt., trap.

Forestry & logging

Mining,inc. oil & gas

Processing

Machining a teL

Product fab. assemb.

Construction trades

Transport eq. oper.

Materials handlA rel.

Oth.crafts,'equip.op.

Not elsewhere

7.8

12.0A
1.1

0.1

1:3

1.4

3.5

10.2

/

10.2

4.5

4.0

0.0

0.1

1.0

3.8

4.8.

13.0

11.0

4.1

2.7

2.7

. 0.6

9.6

9.0

0.9

0.3

0.8

1.5

2.4

9.9

7.5

4:7

4.0

0.0

0.0

1.5

4.6

6.7

14.2

12.5

4:6

3.2

1.9

0.0

5.4

15.4

1.2

0.0

2.1

1.5

4.7

9.8

14.5

4.5

3.4

0.0

0.0

0.4

-2:3

3.0

11.5

9.7

3.5

1.9

3.8

1.5

4

,

8.6

13.8

0.3

0.2

1.4

1.6

4.5

12.6

10:1

5.6

1.1

.0.0

0,0

4.8

4.0,

i

-3:1
w

11.3

8.3

4.5".

3.7

3.1

1.0

6.5

9.3

;42.2

0.0

..,Ai

.....c1.2

11.111

2.0

6.5

10.3

2.8

8.4

0.0

0.3

1.2

3.4

7.4

15.6

15.1

3.4

1.1

2.0

0.0

14.4 6.4

30.1 20.8

2.11._5
0.0 0.0

2.5 0.8

1.9 2.3

6.3 5.0

11.0 10.7

13.3 11.3

e45 4.1

2.8 2.5

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

1.8 1.6

0.8 2.8

2.4 13.8

1.3 11.0

1.7 2.7

0.0 0.0

1,5 2.9

1:6 0.0

-.,----

4.0

7.2

o

0.8

0.0

2.8

0.0

5.1

16.6

12.4

3.8

3.0

0.0

0.0

o.O.

2.0
%

' 5.0

12.6

9.5

2.6

7.9

2.3

1.6

A

,

6.2

0:7

05

0.3

0.3

1.4

,0.8

7.3

7.3,

5.0

5.5

0.0'

0.3

1.9

6.4

7,6

186

16..8

6.5

3.3

3.4

0.0

TOTAL (N)

Significance,(p)

572. 299 247

0:01

347 224. 135 '95 93' 248

.

41.3

12.1

Average Blishen ScoTe

Stand. Dev of Blishen
Score

.Srgnificance (p)

47.1

13.9

45.3

13.8

114

49.6

13.6 '

49,.5

13.4

43.5

13.7

57.1 51.0

12.4 12.1

43g...3

\
12.-4,

. 253



TABLE 6.5 (cont'd)

.,, ..-
,......;

Statastics Canada SES Stratum, Educational Achievement 1979
Occupational Total Low High Urban UniversitY CAAT Some No

Category Women (1,2,31' Rural (rad Orad Univ/ Post-Secondary
CAAT

O. I

Women r....,,,
,

$
Man. admin. & related 2.7 1) 4.4 2.9 2..3

1
Nat. sci,, eng., math 3.6. 2-.8 4.8 4.4 1.6

Social sci. and rel. '4.4- 2.8 4.8 4.1 '5:6

Religion 0..0 !IA 0.0 . 0.0 6.0

Teaching & related 4.4 3.6 4.6' 3.4 6.9

Medicine & health 12..1 11.1 13.8 12.6 11.1

Art., lit., recreat 2.6 0.9 4.5 2.8' 2.0

Clerical and re1 4p, 57.4.'63.8 50.7 57.5 57:2

Sales .4:8 4.6 3.5 4.1 3.2

Service 4.1 3.2 5.4, 3.8 5.0

Farm. hort. anim. #.0:4 0.8 0.0 ) 0,3 '-, 0.4

husb. .

Fishing, hunt.,.trap. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Forestry & loggi 0.4 0.0 0,3 0.2 0.0

Mining,inc..oil & gas 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Processing 0.3 0.4 0,3 0.2 . 0.6

Machihing & rel. .0.3 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.0

Product lab. assemb. 1.4 2:0 0.9 1.0 2.3

Construction trades 0.4 0,9 0.0 0.6 q.o

Transport eq. oper. 0.8 0,7 1.0 .1.0 0.5

Materials handl.&rel. 0.2 OA 0,0 0.3 0.0'

Oth.crafts, equip.op. 0.8 0.3 0.8. 0.3 1.9

Not elsewhere 0.0 0.0 .0,0 -.0.0 OA

TOTAL (N) 516 242 249 368 149

Signific'ance. (p) 0.06'

SignifiCance (p)

Average Blishen Score 50.0 49.5,50.4 50.5 48.6,

Stand. Oev, of Blishen B.4 8.1 8.8 8.0 9.2

Score
4.

1.4 2.3

1,8 2:8

.4 8 6.1

2.5

0.6.'

14

0.0 o. 0.0 ,o.o

'11.7 5.5 -. 0.0 0.0

. 9.133.8 2.3 .1.2

5.0 2.5 3.1 0.8

37:0 38.2 69.2 82.3

5.4 3.3 6.4 2.3.

5.9, 6.1 2,1 2.1 -

0,0 0.0 2.0 0.3
s,

--,

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.6 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

P 0.6 0.0 0.0

1.1D.

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.5

1.0

1.4 0.8 1.7 1.6

0.0 0.0 .2.0 0.5-

1,1 co 0.0 1.5

Y.0 .0.0 0.0 0.5

0.0 1.8 0.0 0.8

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

lip 140 62 184

52.8 49.7 49.3 48.4

:10.0 7.5 8.9 7.2
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TABLE 6..6:

o

4

OCCUPATIONAL sTBAtum BY SES, EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT, AND SES WITH EDUCATIONAt. ACHIEVEMENT_ ,

CONTROLLED,BY SEX

.v ,SES Educational Achievement 1979, '. SES Cbntr9,11ing-f6t Educeti.onat Achievement
. Some Univ. High School

,
. Some :High Uniy Grad CAAT Grad WorgAAT Odly

Occupational Univ. CAAT Uniy/ School'. . Laq High low High Low High low High
..

, Current
.

--Low -High Grad -'Grad CAAT -Only SES .SES SES SES- sEs.'sg$ SES SES
Full-time

Men

Upper white7collar

Olerical and sales

814e-col1ar

(%) (%)

24.6 30.2

17.5 24.3

57.9 45.5

(%) (I) (%) (%) (%) .(%) (%) '(%) .,(%) (70) (V CO
4

57.4 35.9. 19.8 10.2 60.2 55.1 33.7 43.2 21.4 16.5 10.5

a
24.3 19.6 28.9 14.6 27.0 23.2,17.9.22.5. .34.1 28.7 10.3 23.4 .

18.3 44.6 .51.3 75.2 12.9 21.7 48.4 34.3 44.5 54.8 79.3 68.3

TOTAL fN) 299 247 135 ° 95 93 248 49 84 60 30 37 50 153 83

Signifaance (p) .01 4

Women 0

Upper white-collar 22,7 36.9 48.0 49.9 16.5 6.5-: 45.9 47.4c50.7 49.4 13.1 21.4 1.6 16.6
- .

Clerical and sales 68.3 54.3 42..3.,, 41.5 75.6 84.7 46.4 41.5 46.7 36.6 71.8 75.3 86.7 80.5
.f

Blue-collar 9.0 8.Q 9.6 8.7 , .7.9. 8.8 7.6 11.0 2.6 14.1 15.1 3.3 11.7 3.0
*

,.0

TOTAL (N)

,Signiticance (p)

242 249 130 .140 62 4 37 89 65 66 26, 33 115 62 1

.

Note: Occupational strata awe described in 400tnote 11 to Chapter Six, Lower SES combines the two low r SES
troupe, and higher SES combines the two higher ps groups. 3



TABLE 6.7: PRESENT ACTIVITIES OF PERSONS NOT 4N THE LABOR FORCE BY SES,
STRATUb AND WUCATIONAL ACHIEVEq1417 1979.BY SEX

Total Stg

Present Low High
Activity (V (%) (%)

w .

Men

Work part-time 12.9 13.6 11.5

Unemployed 17.4 17.6 17.0

Full-time atudent 64.9 63.0 66.8

Part-time student 4.8 5.8 4.7

4 '

TOTAL (N) 146 49 89

Sighificance (p) N.S.

Women

Work part-time 18.0 24.3 12.4

Unemploed 16 16.2 15.7
#

Full-time student 29.4 15.5 40.7

Part-lime student 5.0 4.4 6.1

Housewife 32.2 39.7 25.2

TOTAL (N)

Significance .(p)

273 132 128

Stratum

Urban
(1,2,3) Rural

(%) (%)

Educational Achievement 1979
Some 140

Univ CAAT Univ/ School

Grad Grad CAAT Only

(%) (%) 00 CO

v

12.0- 18.4 7.1 27.2 6.0 48.3

15.4 29.2 16.7 20.4 3.1 45.2

67.0 52.4 71.6 52.4 81.0 6.6

5.6 0.0 4.7 0.0 9.9 6 0.0

A 125 20 , 90 12 20 16

N.S.

IPA

16.7. 20.6 11.7 36.9 a.8 19.6
4

14.7 17.9 15.1 23.1 10.5 15.5.

35.9 16,2 63.7 7.6 , 35:9 2.1

6.3 2.3 7.4 1.8 10.0 1.9

26.3 43.0 3.1 30.6 33.8 60.9

-

183 91 99 40 36 97

Note: Based on ited A.1. Housewives wigh part-time jobi were classed
as part-time workers; housewives who were unemployed weet classed as
unemployed; persons who were part-time workers or(housewives and
full-time students were classed as full-time students; persons who were
part-time Qorkers, unemployed or housewives and were/part-time students
are classed as part-tide students.

,
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TABLE 6.8.: AVERAGE DEISM SCORES, STARTING PAY, AND CURRENT PAY FOR FIRST AND CURRENT FULL-TIME JOBS BY
EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT BY SEX

Educational Achievement, 1979
,

University CATT Some University High Sch6o1 Only Total Statistical
qraduate Graduate Wor CATT

. Significance
Average S.D. (N) Average S.D. (N) Average S.D. (N) Average S.D. (N) Average S.D. (N)

Blishen 8coreL
niTii Job

Men 52.88 14,15 153 47.32'13.87 102 46.33 11.43 111 37.52 11.03 260 43.38 13.92 626'4

Women 50.45 10.75 158 47.99 7.45 173 44.82 8.49 89 45.16 8.06 268 47.'04 8.93 680

Starting Salaryl
First Job

Men

Women

11572 3664 143 9141 2539 88 8723 3155 102 7576 2868 234 9007 3481 567

9010 3204 145 7935 3301 151 6480 1938 80 5548 2067 216 7132 3054 593

Blishen Score,
Current JOE

Hen

Women

57.15 12.40 135 51.04 12.07 .,95 44.34 12.37 93 41,26 12.06 248 47.14 13.80 572

52.83 9.97 130 Ac5 7.51 140 49.32 8.86 82 48.41 7.21 184 49.97 8.42 516

1

StartiagSalaraL
Current ot

Hen

Women

12487 ,3164 127 11212 364 88 10486 3425 85 10213 '4834 233 10989 4174 532

10127 3250 127 9364 3567 137 8155 2193 60 7385 2564 165 8749 3216 489

Present Salary,

GT-Went Ti).

Men 13819. 3799 128 14633 4521 89 A*13723 4011 86 15216 6586 6 14548 5352 539

Women 11281 3211 127. 11998 3856 137 10602 2323 60 '10646 2560 170 11179 3156 494

ir-

Hot.: All pay figures supplied by respondente were Oftverted into an annual salary based on the assumption
of full-time, full-year fmployment. S.D. refers to the standard deviation of the mean.

41
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TABLE 6.9: AVERAGE STARTING PAY AND CURRENT PAY FORFIRST AND CURRENT.FULL-TIME JOBS FOR YEAR OF JOB START BY

EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT 1979 .

Educational Achievement 1979 .

University Graduate CAla Graduate Some University High School Only Statlatical

Year cif Job Stert Average S.D. (N) Average S.D. (N) Average S.D. (N) Average S.D. (N) Significance

Startin& Salary,
First Job

Men

1971-72-73 b , b b 6883

.

2509 (130)

1974-75 8084 2196 (33) 7984 2125 (41) 7913 2661 (78)

1976-77
,

9979 2445 (24) 9814 2377 (33) 10311 3581 (35)
l

b

1978-79 '12627 3364(104) b b b

Women . .

1971-72-73' b b b 5160 1990 (127)

1974-/5 b 6588 2219 (62) 6057 1187 (43) 6035 2103 (72)

1976-77 8757 2447 (48) 9120 3424 (66) b b

1978-79 . 9950 3281 (80) b b. b

Startln& Salary',

turrent 40:

Hen

1971-72-73 a b b 7009 296. (49'.

1974-75 .1) b b 9140 4398 (67)

1976-7/ b 10494 2983 (42) 10670 2983 (31) 10584 3083 50
1978-79 12757 3152(114) 12645 4125 (33) \ 10729 3827 (45) 13530 5702 (62)

Women
lik

1971-72-71 a b b 5377. 1668 (29) .

1974-75 b b b 6328 1774 (40)

1976-/i . 10690 1250 (26) 9318 3503 (65) 8102 2127 (25) 7957 2659 (46)
.

--,

1918-79 10064 3228(100) 10724 3616 (49) 9044 2107 (24) 8866 230 (49)
A



TABLE 6.9 (cont'd)

Educational Achievement 1979

Univertfty Graduate CATT Graduate Some University High School Only Statistical
.Year of Job Start Average S.D. (N) Average S.D. (N) Average S.D. (N) Average S.D. (N) Significance

Present Salary,
Current Job

Men

1971-72-73 a

1974-75

1976-77

1978-79

0
U, Women

1971-72-73

1974-75

1976-77

197B-79.,

:it!)

b °

13821 3894(116)

b

b

14689 3962

1300 '461

a b

b

43240 3752 (26) 12526 4321

10852 2858(100) 11485 3613
/

b

b

14801

16202

4238

10004

(48)

(67)

(43) 14201 3222 (33) 14914 3522 (57)

(33) 12894 4235 (45) 14766 . 5601 (63).

11498 1936 (31)

11024 2222 (40)

(65) 10850 1941 (25) *1688 2812 (47)

(49) 10193 2875 (24) 10224 2744 (52)

Notp:' All pay figures supplied by respondents uere converted into an annual salary based on the
assumption of full-time, full-year employment;-S.D. refers to the standard deviation of the dian.

a
- No cases

- Less than 25 cases



TABLE 6.10: UNDEREMPLOYMENT OF UNIVERSITY AND"CAAT GRADUATES WI.TH RESPECT
TO FIRST ND CURRENT FULL-TIME JOBS, USING ESTIMATED GED
LEVELS q THESE OCCUPATIONS 4

PeiCent in Jots with Average GEDa . Percent of
Levels Requiring:. Occupations

. With Average
Type of Post-Sccondary High.,School Less Than GED Levels
Post-secogdary Education Education Grade.9 Total Known
Gr#duatio (%) (70 (%) (N) (%) (N)

University
a

Men
First full-time jbb
Current full-time job

Women ,

Fitst full-time job 36.7 50.0 13:3 150 90.8 (65)*
Current full-time job 43.9 51.2 4.9 123 89.3, 6).

46.3 45.6 8.1 155 83.5 (85)
58.0 . 40.3 1.7 137 83,8 (68)

Ar

CAAT

Men
First full-time job
Current'full-time jol?

4

.21.9( 63.5 14.6 96 89.2 (65)
23.3 4 73.3' 3.5 86 86.4 (59)

Women
First full-time job 34.3 60.4 . 5.3 169 93.3 (45)

. Current full-time job 42.8 56.5 0.7 138 97.6 (42)

a
GOrrefers to level of generhl educ'ational development.as defined in the
Canadian Classification and Dictionary of Occupations,, 1971: ;ee the
text for a discussion'of the use of thisAyleasure.

.

aft

r
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TABLE 6.11: RLIS4EN SCORES AND CURRENT P.5( BEFORE TAXES-IN CATEGORIES BY EDUCATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT, BY SEX

University
Graduate

Men Women

Educational Achievement 1979
Sorne

CAAT University/
Graduate .. CAAT

Men Women Men f Women

High School
Only

Men Women
(V (%) (%) CO (%) (%) (%) (%)

Blishen Score'Categories

29 or less& 1 5.6 4.5 4.8 0.6 15.2 5.9. 15.0 2:6
30-39 4.4 4.3 18.7- . 1L.N- . 25.3 2.3/-' 34.3 7.2
40-49 13.1 19.4 22.1 23.4 29.0' 27.5 33.3,20.8
50-59 23.4 45.0 20.4 59.4 '21.1 52.8 13.5 52.0
60 and bov 53.4 25.3 36.7 6.2 15.0 10.0 9.6 4.9

TOTAL (N). 135 130 95 140 93 62 248 184

.SigniiiCance (p)

Annual Current Parllefore' Taxes
0

$ 1,200- 9,996 ' 11.1 4i.9 10.1 32.7 15.8 43.2 10.1 38.2
$ 9,907-42,272 ,26.2 1".* .5 21.7 28.0 21.2- 35.7 14.7 38.0
$12,273-14,957 # 24.9 18.5 '27.3 -19.1 27.9, -017.9 30.3 # 20.2
$14,958-37,201 '" 37.3 14.1 40.9 20.2 35.1 3.2 44.9 3.5

.
6

TOTAL. (N) 128 . 127 89 137 86 60 235 17.0

SisnifiolInce (1).1 N.S.

Note': The sUtable.current pay by educational achievement for men is nonsignificant,
but for women the corresponding subtable is statistically significant. All men/women
comptrisons in both parts of the table are statistically significant.

a /

- A low score refers to low occupational prestige.

1,1

41.
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TABLE 6..12: GENERAL AND JOB-RELATED USEFULNESS OF EDUCATION BY LAST INSTITUTION
ATTENDED BY SEX

f)

Usefulness.of

Gener. .Usefulness

' Last"Institution Attended
University , CAAT Higil School

Oen Women Men Women Men Women

Very u eful ,,

Frequently useful
Occasionally useful
Rirely or not'all useful

TOTAL (N).

Significance (p)

Job-Related UsefUlness

Very useful
Frequently useful
Occasionally useful
Rarely or not all useful

4

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

CO (1,) M
1 I

.

.33.3
29.3
19.9
17.5

43.7
24.9
17.1

14.3

28.7
.19.1
26.2
26.0

283 265 170

25.0 19.5 31.1
29.3 25.9
21.8 30.0 r0.95

23.9 24.6 21.5

283' ". 265 170-

(%) .(%) (%)

33.8
28.9
19.4

12.5

28.0
20.8

16.4
27.2
23.1

17.9 38.7 33.3 4'

233 '265, 282' .

43.7 21.0 24.9
27.7 17.4 22.5
13.4 19.9 24.1
15.2 4 1.6 28.5

233 266 282

Note: Statistical significance is based on the subtables general usefulness
by last institution attended for men and woMen separatelyjand job-related
usefulness by last institution attendpd for men and women separately.
hen/women comparisons are generally nbnsignificant except for the following
comparisons: for general usefulness CAAT students,, 0.02; for job-related
usefulness .CAAT students, 0.03;.and high ochool only students, 0.01. .

62 3

262 1

115



TABLE 6.13: EVALUATION fF UNIVERSITY OR CAAT EXPERIENCE AS RELATER TO
WORK OBTAINED AFTER LEAVING POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

Post-Secondary Enrollment
Uniyeisity CAAT

\-Efirollment Enrollment

(%)
Evaluation (%)

Courses in Major Field
or Specialization

Very viluablell 49.2
Somewhat valgable 20.2
Not valuable 30.5

TOTAL (N) 242

Significance (p)

'Courses ,Outside Major
or Specializatiqn

Very valuable 16.7
Somewhat viluable 35.2
Not valuable 48.1

(N)

ignificance (p)

% 240

N.S.

Friendships/G:ontacts
With Other Students

Very valuable 25.9
Somewhat valuable 30,3'
Not valuable 43.8

TOTAL (N) 239

Significance (p) N.S.

Relation i s With
Paxticillar aculty Members

Very valuable 15.6
Somewhat valuabl,! 19.8
Noilvaluable 64.6

TOTAL (N) 237

Significance (p) N.S.

71.8
39.5
13.1

212

18.4
39.5
42.1

205

126TO

31.3
42.6

208.

18.4

25.1 '

56,3

205

263

63.29



TABLE 6.13: (cont'ill)

.

Post-Secondary Enrollment
,

University CAAT ,
. Enrollment . Enrollment
Evaluation (%) MY. .

Extracurricular Activities

Very valuable
Somewhat valuable
Not valuable

17.2

'19.1
63.7

7.1

13.0

79.9

TOTAL (N)

,Significance (p)

237 203

Note: This table only includes cases where fkirst full-time job
began in laii year of post-secondary education.or later. .The
relevant items are B.18A through B.18.

- Includes.the response alterna ives "very valuable" and "valuable".

b
- Includes the response alternati es "not very vaIuAble°and not

all va, Ile".
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TABLC6.14: EVALUATION OF COURSES IN MAJOR BY PO6T-SECONDARY ENROLLMENT,'
DEGREE.COMPLETIONi AND ENROLLMENT BY SEX

4,Evalustion of Courses in ' Post-Secondary Enrollmentt
Major gr Specialization University Enrollment CAAT Enrollment
For Woft.After

CYO (%),
.University or CAAT Did not complete .Completed Did not Complete Completed

By Degree Completion

Very valuablea
Somewhat valgable
Not valuable

TOTAL (N)

27.6 52.7 38.5 82.2
22.3 19.9 22.8 12.7
50.2 27.5 38.8 5.1

33 209 50 162

Significance (p) 0.01

By Post-Secondgry
Cumulative GPA

Very valuable
Somewhat valuable
Not valuable

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

63, Enrollment and Sex

Very valuable
Somewhat,valuable
Not valuable

TOTAL (N).

Significance (p)

B or Higher .C, D or F . B or Higher C, D or F

55.1
21.8

. 23.1

36.1
15.1

48.7

79.4
11.6
9.0

48.0
' 26.8

25.2

169 71 .159 50

rk,

Men Women Men Women

50.0 48.5 61.1 77.7
19.1 ( 21.4 24.3 10..0

30.9 30.1 14.6 12:3

a

4

127 1.15 75 137.

N.S. 0.01

Note: The'relevant item is B.18A oply. This table includes only cases where
first full-time job began last year of postabwondary education or later.

a
- Includes the response alternatives "very valuable" and "valuable".

- Includes the response alternatives "not very valuable" and "not all valuable".

- CPA refers to grade point average.



TABLE 6.15: CONCERN THAT FIRST JOB RELATED TO POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION,
AND EXTENT OF SUCH RELATIONSHIP bY'POST-SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT 1979, BY SEX

University
Graduate

Men Women

(%) (%)

Educational Achievement 1979
CAAT Some University/

Graduate CAAT
Men Women Men Women
(%) (%) (%)

Concern That First
FU117Time Job
Related to Program

4

Very much coacerded 37.9' 46.6 54.0 66.3 18.5 22.
Concerned 33.5 28.9 26.9 21.1 24.9 16.1
Not concerned

a
28.6 24.5 19.0 '12.5 56.6 61.7

TOTAL (N). 139 150 96 161 . 95 78

Significance (p)

Extent to Which
First Full-,Time Job
Related to Education .

Very close, or closely
related

48.8 47.2 64.9 74.9 .24.7 31.0

Somewhat
b
related or not

related
51.2 52.8 35.1 25.1 75.31 69.0

TOTAL (N) 138, 150 . 96 160 95 78

Significance (p)

Nate: Statistical significance is based on subtables concern or extent
by educktional achievement for men and women separately. All ien/women
comparisbns are nonsignificant.

a
- Includes response alternatives "did not care either way", "not

too concerned", and "not at all concerned".

- Includes response alternatives "somewhat related", "not too
related", and "not at all related".

2,7
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Table 6.16: FIRST BY SECOND MOST IMPORTANT REASON5 PERCEIVED BY RESPONDENTS AS THE BASIS EMPLOYERS
USED TO HIRE THEM FOR FIRST FULL-TIME JOBS-FOLLOWING EDUCATION

"First Most

.Important Reason

Second Most Important Reason: Row Percentage
Qualifications

AN Educational Obtained
Ferionality 'Qualifications Elsewhere Connections Other Total

al 4 (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) ()4)

Personality',

Educational qualifications
b

4

QUali4catiorii3 obtained
elsewhere

4.

ts.). Connectionsc
O

. Other

, 7

TOTAL* (%) .

(N)

56.0,

69.7

42.4 25.8

40.2

44.0

T.
33.3i
229

'34.1

39.3

14.9

4,8

12.2

10.1 19.0 39.0 2 8

9.0 16.5 27.3 8

29.7. 12.1 9.6 66

a.

13.4 11.9 82

7.1 9.5 12./ 84

. 33.1
228

9.4
65

14.7

101 688

'Note: This.tahle includes all individuals with high school only and only those with.post-secondary experiencewhose first full-time job began during their last year of study or later. Also intluded are those whose current'Job Is.the,firbt, jobs

a
- Refers to the response category "personality or.how you presented yourself".

b*
Incladea all response alternatives in C.,27 referring to educational qualifications.,

Includes responses ;t
ypur relatiónship to a friend connected with t." eMplayer" ind "your relationshipto an Influential relative".



TABLE 6.17: FIRST MOST IMPORTANT REASON PERCEIVED.BY RESPONDENTS AS THE
BASIS EMPLOYERS USED TO HIRE THEM FOR FIRST FULL-TIME JOB
BY SEX AND EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Educational Aohievement 1979

. .
Some

Sex University CAAT University/
First Most Men Women Graduate Graduate CAAT
Important Reason (%) (%) (%) (%) . (%)

High School
.Only

(%)'

Personality
a ,

Educational
qualifications

Qualifications
obtained elsewhere

Connections

Others

31.7

2010

14.8

15.9

17.5

36.8

28.3

10.5

9.9

14.6

/

39.3

31.3

12.8

5.7

10.9

31.3

39.9

9.7

10.2

,8.9

35.4

24.9

12.4

14.8

12.5

33.1

16.1

13.3

16.3

21.2

TOTAL (N)

Significance (p)

439 510

*14,

216 165 87 481

Olt

.Note: .The note and footnotes to Table 6.15 also apply to this table.

A

0

410
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Table 6.18: fIRST BY SECOND MOST IMPORTANT REASONS PERCEIVED BY RESPONDENTS AS THE BASIS EMPLOYERS
USED TO HIRE THEM FOR CURRENT FULL-TIM; JOBS FOLLOWING EDUCATION

,

First Most

Important Reason

)

b

Personality

(%)

.%

Second Most Important Reason: Row Percentage_
Qualifications

gducational Obtained
Qualifications Eisewhere'Connections Other

(%) 00 (%) (%)

Total'
cp (N)

Personalitya ,m 48.9 26.1 . 6.5 18.6 41.1 307

-Educational qualificationsb 62.6 16.0 7.4 14.1 21.8 163

Qualifications obtained 55.9 18.9 ...... 7.7 k17.5 19.1 1431 elsewhere

Connectionsc 44.0 28.0 10.0 18.0 6.7 . 50

Other 52.4 31.0 13.1. 3.6 11.2 84

TOTAL (%) 33,2 , 29.0 16.3 ' 6.2 15.3
. (N) 248.0 217 122 46 114 741

Note: This table includes all individuals with high school only and only those with pAt-secondary experiencewho0 current fl1l-time job began during their last year of study or later. The relevant tvhstionnaire item isCA3.

1
a
- Refers to the response category "personality or how you presented yourself".

- Includes all ,response alternatives in C.13 referring to educatio al qualifications.

- Includes responses "your relationship.to a friend connected with he employer" and "your relationship'to an influential relative".
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'TOLE 6.19: FIRST MOST IMPORTANT REASON PERCEIVED BY RESPONDENTS'AS TUE
BASIS EMPLOYERS USED TO HIRE THEM FOR CURRENT FULL"TIME JOB
BY SEX AND EDUCATIONAL-ACHIEVEMENT

AIX
EduCational Achievement 1979

.

Some *.. --

High School
Only

(%)

First Most
Important Reason

Sex
Men Women
(%) .(%)

University
Graduate

(%)

CAAT
Graduate

(%)

University/
. CAAT

(V

.2,

Personality 36.8 39.5 '43:0 33.8
, 37.1

Educational
qualifica 'ons

19.5 21.4 29.6 29.4 18.9

Qualificatr ns

obtained elsewhere
- 21.4 21.8 14.2 . 18.8 25.3

Connections 8.9 6.0 8.7 9.3,5,5
- ;

Others 13.5 -11.8 7.2 9.2\ 94

TOTAL (N) 493, 464, 235 195
.

GP

118

Significance (p) N.S.

00

37.6
r

11.6

26.1

6.7

18.4

409

Note: The note and footnotes to Table 6.18 alto apply to this table.

\

\

T!,
%.,uta
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TABLE 61.20: PERCEIVED MATCH BETWEEN CURRENT JOB AND
EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT 1979, BY SEX

UCATIONAL,BACKGROUND BY OCCUPATIONAL STRATUM CONTROLLING FOR

4

(

Educational Achievement 1979
some University

Unixersity Graduation .CAAT Graduation and/or CAAT High School Only
Upper Upper Upper Upper

Job Hatches White.Clerical Blue White Clerical Blue White Clerical Blue White Clerical Blue
Collar & Sales Collar Collar & Sales Collar Collar & Sales Collar Collar & Sales Collar-

Bac ground CO (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) * (%) (%)

b

Men'
i

Ve4 true or true

So what true
ff'le

60.1 34.1 19.9

20.7 21.5 17.8

61.2 33.6 49.5

24.8 40.7 22.1

26.5 16.2 16.5

40.4 8.8 19.8

43.6 19 30.1

12.6 28.8 28.4

b 4 '

Not true 19.2 44.4 62.2 14.0 25.7 28.4 33.1 75.1 63.7 43.9 56.3 41.5
1

TOTAL (N) 75 33 24 35 021 38 17 26 44 24 36 176

I%).4 Significance (p) N.S. 0.06 N.S.
IA

Women

Very true or true 56.9 26.6 30.9 85.7 51.0 '58.2 54.2 26.6 25.5 19.3 34.6 6.0

Somewhat true 25.8 18.0 20.4 11.3 30.7 18.0 28.5 36.1 27.2 7.0 34,9 18.5

Not true 17.3 55.3 48.7 3.1 18.3 23.8 17.3 37.3 47.3\ '73.8 30.5 75.5

0
TOTAL (N) 62 52 13 70 58 11 10 45 12 154 15

Significance (p)

- For definitions of occupational strata:see fOOtriote 11 of the text in this chapter.

- Combines the response alternatives "not ver'y true" and "not at all true".

4

A

The relevant questionnaire item is C.15H.



CHAPTER SEVEN

ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION:

PRIVATE VOCATIONAL'SCHOOLS, ADULT TRAINING, APPRENTICESHIP,

AND SHIT COURSES

HISTORY OF ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION

The educational system that currently exists in Ontario is diverse

ictboth scope and function. There are twenty-two community colleges

with a total of more than ninety campuses serving all the major. economic

regions of Ontario. In 1979-80 there was a total enrollment of 92,440

full-time students in the community college system. The.number of

pirt-Vime registrations is 216,514. Together, community colleges offer

over 2,000 programs!'in major divisions such as applied arts, business,

. 1health sciences, technology, extension, or retraining. Certification
4

ranges from one-year certificates to two- and three-year diplomas. In

addition, apprenticeship, wAlich normally leads to journeyman tatus,

takes a minimum of four years. Numerous adult training programs are

also offered through the colleges; they are paort A a cooperative

venture by federal and proOecial governments, planned in consultation

with business and industry. The basic objective of this program is to

qualify adults for reemployment through basic academic upgrading or

through.technical and commercial courses. I In 1979-80 there were 14,649
#

students involved in adult triining programs administered bY community

colleges.

Another educational program in Ontario involves apprenticeship, one

of the world's oldest formal learning systems. The Industrial Training

273,?,3



Branch (formerly. Apprenticeship Branch) td the Ministry of Colleges and

Universities administers iuch programs, and in the Ilast decade has

witnessed a modest growth in enrollments\ Thus, in 1968-69 there were

17,410 people actively enrolled; iten years later the number.c'had

increased to 30,148.

Although universities and colleges offer a wide range of training

opportunities for young people and adults, students seeking a quick and

direct means of training for employment may turn to private vocational

schools:' In oVerall time required, private, vocational schools offer

courses that are usually shorter than other postrseconPary ones because

of their concentration on teaching only joh-related skills. .Unlike

universities and colleges registered private vocational schools operate

as private profit-making organizations and receive no subsidization from
,

the provincial.government. The growing popularity of these schools can

Oe documented by realizing that, in 1974-75 (the first year.in which

k
private vocational schools were required to be registered), 19,366

students were enrolled; four years later in 1978-79 the number had

increased to 89,780.

Continuing Education or Extension Divisions provide members Of the

Ontario community with an opportunity to participate in adult learning

eleriences. Short courses are frequently offered at times and places

that are generally convenient, and have became increaiingly popular

among the adult population. Paid educational. leaves operat through
4.

1 .

labor unions are also gaining in acceptance, as in the Ontario auto

industry.

A number of intriguing questions are suggested throu

14

the a

recognition of an increased iversity in the educational.programs

41/4.
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available in Ontario. With respect to 'our sample we mo. ask: what
0 7.11

proportion of people became inkrolved after high school' in private

vocational schools, adult training, apprenticeship programs, or short

courses? 'How did people learnlof these programs? )Mere the sources

substantially different? What are the similarities and/or differences,

with respect to socioeconomic background and high school experiences,

for people who selected alternative educational programs? F4inally, what

are the consequences (e.g., currekL job prestige, salary) of

paTticipating in alternative educational Programs? In earlier chapters

we have dtscribqd, individuals who did not go to colleges 'and

universities as belonging to the "no entry" group or the "no post-

. secondary" group. This chapter will show that many of these persons, as

well as others with college and university edueatioons, often

participqed in yiese alternative forms of education which, strictly

speaking, are also post-secondary.

PARTICIPATION AND,SOURCES

Table 7.1 indicatts that since high school, inore than,4 in 10
\

respondents par)icipated 'in at least one alternative educational

program. Of those, nearly 6 in 10 were enrhled in short courses and
e.

1

.

approximately 2 in 10 participated in either adult trgining or
,,--4

apprenticeship programs. Nearly 2 tn 10 participated i4 two or more

such programs invoii(.4g som combination of short courses, adult

4

People who participated in alternatime programs were asked to

explain how they learned of them. Table 7.2 illustrates.their

training, or apprenticeship.

6,3f75



responses. Two thirds identified five (of twelve plksibilities)

distinct sources. These include, in decreasing order of importance:

employer, newspaper ads, advice of friends, mailed flyers, and school.

calendars. 'Table 7.3 indicates that nearly 5 in 10 people who

subsequently pa,gicipated in adult.training programs most likely learned

about them through work-relatelsources and Canada Manpower. Of those

who enrolltdAn private schools, tearlY 7 in 10 learned about them from

firiends or school-related sources (e.g,7,, school calendars, fellow

itudents). With respect to apprentideship and short courses, learning

sources-se m fairly.evenly diided between work, Manpower', friends, and

-school.

Alternative Education: A Description of Participants

Insofar as private vocational schools, adult training, and

apprenticeship programs have job training or retraining as a common

?
objective, one might hyp?thesize that the socioeconomic backgrounds and

high school experiences qf those .who enroll would be essentially

similat. This is not at all the case. In developing a profile of those

Ooosing alternative educatidal programs, we have emphasied six

dimensions: SES, stratum, gender, high school grades and performance,

as well as the formal level of education achieved at:the time of this

'study,

An examination of Table 7.4 reveals that a disproportionate number

4

(oyer 6 in 10) ofrespondents who enro4ed in either private vocational

schools or adult training programs have lower socioeconomic backgrounds.

Less than 6 in 10 who enrolled in apprentideship and 4proximately 5 in

10 who completed short courses also have lower SES,backgrounds. Thus,
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I.

private vocational schools, adult training progras, and apprenticeship

programs dispcoportionately select their recruits from among the lower

SES sectors of Ontario society.

. Table 7.5 indicates that propo tionately more people who enroll in

p4vate.vocational schools originally.lived in large or Middle-sized

citiet\and towns; a disproportionate number of people enrolling in adult

training pr apprenticeship programs originally lived in the more rural

areas of the province. This is especially-true of apprenticeship

programs, with oVer 7 in 10 coming from towns or smaller rural.areas.

Gender differences, as revealed by Table 7.6, are also marked.

Although apprenticeship programs a open to both men and women,

virtuallyt9 in 10 respondents who entered'were male. On the other hand,

6 in 10 enrolling in short courseS were women. Very.slight gender

variations' are revealed when private' vocational schools and adult.

training,prograMs are eiamined.

The high school program choices of those who enrolled in various

alternative education programs.differ.markedly; as illustrated in Table

7.7. While less than 5 in 10 who enrolled in apprenticeship programs

had selected academic programs in. high school, those enrolling in

private vocational schools, adult training programs, or short courses

4,
were much more likely to have chosen academic rather than vocational or

technical programs. Being located in an academic track, however, does

not insure good secondary s.chool grades, as indicated by Table 7.8, In

general, most students who participated in these alternative forms of

education did only moderately01 in high *chool. Approximately 7 in

10 respondents who,subsequently enrolled in private vocational schools,

adult training programs, or apprenticqship programs obtained lower, than

27?3
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. ,

701. grade averages." The exceptioni are people choosing short courses;

.;

over 4 in 10 achieved gradeaverages of 70/, or higher in Grade 11.

'Involvement ial alteienative educatioal programs, As we have alfeady

noted, does not preclude enrollment, in more traditional forma of post-

secondary education. Although it is true that proportionately fewer

people than the sample average paAicipating.in alternative educational
eV,

programs also enrolled .in universities or community colleges, the

proportion that enrolled in both streams, as illustrated by Table 7.9,

is gurprisingly large. Over 5 in 10 who participated, ieprivate

vocational schools or adult training programs were, at some time,

enrolled in universities or colleges. Well over. 3 in 10 of these .

received university degrees or community college diplOmas or

te,rtificates. . Slightly,fewer thar4 in 10 in apprentiteship programs

)1ad also been Opdents in the more traditional post-secondary programs

and nearly 3 in 10 graduated from either universities or CAATs.,

,Respandents id short courses had most con6ct with post-secondary,4

education, over 6 in 10 being enrolled at some time in universities Or

CAATs.

CONSEQUENCES OF INVOLVEMENT IN ALTERNATIVE EUDCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Table 7.10 indicates that, although the majOrity of people who

enrolled in alternkive education are-currently working full-time,

variatiods do exist. Respondents:who( enrolled in private vocational

school are less li,kely to be working full-time but more likely to be

working part-time than other groups In contrast, over 8 in 10

respondents who enrolled in apprenticeship programs

.278 :3
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6,

A *
working full-time. It is interespg to note that respondents who-were

"g
involved in adult traini.egliT4rams haveAhe highest unemploymtnt rate.

(6.3%). Table 7.11relleals that, generaly'i.. fewer people who enrolled

in alternative eduta Lional.piograms (compared with all respondents)'are

now either. full..-tJme:or.paxt7time
tudents:s.Reapondenta-whb enro1414d in

- :

private vocational schools Are-most likely to be. enrolled currently aS_
.

. ,

-
full-time.studenta; theopposite is true-f6x. those who'enr011ed in adult

training. programs..

In discussing- the conaeciuences *.participatOg in work-relsated

educational'pxograms, it is clear th at6 salary and lob,m1$5,estige,are

4..
emphasized. .InformatIon regarding these'coOsegynnes canbe obtalned _by

'examining Table 7.12: When the averagA/sprting sai'gkies forccurrent.

. jobs.. OL-peot4e- from alteXnative educational prograMs are 'examined,:
41,

substantial differences are reve'aled...While the mean starting salary

.

for curient- jobs was..$9,416.00, salaries were $10,362 fox people in'

apprenticeShip programs, a figu 6.clearlv above the average. People in

adult,training programs earned $9,765".30 those with private Vocatipional

schooJ !backgrounds received $9,746, figures slightly .bvlow the mean. .

.

.
,

Those who selected short couraes are omitted from thia analysis because,

many short courses' are not vocationally_ oriented. When current salaries. ,

are. exaMined, we find that respondents participating in apprenticeship

prOgrams are clearly in an advantageous position. the average for all'

-. people currently working full-time is $12,877.00; however, those,With

apprenticeship training earn, $14,955.00. Respondents.with. private

vioiational.school or adult,training backgrounds now earn within $50.00

C.

I

of the present avaage-salary for all groups.
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7t1010'00kreapens who were involved.in aPprenticeship training
'f

10s?utly enjoy '.-*igh salaries, the prestige attachdd to their present

,HOorkiii .0,044404y :lower than Mat of other alternative education

groups. The Blishen occupape6,41 prestige score'for ;all those currently

working is 48.4;- the average seore'for respondents with apprenticeship

gaining is 41%8. Alespondents who participated in private vocational

schools Are Slightly above the mean and respondents with an adult

training backgrounoll'are below. These difierences, however, are not

statistically significant.

N

This description reveals some interesting'differences among people

selecting alternative educatitnal programs. The selection of these
.*

programs does not exclude involvement'in other forms of post-secondary

edueation. SecOndly, the social backgrounds, demographic characters and

high school experiences If persons selecting various alternative

programs differ, sometimes strongly
).

Thirdly"i, people selecting

apprenticeship programs are mostly rural males with lower S

backgrounds, who place low priority on academic studies and perf rmance.

At present they occupy jobs of low prestige, yet they tend to.earn very

high yearly salaries. ate incohsisteficies neflected in this deseriPtion

might well serve as a source for.developing a fascinating and worthwhile,

study.

FOOTNOTES
,4

0

1. See Horizons, Ministry of education, June 30, 1978 for a description
ef various post-secondary programs.i
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L Employmt-statuS,caltulations ar6:.based 9n item A.1. When C.1)

(another item that measures employment 'status) is.used, one obtains
slightly different results..
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TABLE 7.1: PROPORTION PARTICPATING.ONALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION

1/ Alternative Education

.

Percentage

Nca partiaipation
-.

57.3

Private voCational schools only 1.6

Adult training schools only 411

Apprenticeship only, 3.7

Shoct courses only. 25.4

Two or more alternative forms ,7,9

100.0%

TOTAL'(N). 1522
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.14nLE 7.2: 1OURCES USE1') IN LEARNING ABOUTALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION
'

Soucces
Percentage

0

Supervisor at work

Fellow workerp

Canada Manpower

Employer

Booklets at work

School calendars

Advice froth friends

School teachers

Fellow students

Newspaper ads.,

A

Mailed flyers

Other

TOTAL (N)

'

3.1

3.6

4.0

17.0

4.5

9.0

13,.1

7.4

1.4.

14.0

11.2

11.7

100.0%

599



TABLE 7.3: ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION BY SOURCES-USED IN LEARNING,ABOUT THEMa

Alternative Education
Work/manpower

(%)

Source Used

FOendships/school
(%)

Other

Private vocational school only 0.0 8.0 3.4

Adult training'only
13.4 8.9 6.4

Apprenticeship only
7.2 9.1 7.6

Short, courses only
60.7 .55.3 64.0

Two or more alternative forms 18.7 ' 18.7 18.6

TOTAL (N)
192 , 183 221

Significance (p)

t

egrJS 4
Sources in Table 72 were regrouped into three subcatejories; sources relatingto work or manpower, sources relating to frieraihip orlIchool networks, and .0thertypei uf sources.



TABLE 7.42 PARTICIPATION IN. ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION By soclovommIcSTATUS

.Alternative Education

_L

Low

(%)

SES

High

(%)

Total, *

(N)

Private vocational schools 44.5, 35.5 42

# Adult training 60.7 39.3 131

Apprenticeship 58.8 41.2 104

Short courses 49,5 50.5 475

All respondents' 50.4 49.6 1522

ft

0

4
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TABLE 7.5: PARTAPATION IN ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF 4DUCATION BY STRATUM

Stratv

Urban Rural b total
Alternative Education (%) (%) (N)

Private vocational schools 54.1 45.9 46
0

Adult training 43.7 56.3

Apprenticeship 27.8 72.2 107

Short courses 48.9 51.1 492
.-

All respondents 44.2 /5.8 1522

4

dr.

r.
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TABLE 7.6: PARTICIPATION IN ALTERNATIVE

Alternative Education

./ t

FORM OF EDUCATION BY SEX

Sex

Total
(N)

Men

(%)

Women

Private vocational schools 46.8 53.2 46 '

Adult training.
, 48.5 51.5 135

APprenticeship
7

89.2 10.8 107

Short courses 38.6 61.4 492

All respondents 47,8 52.2 1522

4

C.



TABLE 1.1: TARTICIPATION IN ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION BY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM

Altehiative Education

Program

Academic Commercial Technical Total

(%) (7.9) (%) (N)

Privatx vocational schools 73.8 11.8. 14.4 46 ,

Adult.. training 69.7 13,8 16.5

Apprenticeship 48.. 4 4.8 ! 46.8 105 J

1119Short courses. 69.9 17. 12.8 486

All respondents
4

69.2( 15.5 r 15.4 1522

-0



TABLE 7.8: PARTICIPATION IN ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF'EDUCATION BY GRADE AVERAGE

Alternative Education
' 70°A;or 14sher

(%)

Grades

Lower Man '70% Total
(N)

Private vocational schools 28.3 45

Adult training
30.1 69.9 132

Apprenticeship 27.4 72.6 v106

Short courses
143.0 57.0 484

.

All respondents
'47,$. 52.2 1522

V.

"A-

A

11
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TABLE /.9: PARTICIPATION IN ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION BY EDUCATIONALATTAINMENT
/-

UnivArsity
Graduate

AlLqrn.ltive Eduiation
(%)

Vivate vocattOltal schools 19.6

Adult trainin 13.5

AppvehlIcesh)p 10.6

Short cf,o'r'.os 22.2

All respondents 30.2

Educational Attainment

CAAT/ Some University No Post-
Ciaduate Some bAAT Secondary Total

..

(%) (%) (%) -(N)

16.2 19.3 . 44.9 46

287 10.8 47.0 135.

17.6 11.3 60,4 107

21.8 16.3 39.7 492

19.0 14.7 36.2 1522



TABLE 7.10: PARTICIPATION IN ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION BY PRESENT WORK
STATUS

AlternAive Education

a.

Full-time

Private vocational schools

Adult training

Apprenticeship

Short courSes ,

64.7

77.0

86.5

73.8

All respondents, 68.9

Part-time

(%)

Work'Status

Unemployed

(%)

-

Student/'
Housewife

(%)

Total

(N)

.4

151 5.1 15.1 46

10.4' 6,3 5.7 135

'5.2 3.2 5.0 107

10.0 4.3 11.9 489

10.2 5.2 15.7 1522

.4 1,0

i



TABLE 7.11: PARTICIPATION IN ALTERNATIVEJORMS OF EDUCATION BY
PRESENT STUDENT STATUS

Alternative Education

Private vosoLibnal schools

Adult training

Apprenticeship

Short courses

--

All respondents

Full-time

(%)

Student Status

,Part-time
' (%)

Non stUdent

(%)

Total
(N)

14.2 4.4 81.5 '46

5.0
.

8.7 86.4 135

7.4 4.3 88.3 107

11.0 6.9 82.1 490

15.1 . 4.8 80.j 1522

4
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TABLE 7.12:'ePARTUIPAT1ON IN hLTFRNATIVEJORMS oy EDUCATION BY STARTING SALARIES,
-CAW:NT SALARIkS AND ja pRESTIGE

.

,

I .

Alterdative Educational Forms . Starting Salaries

Piivate Vocational Schools

Averages .

Standard iieviation

TOTAL (N)
11#

Adult Training

.Averages

Standard deviation

TTAL (N)

Apyrenticeship

Averages

Standard deviation

TOTAL, (N)

Shoq_Courses

Averages

Standard deiiation

TOTAL (N)

.S[gnifIcane'e ( )

.

9,796.5

. 2,475.7

Z8

11!

As,

9,765.5*

3,733:1

104

10,362.7

4,757.3.

84' .

1

Salaries and.Job Prestige

.Current Salaries Current Job Prestige

12,830.4

3,784.9

29

59.8

8.7

30

12,773.8 46.8

3,868.1 12.5

104 .108

14,955.1 41.11

....

.5,221.6 10.3

83 91

.1

9,496.4

31,116.8

355

, 12,815.4

3,767.0,

355

49.1

10.9

373



INTRODUCTION

CHAPIER.ENIIT

sPLA oulH Silli(MONS (\ND SITII1I2XlE:i

$

In this chapter eleven ildividnals speak fluE ly and frely; about
0

what,has happened to th,(..m si'Wee.they left high ehool. Each interview

lasted an hour or mowand respondents were encouraged to bring up and

develop topics. The interviews were taped and transcripts prepared.

-For purposes of this eitort, ffid in order to facilitate smooth reading,

of the transeripts,r the materiaf was reorganize0 and some small change's

made in the text. We have tried to highlight. the principle situations
(,)

described in the texts, and the strategies people have, brought to the

conduct theix 'lives. The main situations are 'those centered oh.

schooling, work and career, family,'ethnie background, and peer. groups.

The'situations Mould 'be approached fluidly, keeping in mtnd that

boundaries between them Are not always hard and fixed. The notion of4

strategy grows opt of the observation that ea-Ch person's intgrview

. reveals an abundance of ways in which .situations" are approached,
,

handled, and shaped. In many instances respondents explccitly define

their methods of doing things. Underlying our own iapproach is. the

presumption that people actively participate in shaping their lives;

that they do not just respond to siLuations, bli are actively infilved

in their interactions*.

A set of comments is appended to each inte7iew text. These

(

comments aummarize the text and provide reflections pn it. At the end \
,

of
.p" chapter wf haVe selected syveral themes and issues arising

11/
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directly from the interview texts, each of which is' dc0iised jet. the

light of thg interview material as a whole. Thus, we. focAs.directWrig

individual respondents, and consider toile larger topics of this' repoi4

0
a

.Ivithin the context of-A unique and separate lives.

SPEAKING OUT

John
44.ft

I

John is single and lives.with his parents in Toronto. fi works fall-
.

time as a.stock clerk.in a Toronto factdry and part-time atIA Breweei,

Retail outlet: He.has a three-year degree from York University, and is
or,

continuing to look for a job which he finds more suitable to his

background and/ ambitions. He is presently enrolled in a Chartered
/

AccoAtants of Ontario (CAO) .course which he expects to complete in

three years.

1.00 Education

.1.01 I. went to university 'hopiAg to get into law,school, whileOrking
part-time. My major was economics. I wrote the LSATs, but they didn't
come out as I had hoped; I am going to write them aga4. Presently:I'm
taking the-CAO course but IAon't want three years to go to waste.

1.02 I think about my university experience and sometimes I wonder was
it worth it, when you consider that there are no jobs afterwards. if I
had left high school and taken the CAO course right away (I didn't know
about it then . . I guess I,didn't ask about it) I probably could have
been a CAO by now. I wonder about 'the courses in universay and tht4.
ri'diculous selection they give you . . . ars for the birds. I may have
set my, goals too high in high school, but my guidance teachetr said that
you got the brains, so do it. Like I said, sometimeS I wonder was it
worth it, but I've got, the degree,,and that is something no one can take
ayay from Me. Hut now I wonder, what good is it? With my .degree,lt
will take about three years for me to get the CAO. I realize thaf'.
economic conditions aren't good. Maybe there was a better'chance sik or'
seven years ago, bu1 now bUsiness is down and you grab what you c n.

1.03 In university I (bought about getting ny ll.A. in phys. e . . .

but Jill I could, do with that is be a teacher; and thinking about that;

44,
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said no, even though I'd like to help people. If I caril)e helpful, I'm
happy.

1.04 Coming out ot high school I was &Oared . . coming out and
listening to what people 'said and about university. But I knew that if
I worked hard I could make it. I'll tell you, high school was the best
five years of my life. If I could go back I'd di) it again. It was a
small' schoai and I got to know a lot of people. Thereiere lots 'of
activities and my 'marks were pretty good. You woke up add wanted to go
to school. . , . You were involved, and stayed visible

. . . . Some of
my friends hated high school, but I got along. The best thing that ever
happened tO me was when I was selected athlete of the yeas.

1.05 I hate to get mad . being sad. If I can get.out of
that rut, I will. I just don't let things bother me.

4
1.06 I've got tw9 real good friends from high school and both are
working without.goling on with their schooling. Some of my friends went
to university with me. I know one'guy who did phys. ed. and he's
working in the post office now. Another guy went to work with a
transport'company. Some of them progressed, though!: One guy is a
tevher . , . not that he wanted that, but he couldn't .become a
scientist,. Ae's a Grade 11 math teacher now.

1.07 If I could do those five years in 'high s(tilool over agairi, I'd
start back in Grade 9.

1.08 When i_went to university I couldn't,believe it . . . I expected
discipline, but you're just a name. I went a York University because.
it was convenient. There you're just a number. I just didn't expect
that many people. I wanted to play basketball but I found that if 1
did, I wouldn't be able to keep up with my courses. School came first;
..I wasn't prepared to flunk. Firstiyear I didn't have a car, and I'd get
home at ten-thirty at night. University wasn't as good as high school.
I was bogged down in work. But I didn't mind doing it. Sometimes I

question the school ystem. It's ridiculous. You come 'out and you
don't know where you e going. I. was in economics. Here'ssome guy
t king.a course Ain mag and getting an A, while l'm getting a C+ in a

ckey mouse course on pollution. There I'm working my butt off while
some guy reads a page a week and gets an A. In economics I didn't have
kime to slave. I can't see why some of these courses are offered . .

they're commonagense; it's just ridiculous. The courses should have
'been tough, audlhone of this mickey Mouse stuff-\useless. Some subjects
are taught just to kill a professor's time. Sociology aod psychology 1
liked; I could help people out.

Dad works for a construction eompany . - . he understood when 1
didn't:get into.law school. ille continued to pncourage me. I don't. teel
had . . maybe I just set m50 goals too high.

1.10 'Well, when I was in high:School 1 wa:; doinot:Intastic . . hint in
upiverity I.didn't want to hr pinned"down. I wanted to enjoy myself

ot 240
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and not just Jilt the books. Life's so short . . . if.you.can. do
both . . . my philoaophy is to experience as much as yOu can. ,If you
try and try you may succeed. I like to experience

. . I don't want to
be pinned down. I want to try everything, then'Maybe get married, have
a wife, and settle down.

2.00 Work and Career

2.01 Since graduating I've had a couple of jobs. I'm working now as a
stock clerk. My boss would teach me a trade, but, I don't.want it. I
hate working in a factory. I went around to banks and.to other
companies, but nothing happened. I have applied for office work, but in
the meantime I didn't want to sit around so I'm working part-time at
Brewer's Retail and full-tiMe as a stock clerk. With my degree it would
take' me about three.years.to get the CAO.

,.2,02 I'm pretty siitisfied with my life, not with my job situation.
I'd like to find lomething better. I'm still searching around looking
for something better. I'mJilling out applications. I'm content with
what I am and who'I am. I'm easy to get along with

. . I don't make
too many enemies.

?.03 My hoss tel,ls. me, ."You and I are the only smart guys here." I
asked whether there was any chance of working my way up. He said the
owner hag sons, but maybe there is a.chance. I said thq,if I find
something, I'll go. When I applied for the job with_a.1317: degree they
wanted to know what I was doing there with a B.A. : . "are things that
bad?" It's not what you know but who you know. J'Are known complete
dummies,. but Oeir dad knew somebody. It burns me Lip. But if I was in
that situation,-I would want to be independent. I won't beg. I want to
do it myself.

3.00 Life Circumstances and Strategies for Living

3.01 There aren't too many pressures on me. I'm living at home bUt I
hate Sitting around and doing nothing . . . I.don't want to wait three
or four months for a job. I want to make some money'wherever I can. My
parents don't pressure me; they would let me sit around. My dAp said
that I shouldn't keep my part-time job during school. I said, "Vhat's
the difference?" If I can work and still get a 65 to 70 average it's
OK. What's the'difference if I get 90 and not work at all? The way I
loole*Tat it, if I can have some pxperience outside of school it's in-my
favor.

iA2 My dad hag ipfluenced me a,lot. Well not really influenced, but
he told me he wodfd pay the shbt. I wanted to go to university'.

. .

'not like my brothers. My older brother quit Grade 10. He's working.
Another js twenty-one and went to Seneca College, but he couldn't hack
it so he dropped out and now he's working. 'They're both at homP and we
get along just fine. I like my brothers. Sooner or later I'll make it.
Now I'll do whatts available. When I get an opportunity, I'll pick ).t,
Up.

444; ,



3.03 The way I look at it, you have to get along. My ambition directs
me to always want to succeed. It's to look forward to, but it's got to
be something I want.

3.04 There's a woman in my lifland she's OK. She supports me
she says that she knows I'm not satisfied, bilt she encourages me.

3.05 I don't get mad that easily. Its got to be really something to
get me down. I don't let things bother me. I don't care about being
important, just useful. I want to achieve and to help.

3.06 In five years' time I'd want a steady job and own some things. I

would want to have time with the family. I pity my mother working for
twenty-one years. She had four kids . . . that's a hard life. A lot of
guys get to be the man . . . I see it as unfair. Why should one side in
the marriage have all the fun? If you're married . . . share . . .

spend time with the wife . . . do things together. I feel sorry for my
mother, she needs a break. I feel sorry for people . . . maybe I should
be ,a I wouldn't mind working some place like that .' . . be a
big brothe and spend a day with a kid.

3.07 A lt of people say, "You say that now, but won't do it
later" . . nd, when I say that I'll do it, I will. I've got
determinati n, a lot of people don't.. If I can make especially little
kids happy, then lifek not all triat bad, and you can have a lot of fun.
My little brothers have grown up too fast . . . I guess it's the times .

. . fourteen and he wants to go to discos. The lifestyle . . . I don't
know what's going to happen in the next couple of years. Kids are .

growing up faster than they should, insVad of growing up gradually,
experiencing. I had a happy childhood. I don't remember when I got a_
lic ing. I enjoyed everything.

3.08 I don't .kialuep-materialism, maybe because I've seen what it means
to "keep up wilth t6e Jones" . . . ridiculOus. Why spend four hundred
dollars on a liSg l

. useless. Also, my girl friend is great . .

she's like me, easy going,_ We can talk. It's a fifty/fifty thing
nowadays anyway. Before, it was Master/slave. And that's not the way
it is. now unless you find a fiab. I can't see it. Why can't everyboly
just get alonig peapefully? I just hope that, as time goes on, my dreams
come true. Any fehrs I might have are.financial . . . but.1 like,to buy,
cash. I think thi4s out before I do them. I think twice . . .'should
I or shouldn't I . I look at the fact.

Commens . 0

JOhn's situation.1 appears unstable and full of contradictions, yet

he is not hurting. lie \vent to universi.ty for three years, and, hoped to

attend' raw school or, \ alternatively, teach physical education,

Currently.;, he N earning his 1 iyi pg. in a .actory, and taking a parl-tAme
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4

.' course to qualify for work. in accounting. He is applying for positions

'in an office setting.

04

It is intereSting that he refers to his high school yeaks as

"Golden Age" in his life. It.was a time when, according to him, the.

contradictions in his' life were not as evident. Everything important

41

go*came together for him in high school, hile in university he found

himself confronted by undesirable choices and consequences, in a setting

which he found too large and impersonal. (1.04, 1.07, 1.08, 1.10).

John defines himself in two ways: he is determined to succeed and

is easygoing. He suggests that he tempers his ambition with a strong

sense of the limits to which he is willing to go. 'In his universit446v,

career he valued work experience more than high grades. - Did he know

then what he sayS he knows now? That the degree would not assure an

appropriate career? Aiming for teaching or law required a university

degree, bd neither profession seems to have motivated him eribugh to

persevere academically. His statements regarding his family would

indicate a nonuniversity culture at home. He went to university, he

gays, because he has high goals for himself aria the university degre'e

corresponded with these. However, university as a situation.did-not

. /

attract him at all; in fact, it disillusioned him, . .As a means'to a

44;ir

degree, he felt it was ineffiftnt and unattractAve. (1.01, 1.05,-1.10,-,
4

2.02, 3.02, 3.03, 3.05):

.
A caparison with his contemporaries is miXed. Oh'one hand, John

alentions friends who have obtainedAgood:jobs without having paSsed -high

sch 1; on the other, he mentions friends who. have400r jobs in spite of

their niversity or coljege degrees, He asserts that his degtee is

somethlig "no one can take away from Iles'', in*her words, At is an



accomplishment which, althOugh it hasn't launched his career, is

0Jmething definite to show fOr himself. (1.02, 1.06).

John asserts a lifestyle which stresses humanistic, community

values over prestige, income, and competition. However, can he

integrate,his career 'with this' style? He maker series of references

to activities which help people, but does not seriougly entertain a

career in thii area. One way in which he resolves these differences is

by saying that he likes his life, but not his, job situation. In other

words, he is separating his job and career from his life. (2.02 3.06,

3.08).

At the end of the interview, John mentions that lie is a careful,

methodical person who thinks 'out his aCtions. It may be this quality

which is allowing- him to balance the deveral contradictory strands in

his life. He is determined, but not-in a rush; he was at university,

but kept one foot in the work world; he is working in a factory, but

taking accounting coursei. It will°be unspectacular,.but he will, find

.his way; and it may, in the end, approximate what-he nowlias in dind.

co%

(3.08).

Penny%

Penny lives at home', caring- fiirlier younger brothers,and sisters and

maintaining the household while her.mother works for a fruit storage and

shipping operation. Her father has been dead for a dumber of years.

She lives.on the edge of a village on Lake Ontario, near.Cobourg. Since

graduating from Grade:y12 she has been .unable to find lOng-term

Ntemployment, but continues to hop that something will hedbme available.
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1.00 Education

1.01 :In high. school I Look all-different things. I didn't take a
specific course. I picked a four-year course in Grade 8. In Grade 8
yOU fill out forms for subjects, and the number of years you want to
take them. Most of those who chose four years then went for four years.
The five-year kids got the.high marks. You don't have too many subjects
in high school with the five-year group. Most people I knew went to
Grade 12. In my group, most'went to"Grade 12..

1.02 There wan't much that was iMportant in high school. I was glad
when I got out: I really hated some teachers; there were some othets I
liked . . . some didn't yell. I hate teachers who yell alJ the time..
No teachers really helped me. I was just an averase student, but in one
year I got 90 in some subjects.

1:03 I thought.of doing typing at Sir Sanford Fleming. Then I changed
my mind. I don't know why. I'm not ure whether you can get loans to
go to school. It costs a lot . . I don't know how much. I'd like
factory work. I don't like office'work. In high school I wanted office
work, so I took accounting, typingo and data processing. To get a job
you need experience. My typing wasn't good enough. I gave up theddea
of office work about a year after high scflool. Lots people with
Grade 7 or 8 do as well as high'School graduates. A l of kids know
that even wit?), an education you can't set jobs. Maybe you would with
college or university education. I'thought there'd be lots of jobs
after Grade 12. I don't have as much hope now. It's really hard going
for jobs and then haNiing them tell you yoU need experience. -There'..s not
Much I can do about that.\,

\

2.00 Work and Career

2.01 I've tried getting jobs, but I haven't had too many. They all
want experience. :I worked part-time where my mother works in the apple
fact ry. I worked in tobacco and I was a waitress for seven or eight
month in a hotel. Since then I've put in a. lot of applications. While
I was n school I worked.in the tobacco fields. I knew people and they
would ontact us when they needed'help in the fields. We pulled leaves
. . e.would walk down the center.of.the row and take off the top
leaves.

2.02 M st of the help for gettingljobs came from relatives, not much
came t'roi school. I did most of it myself. Lots of/kids go to Ijobs
because their parents worked there. Most of my friends work in dtores
and fact ries. There 'aren't too many jobs around here. rm thinking of
Soialg to ew Brunswick. My brother and sister are there and they say
thebe's w k out there. But my mother needs 'me here; it's a big family.
I'd probab y get homesick if I went to New BrunSwick. 1 dO, a.lot of
st4liff around the house. There are five younger brothers ,and:sisters and

4 five 'older ones. The youngest is thirteen. Only one is soing to
school, the rest are working, My sister was skipping school all the
time. She didn't,like school, so Mother decided she could skip', and now
she's got a part-time job.
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2.03 I want to work somewhere. My sistei works in a factoty in.
Cobourg, and she said they'.Il be.hi ng pretty soon. There's not too
much available from Manpower. I go. ifight to the factories and fill out
ap lications. Manpower just gives jo s to people on unemployment. I'Ve
got y name all over. A new plant opened up in Februdry. We thought we
had chance, but, they only hired laid-off people feom another plant.
They g L Lhege people from Manpower. I think it's a rip-off to hire
only people who are laid off.. That doesn't give anyone else a chance.

2.04 I watch a lot of sports and soai opera on TV. I've been out of
work since last yeaf. Usually I have plenty to do here helping,out my
mother. 1 didn't mind the restaurant work. I iluit because the person
in.charge gave us a problem. Now they've got all the help they need.

2.05. The family's not Lop good- at getting work. One Of My'brothees
collects garbage, some work in factories, but Alley hiteOnly men.
Mother works. at the apple factory, bagging an&shipping: apples. She
doesn't earn much., Father died in '71. Fathet.W.6.4ed Or the Highway
Department in the wintettime. He died froincanCeThr found -it in
'70 and he died the next year. Thereare Six.404t home, but only
three are home chiring the day. Usgirlv.do the'..d.iSheis and.the boys do-
the outside work. I do the meals anOsy'Oldetb.toth0,does the fixing

..,, .. iaround the house.

3.b0ife Circumstances and Strategies fci0Aiving

3.01 I went tojoronto last summer with tWO.:,Of.my sisters and stayed
,

the weekend. There's more to do there:4harijhere is here. We went to
Centre Island, but,that was boring little kid stuff; but Yonge
Street was fun. It costs a lot to gd.::tol'otOnto on the train. My
mother and brother have a .car and someAf'jihe other brothers do, too.
No one would drive in. Toronto, but the 401..ts OK.

3.02 I don't want to get married yet . maybe sometime. Everyone
says.I'd be' a good mother. I'd of&y want.a-couple of children. My
husband would at least have to have a, job. I don't care what kind, just'
something steady.

3.03 We're ProteStants, but w don'tgo toqurch much. I never golto
any Church social Activities, and I don't dat\much.. There're some boys
1 have liked. I read true stories and mysteries, a little, snot much. I

read the Cobourg paper. I don't often see the Toronto paper . . all
those killings in the Toronto papers, not much of that'around here.
ft's so small around here, there isn't much going on. I'd rather be .

somewhere else. I'd:never go to Toronto. I've got an aunt there, and
I'd go there just to vjsit. l'd.move to Cobourg.

1.04 My family's from around here, I don't know too much abo,ut them.
I knew my grandfather and grandmother. They got killed when I was nine.
Me wi!ren't farm families. My father's background fs English. (1

3.05 I haven't secJi many of the kiris I went t.o school with. Everyolne
knows everyone else's business around here. They're all related to
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everyone else. Some people have money. I don't know too many people in
town. The ones I knew got married and moved. They've all left the
area. The only area they would 'no* to i Cobourg. Most of the ones I
really knew, I don't hang around with now. I'd like to move, but not
too far. We''own the land we.live on.

3.06 When my brother and sister married they married a brother and
sister in New Brunswick. They've built houses there. They come down
every year and thly used to get homesick, butthey don't ,any. more.

.3*03 Thire aren't too many things I'd really like to do. I don't tare
what kind of job I get. I'd want to work even after I got married . .

just to be out. I don't think about what I'd really like to do.

Comments

Penny has not been able to find a job of any consequence sipte

graduating.from Giade 12, in spite of sustained effort. In high school

she prepared herself fof clerical.worIand made plans to continue thip

education in.community college. However, being.unable to sfind work, she

reliOquished both plans. She now simply.hopes for a steady factory job.

A sense of resignation,."lowered expectations," and a firm sense of

realism pervade her presentation. She has not given up--only adapted to

personal, family, and area circumstances. She seems to be making the
4

best of a bad situation. There is stability in her family. They own

the house and land on which they live, and family members help each

other, through a "traditional" division of labor within the home. The

out-Jof-doors provides recreational space and opportunities for hunti

and fishing. .(2.05).

Penny did not enjoy high sthool; she felt her eachers were neither

helpful norjnterested Partly_because of the group,with ;pith_

she. identified and associated, she rejected the Grade 3 option in the
.

-eighth grade. she WI nO access to information, at home o school, on-

how to deal with the opt4ons which presented thAmselves to,,her mote

positively. (1.02, 1.01, 1.03, 2.02).
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In Penny's hith school there seems to have been a cleavage between

those in the five-year stteam and those in the four-year stream, with

little movement between theca. Noni of her brothers and-sisters went to

Grade 13, and s'ome of them stopped short. of Grade 12. Graduating fromt..

0-
Grade 12 thus represents an accomplishment on her part. However, she is

not sure it was worth it, consider1(g that thosewho graduated from

Grade 12 are doing no better occupationally than.those who did not. She
,

is well aware that she lives in a region in which there are vetytfew
.

--,..
, . .

jobs available. (1.01, 1.03, 2.02, 3.05).

An urgent strand-which runs through Penny's report is-her inability
i

/ to gain the very experience.which her potential employers demand. By

her account, Manpower favors those who have been laid off and Are

collecting unemployment insurance. This is 4 status Penny has never

been able to achieve, and a situation she feels is unfair. (1.03,

2.01).

Another aspectjofher jife is that a large city is not an opti on

which she finds attractive ox is even willing to consider. Toronto is

.not a realistic possibility for her. Instead, possible places af

emmigration are nearby small towns such as Cobourg or New Brunswick,

where some of her family live. (2.02, 2.03, 3.01, 1.05).

The only successful people she mentiods that are close to her

situation are a brother and sister who moved to New Brunswick, married,

and settled there. These two come up a numbwr of times in a very

positivesand attractive light.. (2 02, 3.06).

Currently, Penny sees herself as serving a veryyseful function

within' the family: making it possible for her mother to coniinue

working by maintaining the household. She looks forward to. having a
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1.

steady

job, even after getting married. She wants..t. o be able to get out

of the house. She says, near the end of the int6rview, that she is not

in a position to think about what Ale would really"like to do in'the

future. (3-,47).

"ear.

Janice

Janice is single and lives with her parents in Toronto, She took the

four-year degree in physical education from thejnivergity of.Toronto

and has just cOmpleted the. Bachelor of Education there. While Waiting

for a positi01-in a high school, she_supports herself through jobs which

use her skills in bookkeepi,ng, filing, and typing.

1.00 Education

0V,
1.01. I was studying in the...Faculty of Education. Now I'm finished and
yes, I'm an unemployed teacher.

1.02 As ?ar as my work is concerned, my formal education has meant
zilch. What I'm doing is minimally related to school. This summer I
had five part-time jobs that had nothing to do with my schooling.
learned nothing in school until I was out teaching, even from my formal
phys. ed. classes in the Faculty of Education . . . you have to make
your 'own mistakes and then you think "Oh yeah, that's what they were
trying to -tedch me.q They treated us like kids and none of u4
understood their techniques till we got out.

1.03 Everyone should get Grade 13. Not takt% it shuts so many doors,
and that's true even for the practical skills. We are still with the
idea that you're nothing without Grade 13. Book 'learning is not as,good
as having experience. You have to have both practic#1 learning and
teaching . . . ."uriless you do it, you, don't know it." I think
cooperative work study Programs are super. After Grade 13 school is not
Obod .at all unless you are specialized, and you need the schooling for
that pier of paper. ),

1.04 High school should be improved with more practical things stich as
projects and Ismall-tests. Children are being bored: Kids want to move
on, "and authority alone at'Lhat'age doesn't work anymore. i've been Ln
it.so long . . . I've had so many bad experiences with teachers, and
very few good'ones. Teachers can change the system. No one says-
studentsmust be bored. °Individual teachers,cati just about do anything
to,make changes. And you have .to give7thechildren something to learn
that 'they Choose to do.' Children and' adults respect disciploine and
rules.

,



l.0.5 I took all subjects in high school. 1 vas on the athletic council
and a member of the student, council._ I went straight on to 'the

University. 'of Toronto where I did a four-yeaw. 'degree in physical
education. .1 wantrd to be a teacherlo it was necessary for me to 0 to
universily.. :I don't want to go beyond the Bachelor of Education since I
:don't. have Lo, in order to Leach, A

2.0Q Work and Career

0

2:01 .My-job prospecLs for September are pretty good. T hope they're
pretty good. You don't see elderly phys. ed. teachers. .The Women
become thirty-five and they quit. They get pregnant and don't come
back. I have snper practice Leaching reports, and that will be helpful
as well. Right now ehere are few phys. ed. openings. I' know several
kids who have gOtten jobs .mostly in Separate or Catholic schools. Oh.

yeah, I got a couple'of "Dear John" letters. Three were fromwhere I
practice-taught, and one was from somewhere I didn't even. know. But
they wrote on the bottom of the letter how nice my.resuthe looked. I had
a lot.of help.with the resume, but I put it Cogether'myself. IL was in
a nice blfle folder;'' and I ouOined all the.pages and put my picture in.
A girl. friend typed iL on an IBM typewriter so tflat we.could write in
each principal's name. It looked good. If you present yourself well it
will get you an interview.

2.02 I've had a couple .bf interviews. They're not hiring now in'phys.
.ed., but they feel they will have an opening. they don't know yet, and
a lot depends on their enrollment. IT'm rea4ly not deterred by the lack
of jobs. I always Wanted to be a .teacherk That's HaL I want to do and
I've gotten this far. I have one more gal to achieve and I think I'll
get rt. I've always wanted Lo be\ Leacher.

2.03 I have other interests but 1. don't want to pursue them as a.

career. I do cake decorating, creweling, needlepoint, and decoupage, 1

sel4 all of tpese. .And I also go away weekends. I like handicrafts,
and I could almost go into business on that, but I want to teach first.
I-feel I. can be the most help to high school students, In -my field a
.10t of ability is developed in the younger years. It is developed in
high school, too. I Lry to teach students habits thaL I thinkire right
. . . a lifestyle. I want Lo get them to think about their moral valfies
and vaTues in general. I can relate best to teenage groups. Now I'm 'at
A he age when I've come through the system . the whole bit. Now I
can er and relate to all the problems Ahe kids go through and als0 to-
those of adultm. I could always relate to my parents. I know LhaCthey
know a .lot :more Lhan I did, and that they were doing the best they
coulp.

2.04 1 hpve alwayg WanLed,to he a teacher, . . . since I was eight and....
li4ing in Vancouver. I had a big rec. room and played school in it. I

would biAithe teaCher and I used to bring the children in 'off Ow street_
Father bOuOit big desk for me and A big blackboard. That's what I -

wanted. He yould _sit in a chair anil be a-student. I lik7! to help
poopt.e and t raTdie rs are out to help. Thcre are so mliny-things teachers
le4t:h that aren'l,on their daily schedules. They. telch children things
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loike being- punNmal; and,organizing themseles. *These aro,
import:tint tor later life.

.;/-05 In my first jolls I was always a waitYess. 1 thoroughly enjoyed
it. . Hut there were 'Lao many hassles. Through friends I got int6
accounting. Now I have .several pari.-Lime.job.s in'accounting.

...don't get a Leaching job, I'll get on the'supply list. Then; it I don't
get called, I'llgo tytte accorinting.biffte, 1 loVe it . .

,

the
, people are super.

+

3%00 'Lite Circwmstances and Strdtegies: for tilling.

t
3;01 I like to smoke.'_,I've smoked for years. I don't want to quit:
It doesn't. hamper my physical abilities° *at ,all. Since 61.can do4,

everrytting, doi't want'to stop. If I, coughed or cobldn't run or sWim,
I would stop. used to weigh a lot, but I lost thirty-five pounds._
'Granted, it I stopped I woulfl be better of'L I can do a-lot mor'6sihce
.I loss.t he weight.' I feel fine, so 1 smoke.

. v
.

3:02 1 11n't want to have children. Sure;.I'll get married, but 1

don't kilow when, -iii,Lhough I'm already twenty-four. I haven't. ever-teen
close to my aunts and unfles, but I have jwo Super nephews. I'm .very
close 41. my nephews, -and, alwaeys will be. They come ovit three Limes a
week. Children cost a, lot and I guess I'm 'a little seltish . . . they

.can he a hircden. This sounds funnY bOvituse I wantto go into teAching. .

-I. want. to continve my teaching if f.get married. I don't want Lo luit
. to have chAldron, and I don't think .it's fair to work and have children.
It's hard to'ha4 one sallary_ to keep you going. J. don't tow if tIke

. guys I go-out 'with agree with Mil .. . . I _haven't. asked too mpny...,
,,.questions. 1 like my dad. I. haven't found'a. guy I like. '. No one i's ....-,

.,-,like my dad . . I've tried them V. l'in'very Set in my ways.' LJils,04-;
-,-,-. -,- .the way I live.
i

t.,.-
. * .

... ,Ow3.03 MY fAther's very'humoruus, very curl ide atP,..thrcIty but hot. -.
, tight. He has always. provided for. us; h ie's. sp stiye,..an e

d he helps-.01
t

out. I'm lbnking for SOMPOMO like my dad.. I'm very .difEkUlt,y6-get
along with, and in that 1Way I'm..very muth.iike my father: j.'m se6ing it

7(16W,ag- 1 geljider,
, . ..,,...

,

3,04 1 vt.,.._got one sistet-and she's.got two boys. She gbt married too
..
.4early. Her tusband,does a-lot that annoys her. I fion".t.thinit she wivi.

.,
-...-..ra6T.-.: I.-am ,twenty-four ..now and I've. beefr:eVerywherit ..:. I-baVe my
:-4Own-car::,Pi0 ft's paid-for. t;,..live at home. . ..:. J.Ame and go as'T '

'.01ease:: ..1%,j6s.t leave a libt''.. . . that's OnlY fair',' and 11.expect the.'
mil, aiV larents'. My sister went straight-from uhIversity to get

Itia'raPit:-.1n about ten yerS they'il be iw.great .shape... The children
..W1.1:lie wt.OW-ti and theAtouse will, be paid'for. #e's got a great job,.so
,-.-Wthe long 6111 str. may be'b,e4tdr (41 ehan bwill be:

. .

,.

. ---...3.056:-1.am still matUring.. . I have a lot to lea,rn about life.
ki - .

.

.. ,.
.3. f beaev4 very s,Lrongly. im What I belleve iti.-. I'm Very stubborn.

p*c LI cin. listen all, and* hear, anotheV perslp. I'm a' 'striVt.
... ., . ..

.,s,,, 7 t

N

..1
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disciplinarian. fair,'but tough. not, going to close my eyes.
I'm strong. I have a lot of girl 'hien& and they know I say what I

,feel. They still talk to. me. If you can't say something nice you'don't
:iay anything. I'm honest. They know I'm strong and a lot of people are
Still my.friends. '

4

3.07 I was NAO. in Toronto. My dad isOn insurance, so we.traveled
around a lot.1"My mother just started work. again. She-works three'days .

a week in the bank.4

,3.08 I'm not a ipman!s libber. I like guys to open doors, and I want
to get dressed like a' woman. I believe in equakity in the wuk force,

3,09 I'm a.very organized person.

3.10 There's a lot of poidtics in the university. You don't write what
You want to write . . you write what the profs want. There's'nothing
you can do. You don't do kids a favor e,ither when you lvt

. them hand in.
papers late. When I teach I expect.punctuality, but I explain why. I
don't get into community politics.

3,ll I'd like to beteaching, but I'm ptetty succesiful now already.
nOt.hung up on finances. .I work and I have thislito"pay for or I

want this.

3.12 I'll never leave home. My father knowp 04/at. Eventually I'll
move . . , when I want to leave. That's going to be when l'm
financially able to leave.

3.13 1 haven't changed at all since high school. want td teach .

I think.I'll be a good teacher.1!

Comments

11

Janice impresses one as a very single-minded,' strong-willed

individual. 1She has.pa'all of her career'aspirations iqu; teaching.

'1 a
She is aware of the'job situation for teachers, but is certain.that the

position will berome available to her. This sureness-about her fututie

seem .0 be because of her confidence in her prePlratioq and in.her.

skill with the ob seeking pyocess, aA well, as the result of her

,

to teaching. CI.05, 2.02, 2.04, ?Al, .Z.0l,single- inded dedication

ill3.13, 3 02).
t

\
ramie:, is,obviously a capable person who has tgaken care to make the

.11/1

right' moves.- She iiVes at'home,, thus cutting down on her expenses, And V4.
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V

she has developed several ancillary skills which function as hobbies as
OL

well s secomlary. money sources, ln terms of more direct career

preparation, she seems to have 411' the, prerequisites, including the
.

motivation tosucceed. Remarkable is her belief, reiterated at a number

-
.

of points, in the ability of the individnaltb succeed, given the prOp-e,r-
-

habits and moteivation. This belief willwkg tested by the present job

situation for teachers. She descx s a home setting which has been

supportive of her ambitions and a.school satiation which (has not put her

off7in spite 6f criticisms she has of education as.she has experienced

it. ..She is committed to the shaping of children according to values she

sees as important in life. Janice believes there is more to education

than reading, writing, and arithmetic: Good teaching can prepare people

for life. (1.451061.04, 2.03, 2.04).

Janice says that she is strong-willed andaholds strongly to any

1)eliefs she has. She measures others'according Lo a standard which she

herself ha adopted. She identifies this standard withAier father. Htr

imagelof ,herself is that of "tough buUt, fair." She feels most teachers

art teaching situ4ions don't fulfill.this i4lage. (3.06, 3:10).

4

She,is very much an indivtdualiqt, believing strongly in personal

responsibility- and independence. In thiS, she stands totally brher

father. She is sure of her fat

4

, her values, and the rightness of her
,

dedication to teaching: 11None these seem to have. let her down She

describes her search forHa position, in Lerms_which suggest that.she.i.011%

sure to find one, given the manner of her approach. (2.01, 3.0, 3,04,

3.10).

Although 'she is critical of teachers and teaching, including that

which she experienced in teachers college, she states that the.

I.
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1

\d..individual teacher makes the difference a n s the of.on to teach

44ivelY-a4d.with results. (2.041.

J44yQeleels that_ she has been successful in reaching her goals and

thaOkher only unfulfilled goal,'a teaching position, may not turnsotit to

.be the most diffNit,of h t life. (2.02,.3%11).

A

Grelt 4* .

Aftet dropping out fOr a.-,year, Greg finished a three-year B.A. He is

trying. to establi'sh himse,lf,as a yisitilpf teacher in school scienct

itgrams, whileugmenting bis income 'with part-Lime jobs unrelated to

his main "interest_ He, is single and lives with his parents in the

Toronto area.

1:49 Education
0 ....:, -

....
,

.1.01 )01.1 \graduated a year ago. this past June. 1 took a areke-year
BachflOr orScience. I'm toying with a fourth year. . . . .tly Grade 13

average was one and one-half percentage points.short for the main campus W
.of the U. of T.,.so I had Co go to Erindale College. I didn't think
much of that. It.,melatiL that I had a long distance Urcommute. I didn't

. .

4,10
ti he'college alilli. the first year. Erindale was considered second
cla . ;-. . .. 1 digakt..feel it.as second class . . . and biology was
superiof at Erindale.But still there was the reeling that "I'm°not
good enough for downtoWn.'" 1 made a big mistake by not taking a year
off after Grade 13.- %My parents didn't want me to, but I didn't want to
be at nniversity;. I wasn't ready. I had definite plans to go to the
uniyersity, but,I wanfetd a year oft. I wanted to work for a 'year, no
matter What the.work, .just to earn some money. My parents were so
nega6ve.'about the idea, I didn't give the- kind of work l'd do much
thought. '1.-/fi4n't want to rock the boat, and I wasn't in arty position
Co leave home. l'm still not ready to leave. 1 neep a house for Lhe
herpetolOgy collectibn. P.

1.02 IA.00k four ears to get;the three-year degree. I had the wrong
attitude 4d [Wed the prequisites. My parents, saw 1 had trouble,
but they didn't sympathize.. .1 almost quit. Then.1 decided i() take the,
third yva over again part-time. Ji was the best thing r,ever did. I

took courses that I.enjoyed and-.1 changed my attitude.' I really had to
Or pull nyself up. I had a good- averake the last yeaf. .1L was such ii.

silvirggle.to T the degree, that iL means a lot to me.

A 03 I was very quiet the first,feW years in.high school. I wasn't big

IP
sports or in anything else. Yirst I went to public high school, and
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then to private sAlpol in Grade 10. I didn't like the atmosphere in tile
private school. Trwas too snobbish, there was only a limited choice of
courses, and 0 Was an all-mole student body. 1 changed quite a lot in
high school. 1as very rebellious in Grad. 13. I was fired of being
introverted . . Of being the butt ol j9kes. My parents wanted me t6
stay in the private school. I didn't waht to rock the bOat.

1.04 Atter high sehool 1 ilad just wanted to learn about the real world.
I didn't !earn much,frowthe actual curriculum in university. You pick
up4-10t from the people you're with. The courses are too theoretical.
There's more I could have'gOtten from university.. If I went back I

would do it differently. 'f've got a different attitude now, a clear
idea of how I could do biology. ,I knew then that 1 wauted.biology, but
A didn't know how. I talked to the assistant reAbtrar; but I didn't
learn much. Tlwre was no guidance person in Che.high school. I was
told thatAI sh6uld go to university, but that's all. I'd like to go
back for ehe fourth year . . . that's not a big thing.

1.05 People at MacKenzie King high school afe really caught, up in Lhe
artsy/fartsy Rosedale scene.- They keep to the same social levels

. . .

theyrhad lots of money. Erindale was different . . . quite a hit of
variety. A big part of education is being.exposed to very different
people., MacKenzie King was boring; .everyone was- the same. They got
down on some ,who was not like theM. You,had to fit a mold or you got
,ostracized. bn't keep any friends from high school., I wasn't in
Chat backgrOund when l.was young. We lived in a smaller house . . . we
were in the, suburbs. The scliool was all WASP . . they dliscriminated
against.otherN There were some Jews and a few Chinese. But they
discriminated against any.one not, white. It was there, even if it was
not.pronounced.- I don'.I,care,what they say, it was there.

1.06 f am ba'sically the same background as the,other- students at_
MacKenzie Xing. But 1 didn't see myself as the same as they. I saw
myself, as a lot. different.- There wefe others there Like me. I could
sympathize with them, but, we weren't friends;,.. I like'a mixtum . . . I

had a npmber of close friends,
I was'expecting university to expose me

to mansi different'kinds of people. But it4Was still pretty homogeneous.
That disappointed me. I did find a group of cra,zy

1.07 Herpetology courses are Offered at Guelph, but I didn't go there
for practical reasons. Also, they wanted math and I'm terrible in math.
1 never gave-York a-thought. At the time I didn't think of it as a
university. , It .was never mentioned at school. U. 14,f4T. was talked
about and 1 was accepted at Trent. I never thought of community college
. probably becare MaeXenzie King was university-oriented.

1

2.00 Work and Career
411

2.01 For the summer I worked'for the Bureau of Broadcast Measuremedt.
I was a file clerk and data analyst. Ve job ends tomorrow. August is
my- holiday. In a weelCtpmorrow I'll be leaving for Tennessee.-and two
weeks iu-the States.

I



2.02 I've got my own businesg'`J t 'give lectures and demonstrations
around schools. YI tree-lance, using my own collection of speOmens.
It's a market that has to be.developed. There are not many in thefield. It's my first,full-time year . . . in another year I'll know for

.

sure whether I'll he able to make it. I can do'this only because Clive
at home. I didn't make a liv,ing off it last year. Fall is a bad
time . . I only get foui- or five calls per month, but afLer Christmas
it picks up. March and Apri,1 are good, I get about six Oalls per week
then.

2,03 .I'm interested in teaching, but not in the traditional sense,
interested in..outdoor education, something in the science field. My
background is it biology and natural science. My real interest is in

.

reptiles . . herpetology. There's not much offered in the way of
courses in this field in CAD.44.60, except in Guelph. But, I can't afford
Lhe residence fees and the ,tuition is too expensive to go there.

7

2.04 My interest in herpetology started quite young.. I got started in
the business three years ago. I got started with an older friend. His
health was failing so I took over his dates. There's S need . . . the
schoolsneed a supplement to their science courses. When he died there
waS a void. l'll be doing it differently than he did . . . I'll see if
I -can maka living from7it. I have a large circle of friends in my
profession.

2.05 I've really enjoyed the last year. It's been a working ,

holiday ,-. . been able to pay my way and to keep up my collection.

2.06 From a very young age I vowed not to go into busjefiess, not to
become a doctor or lawyer. It didn't interest me . . .'fhey were too
conventional. I wanted something different and.I,,yas interested in
animals from an early age.

2.07 In the coming year-I'll be in the lecture busineSs
. . . I'll see

what-comes of it. I'll see what I can do in terms of expanding it. I'm
going back to school at night part-time for the honors degree.liolt looks
good on the wall. 'The employer, when h6 s'ees the degree, says that the
personcan think . . that he's trained to ,think. I'm glad I've got
it. I'm interested in\the practical side of my field . . . so further
education may not mean much in my case.

3.00 Life _Circumstances and Strategies for Living

3.01 I get along better now with my paronts. They meant well but I

couldn't convince them of what was best for me. My parents are Very
conventional. They're op(qi-minded, but conventional. Pm a weird
mixture of conventional and different. I wore my hair long after I was
seventmm; earlier I had very short hair. I rebelled at eighteen: At
,camp I ran the natnre program . . . "back to nature with long hair."
They really got upset; they .thought I Ws -freakini, out. 11'm more

\I
careful now.

3,02 My father studied engineering, but he's manager now,
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3,103 k /enjoyed rebelling against:the syttem:. ; . 1'1n a man of
contra(liftions. I'm.pretly conserVative,:politically . @1st, like±aly.
parentS.j hofaboutcivil right4. I:yould have madeHa goo&
campus radical*. . , goinA.against the norms of society:: . but being
different. 'is difficult.,-Whatt happening in:this conntry? We dot't
have rights written- dn the Wiy /they liave it ivthe StateS
gettiAng worse yearly . . ildon't.,like.jt. n4t:'a socialist or7.,:

communist'. . I'M a capitalist demoCrat. Our system hat-Arawback,
but it worksloretty

3.04 I hate disco with a passion; the liTe-style Apd.the musi.c. I Tlove

music, but,' don't have any talent 1 'like.progreSsiVe rock .

complex music , . . disco is'mindless, I. liJe to be different .

just the way I am. Everything is disco . . it s taking over:
looked at my recard colleCtion you wouldtee a lot of:variety. ._I listen
to stereo a lot, and I go, to rock'ConcertS,. T also read a lot and on
weekends I clean and feed my colleci'ion and sometimesj:go away Ilpmping.

3.05 I don't iatend.to leave home . ..it's.:.pointlets';;it..4ionld'be

crazy to do so, financially and.for my collection- .When. I move.out
want to do it in an organized fashion . whenI can stand on'aly
two feet. A lot of.rny friends who moVed odt botchea-
thinking of marriage. I'm not ,ready'financially. I'M alto not.mature.
enough . I'm still irresponsible . I like ta go out and have
fun. I'm married to::-my reptiles. My Collection is my life, it comes
first. It takesa sOaal person to marry.,.

3.06 I drink, and I smoked for awhile, but it got too expensive. I

don't think of myself as..emotional. I 'can control My emotions aud
that's important to me.

3.07 Success for me is to be self-sufficient and have a goodjife
°being my own boss. I like the idea of being self-sufficient. I m a:
pretty practical person. My.girl friend is someone who affects me and
the other way round. My parents affect me and so do people in my field.:
There aren't many of us . . . we have to st-ick together. -1 don't
iltFlieve in being influenced by othfts. It's a tign of weakness to be
nfluenced by others..

3.08 I ask my dad to help me make decisions and I consult with my
friends. Then I make the decision on My own, and I'm willing to take
the consequenceS. My friends are very independent. They all have
different lifestyles. Many,of them are in my field. . . . One is a pdet

. he's starving. It's fun to have a variqy of friends . . . people
th personality. I'm not a people person though. I.m a loner .

not the friendly type.
0

Comments
OP

By keeping his costs down and contialorto live with his parents,

Greg is trying to btAld an independent occupation based oil" a lifelong

1)



.interest in animals and in connection with these interests, he has

tieveloped a tightly knit group of friends and associates. 'By providing

a home tor his Cllection of liVe specimens, histparents are, Ior the

time beAng, ubidiing his.careexy He is dependent on school science

'programs .to:'.hi0..him .'for lectures and 4Pqmonstrations on s fee-
,

.

'for-service basis.

With respect t.O. his 4areer, Greg appears to have-lewed mainly
;

. from his associates and'through his own inner riesources; the universkty

program in which he was enrolled seems of ancillary uses He rejected

the One post-secondary program in herpetology inithe region, due to the

expense and the math.requiremen, This doesn t quite fit mith

avowed dedication to the 'subject..',Insofar asihe portrays himself a

. loner, learning through his pi.in devices'makes some sense. "However, he ,

repeatedly makes clear that: his parents did not cooperate with his

developing needs ,and interests and, as he was dependent on them

financially, he had Little' choice of universities. '.(1..04)...

,

He sees university- mainly: in .terms of the respectability and

credibility his degree.provides. Universityps also a place for his
0

commitment to being:differenti;' he justifies his careex goals, in part,ili
t. r,

on their unconVentionality. 'itiot wanting to be like others runs through
O

,.,
.,, i ._

much of what:Greg has 6 say,(3.04,- 3.03 2.07, 2..06).

Greg's parentplaced much pressure on him to get through high

school aucceisfully:.So,thathe might go to university. Going to Guelpit

would have.meant bucking his. parents by openly connecting his interest
,

id herpetology wAh his care,r. goals. His parents iidn' t consider this

in their'apparent ankiety ovpr'his education. .:breg says repeatedly that

he did nat. want tc; '.'Ock the boat" at 'home. He did what his parents

)



wailted him to do, in spite of his own desires, but did it in his own

'way. He rebelled in high sc 1, ailed his third year in university,

and took a year off before deciding to return for a successful

graduation. (1.01, 1.03, 3.01).

It was only.by.failing a year of university that he was,able to go

to school on hi*, own terms., rather.than his parents'. lle 'says that

taking the year off was the best thi.ng he ever_did. The point is that,

.,-had he not failed, he would not have taken a yew off. His effort to do

so after high school had met his parents' strong resiistance. (1.04).

Greg states that being influenced is a sign ofweakness-, and yet

his life seems to have been a continuous struggle with influence from

others. The influences he mentions are all negative from. his paint of

view. As a result, m;king his own decisions and doing things his own

way have hecbme hallmarks in his life. His stated interest in civil

rights is interesting because what is involved is the issue of

individual rights- in the face of larger eptitiet. His concern does not

extend to the sociopolitical systemhe

as the best available. (3.03).

is satiisfied with the status quo

/

Greg is giving himself a year to make it on his own by lecturing

and demonstrating herpetology. He is well aware that, at the moment, he°

-

can only do this because be lives with his parents and is willing to

earn money in unrelated work.I Herpetology has given him an identity, a

)circle,of friends; some,independence, and something which makes him

different. (2.07, 3.05)

e



Carl

CaWis married and lives in an apartment in Toronto. He finished Grade

13 'and registered in a community college program, buf subsequently
1 I

dropped out He has a okilled j151) on the production line of a major

nufacturing c mpany. His wife also works.

1 .0iLEducation

1.01 I wanted to study social services or physical education. I was
never much for school. I went to summer school to improve my grades,
but I wasn't accepted by the York or McMaster phys. ed. program.

a"

McMaster offered me a general cOurse, but I decided on a busine course
in A community college. When I.got there, it was worse the high
school, so I changed to another college. It was the same there, so I
quit. I went td work-.

,

1.02. At' one titne I reall .thoughf. phys. ed. was it for me. I was
really excited. After Gr de II my marks were 59.9. I ould have-

. improved my grades,. but I op ed for community college.

1.03 There were only eight htindred students in the high school I went
to% I was lost in college. That may be why I did not go on, But I
also wasn't interested in the course: .It wasn't for me. The business
course was so easy. I'm not into going after that little piece of'
paper. The guidance counselor in high school wasn't-very useful.

1.04 I'm interested in people. I like to listen to other people's
problems . . . I can relate easily to people. I can get into other
people's problems; people can trust me. I trust everyone. 'I coUld have
gotten into psychology and maybe become a counselord or gone into
volunteer woek. I'll try some volunteer work. If I like it, maybe I'll
sacrifice and go back to school.

1.05 I was really close to a teacher in high school. But only three
tea4bers really helped de. When I first went ton high school I really
had a good, teacheo in math. As a result, I got the highest mark in .

math. The year after, I had a foul teacher and got.very poor grades.
After that teacher, my outi,00k on teachers really changed.

1.06 I have6a friend who graduated in phys:. ed. and is now driving a
truck.

1.1)7 I haea great teacher in Grade 9, but that's all. I..got turned
off. I had one good teacher each year. The Grade 13 math teacher
really put people down. I wanted to prove to him that he couldn't
teach. I had a lot of run-ins. I want d to transfer to another class,
but the principle wouldn't Iet me. I m de.the teacher'sflife difficult
and he made my life difficult. They .'10.Tre on real, ego teips. I've
rarely come- across a Leacher who really cares. ,Students arq reatly



.

proud of a dedicated LeaChee. l was m h more grown up in c6llege.
think it, was partly beciuse you had to 'toy for the courses and partly
because the teachers leave things to you more-- It's just, more
profesSional than in high schooloind they let you grow.

1.08 In Grade 13 my_whole life became the high school.. There were a
lot of things I liked. I had it all planned out with,the universities.
It just didn't work out that way. In Lhe first half of Grade 13 I Aid
the best 1 ever did. Then the same old thing happened. '1.saw the same
oLd stuff going on. I came down. In the third term I really worked

I really liked school life, the whole atmosphere. My-parents
pushed school. They would say, "We left Portugal for you." Thy mothet
was a Leacher and I wanted to be a teacher.- I -enjoyed the social
aspects ofschool and the sports. I'm still involved in sports.

1.09 In college I had a lot of free time. If you got 60 in any subject
you were exempt. 'I didn't feel I was leaining.

1,10' i didn't, appreciate high school. The teachers made one too
yebellions..y I 'Was never encouraged to appreciate. high school. Some
studeo.sgot .a lot out of it. 1 never had the foresight. Me
detentions mde me even mOre rebellious. You hiL eighteen and youlve
had:enough. I want to be treated like an adult. Giving you a detentifm
becauSe you're late . . . I don't go for that. They should call you in
and talk. Teachers are late. It's..the same with students, .buL they
ake a superior attitude.

\....
2 00 Work and Career

2.J01 AfLer quitting college I went to work. I got a great job at
Rothman's. I started as a mail boy and was promoted lo inventory. They
wanted to transkek me Lo Calgary alad I 'didn't want that, so I was
stranded. .1 was out of work'for nine mOnths, and that straightened me.
out. I'm workfhg at GM now. That will be a dead end for ma..

2.02 A lot of pe ple I speak to are going back to school. They're
dissatisfied and not happy.. I'm making $16,000, but I'm not happy. I'm
an electronics technician. By Following blueprints, I print wires onto
boards. It's easy . . . it's not a chSllenge. I'm interewted ii

electronics and iL was great for the first three months. 1L's as high
as 1 can go unless I become a foreman, and that doesn't interest me.
I'm.stuck. I don't. know.. I geL to where I wanL to be. I'm very
inv,olved in sports teams, coaching and so on. I enjoy my marriage and
I'm very happY. I really don't know. All the things I enjoy, I'm not
getting paid' for. It's Very.different from school. It's hard to
adjust.

?.03 'Where' I work there's a lo.C.;of pressure. You can't speak to anyone
. . really stria authority.: The union and management Lake years to
'resolve problems. It's a big ego trip. I can't take that. I'm
involved in a grievaru;e procedure right now..

%

2.04 My father got me the job.
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2.05 You are not allOwed Co speak-Vo the.pepon next to you. You can't
go io the washroom when.you feel like it. I had another job ip the same.
company . . ..I was a storekeeper. That gave me contact.with a lot of
.n.e..(10:el was in that job:for seven months until a new guy came in. I

taught job and then I had to go back to my old job because the\
otherfelToWihad seniority with the company. I like to struggle - .

had no choicehad to make a grievance to be put back:into the
storeroom. ..I'm just-waiting in my old job. There's no challenge unless 1

you are working with people. In phys. ed. there's a lot of challenge.
ft is just not possible to get into that . . it's tough I haven't
met many people who are satisfied with their work. They all want
something better..

2.06 I have to work now and make the best of it. In the storeroom I
could have done that. I have to abide by the rules of not speakingl. I
have to get a pass to make an important phone call. A little while ago,
I was off because I had bronchitis. While I was off I played hockey on
a Sunday by doctor's permission. Somehow they found out at wtrk and I
was called in. Things like that burn me up. I.just couldVi't handle it.
Thei are trying to squeeze me out. The only way to'survive is to see jt
as a job. One of the people at the job committed suicide, another is in
a mental institution. Rothman's was very decent, but at GM,, if you are
late for two minutes you can be fined. To them Ws like breaking the

*code. The foremen are petty iyrants.

2.07 In the summer, while I Was still in school, I was a caretaker-in a
hospi-tal. I enjoyed that,. There were lots of other students and it was
a party . . . we always tried to break the rules,.

. . it was a great
atmosphere. We got the woTk done, but what we did with the rest of the
time was up to us. 4f,it's nat. like that, it's a prison atmosphere, and
I'm not the prison t*e. I'm. easy on others: Rothman's was not my'.
dream job, but I Was involved. At GM the money's great, but I feel I
have regressed_ They say l'm lucky . . . Ford is "worse. A real
repressed atmosphere.

2.08 We get three weeks off. .The.strilte at GM was such a relief. I

saw happy people at GM for the first time.. My father has been there for
fifteen years. He's satisfied, an-d waiting for his retirement. Be,cause
of my getting screwed, he's getting to realize what's happening at\GM.
It's easy to shut yourself off, but I can!t. People get fired for minor
infractions like wearing a hat'against the light.

#

2.09 During t.he strike I had holiday pay. coming, so we bought the
furniture for the apartment.and Look a trip. We had $1,000 in savings.
We had a good time during .the strike. We went to Florida for a
week . . . it was a great relief'. I'm sorry t went back to GM, but 1,
needed the money. I would like anOther job, but not in an office*. . .

it's cutthroat in an office. Factory jobs are more down to earth. At
*Rothman's people couldnit .be bothered. I might take some courses. I

woutd even try a career at GM. But that's impossible
. you have to,

know the president's son.

2.10' I'm waiting to hear 'about. my*grievance. I have lwo years
seniority, That's pretty good. If I get laid off,-I get 1\5% of- my pay
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for-awhile. I'll stay for five years at GM and see. I. Was going-to
enroll. in -a course this year, but it's hard to concentrate, with the
.grievance and ll the rest. I was interested in a. sales or mai-keting
course. I wouldn't rip people off; i want to- he4p them.

2.11 I'M like to work in a1es, or marketing; or maybe real estate.
yr, -I'd like to-work with ParkS-ahd.Recr-eati6n.in the- city and work-With'
kids. For that you need a degree. I'd like to Combine marketing_and
sports administratioril I'm.also.on a team. l've'got experience; I'can
put together a Sports organization in.a part of'the city:- I'm really .

good at psychology with kids. GM is a means, and that's all. Sports
leads to friends . . Ylots of satisfactions . . . that's where I get.my
job 'satisfaction: I'm not atter prestige; "whatever makes you happy."
I have my head straight . . . it's,just hard to come by he opportunity.
A friend just went back to university. I won't have any problem getting
into university. I've thought about checking the program at Atkinson
College. . I won't be able to get into the phys. ed. and recreation.
programs. I can't afford to'cluit my job, and that's really ball

18)
3.00 Family and Ethiiic Group

(1.01 My family is from Portugal. It was a big move . . . it was
traumatic. My father came first.

J didn't' know anyone . . . I was
seven or eight years old. I don't want to move again. My wife is the
only girl in her family an4 she is very close to her parents. All my
friends are here . . . I enjoy iC.

3.02 My father's brother came after him, and my mother, my brother, and
I came last. My younger brother went to Ryerson in a business course.'
He should be more relaxed . . he's very nervous and worries too much..
I'M different. My brother and I never got along,;but we have gotten
much closer in lhe last year and a half . . . especially after I got
married. He comes to the sports events I'm involved in.

3.03 I lived at home until I got married. We're.very comfort:able.
Anne and I got married with $11,000. We were both laid off for awhile
and that was rough. I've got a very creative wife. She's got a nine-
to-five job as a secretary with Office Overload. She'll'be ptling into

.

photography . . . I bought her some .equipmeni. She likes people, too.
F. met hi,r the day after graduation from high school. She was my best
friend and later, we decided to get married. I'm the one that starts
things . . . I draw her in.

3.04 I won't have any discrimination because I'm Portuguese:. When I
first came, we lived on College Street. All my friends were Italian. I

was in a New Canadian class. Everything was different frOm Portugal,
ivven the math. There weren't any other Portuguese. Once when Iwas
called an immigrant--I hate being calded an immigrantI decided.to be
English. 4 spoke only English. I didn't go into soccer, I played
football .And hockey. -Between Grade 4 and 7 I never felt I belonged.
From Grade fron I felt I belonged,- I worked extra hard to belong. I

speak English better than. I speak POrtuguese. Now I'm beginning. to
appreciate Portuguese. I 'began to realtze what you are doesn't matter.
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Ihad-wanted.to be a Canadian so badly. Now I accepL,it . . . haviag
two cultures is a plus. 1 married an English girl from a very Anglo-.
SaXon family. I worked hard fof what'l am now. I couldn't speak with
anyone at fivst. I got to know them much better by.watchiag. You get
an extra sense. You watch their reactionS. Kids can be very mean.
'Being Portuguese-has helped. me. Anne oan't imagine the adjustment
have had to make. .1-aptreciate things more OeCause 1 was an immigrant.\
I want to take Anne,to Port.ugalAn see the place.

4.00 Life Cirrumstances.and.$tr4tegies.tor Livihg

4.01 1 don't read much since I met Anne.- The.jonestown thing ëally
got me depressed. If he can go crazy, cl can go crazy--anyone .can go
crazy. The guy who pushedthe girl off the subway latform.; that got me.
depressed! I stick to. 'sports:- I read Cosmopolitan magazine . tihe

psychology articles. Lidatch-the -sport7s on Arv. A long time-ago,I
really got into ohs and Lovers..

4.02 There wa. a while when I used Pot only on' Sundays. Then,' got so,
tired pf GM I, ook iL every-day. I felt guilty and scared. I tried to
get. oft by quitting fn- two weeks. Now I only smoke on weeke46. The'
doctor was very much against smoking. Smoking waS:doing me ift. I enioy
being straight. I don't take any lother drugs. Cocapie 'is the big thing
now. I am not sure I can control myself, so I don't, get,nto'it. My
wife smokes.' A teacher in high school used to smoke with the students.
I don't4know_many people who don't smoke. It's part of ourYsociety. I

do it to 'relax, _ . ; (

4.03 If it weren't for Anne,- I wouldn't- have.much to do. I (just wo,rk
and -1 bave a-hice lffesLyle.'Why should I Work:haTder?

..4.04 1 used"to'have to smoke a cigarette after eating. 'That was bad
for siports, so j-quit-t.Then_j got into pot. 1.C.was different, but IL
beCaiii.t!.-a-.-,hnb.it. I....don't drink regularly. At GM_there':i.4 lot of.
,pot . . piLes of it change halals° daily,. .1 was -smoking. out .of-
necessjty. I thought, what"was I doing, so I quit. Others are working
stoned at GM. 1:d like.to take 4 survey there some day. I wouldn't ask
the kind of questions they' Usually 4sk.I ,They never ask anything
important. ) :

4.05 A lot of poopl don:t care about politics. f tholught of running
for .shop steward so that I'm changing sbmething. I'm too Yining.for
politics. People wouldn't take me-seriousW,, I worked for Dntschka in
Parkdale while the strike was on. ',My parents'are NDP because tiley,say
that it's the workingman's party." I felt Dqtsch,ka wA.will'ing to do,
something, sq I morkedjor him. I, like to know what the basic issues
are, what the parties stand fOr. Things Should be More"equal; pfople
would c;are more fOr 'each other:

4.06 i hate to think ahcad,abouti,my job. Later t want to look back'and.
see-accomplishments. I've meta.loU'ro..f ggod people in the last five.
years. I've,gone through high' school : . . a very'ricli'place. I've
worked' inpan office- . . had ti'me off . . been oft unemployment and



know what peoOe go through. 1 have a grievance at GM and I'm on sports
teams. .1 regret not having.gone to university,. but I've gained in a lot
of other respects. You.lea-rn every day . . . it's never tOo late. I'm

-glad I went to Grvie 13, it leaves things open% Maybe I'llego to
university at forty-five. I haven'C missed the university, sOcially. .e.

Not moving, away from hoMe fOr university . maybe I missed out on
'that..,1 never had to support myself before. gAting married.

4.07 Theiy always say.the chicks. *re,at university . . but they're
everywhere.

Comments

Carl looks back at high school with very mixed emotions.

,respects,'high school was a very special place for him; he had

experiences there which he has not hoten able to find since. He liked

the intimate atmdsphere, the sports; and the human relationships.

However, it was also the settini for his..frustrations with those in

authority. Carl is very sensitive to being treated as a second-class

citizen, to being treated, in what he perceives to be a child-like

manner. He talks about not being able tl appreciate the potential of

high school in terms of his.own future because of the rebelliousness

4 that was aroused in him by the arbitrary authority structUre in'the high

schooL. (1.01) 1.10, 1.08).

Even though he finished Grade 13, he did not manage a successful

move into ugliversity or community college', .His grade average prevented°

him from entering the programs of his choice; on the other hand, he does

not seem to have received guidance in seeking proper alternatives.

Although he crydits community college fdi being more professional and

allowing for student growth, he found the sire and the new freedom
4

intimidating, and the course wanting. (1.01, 1.02, 1.07).

'As an immigrant, Carl has been running hard ever since ,he-

discover;!Id that there was nothing to be gained by being Portuguese. As

4.
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he says, once.he made this.dipcovery,.he never'looked back. Only since

,his marriage and entry info the labor market has he slowly become aware

6
of the advantages bf being Portuguese and Canadian. He isi in the

proCess of relearning his parly language,and customs, and now states

that there is an advantage to having been an immigrant, for it leads to

tryidg harder, and gives you an.added identity. (3.04).

Carl is holding doll a.high-paying job in 'a manufacturing.plant,

thanks, in part, to unionization. However, he has found a situation-far

exceeding the, authoritirian character of'high school. °Nis response has

ranged from private solptiohs to rebelliousness in behavior to seeking
4

'out the prescri6ed venues of resolution. His present need for a high

income has made h. unable to,simply quit ana take a chance on a new
.4

'career. (2.02) 2.03:2;05, 2.11).

He wants to-work with people, and- has found a variety of wayA of

doing this. His problem at the present time is that he is, isolated from

interaction with irople "at work, although is nonwork aife offers many

opportunities, mainly th,rough his interest in sports activities. He

does not 14. 0( how to unite hi work and nonwork world. "(2.11)

O

Ada

4

\

Ada is a university student who is looking forward to a career in
i

journalism. At the moment, she is woTking.,in a brokerage firm full-t
s

and coMWting her four7year university degree part-time. She is s le,
V

and liØes in Toronto.

1.00 Education

1.01 4'm a stUdent at the U. of T., working full-time andce ipeting
the fourth year on a part-time basis. .I'm studying, socio gy/ and
English--a double minor. I like the concreteness of soci 1 y (and the

(.



cre ive epect.of En
.gr.duare school dext

lish. The two combi4 nicely. I hope to go to
ear and study journalism on a full-time basis.

TO'e first yeaT of university was very difficult. It Was a s
a jo1-the new c =unity setting. The distances there and_hack ed

egty'acurricula life. I:didn't have a group bf irierids th
knoWn'Ior years. ould 1 live up to the new academic expe4ations lt
seemed so. imposing. Later, it was easier and in-the fourth year
everything fell into place.

4.03 I ended up gOing to the U, of T. strictly because of the prestige,
-When. I graduated ['tom Grade 13, Yo,rk was not well established. It
didn't'have a good reputation. I,was an Ontario Sitiolar and was going
to go to St: Michael's College and geta degree.

By Grade 13, the work load had increased and we were expected tO
:behave like adults. For the first tilne there 4as,a strenuout academic
emphasis. We were expected to perform to a certain standard. Eighty-
five percent of the students were sudden]y being weeded out. We.were
marked. more stringently; it-was expected that you perform a. little

.

better;. the work,load was heavier. In the history course we had an
essay every three weeks I'd been used to writing one essay a year for
each course. The principal lectured.Grade, 13 students that some were
perhaps uot "cut out" for this; that weliad better "toughen up .and start
studying" if we planned to make it.

1.05 I planned for university from an early high. I
knew that I didn't want the four-year business/co erce course, but

'rather, the five-year.arts and science leading to university. I was
interested in learning. I was getting good marks all along. My phrents

, pushed me . . . "we'd be proud-of you."

1.06 I wanted to attain the award. Marks were important. I was a
borderline cale. 11 think my final average came out to 79.8 and my
English teacher ended up boosting.my mark.in English so I would get the

,Ontario Scholarship. So it did mean something. I'wanted it. 11 wanted
that acknowledgment. I had worked really hard for it. But, I think by
then, the pattern'Was set. I knew I was going to go on, and I think
just getting the award gave me the extra boost. You're somebody. You
can Make it. That feeling *Collapsed the first month of university, but
at least I had 1t. for the summer. '

.2.00 Work and Career

2.01 After four' years in university you've done well, but then you're
in a working world: Where is your prathcal experience Old what do you ,

know? Eveh .if you -get a job that you may not think Pt up to your
acadvnic qualifications, the fact that you do have that backgrOuni,'
automatically Makesjou stand out. And I do think that, even when I gct
dep4ssed, I realize that'thsat background does make you stand out.

. .

2.02 1. can'L take, for too long, a job.situation or even a social
situation where I really keel intellectually frustrated; where I am
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'surrounded by people that are not contributitg any k nd of stimulation
to me at all. 'I'm trying not to make this sound too sn bby.

2.03 My careerlis very ,important to me. I want career. I will not
stand for something less than a. career which is.e tirely stimulating to
me, that fulfills my creativeaud intellectual nee s.

1

2.04 I'm in the situation now oftrying to ma e some money to go back
to school. I have a 'fairly good job, but one to which I'm not
particularly committed. I'm constantly tryi g to find something more
interesting and finding it very frustrating I'm working as a sales
'assisIant/secretary at a brokerage firm. m doing very well. I've
been offered a promotion: I'm juSt not te ribly, committed to the job.
I don't find it terribly stimulating. d n't like working with money.
I cannot get terribly excited if Dome Pet. is goia& to merge with . . .

really . . . although I know that sever, .of m colleagues do. It'd
like a crap game. *

k

3.00, Family.and Ethnic Background.

3.01 I'd had a lot of the 91d-world ideals from my parents, from their
time and background. And You have to fight that. I thinK one of the
reasons I embraced the whole women's liberation thing.was to rebel
against that. I meal, they meyer really said "don't go ahead and 1)rove
yourself"; it was just th t there wasn't that much encouragement.
You're the girl and if you 1choose not to get on it's okay because you
can' get married and have babies and sit at home. It's okay.

,
3.02. I wanted to just rebel atainstthis and say, "well I'm not going
to sit Kere and wait for a man to come along, so I can be happy forithei
rest of my litc,." Even at a tender age I was beginning to see the '

misconceptions ,behind that strategy, ,3nd I'didn't want to accept it. I

think I was just a normal; healthy, red-bIooded Canadian girl fighting
back to whatthe parents were saying. c.

.
i

3.03 I was fighting my peers, tdo, because we rivkd in a very Italian
'district. NTT through high sthool.and much.of university many of my
Italian-Canadian girl friends were-saying, "Come on you really just want
to get 'married and settle down." So I was fighting them, too. I was
fighting- their whole standard. It was very ne.rve-wracking. It
surrounded me everywhete.' It surroundedlie in the home, at.the schoo

ii(
and at the high school and university levels.

.

1

4.1N Peer 'Croup
,

4.01 My peer group, until about the third Of; university, didn"t
change, very much. I think it was the cise of close'-knit group of
ftgiends I.grew ui) with and weht. te high school with, and.the really 4,

('lose ones kind of made a pilgrimage to the U. e.f T. and of course, St.
Michael's College being very ethnic--fifty percent Irish, fifty percent
Roman Catholit-)-it was really riot until third year that .1 .broke away

from them.; and to do so I had.to brea.K away from my .college as well. I

.couldn't handle it any longer. I wasn',10 going to fight anymore. I was

foo
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.,just going to.go-ahead and be my own person. I wasn't going to put up.
with the standard. The peer-group standards were theve 4nd they had to
be fOught.against. '

4.02 At the end of the second year in university a whole group of my
girl friends went to Italy for the summer. I went out west--different,
of course. That's just the.way it worrked out. When I came back I
realized that I just wasn't going to fight against those standards
anymore. My standards were what was right for me and'I Wasn't going to
fight against it anymore. So I just became less dependent on the peer
group that I had had up until they made friends that were eut of that
group. I had.to become more independent because I found I didn't have a
group to hang arovnd with anymore. I had a friend here, a friend there,
and another friend there, but they were not a group. They didn't know
tach 6ther and it required being a lot more independent. Certainly the
idealized views of a mniversity of frats and studiesit wasn't thaL at
all.

4.03 Going out.. west( I noticed suddenly not bei;ng Italian. Something
different being Italin in the west. I guess a new feeling. I began to
.get homesick.

1`.

4.04 When you-come back, your perspective changes a lot. The Italian
peer-group way of doing things is not necessarily the right way of doing
things. Why should there'be that constant necessity to fight it? So I
jilt didn't, anymore. I felt a lot more relaxed with the friends I had
,grown.up with, I was myself. My friends would say, "She had weird
ideas, but what can you do?" After a while they just got used to the
wg044-ideas, which.reallysweren't so weird.

4.05 I had a couple of friends who did not date.. Not because their
parents were saying, "You can't date." My goodness, they were women!
But.it was more a case that they'd been brought up to think that you
don't date just ,to date, to have fun; but you date sompone you are
seriously thinking of as a future. This was incredible to me. All I
was doing'was to just date. NIthing ultraradical about that. But you
can see how, from their perspective, they' would say, "we all know abOut
her." And that's a university-educated crowd talking about a girl
friend of mine who did go out a lot, and got the worst reputation just
by dating in that.peer group. Of course, you.can take that'even further
tfi terms of sexual relations, add then once you do it--you're bad,
that's all. You're no longer an intimate friend. They'd still be nice,
to you, but they'd know you were "one of that kind." Not an obvious
ostracism, but there was just a quiet sortAf feeling that you got. Akid
no self-respecting human being will hang aro d with a peer group that
labels him "bad," and actually accept that fro them. You're 4so-goilig

' to start believing that in'yoUrself and you're oing to say, "On the one
hand, I do adhere to the belief that two pedOe do not have to be
married to \mgage.in a sexual relationship, but toti the other.hand, I am
intimate with a%peer group that is telling me that I am "bad." And
unless.you want to start'believing what that peer group tells you, you'd
better just find yourself a peer gronp that agrees with your ideas.

/
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4.06 After the initial shock of realizing that I didn't fit in anymore,
I began to realize that they were a small community unto themselves, and
there were lots of people that I could relate to intellectually and in
terms'of my beliefs about the goal that I had, and about relationships..
I met With "other people, fri4ndships would.develop, and thtough them, I
met other people. It was a gradual process.

4.07 I have, several friends-interested in journalism; others who
majlired Ln English, sociology an now one in law"school. One is a sales
manager at Eaton's; a couple are traveling through.Europe. And, of
course, I still have the friends I grew'up with, because since then,
-I've been abloto cbme to terms with tb,e whole dichotomy between.what I .

believe and what they believe. On my part, there's an acceptance of
them. And I thinkl on their part, the ones that were the closest to me
have accepted it and the ones that were semi-your friends, but not
really your .intimate.friends, are just a little bit more difficult,
distant.

,

4.08 While I did have problems mith my peer group here, when I'went
back to Italy I didn't feel them at all. I loved it, I fit right in. I

expectekl to go back to Italy and find the sorrof thing I had betn
expoSed to up until then, the same.kind of mentality and viewpoint I had
found here. It was a real shock. I was 22. I expected a nation of.
people who would say, "you're bad."

.4

4.b9 I was really excited. Italy was young, vibl-ant,, interesting.
There were so many things to see, so many different kinds of grople and,
if anything, I thought the Italians made Canadians look sane and
pur,itanical. I.guess the peer group that I had been hanging around with
here were the product of the small town, .southern /talian way of
thinking. Then they came,here and they liked to think of themselves as
Italian; to think of their views as distinctly Italian. When, I went 2
back to Italy I. realized that those views were the views of twenty.years
ago and people there weren't thinking that way. They just legalized
abortion!

4.10 The interesting thing was that wheki a few of my girl friends'did
go 'back that slimmer, they hated it. .Th6F couldn't wait to get back
here. That sort of helped me to come to terms with.it.

,

4.11 I was the kind of girl that, if my mother said, "You'd better not
go out with Canadian .boys," I v)ould bring home blond,. . blde-eyed
Canadians from Elie generations back. I just couldn't accept that part

#

of me because that part of me was what I Saw around me, and I didn't fit
into it; I just said, "Well, that's it."

4.12 When I went back to Italy I really ditt fit in. I found it
eittcemely comfortable and I Jelt that the friends I ma over there,
there wasn't the same viewpoint therk was here. I fit right in and P-
really liked it. . Ws a shoci going back and forth. I'm torn
between two worlds. I needa period of adjustment each time:

V
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5.00 Life Circumstances and _Strategies for Living'

5.01 Money is a thing that changes after you graduate from university.
In university, everybody's broke and you're all on an even scale. I

have'friends--my parents are immigrant working-class parents--I used to
hang pound with friends, one girl friend whose father was a professor
at Ryerson and another whose,mother was a doctor. . . . .But the whole
money thing . . . social class at university wasn't important; you
related to people on anotherlevel. With this partlicular girl' it wa
our interest,in renaissance history. We related to each other on that
level. It can develop.from that to a personal thing. Once you graduate
from university, all of a sudden there is this standard. I have friends
who are going to be C.A.s, friends who are going to law school. All of
a sudden money becomes really important, and I haVe to reevaluate
myself. I have to think, "I know it wasn't important before." I know
that befor6 I would have thought, "Well, it doesn't matter how Much
money I'm making once I graduate, as long as lrm happy." Now it's
starting to enter into it% 'I do want, for example, to be,a journalist;
but also want to be financially, rewarded for it.' So it's becoming
fairly important, although I don't think I'm as status-conscious as some
of my friends have become..

5.02 There are so many turning points in my life. I hope I can start
getting into the kind of career I want, and things go into phases a
little bit slOwer. I don't handle turning points well. Whether it's a
goal you set for yourself, or relationships that come along, or the
progreision that your life goes through. Turning points are related to
an individual's orientation. Some girl friends would classify their
turning points in terms of their love relationships. Then there are
people I know who are really into their jobs and their careers, and
would classify life in terms of promotions. For myself, turning points
would be a :slight mixture of the two. °

5.03 It's important that you are interested in a job and that you .are
good at it. It's importAnt that you learn something from it all the
time. The job's got to fulfill the intellectual, financial, and
emotional needs that I have. You can't limit it to the intellectual and
the financial. I think the emotional part is very important, especially
in our society where you Adefine yourself throdgh your job, and
especially for women now, too.

5..64 I'm a product of the whole feminist thing. It started when'I was
in high school. Certainly the women that I know that are ten to fifteen
years older than myself seem to 'be coming to the same point of
realization that I'm at. You don:t have to remain homemakers. That's
not tile sole way of defining ourselves. Of course, .then there,can be a

backlash.The good homemakers and mothers are 'beginning to feel
inferiority complexes, which isn't right.

5.05 I want to be'world renowned. Maybe fust a national commentator A
.,

TV. I want a good career, a happy love life, the opPortunity to do the
things,that interest me. I want to travel and meet the kind of people
that i would find. interesting. In ten years I'll be in Toronto,..

married, and a journalist. .
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5.06 When I was in Grade 10 or 11. I'was reading feminist writings. I

really irew up wi,th the notion that you go out ttzere and prove yourself.
You don't have to sit backand wait to get marrie)d. Therq were a lot of
women at my age level, that 1....ment to school with; who feally weren't
into that whole "I'm going to defise'myself in terms of personal
relationships, getting married', a husband, raise children," and that.was
the most important." But the point is that the whole feminist ideal was,
becoming prevalent at the time I was sbill.a young teenager, and I chose
to read them and partake of. that whole ay of thought. That's the way I.
was thinking.

5.07. I can remember watching TV. when I was' very yoUng and it was a
debate on'an educational ellinnel betwee* Germaine Greer and someone.

,Commdnts

It is plain that Ada is quite articulate about her life and her

perqpptions of the events `Ind forces that have^shaped it. She seems to

have shaped herself ly resisting and overcoming the pressures from her

ethnie groupfamily and peers--to conform to certain images of the

woman-in her society. (3.01, 3.02,1.03, 4.01, 4.05 5.04).

She seems to have taken opportunities for experience and turned

theni into occasions for learning about herself'and others. Ada does not

seem to have responded passively to the events in her life, blit rather,

to have turned them into points of change and actiOn. (4.06, 4.11,

.02).

Ada was supported in'her intentions to achieve an education; she is

now on the verge of having the prerequisite edlicatio5 for a cakeer in
4

journalism. In the process,.she has demonstrated independence and re-
.

sourcefulness. She is'making heavy demands on her career, but boas faced. .

opposition before. However she.will be moving beyond family, peer
k

group, and university into a much latger world. (1,01, 2.03, 2.04,

5.03).

The various obstacles in her path have not dOtroyed hdr confidence

in her.abilities or her future. -To the contrary, they.have enhanced

them. ;
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4.

Three issues are stated clearly. In the first place,,Ada is
411

adament about wanting a career (as opposed to job), that is highly
*

.stimulating and.fulfilling. She is*saying that this is her due, as well

as a necessity. Her current:job does not fit the sill; it is in the

wrong area and repfesents everything she does..not want, even though she

is treated well, has promotions available to her, and receives a good

salary. Secbtidly, in part as a result of this first full.-time job, she

has begun to appreciate and gain a new understlnding of the advantages

.of money. Being properly remunerated hes become important to het and

will play role in her future clareer thinking. (2%03, 2.04, 5.01).

A third theme emerging is the role the women's movement has played

fh Ada's life: It seems, to have been an important catalyst in her

development. Through the mass media; she was exposed to it at an early
.

age, and it continued to impinge on her life. In a sense She grew up

with the movement and Ias been shaped by it., incorporating into her life

the expectations the movement has made available to women. (5.04, 5.06,
41.

5.07).

Andreis

Andrew is a Grade 12 graduate working full-time at Bell and living in

Toronto with his widowed mother. He is taking community college courses

at night in an effort to upgrade his career opportunities.

1.00 Education

).011k I have been taking eommunity college courses since 6igh schoo0
High lhchool isn't enough for what my goals are. I'm trying to get a
better job, and courses look good on the record. I'm trying to improve
myself, and courses are something I can fall back on. Job application

'forms always leave a lot of space for education; they only overlook your
education if you're promising..

4
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1.02 .1 started Grade 13, but, gOt fed up. I got to the point where I
didn't care anymore. It was a social thing becausenl2ts of 'my friends
were getting jobs. Many of my friends were also oldaf and-they were in
university. or they were traveling. I just didn't want to be in 'high
s.chool anymore. I quit school one day and got a job the next.

1:03 Choosing courses'in high school was strictly peer pressure for me
and most of the others. Or we took the easiest credits. There are very
few kids in high school who really know whatthey.want.. I had no idea
what I wanted. Some of them were pressured to find a direction by their
parents. When you don't know what you wanto, it's good to.be pressured
in a direction. ;My parents didn't give me that presSure.

1:04 Father died while I was in high schoo . He didn't influence me
much4 Mother influenced me more. She wasdisappointed when I quit high:%
school, but she didn't say I had to go batk. It was in style,...then, to
do what you wanted to do. That was my attitude, but:I've changed. I

would haVe responded to directives from Father. I've tound out since
then what life is like. Two years ago 1 would not have come for an
interview with you at the university".. I'ye tagght myself. I don't know
why I've changed .so much. I guess I learned a lot by not getting what I
wanted after high school. I still don't know what I want. I'm not Shy
anymore.

1.05 'I'm-taking night courses in electronics. I didn't study that in
high school, but now.I'm interested.

1.06 In Grade 9 they give you the choice of two basic programs:
reading and writing, or hands. I'm a technical man. In Grade'9 you
take all the subjects, but by Grade=11 you spetialize. That's OK in
some ways, but loOking back now, I miss not having taken a.particular
course'of study. The technical conise led to university if you took it
Hi- five years. I would have had to make* the decision about a four- or

, five-yeat-Fontse in Grade.9.,'but you cOu1d change later. I wasn't
qualified to decide what course -sounded nice. It's difficult to make
the. decision without parent guidance. *I should have taken all the core
subjects . . . reading, writing, mathematics. I wish someone had
advised me. I did best hen I. got encouragement from teachers. .A lot
ofNathers.pre just doing a job.

,

2.00 Work and Career

2.01- I quit school one day and got a job the next. I went to Manpower.
First 1 drove a truck, and then I worked at the order desk of the same
company. Later I worked in a furniture.factory putting legs on chairs.
I worked there three days. Then I got a job as an expediter for a radio
manufacturing comiany. I had quite a lot of responsibaity there. I

vas p'romoted to the-sales department. Aftet three months I was laid:
off. I started work at Bell ri.ght away, and have mow been there for
nearly three years. It's a "good job and challenging en9ugh. But I'm

4
still bored now. It's ad entry job. . . . ft's repetitious, but good. I

am dealing with money.

4
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2.02 .I 'don't want $10,000 job. _1 want to get into management,
something like that is more interest4g.. Twenty thousand isn't very
much these days. I'd- like to go to ,.ife opera, liave a cottage . .

enjoy myself. ;,4see how comfortable some,of the people in the Bell are;
I don't want to worry.

..3.00 Family

3.01 I live with my mother; my./atler died three 4years ago. Mom is
retired. It's convenient to live -at home. I coftribute money for
expenses, but I c$n save. To save money 1.also participate in Bell
stock payroll deduction. Father died while I As.in high school. N

3.02 I'm the youngest.of three. My oldest brother is thirty-five and .

the next oldest is thirty. I'm a little opart from them:, I go to my
oldest brother for guidance. He finished university and has a very good
job with a construction dompany. 1 hope 1'11 be like him. He's got two
kids. I don't see him as often as 1 like because I can't really join
in, I can't:party with him; I would feel out of place.

3.03 TA family has a cottage. tty older brother brings the family up
and my mother comes too, and,I come up 'there with my girl friend. We
take turns being there. My older brother went ck to schoo He As

?)'a

l.

gu.ite old when he went back because he had to finish high school. I

wasn't living at home. He was living with the'grandparents. My other
brother went to trade school. ge had dyslexia and so he couldn't read
prdperly. He was very good wi0 his hands, so he went into printing.
Later he saw how well the machine service people did, so he went into
the servicing of printing machines. Now he's got'14s own territory .igi
Calgary., He's ago-getter.

4.00 Life Circumstances.and Strategies for Living

4.01 I don't read very much; I don't' know why. It's..work for me'.
didn't read much in school. Reading doesn't interest me very much.
mig read two books in a year.

,

4.02 I get away on weekends. Each night there is,something going on
socially. I love friends. I go swimming. ,

4.03 I really iike te finish a job. I try to do my job well, and I try
to improve. My parents were very, very honest. .Peopleihaven't done too'
much wrong to me. 'Enoug&good things have happened to me.

4.04 Thdr outdoors are important to me. My girl friend, with whom I've
beeh together for three years, goes out with me. I wouldn't have gotten
to know he,if she weren't interested in the outdoors.

4.05 A go-getter is someone who sees something that 'needs to'be done
and doesn't wait for someone elle to do it. 'I at least-see one to\
recognize one. I've been more of a go-getter since leaving high school;
I don't know why that is.



4.06 L have a .cross segtion of friendsc., Some have no intention of
look:ing for a job. I've .got ne friend who lost 'his ambition and got
fed'uf with his jdb. 1 'can't expyain it. He ,droOped Oa of Grade 10,
but later got'a p4.etty good job"and kept it fbr about five years. , Then
one day.. . . that's it. I wouldn'A doit. I.hatejo see.myself doing
the same job for twenty years...I keep boping something...wil.I.-.happen.. I

want to be inthe big time. I don't know what I Want. Money-is 'an easy
soal. I haven't t ght about, what I'll be. I like responsibility, but

4
I have to be r ardet for it. I like to be depended upon... I was
usually very ell rewarded,at home. My mother was very nice a out
it . . . I just lap it Up. Lt'effcourages

4.07 I won't.do something for a boss judt to be nice. .That's ass-
kissing. I want Co get ahead by showing I. can do the job..

Comments

1

Andrew is stuck at A certain level in his job ahd wants to find.
i (
ways to move up. After Several years in the work force, hejnows what

/
he should have done and)lid not in high school. There, he paid

T ittle attention to the futdre,imPliCations of his choices of coui4e and-t

pAram. He relates that he recp:ived littleiguidance. (1.06, 2.01).

Andrew does feel he has learned much about tife and-himself since

leaving high school. He feels that 'one of his main achievements has

been the greater.value he places on aggressiveness,.with respect to

opportunities; he feels that he has bedome more aggressive, .He implies

that he has made lhe transition fro1100 drilting to a more purposive mode

.of life. He quit school just as he mai beginning Grade'13, took the

first .availabl.e job, and has gone odfrom there. The Bell job has been .

his first steady work opportunity, mile which he hopes to,make the basis
. .

of a career. However, he is not at all sure hemill succeed in moving'

into the management positions M6 wat.s. It is the purpose of the part-

time night courses to make these positions more accessible.

2.01, 2.02, 1.05):

In retrosPect, Andrew has realized Xhat the education he 5eteived.

(and, to some degree, .chose) forted a choice ow him of "reading and
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writing; oi hands." .He is now. trying to change directions partly
P 1

4

becausof. hib ZoredoM at lork and his ambition for the "good life." He

was originally headed fOr "handit.4 (4.06).
. .

-The examples.of his friends and relatiVes-especially 11,is

brother--4nd tb4,effects Of being'"out.in the.Worlt. seal to motivate

Andrew:to persist in his attetriptsto upgrade bialgelf. 4 desire to be

out in'th,world led tehitleavIng schdol; .being out.in the woijd seems'

AO have helptd him cOme back to school. However, althoub he is aware
4

of the benefits he might derive from further.education, he is rTlying'

primarily on his present employer. This might, leave him quite

vulnerable, but will, provide a. good testj r his persistence apd newly

acquired go-getting
0

4

Andrew's family seems to have beep behind him 411 along bn

willing or able to ptovide specific,direction at several crucial:points

in his life. His survival so far, and. the stridt of-positions he has
,

.held, attest to a certain initiat:ive. It is Kis values and goals' which

have undergone change, and his knowledte of what it takes to achieve

them.

Rose

Rose is married and the mother.of two. She lives outside a small town

im eastern Ontario an4 is staying home until the children are older,

a1LhOugh She-works part-time helping her father with his bUsiness: Her

husban4 has.a promising job in a local manufacturing plant.

1.00 ,Education

1.01, I'm,not able to sit.down and work on.one subject for more than
.thIrty malutes. As a result, high School was pretty tough. Maybe
becaUse theçe was no writing involiiect, I really enjoyed thoatre arts.

1

0
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In my last year,ri directed, the'school p14y. There was one other goiod
. class and there the teacher made the dtifference . . . it was .the
lOusiness course and I had it all'four Oars.lrEveryone thought he was
terrific.

.. .

1.02 Grade school.was 'different and I enjOyed i4t. High.school was
difficult beCause I moved 'from 4small country schoolto a big school.
I'D grade school I had the same teacher from Grades 2 to 6, and°I knew
the'whole class. We had a'juiefor hightschool: but it) too, was small.
The big change fo..me came in Oracle §. I took only commercial subjects,

1111
0SO I only went as r as Grade 12.

,
. , lit . 'w

1.03 The tfieatre experi:encCwas'ithe high point in high school. I

.

haven'tIollowed i ve
.

4. up ki ce then. 1 watched the.ads in the papers,
.

thoug4. I. vre'floct, b I would love to be involved in the theatre..,

, The Theatre GuildlimTwe d never gat off its feet% I'.d like to organize
a Atre. I was lucky to be in the first theatre class. An English
teat-', started it. She.wasIgreat in theatre, even though she had a
very.ba reputation. It was the only year that haIf.the class was boys;
usually it's all girls. We did research on plays, we made the set, and
weAesigned and sewed the cOstumesir-I loved it.

N

It.

. 1. 04 *I'm against being able to pick your own courses; at the time you
have no idea what tg take. If you miss history, geography, and sciences
you miss4it all. I don't know why they switched to choosing your own
courses. In Grade .9 there were only two options,-but there was ,total
confusion in. the classroom_ The'students did everything possible to

. stop the teacherlrom teaching. At.the time, I thought it was smart to
take al4 the commercial courses. And my Parents never said much; they
just.signed the forms. Mom.was all for the commercial subjects. She
thl\ ught I would get ma'rried and stay home for the rest of my life.

.

.

1.05',The high school district was huge: I didn't get to know the
teachers except in'theatre arts. There Were good things about the high
school, too. I'm glad for that. , .

;

1.06 My husband finished Grade 12. He's got gbod prospects at his job,
but he wants more education. He teels that education would advance him
more quiCkly. But I feelYthat experience would be more important. I've
got a friend who went to college, but can't get.a job . . ... because he's

got no expedence. It's the people you know.

1.07 You've got t c have the basics . . . English and math and science.

Ther4's good and bad in going to a small-town school: But I'll
never regret going on to high 'scHool. Without being able to meet
peop1:0, it would have been like being Locked in a cloister. There were
cousins enough around home, but I didn't knA anybody in high school. I

was really scared the first day.

2.00 Work and Career

2.01 I went 1.6 work at the ,Cobonrg General Hospital as a supply
distribution technitian. 'After six months I found out that no. skills
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were needed for the,job. The minimum qualification was Grade 10. There
was nothing to the job.

2.02 'My father owned his own lumber business. When he made it'into a
corporation in 1974 lie needed,a secretary, so I went to Work.full-time
for him, . At the hospital yoAjust did your job, you didn't deal With
people. Working for my father, I'm on my. own. I haye tq decide when to
do something Sri5,1-,1014.at to do. There's bookkeeping, ordering parts,
there's somethilg'ofNeverYthng. Yeah, I felt a part of the enterprise.,

, f
,I was. never .abl'_ tohtalk to my father and now we discuss finances. If I
had not worked tor him, I would not have knowp him.

3.00 Family',

3;701 Therp.were six children. I was in the middle. The oldest worked
for father . he's. now takink a.course in timber scaling. He'll be
returnisig to miy/father's business. The 'youngest is.still fourteen. He
also.wants to`Viork for father. There's still another brother who.works
for faCher. My oldest brother finished Grade 10 and,my older sister
studied art for two years in Port Credit., bne of my sisters didn't
finish high school.

3.02 My oldest brother didn't get along in school. He was six feet
till. But he's done well since then. He graduated/With honors from his
scaling course. He's married now. This business is family. My
father'..s brothers all worked in it. Dad is a standard, old-fashioned
man. Women should be at home. But now, working for him, he treats me

. like one of his sons. He cantt understand it ,when I don't spend extrA
_time' at work.

3.03 I went to EdMonton one summer. I've never.been south. I've seen
a lot of Ontario. I haven't traveled with my parents. I have a sister
in Edmonton and we've all gone out to Visit her.

4.00 Life Circumstances and Strategies for Living

4.01 I've been at home since My first.child was born. I'll be home
till both go'to school. don't,have any plans for the future yet.
I'll take a job,for awhile so we can build.the houge we want. 4'11 get
some kind of ;chooling. I don't t:/ant to be in bookkeeping all my life.
I'll go back to high school to take science, art, and mathematics. I

want to make somefhing of my life. I don't'sont to just be a housewife:
I don't know what I want to be. It'WOuld be'nrce to get something where
I can be at home.

4.02 'Grandmother lived with us. 'We had a very shelte-red life. We were .

of Irish descer and most of _our friends were Irish Catholics.4 I

parried a conservat ve Protestant. I was the one in my family who made
.,the transition, and I. ended up the joker in my class. I figured that if

I laughed, no one -would notice me. I'M not a very feminine woman; I'll
do' any kind of work. In junior high school my two best friends were
boys. My friends 'were two boys and/ three girls. 'in my, family, I got
along best with my tvothers; I always felt easier with boys.,



9.

n-

'4A3 We used to read.the relLgious booksiny pare ts iroughthome. We
Lalked.about evolution and goL our parents"all u set.. My older sister
brought home books.a lot. She was very artisti and wanted to travel
around the world. She lives id Calgary and take courses

,

ln art. She's
.Laking a trip to Africa Ois year..

4.04 We didn't knoweRough to 'apprecia.te his ory caurses;: .'My older
lister taught'me a lot, more than I learned ib!schooLL She's:thirty and'
going back to university. She buses all th way to Edmonton from
dalgary. Did wasn't abLe' to go to high school. MOm used to like
English. Dad encouraged higti school. My husband is fantastic in
'htstory. onlY reading is in history. He reach/ an average of three '
boaks'a week. I want to hnderstand what he's talking abouL."Our kids
are going to get a very different education than I did.

4.05 I'm,waiting for the kids to grow...up so I can,do things. I wanted
to have the children and watch them grow up. I want to do more for them
than my parents mere able;to do for their six. It's nice to be able to
help them. Our kids have opportuniCies we didn't have.

4.06 have a hard time talking to educated people. I feel stupid. I

would like more,education. I want to talk at the same level. My
vocabulary is really poor. It takes so with time to get that education,
and you don't get far on it. I don't want to be a professional, I don't
have the Lime. I sometimes feel inferior . . . I'm not satisfied with
home and.children. For my mother, home and children were enough,.
Nothing more was expected of her. I want to show'my husband that I can
'do more. So help me God), I'll grove it to him. My husband encourages

he isn't threatened. He amazes"me in so. many ways. He could
take care of the house and children. He cares for them every Wednesday.
and Monday nights. He's really good with tbem. He helps with the
hOusework. He's so unlike.my father. Father's able to include me now,
bOt I had to really show him that I wasn't just a woman. was afraid
that as I grew older we yquld drifL even further away, but that hasn't

.happened.

Comments t).

Several things stand out with Rose: her suspic00 of structure;

hee determinatl,on to be the equal and a collaborator of the/principle

A men in her life; and finally, her determination t 4levelop herself more

fully

In her education several Lhings'stand out. FirsL, she had to ake
.

quite a transition frompUblic and' junior high school to high school

itself. The shift was a matter of scale: more people, longer

S
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distances, and greater complqcity: She loOks bad, on the shift as .

pairiful, but benefkcial ih the long' run. Secondtly here was the

theatre arts course. This stood out far her becaOse its manner suited.

her so welt; the 'course stood in starkgcontrast to all the others. She

speaks of her frustration with the rigid routines of high ichool . a

theatre arts course worth its salt breaks all these routines. Thirdly,

there is her dissatisfaction with the sequence of Nurses she took under

the free-choice system. She has come tto.see that certain co"urse

sequences would have benefited her in terms of her present needs and

aspirations. She is ambivalent about the, free-choice system, pointing

out that in school years in which there were no choices tlie class room

Was chaotic. (1.04, 1.01, 1.07, 1.02, 1.08, 1.05, 1.03).

Rose's relationship with her father is significant in her life.

One of her accomplishments has.been to evolve a relationship with him in

which there is give and take. The norm seems to hare been that, partly

because of the crucial role of the faiily business within the life of

the family, the sons have had the important links with the fattker, Her

mother has played the traditional role, for which the daughter was also
.

being prepared. Rose has made breaking out of that mold a central theme

in her life. She lias t,losen a husband le, on one hand, really needs

her and her family, but on the other, seems to adhere tolhe egalitarian

customs'of modern marriages: She has managed to make her father take

her seriovsly and, in fact), to treat her as if she were one of'his sons.

(3.01, 3.02, 4.02, 4.06)-:

Rose and her husband wanted the two children. Rose-wants to raise

children differently from the way children were raised in her family.

In terms of her own personal development, her children and her husband
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'are importka participants. However, she also wants to build a life of
1,0

. .

.

\
.

.

her owthrough further schooling, even though she is awate that there
, ,

is no neqessary'limk'between fur.ther education and jobs. She has had

experience with jobs.(including her present work as bookkeeper with her

lather), which are..undemanding and repetitious; she, is not patisfied

with them. She has a model in an older sister who, when younger, added

stimulation to her family, life and is now making real sacrifices to

pursue her interest in art. In spite of Rose's feelings of having been

limited by her /Emily and upbringing, there is recognition of the

positive impulses and tendencies within it. It is almost as if,.the

family demands achievement of 'its members, though it continues to

provide closenes and a central focus... .The_resistance of the, parents
- .

.seems to have :had the consequenceatstiMulating at least some of the

(4,..05,4,06, 4.05, 4.03,'2,01, 2.02).
,[4,

, T\
00
,

children to overcome limitations.

Joyce
,

Joyceworks as an administrative assisXant in'a provincial government
,

departsWit. She -completed her formal), education with Grade 12, but is'
O*

presently tak,iii§Noight courses(teInted to her work. She is single and

,living in ter own apartment in .Toronta..

1.00 Education.

1.01 Originally I had pianned to teach,high school history.v0ver the
years my plans changed. In Grade 42 I thought of becomingNan, air

traffic controller. That too changed, Upon .leaving Grade 12 went to
Seneca College, into the lai/ clerk prtgram. However, I found out I had
to have a particular average to get..into. this two-year course.. After a
great tun-around they said it would take me Ichree years to complete thè
program. With that, I decided not to )10-back."'

4

";,

1.02 I missed university at f,irst beeause a lot of friends went. They
had a Apod social thing. Hut now -n6ne -of them are Aoing anythit*
interefting. Of those who w#nt, oneitkopow a hostess, anoth&r works for

0
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-'1 1.

MuDonald's. They have nothing over me in practica). terms As I see
them, most of, theWhave not matured. It. seems their university
experience promoted a' :lack oE initiative.. After I left school I

accepted the working world,' and the changes involved. or my university
friends,.; this eransition has been diMcult,

1.03 I would have..liked a . University degree, but, now I see that
differently. A friend of mine witti B,Sc. looked for a year for 0
relevant job. A lot of schOol kids are getting nowhere. It.seems they
thini the world owes them something . . . that's idiotiC. University
ruins people;' they should get bak.to basics.

.1.04 1 would still 4ike to be.a history teachertsomeday, but not now.
I've always wanted.to teach. Now a lot of my work is'personnel . . .

I'm taking night courses at the U. of T. in public relations. tarlier,
when I started, I took night school, but therrit was impossible. I was
eighteen in a thirty-seven to fifty-yeSr-old crowd. I couldn't relate.
But now it's ine. I have never regretted working full-time%

1.05 School was great. I can't complain. It seems anyone who went to
school after high school hated it, those who didn't, loved it. I think
that was because of the discipline. It seems that from June to
September, between high school and university, there isn't time to
become responsible. But I guess I shouldn't generalize . . . I don't
like to.

2.00 Work and Career

.2.01 After Grade 12, I decided to get a full-time job. My first job
was as a steno in an insurance company. I worked there for five months.
I hated it--the work, the people and, the comOny. I left that, and .

went to another job with the Ontario gutrernment.

2.02, There, I started as a geeretary in Community and Consumer
Relations. I worked alipthat for about'two and one-half years. Now, for
the last two and a harTryears I've worked as admiriistrative assistant to

rthe operations manager. I really enjoy the government job. There are
no restrictions; there is room to move.

3.0.0 Life Circumstances and Strategies for Living

.3.01 I have a. lot of good friends, most of whom ab neither from high
school nor work. Summers are tennis, and in the winter I Ski. I don't
like bars. I meet friends through friends.. I like to keep work and'
friends separate. When I first started I did the bat scene with my
workmates. That didn't last long. But that time was an experience,

4

because everybody was four or five years older." I learned about, a
different world.-

3.02. I've adjusted well. I think I'm better, for having worked live
,years; than my school friends. They work eight hours and bitch fOr .Lhe
other sixteen. yhen you're eighteen, "partying" sounds great. But
soon, realism and seriousness cause you to see it differently. When I

;
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entered Ihe work force. out. of Grade 12.1 was' so green and so socially
vulnerable. My values changed. In high school ydu want to be
)independeht. Then you're confronted by somebody who's thirty 'years
older and you see you might be wrong. Participation in the world -

teaches young people who are careless abouttlieir responsibilities. I

t think I have a greater sense of responsibility than my friends. I'm not
saying life should be regimeneed, but somewhere before tWenty-five one.

should realize responsibility.

.

,3.03._I'm very conservative. Change is OK but . . in high school'I
'went around with the Arinkers, dopers, and'the Irat crowd. I wanted to
be independent and I guess I was a little old-fashioned.. Over the last
five years I've become less liberal, I think. . It botheip me that
fifteen-yeax-olds are rude . . . they have months like. truckers. Nobody
bas a, youth anymore. :There are no choices. Just cliques at high
school. Then, too, there are my friends who don't work . . . I feel
ripped off. %

3.04 I'll get married someday. I'll have a house, a color TV . .

there's nothing wrong with that'. My friends want arlog cabin and
rabbits. Socially I'm successful, but not quite-sure where I'm going.

3.05 I want' to be successful. If I .could have a life like my
parents . . . a 'house in the suburbs, but not 'necessarily money; if I
could have friends like me, friends I like, and a happy home life. And
in ten years time I'd like to continue to enjoy the things I enSoy
now . . . friends' and family.

3.06 The most important influences in my life have been God, mother,
father, brother, present boy friend, and my friends. With those,
everything has worked out.

Comments

,

Joyce's life is very set, on the ba0 sis of her telling of it. She

has a job with sothe, room for movement; she feels that by going to work

right after Grade. 12, unlike many of her friends, she has grown up

faster to be a responsible adult; being a responsible adult means

adhering to the norms, of the work place and the older generation,

.insofar as it is hard-working and dedicated to 'orderliness. She wants

the conventional rewards for'hard work, similar to those she sees her
-

patents ks having achieved. (1..02, 3:05,"3.04).

For whatever reasop, she is remarkably insiltent on the benefits of

not having the university experience and degree. It is almost as if she
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has-defined her life in opposition to those who haVe gone through.the

university. (1.02; 1.03).

She defines herself as.being conservative, having outgrown a

.previous phase in which she experimented with a different lifestyle.
. -

*

She experimented earlier-because she saw herself as "old-fashioned," but

now hos returned to he, older self with a strong sense of whO she is.

(3.03, 3.02, 3.01).

4a.

g

Diane

Diane'lives (41th her parents above the family jewelry business on the;
. 2

main'streqt ofa small eastern Ontario town. She wdtt. to Grade 13 and

completebta -course in journalism at the nearest community college.

Since graduating, she has worked for the.local newspaper. She has

applied to unTmersity and planning to attend at the start of the next

%academic year.

1.00 Education
1

1.01 It was iard to get t6 know people in high school. It was a large,
school, but 1t had started my schooling at a small local public school.
For high sctlool, we had to travel to another town and a very big htgh
school. We went by bus and it wasn't all that great. The'schobl was
too big. Therf were a lot of different groups in the school and it was
hard to get tolkdow people. I couldn't stay after school,twhich aeant I
missed all the sports and other aftel-school activities blcause I had to
catch the bus. I just .didn't pre high school. My 'course was
journalism, and I liked art nd English. I had lots of courses in
English. I liked to read.

1.02 I didn't have to make a decision about Grade 13. I didn't'know
what I wanted to do. My parents pressured me into Grade 13, arid so did

my friends. I'm glad, though, that I went.

1.03 I took some tommerciL courses; I wished I'Iiad taken more math. I
did take a little science, but I wished I -had taken'more of that, too.
I had only Grade 4 math, and I didn't do well in it.

.1.04 After Grade 13, I went to Loyalist College. i had a ride each
'way, and that worked oUlt'fine. The college is racking in spirit now,
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but it shad it when I was there. I made friends, more so than in.high
school.' I was more mature.. 'It was different. The teacher treated you
better . not like a kid. It was a two-year prtrgram in communication
studio technique. As part of your credits, you TWere placed in different
communities. I still want to go on and get more eduCation. '

1.05 I've applied to univer I ies . . . Brock, Trent . . . bqt. I. want

to' .go to Carleton. But pm., rried because I haven't heard from
Carleton. Carleton is strong Wjournalism, .apd so are Ryerson. and' ..
Western, but I don't want to go as far -as Toronto. I have a friend at
Carletohand stayed with her for a week.

Cshould have -had sMaherclas-seA. in high school and a smaller
schqiol! Size gets to Me the most . : . not knowing anybody. ...

1.07 In college, a tether in journaligm was helpful to me. He&tOok a
sabbatical at Carieton this year. little bit.in touch with.him; r
go back to the college every oncecin a while. No one impressed me in
high school, except for one English teacher who realiy knew her stuff.
My parents will help out with university and I have savings. I'd like
to pay my own way. I'ye always tried- to pay for my clothes and all the
rest.

2.00 Work and Career

2.01 I went to Grade 13. .I'm glad I did. It's easier to go to
university. I worked for a few years after high school. I'm stiji
working at a,newspaper. It's across the street from where I Iive. I do.

everything there. I got the job aftena college internship theke. I

was interested in journalism and English.

2.02 I'm tired of working. It's the same thing over and over again. I

would like 6 try getting into university again..

2.03 There are a lot of advertisements in the newspaAr I 'work for.

That's how it survives. at's a local paper for the town. I stay in the
office and do the typing. I'm.tryijig to get away from that. I'm bored
and sick of it. I know the whole operation. The wages aren't great,
but I live at home. ,The paper needed. a .typesetter more than anything
else, so that is what I did.

I IL

2.04 I worked in the family store, but the newspaper was my 'first real
job.

3.00 Life Circumstances and Strategies for Living

3.01 I'don't want to settle downi in' Tweed . . I want 4,to get

aiaay . . . where there is more tb do. I go bowling just to geeout of
the house. It's depressing here in the winter.time, but it's bettet in
the summer. I don't belong to any grou0s or organiza,tiong.

r r

3.02 Mdst of my friends have moved aWay. Some are coming back, though.
I don't have too mAny friends. There's pres§ure:to get married4 but 1



can't bothered. I'd rather, get more education.and save some money.
M3T brothers.are educated and I'd likes to be, too. I haven't learned
enough . . . I'Ve reached a stalemate In my life. .I'd like to get.away
from here. . I want tb meet more,people and Jive"in a bigger 'area. We
isn't exciting around here.

3.03 . The neWSp4er,I work on doesn't take a stand; it doetti't gee'
involved. I want to get involved. I want to 'wvite. I care about

. women's rights. I got interested in the past couple.of years in
feminism by reading the,newspapers, books, and just by geOtidg older.

,

I'yi not really that strong about it. ,

.

66.
.

,3.04 AM I crazy to,think about university? Do you think I'll be .too
old? j want to 'meet people and join organizations in college. My 4

. '.brother 'is smarter than I am. I got put down a.lot, I think; I always
had doubts about myself. I've always been that way . . . quiet, I

guess. I can't really say why I am this way.

,

.

.3.05 The idea of going to university is what kept me going for the'last
two years . just getting away. I'll go to some university . . . no
matter whiCh.. I really want to go.

'3.06 I'm not religious . . . are there .really religious groups on a
universitycampus? I..can't believe that.

Comments

Diane is ready to ireak out into 'the wider world;, it has been a

slow and painful process for her. She has been doubly protected,.first,

by the intimate small town in which she has grown up; and secondly, by a

tightly-knit lamily,who felt Ae was not ready for university. Now she

is impatient to leave hef family, her town and her j b for a university

career and a place offering more stimulAtion: (3.01, 3.02, 2.02). it,

It is part of the circumstances of hei life that, frOm an early

age; groWing up haS meant moving away. It fiegan with the seemingly

4traumatic move to the central high school in an0 hex town, and continues

lnow with university, which invdriably means moving-even furtheT afield.
.

(1.02).

For Diane, community college was a stepping stone that allowed her

to try out the larger world in miniature, so tio speak. She coed stay

, A ,
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at home and particip4e in a.college situation which was only.once

re16Ved fromAer high schoOl experiences, Community colleie was also

effective in firtding her work in journalism, an area sheNwished tob 1

cultivate; but OR job was'literally across the street,from her home.

She feels she has outgrown the local,newspaper and must move on. (1.05,,

2.01, 3.03, 2.03).

Numerous faCtors contribute to her anxiety about moving away: an

unfamiliarity with larger cities; feelings of inadequacy regarding the

demands of.university and a career; and some concern for the effect of

her age on her university experience. While she does have the example

of her brothers, she feels they are part of her problem insofar,as she

was the little sister and the girl in the family. (1.06, 3.04).

It seems that, in spite of her difficulties in stepping out, she

knows what she needs and has been able to take steps to broaden her

experience of life. She communicates 6 sense of being driven in her

need to get out, and to find a life of her own. (3.05).

Walter

Walterhas a full-time.job_as'a computer programmer.in a large oil firm.

He is finishing his egree in compUter sciences at Scarborough College
410

on a part-time basis, having dropped out of university after'his.second

year. He is single and lives in his parents' home in Toronto.

1.00,.Education.
-

1.:01. Secondary school was inadequate. The discussions I have had ith
others have confirmed this, University courses assumed knowledge that
waa never covered'in high school. I had to catch up from day one. I
just wasn't prepared. This isn!t an isolated opinion. The professors I
-have talked to agree with me. There's a lack of communication between
the high schools and the universities. I went bac'It and checked witt my
high school aftdrwarls. I think/that high schools and the syllabus



issued by the Miniatry of Universities: are tio blame. The breakdown in
communication means that people are s0t. back in terms 'of their
potential. That's what happened to'me'. But I also had a hard time
concentrating, and that has made it harder.

1.02. working full-time. 'I dropped out of university partly because
my marks were low, Now I'm in a career where I need to study all the
time. University did teach me good-study habitssand how to do research.
.1 have to learn on the job and for that, university gave me an edge. I

started at university and I want to complete the program. For me, it's
a matter of self-worth. But the degree is valued in my field. You have
to produce that piece of paper; they seem to value having stuck it out
for four years. In my case, going to Grade13 and to uniVaksity was a
predetermined fact. In Grade 9 I had decided to go to university.
Early on I saw that Grade 12 Would be Coo little. I wen.t to Scarborough
College because it was close to home. I wanted to go to the University
of Toronto and Scarborough was the logical choice. I had the
oppOrtunity to go to Waterloo. In hindslght, it would have been better
to go Chere because I would have gotten away from my friends and been
able to concentrate better.

1.03 Going to university straight out of Grade 13 wasn't a good idea.
A break to see some of/' the business world would have been good. But if
you want to move above a certain level, you need that degree. You have
to satisfy the corporate attitude toward the university.

1.04 When we Were in high school we looked to the university; now you
see some moving alcbrig without the degree. Many university students
expect to find jobs automatiCally, but Chat's not the way it is. You
have to start at the bottom. University students come to Shell and want
to start at a certain level. As a result, they don't get the job. I

think that you should start at.the bottom, because yoi've got to now
the jobs below you, University students want the top="level jobs, but
they should have had the lower-level experience. . Universities have
fallen down on their counseling. They emphasize things like resumessand
intervAws. But there have,got to be seminars to learn to accept the
lower-level jobs. University courses are.fine, but they are theoretical
and have to be expanded to include the practi-cal. I've learned through

fmy job experience that you need both.

1.05 Because of my job, I've'got a better appreciation of what's beihg
said in my economics courses., Now it's not just another course, alipther
credit. In computer science, I'm finding that.my textbooks are outPsted.
The material I use day'by day in my job is about five years ahead of
what is used in class. Becauset am able to complete assignments at
work, I could work at a iligher level than other students. I feel I
Learnt more than I would have,otherwise.

2.00 Work and.Careet
stip

2.01 My.sense of direction has come from the experience 1 haye had. I

had part-time jo at allowed me to evaluate the jobs I did not want.
I always saw compute s as a puzzle-. I wanted .t,o go into a Istable career.

, .
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in computers. In ,p,rogramming, a puzzle ,is presented toyou. When you
try it out, yon create somettling-new. 'You have to arriye at a solutionl
it's a problem in logfc.

2.02 I started at a lot* level. llow to operating the job. I

supervise eight people. and write programs.' You move ahead bys7thanging
jobs. That's .hoK,you get the salary increase*... But wiehout a degree,
they.won't move you any further. The compafty'Vas an education program,
but they don't tell- You what to study. They'll pay for part of the
course once yott .complete it, but there's Very littlt Actual
encouragement to study.

2.03 :Mere are very few courses in the eveningliond that is very hard
on part-time studOnts. I'm On shift .work, a 'little easier.
Shift work is a pain in the parts. It disrupts sociarlife, and you're
notias effective on the lob. We have a three-week rotation" systeM--each
shift lasts One week . . . there's a perpetual jet lag and yOu. never
catch up. I worked at the .Bank of Nova Scotia for four months, .and

.there'we worked three days and took the third one off. I would never do .

-that again. There.wallots of dissatisfaction; you were effective for'
ten houiPt, but theast two Were not. effective, and mistakes are co4py.

2.04 There aren't oo many people to.talk. to at work. I talk to the
part-time university ,students. They always, need lots of advice and
help; they think I have it easy taking,just one course each term.
Actually, it's very difficult fitting-the course_into, the job schedule,

Aand juit getting to the course is 'a problem.

2.05 .My job is,interesting, but it isn't a thallenge anymore,,, Even
though I know the job, I'm always striving to improve myself And4to
learn more; The. people Who 'sit back give me the impression they don't
.care.. Some university students don't carp,- I might have.been just like
them, but three years in the working morld has changed-my opinion

A drastically.

2.06 I'm not being rewarded properly in my job. My argumedt isn't
money, just to be paid enough. But when I'm doing a job up here and
someone else down there earns what I do, I get upset. There hos to be a
differential. I've been in this job for three years, and if I go into
full-time study next September, I'll quit. I've saved enough money.

2.07 I've considered moving to tpe States or out'West. Toronto is one
of the big centers in 'computing and there are very few of them in
Canada. There're many'more in the States. I, subscribe to magazines,
which give me information on jobs. I'm not a company man'in any shape
or form. .

3.00 Chlrch

3.01 I'm at the United Church. .I sing and tour with it . . . that's my
major outside activity. I also take an intense bible-study program.
It's a two-year course led by trainers; we.,are reading all sixty-six
books of the tible. My major interests have changed siace the first
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yeat. of .nUiversity;,.Whell Chfist became 'an.option. it
friends, i,was Ovited to iome 'activities. I saw that

. saying made a lot of sense. It.was very much an option.

4
3.02 "I scicialize with.the groUp that I sing with And I also tak th
cours'e with them. I each Sunday school.. In high school, no on qi

e

to church; then, in umiversity, a mutual friend brought us-around.
group I'm mith nout-come-trom different.,directions. 'The highl
committed aren't a minority in the churctL We're ,more like
traditional. church. 'It's not a cult. It's very much your tradit onal
setting. You wouldn't notice the difference on a Sunday morn ng.
There's no cOntrolling. done. .A number of different programs n ed
volunteefO, that's all. It's an individual commitment to Chris
Fellowship with a \group of others is a part oftwit, but a great deal e se

. is also involved. I decided to see the option in the :iame way that
formed pinionS. on 'other things. I listened to their opinions, compar6
them to my own, researched it. It wasn't an overwhelming emotional

ppened through
hey were

-experience.

3..03 The singing group.goes All over thvp,laCe. I' Was in England for ai
few weeks, and we verot in the States a few tiMes. We sang in prisons.1:
Witte prisoners have done their time, we have no right to judge them. We
mnst listen to them; they have a right to be listened to. What they
have to say may help society. You never know where you will find the
key.

'4.00 Life Circumstances and..SCrategies

4.01 My parents let me make 'my own decisions. They would hWVe been
diSappointed if I ,had not- completed Grdde 13, but there wasn't any
pressure. My parents never forc iod me to go n a specific direction.
They didn't force .their opinions or wants on me; there weren't any
ultimatums. I learned from expetience.

. .

4.02 I read for Courses, and read computer manuals. Most of my time
is used for work ,or courses. I read one newspaper, 'especiallyothe
-articles related to economics.

4.03 I stan up.for m/ rights. I dort' like to be,crossed.- -If I see
.something that's not right, I do something about it. If you get stung
once_. . . at the Bank of Nova Scoti.A I was interviewed for one job awl
hired'in another. I left thereas soon as.I (Ould. I've a4ways had the
Opinion that if pmething is. wrong you don'tresiAin silent%

..

. ,
. .

.

4,04 In a conversation, I listenjcy'Others I form an opinion on the
overall content'of the tsIk_b0)ause I wAdt to get the full picture.

.

That -keeps you out of trObi e. because you. don't take things out oh
contexe. 'You learn .m0t0.11/- liStening to Ahe'opinions of others,'
comparing them to.your 'own,. evaluating them.' I've been, able- to. make .a

contribution in.thiS way when' somoone is in trouble.

.4,.05 I'm iversified( but organized. When you are in shtft work,'you
haVe to m e up your mind' whether it will get 'the better of you. You

A
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h'ave to try to see,as much of a social rife.s,.yol,1 can outside work.
You have.to make concessions. Some people iUse:.sleep- in between shifts.
I don't like sleepihg past 1 p.m. because I:feer I-Would waste the day.
I.try salvage as much'of the'4ay as I can. \

.

4.06 I haye radical opinions. People haVe to learn to liAten and
appreciate other's opinions. There are very few,good listeners. .You

.have to teach people to tEink. You have tp be willing to learn. It

doesn't matter who anyone else is, everyone can learn from someone else.

4.07 No one itfluenced me especially to be the\way Iam. Everyone has
different'qualities. You have to look at:the k4eal and strive to .come
as close, in your way, as you can. You ha0e td,be able to recognize
people.

Comments

*Walter is a deliberate, careful person who has learned, through his

experiences, something about hoW he wants to' leadshis life. He has

articulated i coherent philosophy of his own way of dealing with life.

Even his religious, experience, claims, is rational? not primarily

emotional'. (3.02, 3.01, 4.604, 71, .

1(

f

He feels that his,poor performance in his initial university career

stems from the Poor6,yreparation he received -in high school and his

difficulty in concentrating, He thinks" the latter-problem would have

been overcome had he chosen a more distant university and thus, had

fewer friends to interfere withigis work. (1:01, 1.02).

Looping back, Walter feels that a period in the "real-world of, ,

business" after high school would have benefited him in ierms of his

A
appreciation of Oliversity. He has become a person who highly values

4
f/

learning from 1.4o0 experience. His work and study in the .fierO of

computer scienomplement each other nicely. (1.03, 1.4, '1.05, 1.02,
\ V

2.01).

He readily admits ihat a university degree is generally usefuliand,

in his .case, required by the "corporate orId" for prowition. He

I
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meneTons.that study and research habits learned in university courses

are useful to him In a job that requires continuous education. He

criticizes universities for leading graduates to believe that it is Jlot
40

4

necessary to begin a career.at a low level. Walter holds strongly that

graduates need--and should expect--the lower-level experience, 'in order

to work competently in the higher-level positions they want now. (1.04,

1.02, 2.03, 2,02).

He has o'rganized his life carefully And is able to do a great deal

with his time, in spite"of the generally debilitating nature.of shift

work.. He is, for instance, going tojgreat lengths to finish his

university dqorea. (2.03, 4.05).

Walter believes that merit should.be rewarded, and ise not tied to

particular company; rather he looks for better positions and higher

salaries. (2.02, 2.07, 2.06).

THEMES AND ISSUES

11

In considering the texts of the interviews, phrasea and sencfnces

jump out that demand thOught and analysis.
-a

We have selected 'a few

inStances a jumping-off point for discussing matters that relate to a

number' of thce, interviews and reflect concecps expressed elsewhere in
;

this report. Our intent is to show how a general topic has a different
0

emphasis for each person.

"Unless vu do'it you don't know it."

The issue of the practical life arose in many different guises.

Joyce feels that experience is the only route to responsibirlty and

4
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adUlthood ant expiesses.ia mixture.of envy, contempt, .add pity tor her

friends who chose the unive'rsity and community college route to a

career. John, from early in his school career, has mixed. the practical

with studies and is continuing to do so. He did not let adult advice

get in the way of his feeling that experience in the real world would ,

1

benefit his life, even.at the .c()4t ot-academic learning. Janice has

incorporated involvement id the real world with her thinking about

teaching and education, and has made it a basis for criticism of her own

education; she feels that the most valuable part of teacher's college

was the practicum. Greg was prevented from taking a year off after high

school, when he felt .strongly that he needed work experience before

going on. By f.ftlling a year and dropping out, he finally gp\t year

off, and now feels it was the best thing that ever'happened to him.

C .

Wafter 'is finishing his- B.A. in computer programming and economics,

while carrying a full-time job as a computer programmer. He feels .

strongly that this gives him an advantage oyer other students in hi41

program. He is critical, of universities fostering the illusion tjhat
b

graduates do not have to begin at the bottom of a career line. Anirew

left school after Grade 12 because he felt he had had enough and neeed

to get into the real world; but he'also says that his years in the job

world taught him the importance of education being handled carefully and
4 ,114W'

with foresight.

In reflectity on what our people have told us, there seem to be two
6

main ways of viewing the positlon of practical experience: in

opposition to academic expekience.or in a complementary xelationship to

aGedemic,experience. Some are saying that both re needed; others are

saying that. one gets in the way of the other, or tit reast has in their
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case. tach individual has had problems with the relation o5 academic
*

learning to the "real world." The problems have varied as have the

consequences on people's lives. It seems certain, however, *that.much

was left to chance, rather"Than given ,considered thought, during.the

several crucial points.in each lije.

,

"I'm pretty satisfied with my life, but not with my job'siCuation."

Whataiappens when Individuals are not satisfied with their job?
. .

.

First, it would be wise to make a distinction between a job.that is seen

as part of a career and one that is not. Andrew is no longer challenged

in his job and not satisfied with the pay. However, hissparticular

position is an entry,job from which movement is possible. It is this
.,

quality that keeps Andrew there. John, on t1he other hand, doesn't want

. to see any future in his present job; he ates it and is countitg on

other lines of work becoming available. For him, there Lre na career

implications in his p esent work. Ada is in a similar situation, Her

/present job is strict a holding action until she gets her career into
.

..

operation. Janice and Greg both see their jobs.as peripheral-to their

.central career goals: one is looking for a teaching pogition, the other

for enough.herpetology work to sustain his operation and himself.

4.

Unhappiness or dissatisfaction with employment is tempered by

whether it is segm'ag part of a career or, simply, a source of income.

Most serious is when 1just a job" begins to look like part of a career,

after all. This is Carl's situation. He is very frustrated by his

working conditions and entertains many alternative possibilities, buf

l

must remain.in -his ptesent jo for qlite -some time. Part of this

process, for him, i his acti involvement in trying to change his
4
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working conditions. It is ifficult for'Carl to separate his. work life

, from the rest of his life... owever, this separation is an available

option. John talks 0out this separation- as if it were completely

natural. He is tryiag to chAnge is.joti', but, in the meantime, helives

a life that satisfies him, .Diane, on the other hand, Wants to change

her whole life through her.change o0work: Ada does not admit even the
*-

possib,ility of a seearation when she asserts that, for her, any work

must be cOmpletely stimulating intpilleAually and fulfilling

emotionally. Walter'has A middle-of-theroad situation. His religion is

kept seParate from his peers at work and school,,yet his life °goals\

permeate all aspects of his life.

Andrew asserts that early in schooling, a person is faced with

future employment based on a choice of reading and writing skills or

manual skills. He believes the chóice-of-hand skills leads to lower-

income employment add lower stattis levels. He is trying to reverse the

consequences of his original choice. John speaks about hating factory

#
'work and wanting office work. Carl doe,s not disdain factory work, but

desperately wants to work with people, rather than things. Penny has

given.up the idea of office work and wants to get into a factory. For a

number of the women, this choice involved struggling with stereotypes of

1/ woman's work." Thi's is true for Ada and for Rose, who both faced

strong pressures to conform to the "woman as mother.and temporary

worker" syndrome. Ada also had to fighf ethnic-based ideas about the

choice she Should make. Janice's choice was-never in doubt:, she

presumed that she would go into teaching:

How. does one move from what is considered "just a job" into an

acceptable career line?. One strategy.is to examine the job in terms of
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prohlotion or learning that would qualify one for 'another job elsewhere.

Another strategy is to shift.to the bottom of an enterprise such as Bell

'Canada, in which. some movement into management is possible from below.

7 .

Yet another strategy is to take courses concurrently With the job, using

the j b simply-as an interim source of livelihood. Finally, there is

the str4egy of "it's who you.Ocnow."% This is a cynicis based on

personal experience and what is heard ftom others. And if "it's who you
ie

know" is the strategy, all one can do is try all aveftues until one."gets

break." The main thing ts to keep people informed Of one's

availability and interest. Kowever, as one individual said, "My family

. . -

i'sn't too gooa at finding job's." Thus, in this strategy much depends on

the existing network around one. However, one can maximize this Last

strategy by, being in the right places; for instance, a community college

oe university, where, as a byiTroduct of the formal program, connections

might he.made which eventuallxhresult in a "break."

V' The most effective .strategy, in the abs nce of one which is
\

. .

4
foolproof, is to maximize several; John is taking the advice of

boss and exploring 4 possible future with the company, if halfheartedly;

he has applications out' and is,taking a course that might pay,off in

several years. .Penny, °whose family is badly situated to help with

Cinding jobs, has applications-out;,frouther perspective, taking courses

is not realistic. She talks about getting a job through a brother who

works in a factory. Walter, even though he is in a network at work%

which will be useful to him, is achieving.a university degree to

strengthen his hafid Outside the "who you know" syndreme. He, is

interested in the national and international job' markets for which a

degree is a necessity. Janice is making full.use /Of the "proper
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channel's" by constructing an attractive resume and trying to arrange for

interviews.; but she is also counting on the principals she met during,

A
her praptica in the Faculty of Education.

"I don't want tilree years to go to waste,".

V,
"I, regret not having gone to university."

et I

What happens *to individuals who 'have completed post-secondary

stUdies; but see no direct benefits in their jobs and careers? Three

responses stand out. The first is to think of the degree or diploma as

something irrelevant to any career path. (In'the case of a diplom'A a

specific career is usually incorporated in 'the rationale for the

course.). The achievement itself is L-goar, and there is a sense that it

could b a mistake to make career connections. The comment that post-

secondary education makes people loathe to start their careers at the

.bottom reflects file belitf that education,and career are discontinuous.
1

It suggests that many with degrees see false connectidns to career and,

therefore, make Mistakea in eheir career planning.

A second strategy.is to salvage specific components of the

education which connect job:and career; for example, the development of

study.habits, or the organization Itf research. Included would.be the

stance that the degree itself is an achievement, both personal and in

terms of the larger world. Individuals goy that employers want to see a'
0

degree in the personnel recordsliin order to consider promoeinn.

A'third strategy is to reject post-secondary education as useless

and, in fact, dangerous to job and career. Individuals are aware of

I
friends and acquaintances who have done well with just. hig4 school

diplomas or community college diplomh: Bitterness is a dimension of
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this strategy; there is a sense of having wasted time, of having been

duped. The degree was supposed 0 provide an advantage, but tkasn't;'

insofar as they emerge 90# the labor market later, degree holders have

been left behind.

.%

A particular individual may turn to each of these strategies,

depending . on the situation. John considers his university ,life

unattl=activet and most of the courses of dubious importance; yet he

states that gaining the degree is. an achievement which one.cannot take
4 .

away.. What he means, in part, is that the degree is something no

potential employer can explain away or disTegard, esPecially in

- comparison with someone who does not havp. one. For Diane, even though
11

- .community college was useful in fostering her interes.t in journalism and

in helping her a get job, its main consequence was to raise her

confidence,"

1

What- about: those who have not gone on, to post-secondary studies?'

0 o

First
.

there ts the question f Grade 13. Penny thought that .

Grade 12 would gii.re her everything she needed. Inretrospect, she finds

that some people who dropped out before Grade 12 are doing better than

she, and she speculates that those who Went on to community cAlege or

.university 'are assured jobs. .She reels that she made a qii4take in

thinking Grade 12 would assure her an economic future. Andrew has come

to the same point and is taking night courses, but finds it difficult to

correct what he now sees as his initial misLtke. Rdge who also stopped

after Grade '12 is vehement about the necesSity-of rade 13 and the

importance of taking a core curriculum. She wants to make up both.

Joyce presents a ?Are-ambivalent position. On one hand, she is

very sureilthat stopping after Grade 12 was right for her; it allowed her
J.J
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to gain experience In the work world Lnied to those who pursued further

education. .(She states, in fact, that only those ioho do not go on look

back on their education with 'fondness.) On the other, hand, she
4

continues to think of teaching history as an eventual career...-. Greg is

also qui4 ambivalent. H7 wanted,to.go on after Grade 13, but did not

aise his grade average to the level required by the programs,he

referred. He found his community college program too undemanding, and
/

dropped out (he mentions additional reasons for leaVing as well). He is

still not sure he did the right thing.

In Ontario,today, most young people are'aware that post-scondary

education is'available to anyone graduating from Grades 12 add 13. Not

going ahead requi.res a decision. Individuals who do not go farther, or:

who drop ouL, feel they must jUstify themselves. Greg mentnns in-

adequate guidance in high school on the options open to him, and parents

who exerted too strOng a pressure in a rigidly fixed direction. Andrew

wishes that his"parents had pushed him harder, and that there had been

better guidance counselors in high school. In John's case, it was a

malter of going to university simply because he, was eligible, with very

little thought for the more specific decisions'that would be involved:

The image is of a guidante courselor who sends them on simply on the

basis of grade.averages. .(In Greg's school, only one university--the

University of Toronto--was considered proper, no matter what the fit of

individual students).

"I don't think about what I'd really, like to.do."'04

In what sense has the struggle to deal with the events and

circumstances of their lives had destructive consequences?. What is the

/
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background of Penny's hesitancy to think,about the future?. She takes a

somewhat passive stance toward her life now, but it does not seem that

this was always the case. Passdvity, in her case; seems to be a way of

/
dealing' realistically with her present life. Diane has a certain

tenacity about her life. She is intent on getting out and into a larger

world; but she has waited longer than others, and seems quite fearful of

what liesiin store for her. She has been treated as someone who needs .

protection and help, rather than support and guidance. Greg speaks of

the repeated pressure from his parents to conform to4their wishes, and

his helplessness in resisting these. His Istrategy was not to "rock the

.boat," but he paid'a price. Rose has fought most of her life to be

considered on her own merits; she has managed to survive and have hopes

for the future. An important goal for ,her has been to be considered an

equal to men in meeting the demands of schooling and work. Joyce has a

good job and sees possibi irof promotion and continued challenges,

,yet reveals, a bitterness toward those who went on to post-secondary

studies. Andrew feels that he has gsined some of the confidence'and

aggressiveness that he lacked earlier. 'Walter copes with life by

observing from the sidelines before interjecting an opinion of his own.

Wise as this strategy may often be, it reveals a.questionable caution.

He consistently rejects a place for emotion in human interaction.

Janice has placed responsibility for her self-image on her father, as

well as countipg heavily on a future in teaching at a time when that

profession is not expanding.

Much has happened in the lives of these' 'people,which has had

destructive consequences; they are managing, but.with a variety of

et
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handicaps.. The source of the handicaps differ, and so do the ways in-
,

which our respondents have dealt with thern.

"I want to work with people."

John says that his real vocation is working with people, but he

does not seriously apply himself toothis. In his case, working with
J.

people Means helping people. He does not apply this view to his

eventual occupation as an accountant. For Carl, too, working with

people means helping people. He toys with volunteer work, and is very
S.

concerned about making his present work place friendlier and more

humane.

A number of individuals suggest that Oople-oriented work is more

challenging and less boring than other Winds of work. 'These aie people

who, at the moment, have relat vely unskilled jobs in factories or

offices.

"I want to. make s9me mone where ever can."

It is a common tactic to accept t mporary lines of work in ihe

process 9f pursuing longer-term job and areer objectivdt. Ada is

working_in a brokerage firm while preparing fo a career in journalism.

Dittne will continue working at a small town new aper until t feels

ready to go to'university.

4.eg is supporting his immediate life and hoped-f vocation with

urelated jobs. Janice is doing the same. -These jobs refl ct a miXture

of adaptatiOn to reality and a certain flexibility. What hap ens when.

it.is no longer clear that another more,meaningful job will em rge?

4.0

Penny has moved from hoping for office work tol'acrepting factory wor as

desirAble. The actual gap between hopedLfor work and available jobs
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1

differs in each case. . John keeps questioning the high,goals he.set kor
,-

himself, .He seems to be in the process of readjusting his goalsito fit
,

lithe work available to him. Ada, On the other hand, has very high career

goals, on which She is staking a great-deal. Janice is poised with.all

her preparatiOn behind her, looking for the first opening. Walter may

be in the best position because he hai.aohieved a full-time job in his

intended field while still completing his academic preparation.

This process of moving from a slitskof possibilities to the

realization that some choices are no'longer open is a difficult one.

high school I had no idea what I wanted.h

Looking back now, there is an awareness on'the part of a number of

the individuals that they- were not prepared for some of the choices they

had made in high school. It is almost as if high school came too early

for them. They are now realizing that they should have 'taken More of

the core subjects. There is ambivalence in the reasons given for making

what are now seen as wrong decisions. Some blame peers; others, the

course-choice system; still others blame insufficient adult guidance,
tt,

whether by parents, teachers, or guidance counselors.

" You're,the girl and if you choose not,to get on, it's okay because you.

can get married and have babies and sit at 4ome."

Women had to make some decisions not faced by men in quite the same

way. A number of women felt that not much was expected of them.and, in

each case, had to make special efforts to develop% For Ada, there has

been a constant struggle, informed, in part, by her 'contact with the

women's movement. Rose has fought a similar battle in a much more

isolated context. The coneequences of being a yoman have varied in each

case, and so have the response.s which developed.
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CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Concern with equality of educational opportunity is a particularly

modern social value. Before the,massive growth in Canadian education,

earlier at the secondary level and then, in the mid-twentieth century,

at the post-secondary level, an examination of equal opportunity was not

thought to be ielevant. In the nineteenth century, a minimal common
4

school Iducation for everyone was thought to be sufficient. However,
01

with_ rapid'industrial 91d post-industrial development, the need for a
'

population with comprehensive general skills and specialized technical
. .

..
.

I ,

training led to an'increased focus on qwho was getting what,sorts of

g' education." Providing a free education up to'a given level, with a

common curriculum-for all Children, regardless of'background,* was one'

c,;
step in guaranteeing equality_af opportunity.

As colleges and universities multiplied, the concept of equality'of

opportunity was given an additional dimension by the growth of public

expectation'that everyone with ability should have the opportunity to

pursue po6t-secondary education. High.school youth came to expect to

become professionals in large number, as many stuges of aspirations

show. However, the desire to enter a few highly visible and prestigious

occupations comes into conflict with labor market.needs, where the

requirements are not only for profebsionals, managers, and white-collar

workers, but also for'technical specialists and, more importantly, a

multitude of blue-collar skills. Streaming at the secondary and post-

secOndary levels (and immigration) has largely functitned to meet the

societal need for an occumtionally dtverse labor force.
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. The concept of.equality of educational opportunity is complex,'"snd

. . 7 7

is used in several differen't ways:by.educators, social scientists, and

.policy makers', undoubtedly causingiconsiderable ,confusion in the minds

of the public, A oE the factors related to the

complexity .of this...concept may ser to inerea,g our general awarenss4

f

-
,

of the issues related tO iMpiementing thanges; changes fhat, presumably,.
7 4,

bring about iilcreases in equality of o'opportunity or decteases in

existing inequalities,

' As'we,indlcated in Chapters One an&SiX.,. social scientists have

adopted varied stances with r' pgard to equal opportunity'. Insofar. as the
. . .

. .

.

A .
. .

41i4e concept empeisizes the activg involvement of _students, or.potential

student's, ,in,takihg advantage of oppoqunities ce.g., by, developing

theit academic potential and merit), educational institUtiofis are
,

largely expected to play a passive role. For sociakscientists

supporting the meritocratic interpretation f-education, the contest

among.'able, talented, young'persons 'for scarce educational or

occupationaa reWards is part of an ideology, supporting individualism.

-Social scieu,tists who adopt the crit-ical approach, on the other hand,
. _

A

view young persons as entering the contest with varying.social and..

cultural backgrounds" that 'do not ,provide an equal chance of success in

-the contesio. Furtheraihre, -this inequality is implicitly (or .eyen

.

explicitly) retogniied by disadvantaged, youth, and many choose.not to
-

'enter the contest at all. Finally, the critical social scientist might
41

note.that there would prob,bly be much less concern about inequarity Of

(
educational opportimity.if quality of result,characterizedsociety. If

.,'
.

1

economic, prestige:, ,and.power rewards were more evenly distributed sin

society, ,f er invidious distinctions would be associated, with

different occupational and educatiOnal róles.4.
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Equality of edu4tional OppOrtunity,..then, cannot be viewed as a

gineodimenwional coneept; in,actuelity, it- consists of many dimensions..,
O

These.dimensions are contradictory and impossible to fulfill at any one,

time. Add.tO this social change over time, and public debate Qver the

concept seems assured forever,

'We suggest that thesleritocratic and critical approachei can serve

to illuminate the issues relating to eqt;ality of educational

opportUnity, especially at.'key transition points. In this report, our

analysis has dealt, sOcifically with the'link between setondary and

post-secondary levelp-bf education on.the one side, and the link bethen

post-secondary education and work, on the other. In.presenting our

conclusions, we offer an operational definition of equality of

educational opportunity that incorporates three distinct comp,onents:

accessibil)ty to higher education, equality oflopportunity within post-

,

secondary institutions, and the consequences of participation in higher

education.

ACCESSIBILITY TO HIGHER EDUCATION

t.

Proponents of 4e meritocratic and critical views'sre'currently

debating:whether Canada,.despite a great.deal of effor\and expenditure,

has 1..01ed.Oe goal of equat access to higher education. Those who

support the meritocratic perspective persuasively-argue that government

and 'educators alike. have motivated Canadians'to take advantage of

available
. post-secondary resources. Critics argue thet ascriptive

lattors, such as class, sex, religion: and ethnicity have not diminshed

in Ohortence, and present obstacles whlch lower aspiretions and limit

,actual athie*ement.
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While educational opportunity,in Ontario has expanded,in the last

several decades in terms of facilities, and many youngbpeople have taken

advantage of this expansion at .the post-segondary level, our data

indicate that the role of ascriptive factors in relation to educational.

and occUpational at.tainment is still ,strong. While it may be too

pessimistic to use a phras4 such as "the die is Cast," it is clear that,

for large groups,
(

social background factors strongly determine

motiVations, and educational and occupational choices. We found that

only 2 in 10,persons from the lowest socioeconomic groups ever enrolled

.in university, whereas 6 in 10 individuals from_ the highest

socioeconomic group had university educationa very large difference in

proportions. Whereas 74% of Toronto young people obtained post-,

secondary, education, only 53% of small town and rural-area youth dido

so--a striking gap of 21%. Women sample members currently in the labor

force are concentrated in clerical and sales and in health-related
(

occupations; this is true of university graduates (42.4% in clerical and

. sales and 9.1% in health occupationsY and CAAT graduates (41.5% in

clerical and sales and 33.8% in health occupations)--concentrations much

greater than for men, who are generally found in a greater diversity of

.pccupations.

Since, in. our highly .technological society,. success is highly

dependent on educational achievement, ,from the critical perspective it

is desirable that equality of condition characterizes access to

education, higher education in partfcular. From this perspective,

society wastes a great deal of. talent 1.mbtiva1ions to pursuelifgher

education are not relatively equally distributed among, all social

Tgroups. Given these assumptions, our data strongly, demonstrate

9 '
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inequalitY of condition.and the need to encourage and promote higher

education for those with ability. Ways'should be found to encourage

young people of loWer socioeconomic origins, yotikh from sma towns and

rural areas, and women to irsue post-secondary educatipn leading to

careers that fully utilize their abilitbies.

From a "systems"'point of view, a great deal of responsibility for

promoting equality of condition rests with the.secondary and primary

levels of education, .since it is ;t these levels that tracking first

begins, individuals first develop their academic and learning skills,

and self-concept is formed, partly reflecting the evaluations of

parents, ,peers, and teachers. The primary level of, education is beyond

the scope of this research, but many'of our findings relate to the high

school experience.

Accessibility and High School Education

The role of high schools is crucial in terms of access to post-

1

secondary educ'ation. High school program selection is strongly related

to 1one s socioeconomic status ,and regional background, with

proportionately more respondents trom higher socioeconomic origins and

from urban centres seleCting academic programs. Commercial \and

technical/vocational tracks are clearly sex-qegregated; students receive

lower grades on average in'these trac 8," compared with students in the

academfc program, and T91,-.- students from these tracks gJ directly into

the tabor m ket, receiving little further education.

'Our informal interviews with respondents indicated strong

Ailsfitisfaction with the high school experience. 'Many who lid not
4

pursue further education felt that courses were not relevant to their

't

,

ft
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later work roles (also a finding in the survey), and were dissappointed

that they had been given little or no vocational guidance. .It is

evident that a great many students require aid in choosing courses with

a view to future applications; without some kind of pressuk to take the

courses that will provide access io post-secondary institutions, many

students are left to the'vagaries of peer influence,.ignorance, lack of

care within the wider support group (including the family), and whatever

is most easy or fun. Furthermore, the relationship of student to

teacher is very important in high school. Our interview evidence

indicated that a good relationship (as perceived by the student) carried

(---di"

over into th sub'ect matter, to the attitude towards self, and to

further le rhi\nv) Most interviewees could remember only a few good

teachers. Under such circumstances, with little positive guidance in

vocational planning and little peer and/or family support,

demoralization is the likely outcome at a key stage in life, when

performance in school is becoming fateful for future educational and

occupational destinations.

- In the Phase III survey report, The Critical Juncture (1975), it

was pointed out that the roles of family and self-concept were key

factors in determining the direction of educational choice. F r%

example, hi school studen4 who later entered university were shown to

have received stronger encouragement from their parents than did

studentS who :did not attend. Ideally, high schools ought to be

mobilizing and :working, in concert with the family; peer group, and the

student, in order to maximize individual potential in program chotice and

performance. ',The roles of parents and peers J.e plain to see with

respect to gender socialization. Without the, active encouragement of e



10.

family, peersand school personnel and without active .early coaching

and support fbr achievement in the male-dominated areas of the work

worid--affirmative action, so to speak--girls will be streamed-by'the

passive structure of 'opportunity" into conventional sex-stereotyped

courses with.sex-stereotyp (rand limitedOccupational futures.

In teviewing our findings regarding accessibility to higher

education and the secondary schools, Ne would make the following

recommendations:

* High school counseling facilities should.be broadened and
strengthened with respect to in-high-school counseling and
post-secondary counseling.

* Parents should be brought into the guidance process at an
early stage, with both parents and students being more fully
informed about the consequences of decisions regarding
courses, the options available, and the role of parental
support in the learning process. Resources should be
mobilized on behalf of students doing poorly ii school. .

* Closer coordination between various school prIgrams and post-
secondary institutions is needed to allow for mort intelligent
transition for students.

* Greater publicity should be given. 0 various forms of
financial aid and loans for thqse 'interested in taking
advantage of post-secondary opportuni.tiest. The availability
of such support should be,made know4:to secondary students
when they plan their high school courses. In this way, the
passive opportunity offered by programs of financial aid can
be converted into active opportunity7-an aggressive delikrery
of opportunity, so to speak.

* Affirmative action should be taken to broaden the career 01

interests of women. .Special studies-should be undertaken to
learn how parents can be encouraged tO support their
daughters' selections of "male" subjeas and "male" career
interests. Research should be directed towards demonstrating
how girls:can be drawn into and experience success in "male"
subjects. Guidance counselors should encourage girla to

pursue oCcupational interests that are not stereotypically
female.

* S eial attention should be given.to the_needs of young people
g ing directly into blue-collar work after Grade 12 who, at
present; find high schooj dissatisfying and not closely
relatedlo the jobs they subsequently -efitee.
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1

With respect to equality of educational opportunity, cOncern wit0

/the interface'between secondary and post-secondary levels of eduCation"

iaises a multitude of research questions regarding the role of SES

factors on either side of that interface. Our follow-up research has

only part of the picture because we did not begin our study at the

Grade 10 level and thus, do not have information pn,-and the views.from,

a substantial number of youth who did not complete Grade 12. The

monitoring of students' socioeconomic profiles on either side of,the

interface would prove.useful to policy, makers if it were done in the

context of focusing on important subgroups not benefiting from secondary

or post-secondary education. The assumption here is that all social

groups in Ontario (most of whom ,contribute to the financing of

education) should benefit equally from the whole educational system,

though'the benefits may take many different forms.

Accessibility and Post-Secondary Education

Implicit in the 'recommendations we have made"is the position that

thsksecondary and primary .byStems,of education can take more Iffective

'action to insure equality of educational opportunity than can post-

secondary institutions. The three levels of education in Ontario

constitute a system in which the out-put.at one level is the in-put at

the next. Individuals concerned with'equality of opportunity at the

post-secondary level should seriously consider the impact of tracking

and the quality of education at the secondary level. .Our follow-up

research hasomade us especially aware of how program differences and

choices by gender, which reinforce'existing social inequalitfes, are

passed up the educational system and amplified at the post-secondary

level.
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In Chapter Six, we nol.ed that the role of socioeconomic s tps

attenuates with respect to

beginnings, yet we have j

amplifies existing social

post-secondary matriculation and

ust argued that post-secondary educatior

inequalities. Is thOire a contradiction \

between these two claims? By attenuation of effect we mean to indicate

that educational attainment 'is much more strongly related than

socioecohomic background, or even region of origin, to first and current

occupations. Once one continues successfully on to university, a high-
a '

prestOe job is the likely consequence, irrespective ot social

background. Socioeconomic status and urban/rUral origin, as factors
\6,

determining occupational futures, operate most strongly,at the secondary

level of educati n; they determine whether onecontinues with education

following high hool and, if so, whether onel goes to a niversity,or a

CAAT. Post-seco dary.'education amplifies differences based on social

background .in the sense that there are many prpfessional and semi-
,

professional white-collar occupations requiring certi.fication that can

only be obtained through post-secondary institutions. It must be

4 pointed out that, although socioeconomic status,4regional origin, and

gender sort people at the secondry level of education, and the effects

of sOcioeconomic 'status and region attenuate with reqpect to the link

between post-secondary education and the labour market, the effect of

gender is enduring. It strongly affects the selection of post-secondary

program and occupations entered after completing higher education.

1
The issue of the cost of post-secOndarr education should he

addressed by anyone concerned with equality of educational opportunity.

Our study has not dealt in depth with the question of financing in

relation to students from low Socioeconomic backgrounds. Our data

* i
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indicate that Tow respondents from low socioeccoomic backgrounds were
.*

0
Ore frequently dependent on OSAP/CSL than respondents from other

tsocioeconomic levels. We also noted the special difficulties of youth

in small towns and rural areas, who are more frequently from low

Socioeconomic backgrounds and muskt. shoulder tht added costs of moving to

attend a CAAT or university. Further studies dealing with the

implications of (financing low-resource students are indicated.

While univerZtties and colleges cannot do much td alter the

streaming that takes place in secondary schools, there are direCtions

that can be taken to encourage accessibility. These directions relate

to increasing the awareness of individuals from low SES backgrounds of

the financial aid and loan programs for financing post.secondant
tor

education, with such funding being expanded to meet demand from

qualifying students. We have alpleady indicated that awareness of

financial supports should be increased in the high schools.

There are three other recommendations we would make:
.

* Universities should continue to adapt their programs to meet
the needs of part-time students and adults who wish to study
part-time; these adults being returnees and mature individuals
wishing to obtain their first degree. Efforts should continue
to bring university courses to potential student& in small
towns and remote areas.

* Systems should be developed to provide support for small-town
and rural high school graduates to cushion the impact of the
move to urban centres for post-secondary schooling, including
special financial and social aids.

* The community colleges should be given adequate resources to
meet the demands for their courses and programs, so that

" trend will not develop which results in their selecting tfie
better-prepared,Ohigher-socioeconomic-status applicants and
rejecting the less well-prepared but capable lower-
socioeConomic-status applicants.
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4 1QUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY WITHIN;EDUCAXIONALINSTITUTIONS

Many would argue that, once disadvantaged young persons (e.g.,

,lower-socioeconomit-status persons, women) gain entry to post-secondary

institutions, their experiehcts within higher education will be 'equal;

at least, this is the implicit assumiltion. In this section, we question

this assumption in several ways.

In Ontario (as well as other provinces) secondary school students

may select one of two major types of post-secondary education; that is,

either university or community college. Community colleges were set up

to provide Post-secondary education to ,students not in a senior*

matriculation or academic stream. .Although CAATs could have been

fashioned after the.California systeM'of junior colleges, the deliberate

decision was made to make these.terminal diploma programs.and not "back

door" entries into universities. This strongly suggests a hierarchy

among post-secondary irnstAmtions ik Ontario, and implies'that secondary

studentis are tracked from high school into either CAATs or universities.

It is clear from this study that universities and colleges are .

quite distinct in terms of the kinds of people they attract. Students

coming into universities are more advantpged fn social background, have

relatively greater academic (high school) accomplishments, are more

likely to be male, and have stronger self-images than students entering

' colleges. CAATs draw disproportionately from students enrolled in

commercial, vocati&a1, and technical secondary school programs. These

students tend, as well, to bt of lhwer socioeconomic backgrounds than

uhiversity students. CAAT students, although they may ai.tach greater

f
value than university students to their courses (ahd t e courses'

. _ _

10.
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relevance to the job market), are also.more likely to withdraw and not

4
return.

While we have stressed the 'diiferences between high schools,

colleges, and universities, trere is still another aspect of these

institutions that is closely related to'equality of opportunity; that

iS, the internal structure of the instixtions. Our exploration of

secondary and post-secondary institutions indicates that both,have

"lives" 'of their own, manifested in visible sys'temso0Of internal

stratification based primarily on program differences. These, internaL

struhures also relate to the development of. student'Subcultures and

variations in levels of parti ipation in extracurricular activities.

The internal program differences in high schoolp have already been noted

as the main factor in determining future post-secondary education. We

b have not yet stressed the implications of similar phenomena in post-

secondary institutions.

°Across the province, there are undoubtedly many internal

differences for each type of post-secondary inetitution. The majot

difference that emerges from this study is the gender difference in

major or program selection. At universities, men took a greater

diversity of majors thaewomen, with concentrations in: social science

(20.7%); physical sciences and mathematics; agricultural and biologica,l

sciences; applied sciences; and business, economics, and commerce. The

last four categories accounted pr .54.3% of all' male enrollees.

University women concentrated in: social science (30.5%); education-,

phYsical education; law and social work; agricultural and'biological

sciences; and in arts, fine arts, humanities, and performing arts. The

last three categories accounted for 41.9% of all female enrollees.. At
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the.community colleges, men concentrated in electrikcs and electrical.

technologies (14.2%); business management and commerce (20.5%); and

engineering and related 'technologies (21.0%). Women CAAT students were

found Mainly .in community services, teaching., and social welfare

(13.6%) ; scoretarial 'arts and science (18.9%); and nursing.(22.6%).

There is.a dilemma for universities and colleges with respect to

thesel'sex-stereot,yped selections of majors. On one hand, they reinforce

existing gender differences in laterooccupational choices; on the other

hand, they represent a realistic assessment of the gender segmentation

.of the labor market and thus, of actual job opportunities. The dilemma

is that the universities dparticular, and colleges to some devée, are

not organized to advise, encourage, or persuade men and women to take

majors in nonconvelltional areas; nor can they alter the structure of the

labor market. It would seem desirable, however, for these0.nstitutions

to consider implementing.a system of continual advice, and to link this

advice with exploration of particular career options while students are .

st),Il taking courses, 4This might be done, for example, in courses that

explore the occupation4 world fliom the perspectives of several

disciplines.) Even UniveAity students frequently change their majors .

,fland are undecided about their Occupational futures. Thus, lgaidance

regarding majors would be of great potential use to such persons.

There appears to be a growing number of young people who "straddle

the post-secondary fence," enrolling in universit4es and CAATs (8.6% of
\

our.'sample).._ A's a group, these persons tend to be of:nigher

socioeconomic staius, of urban origins, and to include more women than

men. They did not find high school generally useful, or of use wall

respek to jobs. They' have not done as well as university and CAAT
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graduates in terms of. firat or current jobs, oi.in terms of salary;

majorities.tndicated that their ,first-ahd current jobs are not related

to their education. On the basis of this.information, it appears that

Amany of these individuals are not succeiSful in either university or

\ommunity college, but since about one-third of this group is still in

school; it is too early to judge their academic and occupational success

in total.

The presence of this group raises interesting questions for future

study. How do university students cope with CAATs, once.they enroll?

The same question can be raised with respect to CAAT students w,sho enter

universities. If the boundary betweenTCAATs and universities cohtinues

to weaken as greater numbtrs seek both kinds of edticational exPeiiences,

what are the.implication6 for the future working relationships between;

universities and community colleges? Does.dthe oVerlap vf students have

consequences for teaching and learning in the classroom situatiog?

Shohld transfers'between these two'kinds of institutions be made easier

and encouraged? Should and ,can there be more joint programs between

CAATs and universities?

On the basis of the above.discussion, we would make the following

recommendations with respect to equality of opportunity within the

post-secondary institutions: .

* Facilities should be created within universities which
encourage a more realistic job selection'process, including a
dynamic orientation . to career developmeal which allows more
positive attit ki des towards 'starting low and moving up.

Academic programs should be integrated with caxeer development
programs.

,

* More help should be given in CAATs and universities to low-
socioeconomic-origin students, in order to reduce the number
of those who drop Gut.

A
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* There should be a reevaluation of the separation of CAATs and
'universities, with a view toward establishing better working

, relations between these kinds of institutions, facilitating
the transfer of students, and cre4ting joint,programs where
feasible. 0

* Research should be done examining the high school as a social
system, with the aim being to encourage social change away
from authoritarean teacher-student relationships and
encouraging more cooperative, suppottive relationships; change
which would also.require smaller classes and greater support
for teachers:

* Research should be undertaken to explore the interaction
between family, subculture, peer group, and high schools, soh
that a fuller understanding is obtained of value trannission,
encouragement \to do weal in school and to continue'education,
and the development of positive self-conceptions.

THE CONSEQUENCES OF PARTICIPATION'IN HIGHER EDUCATION

In the meritocratic perspective on education, it is sufficient for

society.to provide Opporturkity for advancement through.higher education

for.those who have ability and.motivation. We have seen that, althOugh

opportunity exists, subcultural and other barriers exist which result in_

some groups taking greater advantage of higher education; in particular,

indiViduals in higher socioeconomic groups and from urban areas. Women

lose,out, not so muchby not taking advantage of higher dducation, but

by limiting themselves to a few major's. or programs leading to certain

overcroWded women's occupations, and by being victims of discrimination

in ;he labor ma,rket.
Y

This latter consequence points_ up'a. main,concerri of those with a

critical perspective.' The .inequality of result that occurs :as.

.individuals,move trom education to work is not so much a function of the

stratification of educational opportunity as it'is the function of

114 4 3
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inequality in ',the _labor, maaet.:that .the economy- itself.

Educati:on is 4 factor in-kWeitructUA of differential:reward& for work.'
_

Employers use educational- cettifi6tiowis a. basis for deciding who'

should' do what kIn0 of Work and how that kind, of work should be

_rewarded%

,414

AI;there'ia anideology that holds that persons.with thore

ication deserve greater reWards han those:with.lesSeduCation,
,

Inequality of r-sult of education 'is amply demonstrated in our

findings. In Chapter.Six we demonstrated,.marked,current occupationhl

differencei:by leVelg of. educatioiya achlevealent by gender.... We fpund a

,

clear hierarchy of job prestige adsociated with diffqent levels of

education,.

graduates,

though:for women the hietarohyywad lapt Er.rbfig between CAAT

those with some universitrapd/or CAAT eiperience,candAhosp:

with to post-.setondary okperience. With respect to salary -differences,

we found some evidrce to indicate a potential future hterarchy of

men witlino post-inComesi)ased on.,l'evels of eddc4tion. For example,

:seconda education and with,' five to six years of labor-market
.

experience were currently earning Orraverage only from:$1)000 to $1,500

more Ter year: thani.recent university graduates; inplicatfng that

universit y gree men have substantial starting incomes and -will

probably experience increases.,that will bring them, shortly, above
jok

.'income levels'of men with no post-secondary education. Women university

graduates earned 21% less than men graduates (1978-79), and women with

no post-secondary education earned 41% less than men with only high

school education (these being'persons who started civrent jobs in,

, 1978-79).

Since the )ea;.ly \1910s, there, ha's been an awareness that

universities were graduatkng many more highly-trained individuals than

(
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Ite ecpnomY -cot!1.6 employ inways fully utilizing Lheir skills. The

.±1yr,Oblem has -become":known is underemployment.. As Chapter Six

deMbnstrateS in terms of current jobs, and utilizing average GED levels

0 the current ocwations of our respondents (GED being measure of

the oijective Aucational.requirements of jobs), we found that, 42.0% of

university degree met4 and 56.1% of university degree women were
.

underemployed. On the basis of direct questions to respondents asking

whether they befteved .their job matched their education: 53.6% of

.university graduate men believ.ed their education did not match thoir

cu'rrent job, With the proportion for women university graduates being'

58.4. "tor men CAAT.graduates, 49..7%,believed that their job did not
. 4

match their education; whereas for CAAT graduate women the proportion is

onlY 31.0%., '

From the critical perspective, the phenomenon bf underemployment of
-

those with higher edvation demonst6tes a waste of talent of many, many

individual.s; a loss of talent that is not made easier to ac t by,
saying that the other side of the urideremployment "coin" is 1 general

rise in the levels of,education ofNthe population. With the advent of
--61---"" ,

the Underemploymentloof university grashuates, some have blamed

universities for producing too many graduates, or have blamed Young

people themselves for wanting to go to universities to obtain degrees of
40,

doubtful value; these views being, our opinion, tantamount to

"blaming the victim." Interestingly enough, our CAAT and university

graduates (who must be very aware-of the difficulties of linking t.lpir

training to jobs utilizing their skills) generalfy evaluated their

post:secondary edncations positively in terms of\general usefulness'and

job-related usefulrleas. CAAT graduate men were somewhat more critical

i76 q
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1.
of th k. geneial usefulnesdmof their education, and university Aegree

women were somewhat more critical of the job-related usefulness of their

education.

We take the position that criticiam of post-secondary tnstitutions

and students for underemployment is largely misplaced; rather, the

source of -the problem lies with government and the structure ot the

economy. Iff the 1960s, goVernment expanded post-secondary eddtation

with two goals in Mind: to produce an abundance of highly-trained

individualvfor what it considered the needs of the high-technology'

industries and businesses of the future; and to provide the personnel

*.tor the expanding public.,sktor needs in the fields of primary and

1

secondary education, social welfare, and health. The problem of

underemployment arose, on one hand, because the aconomy of the 1970s-tid

not have a sufficient'research-and-development component to'absorlb. the

highly trained;
1

and, on the other hand, because'of the' rather abrupt

curtailment of growth of educational, social, and health services.

Curtailment in these areas have heavily damaged the career opportunities

of women in.the last few years.

In the cur.rent situation of oversupply of the highly trafned,

employers may .be tempted to att4act college- and uniVersity-trained

personnel by imposing further educational elquirements .011 jo5

applicants. In\tffect, such certification requirements woul0 make,a

degree or diploma all that more valuable as a requirement for employment

prospects, though ,the work being done'by such highly-trained individualS

would likely not.fully utilize their trafning. This would.be a new.kar'
\

of discriminationeducational discriminationthat would make it Vat
A p *

more diffijult for perSdns with only a high schoMill education to find'.
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N,
well-paying and responsible jobs. In our view, unreasonable

certification requkrements are not desirable because they would unfairly.

penalize a significant segment of the youth population.

Much hail, been said in the last years about the extent to which

education allows studgits- to continue learning throughout their lives.

It is generally assuMed that we live in a "learning society," in which

individuals and groups'are called upon to demonstrate adaptability long

after formal education has been completed and the first career moves.

end. With respect to our study population, we found that many of those

who have not yet undertaken any schoolitg after Grade 12 anticipate

doing so at a later time.. We also found that many are taking part-time

courses while fully 'employed. These are some indications.that the young

do not have a monopoly on schooling, and that the world of work is not

as isolated from education as is often assumed. (Day students not only

often work part-time, but generally work full-time when not going to

school.) Such findings, also suggest that high schools, CAATs, and

universities, in addition to fulfilling more immediate needs and

a

aspirations of students, have a role to play in laying a foundation fior

life-long learning. With this in mind, it is Anteresting that many of

our university graduates valued their courses independently, regardless

of job uswfulness. This would suggest that these students are aware of

educationail values in post-eecondary education above and beyond

application to jobs.

However, it is pertinent tb raise the question of the part played

by liberal arts in CAATs and universi.ties. The liberal arts haVe tir

foundation in basic skills such as readingrwriting, and computation; it

cin in the liberal arts, that these skills are developecLand relatid to

,378
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14r cultural, social, anti physical worlds. Are the CAAT$ doing enough

to cultivate the liberal arts and thereby, in part, making it possible
4

for their graduates to coittinue-learning in the future? In-the

universities, are students who are not as well prepared as some on

entrance rece\iving the additional help and concern that will enable them
.)

to take full ap/antage of the liberal arts curriculum? ,

Insofar as we found a significant segment of students enrolling in

some combination of college and university programs, it 'appears that a

strong liberal arts, backgroild would facilitate and foster. the

collaboration Of these two types of institutions, while recognizing

their unique missions.

Finally, it is interesting to refer to yhe complailts of a number

of our interviewees concerning the separation of Classroom learning from

11 real" or practical life.1 In the view of these individuals, their

learning was thwarted by the barriers between school and the world of

work. As a result, some of them abandoned schooling prematurely, or

were bitter about thee schooling they didundertake- It would seem that

schooling has the saongest impact when it is clearly'anchored in the

everyday life and exp rience of a student. Many'students emerge from

high school not knowing the importance of basic intellectual and

physical skills and are, in fact, "turned off" by schooling. This would

suggest innovation in relating curric rum to the work-and-life worlds of

students throughout the educational proc ss. At every stage, students

should be exposed to the world outside the- classroom, ironiCally in

part, to enhance the value and uniqueness of what the classroom offers.

The goals of this kind of commitment would be to enable CAAT graduates

to continue being occupationally and socially mobile after graduation,
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land to make'sure that university gradptes understand that success in

the 4ork world requires eflort and experience above and beyond whatican

be learned in'the classroom.
s,

On the basis of the previous discussion, we make the following

recommendations, with the recognition that Feveral of ihese

recommendations go beyond what might bei'dohe by the educational system

alone.

* Given 9-le importance of Aeneral education for developing a
Citizenry that can deal eftectively with social and
technological change, liberal arts sliould continue to be the'
core of higher education at univeraities, but should also be
strengthened at community c011eges. .Thls liberal arts
foundation should be made relevant to the ltves and
experiences of students at univeritieg: and colleges, so that
learning is self-motivating,

* There should be a greater mixing Apf the theoretical and
practical aspects of living at evry!"..liel.11.in the educational
system combining, in a creative\idaj,' classroom and "real
world" exverience.

* It should be the burden of employers, to demonstrate that
certificates .and/or .other forMs ''.tf tests are genuinely
required for specific jobs, so thql. certificates and tests
will not be used as tools for unfair discrimination against
individuals with no posi.-secondary edu ation.

*:.
* Government should pursue an industrial strategy which

increases secondary manufacturing, and research and
'development, so as to provide job opportunities implicitly
promised to persons who have been encouraged to pursue higher
education. A rounded and healthy industrial economy would
also provide the basis for strong public service sectors
providing employm'ent .in the areas of educatiofi, social
welfare, and health for graduates of post-secondary
institutions.

* Special efforts must be made to expand the emplioyment
opportunities of women, thereby transforming the ocobpational
structure so as to

be done ncrease the nuMber of women in

drasti-lly reduce job segregation based on

111"1

sex. This should
male-dominated occupation1, nd then to increase the number of
men in female-dominated occupations.

* Equakity of result should be encouraged by socialAmlicies
that reward socially useful work at a level that permits a
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family life for all persons, regardless of gender,
socioeconomic origioi, or ,level of educational attOnment.
Such programs would, of necessity, aim to lequalizei labor-
market power betwen occupational groups and improve the
quality of work lif.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

I have never doubted that equality of access to all educational
institutions was and should codtinue to be an important objective of
social reform. As the western capitalist economies had been stumbling
through their crises of the late 1970s and there appeared to be
turpluses of educated manpower,.the role of education in economic growth
came serioualy into question. Similarly, its contributon to expanding
equality, was critically assessed. Equality of educational opportunity
alone was not enough to bring about some measure of redistribution of
wealth through economic opportunity and the- increased productivity of
workers. I am nbt sure that I ever thought it was sufficient, but'I was.
certainly seen by my critics as representing something of a tired
liberal school who thought that all that was necessary was to open up
the schools and universities, 'thr0Ogh which young people would proceed
to an Eldorado that lay beyond.

I Q

(
...John Porter (1979)2

These comments by the late John Porter reflect a general

ambivalence among social scientists who have viewed public echication as

a primary, strategy for Achieving eyalli of opportunity among the

general Canadian population. In the late 1960s, Porter and other social

scientists tenaciously clung to the hope tliat increases in equality of

educational opportunity, .mainly through increased accessibility to'

post-secondary education, would arso improve the.equality of condition

, for disa6antaged persons (i.e., whatever is valued as good in the

society, be it material resources,_heal_th, .personal development,

leisure). Much subsequent research introduced a cynical note: the

meritocracy or liberal approach to education--the millions.of dollars

spent on creating excellent institutions of higher learning--did not

appear to overcome,initial, socioeconomic differences among Canadians..

k
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The social conditions of milieu within which our young are reared

strongly predict their 'eventual acquisition of forral level's of

edncation.
31

All the qevidence is not yet in and, as we indicated in Our

discussion of. the concept of equality of educational'opportunity, the

premised for evaluating evidence shiftwith changes in our society. Be

that as it may, the .results of our panel survey of fo'ilner.Grade 12

students provide,'Convincing evidence that higher-socioeconomic-status

persons, males, and urban dwellers are "more equai" than other's in
.

gaining entry to university, completing the

relatively good jobs with moderately high inco

The panel aspect of our survey allowed us.tp gain a limited view o

a respondent's life cycle. This provided us witth several important

insights. First, the effects of socioeconomic status are, indeed,

all-important' in terms of who gains access to post-secondary education;

r studies, and attaining

however, once young people enter, the role of socioeconomic status
.v

attenuates. Generally speaking, once a young person gets intolb

university or college, factors other than socioeconomic status become

relatively more salient in determining the nature of experiences within

higher education and eventual job outcomes (e.g. prestige, salary).

A second important insight gained from inspecting our findings is

that the women's movement has a long,way to go before proclaiming a

major victory. Whether we consider accessibility, equality of

opportunity within post-secondary institutions, of the consequences of
4

acquiring a higher education, women fare more poorly than men.

Proportionatply more women (in spite of generally superior academic

perforMances) are tracked into vocation-oriented CAATs, where they train
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primarily in nursing, secretarial arts and sciences, community services,

teaching add social welfare, and medical teChnologies. The situation of

workri in Jiversities is no different; sex-stereotyping occurs, .with

Women found mainly in household sciences; nursing; fine, applied, and

performing arts; physcliology; sociology; etc. Iftsofar as these program
,

areas are hardest hit in times Of economic recession, women are most

likely to suffer the brunt of unemployment crises. 2
After leaviWg their post-secondary .institutions with degrev,

diplomas 'or certificates in hand, women find that the world of work
_

provides no,better opportunities for competing fairly with men. Their

concentration in female-dominated occupations, ( .g. primary school

. Leacg, clerical jobs) serves to increase their disadvantagVith

respect to salaries and promotion opportunities.

Our analysis suggests that a ,concern with equality of opportunity

(and its'relationship_ to equality of,condition) he expanded to iliclude

gender. The marked differences among men and women displayed in *this

study reflect basic differences in the societyrat-large and in our

schools. Since schools are provided with a ma date to ilculcate core

social values,.a more complete understanding f how they transmit (or

perpetuate) these values to girls and boys calls for in-depth analysis,

if changes to this process are to be made.

Before completing our Aiscussion of equality in educational

opportunity, we must consider the role played by geographicalsregion.

The.overall rate of Nst-secondary experience was found to varY.,by as
4

imuCtl as 21% (highst in Toronto and lowest in small towns and rural

' Areas). Insofar as a majority of young persons must expect Lo leave'

home tO enroll in ,Ist-secondary institutions, and insofar as rural,

4

4 ,
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areas are disproportionately.populated by lower socioeconomic families,

1110l people suffer a double hardship in terms of gaining access to and__

financing their post-secondary education. In terms of occupational
t%.

consequences, our analysis suggests greater job opportunities exist for

city.people than for rural people,.and that the former group hold down

relatively mote prestigious jobs. Birthplace' in Ontario, then,

influences equality of opportunity in terms of yroximity to post-

secondary institutions, interaction with socioeconomic status, and

variations in occupational structures within the province.

Value of a University Education

People hold different beliefs concerning the goals and objectives

of higher education. Some people feel that unfOersity is. a training

site in which students should acquire general Inowledge, the ability to4

think cleaxly and question analytically, and'the capacity to establish

life goals. In recent years, however, a growing number of Canadians

have begun to question the utility of a university education. They

claim that higher education is wasted for the individual if it does not

lead

view

to,increased earning power or job.satisfaction. Froni the point of

of society, higher education is wasted if it does not

increased productivity or is not used on the job.

lead to

Although it is true that Many Canadians (and, quite frequently, the

media) 'accuse universities of not adapting to change and not making

courses and programs sufficiently "relevant,!' university enrollees in

our study were more likely than high school graduates or CAAT. graduate's

to indicate that their education was geneTally useful. University

enrollees claimed that their education helped them in developing 'an

4
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appreciation for ideas, increased ,their, thinking abilities-'.and

leadership potential,.and also helped to.decide on a...career. loreOvercH7

only slightly more univerSity than college graduates felt their

education was rarely.useful in,locating or i'dentifying aPpropriatejobs.

This finding ostensibly contradicts our objective analyis Of-
.

linderemploym9nt, which revealed-that .10/ell over 50% of 'university

4,
graduates selecting first jobs were.underemplOed with respect to the

;

amount of formal.education reqdired% However,.we must remember that-,

with a growth in ost-secondary education, the number of univeesity-.

----- --:_ .. ____ ....... ... ..,.

educated- workers expands, and they begiq to move downwards into jobs and'
-.

.._ ..

A

income ranges previously occupied by those with only a high school

education. This latt/er gr9up, then,,is forced even lower, in terms of.

income, and they ['Yost often take robs formerly held by .the best .

elementary-school7level workers.
3

Underemployment mayyresently be used

as an inappropriate attack On university educaLon. in a society where

educational credentials seem to count more and more. To advise young

people to avoid a university education may actually result in lower

inComes and poorer,-less challenging work. Finally, in our increasingly

knowledge-based society, the general educational (liberal arts)

component of education, be it in high schools, community,colleges, or

universities, becomes-of utmost importance in allowing people t deal
"*

adequqely with rapidly changing job requirements and increasing demands

fbr involvemlit in the life of the community.
A

Future Reseatch

1

In concluding our report on the fourth phase of our panel survey,

some mentiop should be made of the need for continuing research of this

kind. Equ4ity of educational opportunity is, as we have alteady

4 1 )
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indicated:a coMOlex issue. The meaning of the concept changes With

changing .socletal conditions and .alteraticins-----in---the----relationships----
,

betieln impprtant Institutions, such as education and the economy.
\

Given. _that we simply explored the eduCational'and labor fotke

involvement of one cohort of.young. people, our asSessment of whether

"the die ir cast" must be of a Jimited nature. Only with a repetition

of the kind of research design employed in this- study could this

evaluation be expanded and given historical )1Noth., enabling an

assessment of government policies in incwasing educationar

opportunities.

The replication of our study in the near future would permit

researchers and government officials to evaluate the changing status of

women, ,the levels of opportunity of young people living id rural areas,

and the role of socioeconomic status at key ,transition stages in the

life .cycles of Ontarians. Questions about women's aspirations and

labor-force eXperiences:could more easily be answered. Moreover, one ,

could More fully evaluate the role of socioeconomic stata, in gaining

access to
),

post-secondary institutions, and determine, whether the

finanCial needs of potential post:.secondary students are changing. The
0

obvious importance of these questions requires the continued support of

social research by government, from agencies that deal with education.

and with Abor. Me hope that the greater utility of the panel or

follow-up study, coMpared to the one-time cross-sectional survey, has

been demonstrated and that, as a result, over-time studies will become

more common. Fidally, multiple research'strategies are desirable, since

.different kinds of questions require different kinds of research

strategies. We have found iL very useful to coMbine the quantitative

\/
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and .the qualitatiVe kinds, of research, each infoiming ihe knowledge

--derived from the other.

FOOTNOTES

\\ .G
1. A. Lockhart. "Future Failure: The Unaaicipated Conseciu\ences
EduCational Planning;" Robert M. Pike and Ela Zureik, ds.

Socidlization and Values in Canadian Society, Vol. II. Torsit:
McClelland and Stewart, 1975, pp..182-,208. Alexander Lockhart spe
an 'implicit "social contraa" between government and youth beginnin
the 1960s, which enCOmpassed on one hand, the provision of pos
secondary educational opportunity fdi4 all, and the.promise pf up
Mobility into scientific, technical, nnd administrative jobs, on
other hand, .the contract justified ii terms of the "human capi
economic theory.
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2. John Porter. The Measure of Canadian Societ : Education E ualit
and Opportunity. Toronto: Gage Publishing Limited, 1979, pp. 241 242.
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INTRODUCTION

APPENDIX A

SURVEY-stF-ONTARIO GRADE 12 STUDENTS*

7

PHASE IV

tTHIRD FOLLOW-UP)

41 This survey was the third follow-up of a representative sample of

1972-73 Grade 12 students in Ontario,who were originally surveyed to

determine their academic attitudes and aspitations. The original design

mas based on a stratified, clustered sampling technique which.would

minimize costs and maximize the precision required: frpm the, sample

estimate. The total Grade 12 population was divided into clusters

(Primary Sampling Units or PSUs), defined'4 Grade 12 classes whose

average 'size was set it 32 students. The 1971-72 Public Secondary.

,. Schoor and Private Stcondary School Enrollment Report. was used as -an
- .

approximation of the 1972-73 GrAdé 12 population and,provided the balic
!

1 "sampling frame for sample selection. .The number ,of class units

allocated to a school was defined by

U.
1.

Mr

the total Grade 12 population of the school
32.

which equalled-3,400 PSUs.

*Prepared by: David Bates
Institute for Behavioural Research
Survey Research Centre
York University;
October 1979

A
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.4V

The V.'ratifiCation was Iiased. on general cAteria which suggested
,

0
that studentsL academic aspirations and intentions .arebomehow related

6

to the size and degree of urbanization of the school boards. This.

resulted in, the creation of four strata: the first included Metro

TorantO only; the second-included other large metropolitan areas; the

third inauded smaller cities, towns and urban fringe areas; and thd

fourth included the mainly rural school. boards. The sample design lends

itself to the post-stratificition oi survey data.

The 1972-73'sampling frame consPsted of a total population of

(108,600.or 3,400 PSUs. 'Each school was allocated a number:of PSUs such

thatthe probability of selectiOn of a school was proportional to its

size: ' Two independent samples of PSUs were selected to represent (in

ttptal) 3.2%.of the frame population (predetermined optimal sample siZe).

The 'selectO PSUs determined theknumber of.selected schools (99). The

subsampling rat:6-within a school waf defined by the ratio of. the number

6
ofselected PSIls to the total numbefof,PSUI allocated to the school.

Cor4stion faceOrs that take into account the survey nonrespondents

4 were calculated in the process dof weighting, Ite -data. The Phase

nonreapondents included:those students who were a on the day of.

administration or refused to participate. Weights were then assigned.t

fot each PSU. Nonresponse in Phases II and III was treated in the same

manner as in 'Phase J* an4 PSU weights 'adjustod accordingly. A second

set of c:orrection.. factors was computed for the sample' subset that

responded to Phases ,4 and III, but not. to Phate II.

j.)

* For a full.description of the sample desigp.used in Phase 1 and the
,methodorogy for Phases .11 andilfl, see PaulAnisef Criticat,junCture*
Realization oftthe Educational Career Intentions of7--'e 12 Students in

_
11

Ontario,"September 1975 Appendix-1.-

t 1_

14.



Ip the first phase of .this, study ( ring 1973), data were

collecIted, in the form af self-administration uestionnaires, frpm 2,555
_J

Grade 12 students. The self-administration w s conducted in grbups of

selected students at the selected schools. Two follow-up telephode

survey! were conducted in November 073 and vember 1974 to monitor the

relatiOgship between the. respoodents' care r aspirations and their

aCtual.achievements.

41,

PHASE V - THIRD,FOLLOW-UP SURVEY

A third follow-up study of the respondents in the original surVey,
, /

(Phase I) was carried out in the summer of 1979,4May-July). As.with the

other follow-up surveys, the purpose of the 4ourth.phase was to monitor

the relationshipbetween,th7 respondents' career aspirations and their

actual .achievements as indicated in Phases.I, II and III. .The third

follow-up survey, referped to as Phase IV, rgay be divided into a number:

L
of stages, each making use 0

,
telephone interviewing and mail

questionnaires. ,Because almost five years had 'past since the last

.attempt to contact Phase I respondents, itias necessary, initially, to

obtain correct addresses for the 2,555 original students. The tracing

and.updating of student addresses-will be referred to as Stage 1. Once

the correct addresses were obtained (tor 2,004 of the 2,555 Phase I

,respondents), Stage 2 was implemented and inglved the'actualtllection

.of the data by means of mailed questionnaires wild telephone interviews.

The combined procedures resulted in 1,522 complet-ions, Using the number
w

of Phase I completions as the .base, this represents a tO% completion

411/
r . However, if we only consider those studenis for whom we had a

1979 address, the completion ratefivcreases to 76%.

A -
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As with the second follow-up, it was decided tq'OtteOpt c6qtaaing
-

allPhaselresporldentsandnotjustthosevespondingto.Phasey5 .
and III. In.order to do SD, it was necessary to confirm dr update the:.

addresses of the oqkig061 Phase I students and/Or *ir. parents. Moat;
,

,

of the original tracing was undertaken by the principal invesagators,

using current telephone directories and city directories. ,Apprwctzately

75% of the original parental addresses were updated and .reconfirmed.

During July 1978, 1,910 questionnaires were mailed to the respondents'

parents at the updated addresses.requesting tle'ctirrenaddresseS..and..

telephone numbers of their sons/daughters and information qq theic past

education, occupational position, and marital status.- Thi.slitst

out resulted in 913 returns. Four waks after the inftial mail-out,

follow-up questionnaire wasisent to all the nonrespondenti,. Of. the

1,37Q mailed, 277 completed questionnairesswere returned.

During August 1978, the Survey Research Centre tolic Over the tasl*

of tracing parents7students' addresses, using the following procedures:

1. All current telephone directories were checked forscurregt

addresses and telephone numbers.

0
2. In centres' were city.directories Wete available, the names and

telephone numbers of the occupants of the Phase I addresses

were recorded. In addition, the names and telephone numbers

of their neighbours were also recorded.

3. In.rural areaa all residents with the saTe surname as the
4-

, respofldents were checked and recorded.

4. In cases where no 'information was obtained using the above

. procedures, telephone operators were contacted for as istance.



p.

Clerical and tracing procedures were carried out from August 3 to 1

August 17, 1978. ,Appioximately five to ,six interviewers and two

supervisors were trained, and conducted th# telephoning from the offices
0

of the Ministry of Colleges and Universities during the week of
, .

August 16, 1978. This stage of 'the tracing operation ropulted in 356

updated addresses of the 692 names supplied. Only one respondent

refused to cooperate.

During the first Week ir'September-1978,.atkempts were made to
(

contact all the parents/students who had not responded to the two mail-

out questilnnaires. Ten interviewers operated from the Ministry, using

their WATTS lines and, occasionally, long-distance lines. In additipn,
1

.

two interviewers operated from their tomes. A total of 458 updated
. .

.addresses resulted from this stage. (,..._

As a result of the tracing procedures, 1,190 updated addiesses were

'obtained using the mail questionnaires and 814 updated addresses were

, obtained 'by telephone (46% and 32% of the sample, respectively).

Overall 2,004 (78%) up6ted addresses were obtained (see Tables 1 and 2

for the results by stratum and region).

The second stage of Phase IV involved the actual collection of data

'- using mail queseionnaires and telephone interviews. The initial mail-

,
ut wah 'made during the week of April 24, 1979 to all Phase I

cothpletions forhom we had updated addresses (2,004). Reminder cerds
,

were sent to those not responding by May 18, 1979. In total 1,068

'costkleted questionnaires were received by July 27, 1979 (Figure

During the two-week pekiod starting July 11, sixteen interviewer8

and 'two supervisors, Arained by the Centre, conducted telephone
. k

ilterviews With the nonrespondents to the mail, questionnaire from the

St .11)

A
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offices of the Ministry OK Colleges and Universities. Up to,five

attempts were made to obtain an interview, This stage resulted in 454

completions (Figure A.2).

From th4riginal group of 2,555 Phase I 're.Apondents, 1,522

responded to Phase IV representing a completion rate of 59.6%. However,
1

considering only those Phase I respondents for whom current addresses

were available (2,004), thep1tion rate increases to 76.0%. A more

detailed breakdown oft1spondents and nonrespondents is included in

Table A.4, the final field report*.

1

As in Phases I, II, and III, the effect of nonresponding\students

in Phase IV was corrected at the level of the original sampling unit.

However, in Phase-IV, four Sets of nonresponse corrected weights were

necessary for the PSUs. The first set of correction factors ('A) was

computed for the subset of the'sample that responded in Phases I and IV

(N =.64): The second set of correction factore (B) was computed for the

subset of the sample that responded in Phases I, II, and IV (N = 59). A

third set of correction factors (C) was calculated for the subset of the

Sample that responded.in Phases I,.III,-and IV (N = 92). Finally, the

fourth set of correction factors (D) was cbmputed for the subset of the

sample that'respOnded in Phases I, II and III, and IV (N = 1307). The

deed for the...four sets of corrected weighted resulted from the fact that
44.

"
not all the students responded to all fouephases.

As in the case of the nonresponse correction factors for Phase I
4,

(T), Phase II (U) and Phas; III (V and Z), the factor A was aggregated

ovee the i h'PSU and the j.
th

sample in the follOwing manner:
t

Table A.6, the finfl field report, was compiled by Mary Chin, Technical
Supervisor, Sampling Department of the ,Survey Research Cei.itre, York
University.

A 7 6
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Pij

wherepli = the numfer of Phase IV respondents in
PSU i ncIthe sample j.

.The Phase IV corrected weights.for the i th PSU in samples 1 and 2

that incorporate the correctioq factor A were, respectively:

W (I
V
) = 62 . R1 . S1 Til . A. and

W
i2

(IV) = 62 . R
2

. S
2

Ti2 . A.

Th creationof a matched sample between Phases I and IV, and

sample e timates based on total number of respondents in Phase IV would

require theabove form for the corrected weight.

. .

The factor 11 was aggregated over the
th

PSU and j
th

sample in the

fol.lowing mriner:

where q.
j

= the number of Phase IV respondents in PSU il
and sample j that were also respondents in
Phase II.

lo

The khase IIV corrected weights for the i
th

PSU in samples 1 and 2

that incorporat the correction factor B.. were, respectively:

(

imod (IV) = 62 . R . S
1 1 Ill il

B11. and

2
Wi2

\
IV) = 62 . R2 . S2 . . n

lz -i2 Bi2

,

\Sample eptimatef6based on a matc ed sample between Phases I, II,'
,

and IV 't,{sould require the above form for 1he corrected weight.

A A
I 4
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.The factor C was aggregated over the i
th

PSU and j
th

sample in the

following manner:

0.

= 11C..
lj

a

where W.. = the ;umber of Phase IV respondents in PSU
and sample j that were also respondents in
Phase III.

The Phase IV corrected weights for the ith PSU in samples I and 2

that incorporate the correction factor
ij

were, respectively:

Oil (IV) = 62 . R1 S1 Z41 Cil and
4

Idi2 (IV) = 62 R2 S2 Ti2 Z12

A

Sample estimates based on a matched sample. between Phases I, III,
1

and IV would require the above form for the corrected weight.

The factor D was aggregated over the i PSU and j
th

sample in the
.th

following manner:

.

ij

P.
_11
Yij 't

0

where yij = the wmber orphase IV respondents in ,PSU

and Ample j,that were also respondents in

0

Phases II and III.

The Phase IV corrected weights for the ith PSU in samples-I and a

hat incorporate the correction factor D.
ij

were, respectively:

e.

a

- 8

a

4

1



4
(IV) = §2. . RI . S1 . Til pil . Vi . 61

Wil
1 and

4
W
i2

(IV) = 62 . R2 . S2 . Ti2

Sample estimates based on a matched tampte between Phases I, II,

III, and IV would require the above form for the correqed weights.

The Phase IV corrected weights, listed by sample and school, are

included in Table A.3.



TABLE A. STAGE I: RESULTS OF TRACING PROCEDURES BY REGION

oMail-Out

No. of Completions Attrition
Regiona NO. of Selected
Number Schools .Students 1st 2nd,

Tracing by Phone
Completions Attrition

No

Information Other

Contacts of Nonrexpondents
BOPhone

Completions Attrition
No

Information Other

10

3 6

4 10

5 8

6 i6

20

8 14

9 7

10 13

TOTAL 1104

*
48,

c

ci

e

208 69 23 1 25 33 48 8

152 56 10 25 16 28 14

261 89 33 50 23 46 15 4

199 73 17 1 36 21 3, 13

365 128 34 2 69 53 1 54 16
, 1*

542 191 67 37 75' 97 61 1

3* 9*

331 129 40 2 25 '54 15 36 3

26*

166 66 15 27 21 1 23 12 1

331 111 37. 37 69 15
,

1* 4*

2555 912 . 276 8c ' 348 333 3
d

417 190
1,7e

2* 8*. 41*

913 277 ac 356 333 458 190
17e

Represents questionnaires received after the cut-off date or completions with mailing addresses only.

Education 1 regions of Ontario:
01. Regi n deleted / 06.

02. I1id-iorthern Ontario 07.

03. North'Eastern Ontario 08.
04. Westerh Ontario .- 09.
05. Mid-Western Ontario 10.

1111

Includes wrong n bers, busy numbers,

Niagara
West Central Ontario
East Central Ontario
Eastern Ontario
Ottawa Valley

unlisted numbers and no information about Xlie responOnt.

4 refused, 2 decea ed, 2 omitted in the original sample (1973).

1 refused, 2 deceas d.

16 refused, 1' 1n6t 1i the mail.



TABLE A:2: STAGE 1: RESULTS OF TRACING PROCEDURES BY STRATUM

4

Contacts of Nonrespondents
Mail-Out Tracing-by Phone By/Phone

a

No. of Comfletions Attrition Completions Attrition Completions Attrition .Stratum No. of Selected No
b

/ No
2nd , Information Other Information

bRumber. SChools Students 1st
Other

4.

'1 22 535 205 67
.

2 24 .564 202 57
1*

3 24 618 218 65

1*

4 1/4 34 838 287 87

TOTAZ 104 2555 912 276..
A* 1*.

,913 Y477.

3
. 30 82 1 45 70 , 3

29*,
.

,
1 71 67 122 33 6

6* 4*

1 /3 81 120 43 4
6*

174 103 2 130 44
2* 2*

348 333 417 190 / 17e
8* 41*

356 333 458 190 lie

Represents questionnaires receivecf,after the -off date or completions with mailingaddreited-only.,

a
- School Boards
Stratum 1 Metro Toronto
Stratum 2 Other large mittrop61480 areas
Stratum 3 Smaller cities,, t.ownvand urban fringe areas
Stratum 4 Other areas - maüilyIiiral

- "includes wrong numberst.busy numbr4s unlisted numbers and no information about the respondent.
C

- 4
\

refused, 2. deceased, 2 omitted in the original sample (1973)

d - 1 refused, 2 deceased.

- 16 refused,.1 lost truthe



MUNI: A,I: HISTOGRAM SNOWING DISTRIBUTION -OF MAIL RETURNS .

1)nestionnaires

Sent April 24-30 .

100 -

96

92 ,

88 -

84 -

80 -

76-

72-

68-

64-

60 -

56 -

52 -

IA -

-

40 7

36 -

32 -

r

24

20 -

16 -.

.

12 -

8 -

4 .-

dirmet

111111w1

Immr

111.

.111.

11M111

Reminders Sent
May 18-22216

Telephone Survey
June 11-26

Total Returns: 1068

4.1

#.4 4,4
em

6.4

lir

110111.

1.

114,

1.1



FIGURE A.2: HISTOGRAM SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF.COMPLETED TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS

Telephone SGrvey
June 11-26

50 -

40 -

30

20-

11 -

10 -

N
.!) 22 " "1 4°, 4 NNN N

; a ,N
4. Al r0 1

k. W

Total Completions 454
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TOLE A.1: PROJECT`123 HALF.SAMPLE.WEIGHTS.BY SCHOOL

,School School Name Sample MI

4,47:1

'W12 W13 W123
I.

W14

1 Etobicoke C.I.

2 North Albion C.I.

4

5

6

7

8

'School of Experimental Educatioo
Silverthorn C.J.

Thistleown,C.I.
West Humber,C.I.
Bloor.C.I.

9

10

Central WS, of Commerce
Humberside C,I. -

11 Nalvftn C.1. N6..

1? Oakwood
15 . A.Y. Jackson S.S.

16 at urst Heights S.S.

17 C. . Jeffreys S.S.

18, Emery C.I.

-19 _Northview Heights.&:S.
,10 - Viet.40 'Park S.S.

Cederbrae

22 David.,& Mary Thompon C.I.

23 Witistok,Churshil1 C.I.

24 St. Georie's"C.
Confederation S.S.

26 MacDonald Cartier S.S.

27. -Carsun-Falconbridge
28 Lo-Ellen Park S.S.

291 Lockerby Compopite School

30 Sheridan Technical School

11 Hon. W.C. Kennedy C.I.

32 John L. Forster'C.I.

33 Windsor H.S.JA Commerce.
34 The London SoUth

35 Sir Wilfrid Laurier S.S.

36 .trand RiVer C.I.

37 Sherwood'S.S.

38 Westmoura S.S.

39 GlouCester 1t.S4"
40. i Mdrivalf 11.5.

0

2 72.9 90.5

64.2 82.8

1 90.1 94.7

1 '130,1 140.6

1 65,1 69.7

1 1)1.6.' 100.4

2 65.6 68.3

2 65.6 65.6

2 64.4. 87.6
67.5 70:3

75.6 / 82.4

75.4 400.4
72.9 )75.7

2 130$9

1 6501 71.1

2 72.1 74.9

1 75.0 75.0

2 180 1 191.0

2 68.9 71.7

- 1 77.8 81.0'

2, 73.3. 86.4

1 71.1 78.2

1 157.0 196.2

2 66.6 133.3

2 69.3 83.8

1 70.1 80.6

1 67.5 67.5

2 93.7 129.4
1 61;2 64.2

1 65.'1 74%9

2 61.2. 66.0
1 .75.2

, 88.7

1 .61.7 70.5

2 84.4 $4.7
064.0 99.4

71.1 71.1

2 74.5' 114.1
1 16.9- 41,..9

94.9
122.k
110.5
152.3

77.2

133.9
80.2
68.1

111.1

82.0
to..5

110.7

89.5

461.2
88.3

9f,3
79.0,

202.3
90.5
84.2
102.0

82.0
.145.3
283.,3

107.0

84.2
67.5

147.0
70.7
t0.2
81.G

96.1 117.7

102.6 183.6

111:3
140.

- 74.9

72.5

.1

9

9

.5

77.1 136.3

68.1 177.1

87.6 153.1

79.0 135.0
82.4 135.0

100.4 150.9

86.0 126.4.

246.0' .4027.1

83.6 _138.0
88.0 144.2
79,0 115.4
191.0 324.3
.86.8 110.3

84.4 144.6

91.9 146.6
82.4 120.4

196.2 1%6.2

141.8 119.3

93.7
84.6
67.5
127.4

70.9

tg, ."6,

23.1 .3

111.1

7),(" 75.6

IF/6.8 114.1

91.31 91.3

93.7
113.1

97.8
156:1

103.6
102.8
103.2

139.8

112.9
126.6

192.0

106.5
100,8

121.8

It W124 W134 W1234

10.9 158.1 17G.8

19/.5 254.6 213.7

172.1' 180.8 172.1

210.9 228.3 210.9

96.2 98.2 96.2

217.4 267.7 145.0

136.5 167.6 161.4

177.1 176.9 176.9

175.3 210.1. 175.3

135.6 164.0 158.0

--03-:2 147,1 135.2

'200.8 200.6 200,6

126.2 140.6 135.1

328.0 614.9 322:0
^146,5 170.7 167.5

174.9 .168.8

15.4 115.4 115.4

344.7 343.9 324./
132.3 126.8

155.8 150.3 155.6'

163.2 173.3 163.4

130.3 143.4 142.4

196.2 245.3 196.2

151.1 302..3 151.3

99:6 137.5 113.7

130.1 129.1 130.1

97.8 97.8 9/.8

175.3 238.9 175.3

103.2 117.7 112.3

N 114.5 124.8 114.5

117.9 118.7 117.7

162.6 192.1 162.8

112.9 117.6 112.7

136.3 133.1 136.3

..192.7 27/.7 224.8 I

106.5 106,5 106.5

142.6 187-.4 142.6

121;8 130.5 130.5

I 4,
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ABLE A.3; (cont'd)

School .School Name4 Sample

41

Al
42

43

44

45

46

47

48

50

51

52

r54
55

56

57
57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

-69

Sir Robert Borden H.S.
Sir Robert Borden H.S.
Canterbury H.S.
Ecole SeconCi e de La Salle
Glebe C.I.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier H.S.
Woodraff H.S.
Hillcrest H.S.
Bawating C. and V.S..
Koran College and
Widdifield S.S:
Beamsville District S.S.
Grantham H.S.
Grimsby District.S.S.
Lakeport S.S.
Niagara District S.S.
Niagara Falls College amd
Wtlland Centennial S.S.
We'lland Centenni

Aldershot H.S.
Glenforest S.S.-
Lorne Park S.S.
Streetsville S.S.
Thomin.11. kennedy S.S.
WestAria S.S.

orillia bistrict C. and V.
Dunberton H.S.
Port Perry 11.8.

Bayview S.S.
Sutton District S.S.
(otre Dame College

Pickering College
Blind River District H.S.

72. Chapleau H.S.
73 Iroquois Falls S.S.
73 Iroquois Falls S.S.
74 Roland Michener S.S.
75 Almaquin HighlInd S.S.

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

.0.00-1

1

2

2

1 .

2

1

2

V.S. 1

1

2

2

1

1

2)

1

2,

2

2

2

1

1

2

1

2

2,

1

0.

W1 W12 W13

90.1

77.1

65.1

63.2
63.0

61.2

. 108.9

71.1

73.5

65.1

63:2

75.1

88.1

84.4

71.7

89.1

, 65.1

70.3
81.6

67.0

65.1

65.1

63.2
72.1

70.1

72.9

)66.4
710
69:7

67.5
81.6

71.7

194,0
65.1

65.1

.73.3

73).7

83.0

100.0
. 88.7

72.9
67.6
76.9

73.5

123.2

74.7

83:8

78.8

73.3

91.7

93.5
88:7

89.7
89.1

114.1

83.0

81.6

74.5

69.7
67.1

65.0

75.0

77.1

90.5

73.1

81.2

1,12.3

85.1

183.6

95.2
148.6

97.8

79.4

96.7

112.7

122.0

131.3

81.6
81.6
75.7

97.7

97.9
158.74

91.3

95.6
82.4
75.9

118.3

93.5
97.9

95.0
91.1
199.6

93.9

95.1
92.5

74.7
, 74.7

71.9

94.7

87.4
103.4
88.4
86.2

147.9

103.0

550.7
126.9

185.8

146.7

85.5

d' 134.3

123.4

149.1

135.6

.98.5

792
73.1

86.6

91.9
-140,8

87.1

92.5
78.8

76.3

103.2
93.5

98.5
90.3
91.1

114.1%

91.3

95.1
90.7

84.2
74.9
69.7

91.3
82.4
104.8

85.2
81.2

118.8.

88.9
24448
109.9

173%5

105.3

83.0
114.9

120.6

140.8

157.6
197.1.

-91.3

122.2
138.5

104.8
150.9

130:3

92.9
115.2

114.5

,127.2

124.8
118.1

19:4
103.2

114.1

121.8
122.4

122.2

119.4

97.6
85.2

174.3

113.5
117.7

138.9

126.3

93.3
140.8

179.2
208.0

227.9
107.3.

183.2

121.0

130.3

.4

So%

V123 W14 W124 W134% W1234'

158.4

221.5
101.2

130.5
138.5

122.6

.151.7

130.7

103.6

124.8

122.2

150.0
124.6
118.1

205.0
103.2

165.9

130.3

122.4

130.5

119.0

97.4
88.7
175.0

113.9.

139.7

139.5

152.3

252.7
108.7

275.2
178.6
260.1

228:3
114.4

229.8
168.9

160.3

210.1

181.3

113.1
151.5
169.4

135.7

184.8

111.5

139.4

141.8

183.0
132.5

124.0

180.6
105.4

290.3

154.3
122.4

154.1

122.6
111:9

95.9

'221-7

113.9
140.6
138.5

133.7
164.2

156.8

109.9

124.8

130.9

165.2
'124.6

118.3

206.3
105.4

165.7
140.4
122.4

149.0

130.1

108.1

92.9
197.8,00.9
131.1 119.5
172.3 167.6
152.9 139.5
153.3 152.3
271.1 2.52.5

137.2 s115.0

708.0 314.6
238.0 178.6
371,6 346.9

342.4 228.3
130.9 114.1

268.6. 229.8
185.,0 168.9

4.0 203.4
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TABLE A.3: (quitted)

School School It:: Sample. W1 W12 W13 W123 W14 W124 W134. W1234

75

76

77

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

-84

85

85

86

87

88

89

89

91

92

93

94

95.

96

i 97

98

99

Almaquin Highlands S.S.
West Elgin S.S.
The Distx-ict S.S. Essex County
The District S.S. Essex County
Central Huron S.S.
Lambton Central C. and V.I.
John Diefenbaker S.S.
West Hill S.S.
Huron ParllS.S.
Centjte Wellington S.S.
John F. loss C. and V.I.
Norwell District S.S.
Norwell District S.S.
Cayuga S.S.
Simcoe Composite S.
Ancaster High and V.S.
Parkside C.I.
Parksidft.I.
Sydenham7R.S.
Central Hasting S.S.
Noxth Hastings S.S.
North Grdnville

-CobOurg District C.I.
CrIstwood S.S.
Pr nce'Edward C.I.
Ecole Secondaire de Plantagenet
'Cornwall College and V.S.
North Dundas District H.S. '

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

1

'1

1

1

12

2

1

66.0
61.2

65.1
63.4
77.8
61.2
83.4

65.1
61.2
80.6

69.7
83.4
61.2

84.2

70.3
81.6

7802

76.5

64.4
85.7

87.2
65.1

75,4
85.1

86.9
61.2
61.2

0-
67.5

78.6 89.3
65.4 67.6
76.2 82.4
68.5 71.1
84.0 87.3
65.4 65.4
136.6 164.0
84.8 92.9
71.7 80.0

125.0 71.5
80.8 101.8
115.0 121.8
70.9 86.6
103.6 110.5
148.7 213.7
93.1 101.6
223.8 497.2
153.1 34011
76.7.* 81.0

108.9 . 129.3
151.9 208.8.

74.3 91.5
80.0 89.5
100.0 113.9
101.8 112.5
64.8 -73.5

66.6 76.1
82.4 87.5

86.8
65.4
79.6

71.3
87.5
65.4
150.3

89.3
75.3
71.5

91.9

115.0
79.2

103.6
126.6
97.7

223.8
170.0
76.7

116.6
160.3
86.5
84.8
107.7

101.8
74.1
69.9

85.0

91.7

111.7

92.7
84.6
112.5

89.1

125:0

89.1,
75.3
152.3
112.3

125.0
74.7

134.7

111.7

139.9

130.3

139.1

94.1

163.0
151.5

94.9
102.4
178.0

140.4

107.8

86.4
94.5.

.970
118.5

103.2
89.1

125.9

93.5
166.0
121.0
89.1

229.1
112.3
149.5
84.2

134.7

158.3
150.4

391.7
191.2

111.7

163.4

240.5
99.0
102.8

200.0
152.7
108.0,

97.7
111.5

115.5

119.3

114.5
95.9
128.5

95.1

223.6
128.9.

95.5
135.0

137.6
172.5

91.7

165.6

267.0
159.5

895.1
382.5
112.1

206.9

294.8
113.3

117.0
250.5
164.4
121.4

114.1

126.3

103.2

118.5

109.5
93.7

134.3

95.1

187.9
130.5

.11.9
131.1

118.8

149.5
84.0
134.7

158.3
150.4
391.7
191.2
111.7
163.4
240.5
98.9
110.9

228.9
152.7
114.9
104.8

116.8



TABLE A.4: STAGE 2: FINAL FIELD REPORT

A. ,STRATDM

School Name

Mail-Out . Telephone
:::

School .Seiected Completigs.
Number Students 1st 2nd Total

t

Etobicoke C.1,
North Albion C.I.
RIchyiew k

2101

2102
1103

21

40

21
Schoal of Experimental 1104 13
Education

Silverthoin C.I. 1105 0, 31
Thistletgwn C.1. 1106 16
West Humber C.I. 2107 27
Sloor C.I.' 2108 27
Central H.S. of C mmerce 2109 19 \

DI.
Humberside C.I. 1110 28
Malvern c.l. 1111 25

t

Oakwood C.I. 1112 ''32
,../ A.Y. 'Jackson S.S.

26,4
Bathurst Heights S.S.

,2115

.2116 15
C.W. Jefferys $ .S. 1117 30
Emery C.I. 2118 '28
Northview Heights S-.S. 1119 20
Victoria Park S.S 2120 18

: Cedarbrse C.I. 2141 24
David and Mary: 1122% 26
Thompson C.I. ,4

Winston Churchill C,1, ':2123
St. George's Callege :112/0

Stiratum 1 Totals

'7 - 2 9

5 3, 8 .

6. 4 10
2 # - 4 6

6 , 7 , 13
'3 ' 0 3
6 6 12
4 2/

.

3
.

1 4.

3 9 12
6 4 10
6 2 8

, .6 $ 11

4 1 5

5\ 3 8

5 . 4 9
9'': 1 10
6 3 9

. 4 5' 9
7 3 10

5 2 7

7

74 186

Attiition

Completion

Aate
(%) Completions Attrition

Completion.,
Rate

(%

Overall
Completion

Rate

(%)

'..

12 42.9 4 . 8 33.3 61.9
. 32 20.0 6 "' 26 18.8 35.0

11 ' 47.6 1 . 10 9.1 '52.4
7 46.2 3 4 42.9 .61.2

.

18 41.9 9 9 50:0 J1.0
13 18.8 4 9 30.8 43.8

1

44.4 1 14 6,7 48,4
2i 22.2 4 17 19.0 .37.0
15 21.1 4 11 26.7 42,1

.46 42.9 2 14 12.5 WO
15 40.0 4 11 4 : 26.7 56'.0
24 25.0 8 ' 16 33.3 50.0
'15 42.3 4 11 26.7 57.7

' JO 33.3 1
9 10.0 40.0

28 22.2 9
.

19 32.1 47.2
19 ' 5 14 , 26.3 50.0
10

.32.1

50.0 3 , 7 30.0 ,65.0
9 50.0, 1 8 11.1 55.6

15 37.5 6 9 40.0 62.5
16 38.5 4 12 25.0 53.8

13 35.0 3 10 23.1 50.0
15 ,31.8: 6 ° 9 40.0, 59.1

1 A
,

1),

349 34.8 92 257 26.4
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TABLE A.4: (cont'd)

B. STRATUM 2

School
Number

Selected
Students 1st

Mail-Out

Completions
2nd Total -Attrition

'Completion

Rate
. CO

'

Telephone'

Completions Attrition

-Completion
alate

. (%)
..

Ov
Com

441

Rat

840

School Name
to.

Confederation S.S.
MacDonald Cartier S.S.
AGarson-Falconbridge 8.S.
Lo-Ellen Park S.S.
Lockerby Comp9site School
Sheridan Technical School

W.C. Kennedy C.I.
John L. Forster C.I.
Windsor H.S. of Commerce
The London South S.S.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier S.S.
Grand River C.I.-
Sherwood S.S.
Westmount S.S.
Gloucester H.S.
Marivale H.S.
Sir,Robert Borden H.S.
Sir Robert Borden H.S.
Canterbury H.S.
Ecole Secondaire
de La Salle

Glebe C.I.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier H.S.
Woodraff H.S.
Hillcrest H.S.

Stratum 2 Totals

1225

2226

2227

'1228

1229

2230

2231

1232

2233
1234

1235

2236

2337

1238

2239
1240

1241

2241

1242

2243.

2244

2245

1246

1247
1

5

34

23

24

9
15

22

30

27

13

25

21
21

33

23

21

21

23

28

29

33

24

18

22

564

N
4

7

7

6

12

4

6

11'

9

4

4

6

4

6

3

8

5

5

10

5

,1.2

4

7

6

155

0

4

4

3

3

1

4,
2

1

1

6

4

2

7

5

2

2

1

4

9

1'

3

4

3,)

76

9

4

11

11

9

15
t 5

10

13

10

5

10

10

6

13

8

10

3
6

14

,14

13

7

11 ,.

9.

231

1

23

12

15

14

. 10

12

17

17

K
15

.

11

15

20

15

11

14

17

14.

.15

20

17

7
13

333

80.0

32.4
47.8
37.5
51.7
33.3
45.5
43.3

37.0
38.5

40.0

47.6
28.6

39.4
34.8
47.6
33.3
26.1
50.0
48.3

39.4
'29.2
61.1
40.9

41.O

..

4.,

0

8

6

6

5

4

3

6

6

2

5

4

1

9

9

5

5

3

6

1

2

7

2

108

1

15

6

9

9

6

9

11

11

6

10

7

14

11

6

i
9

14

8

14.

18

10

5

10

225

/

/

0.0

3.4.8

50.0
40.0

35.7
40.0
25.0
35.3
35,3

233.3

36.4
6.7

45.0
60..0

45.5

35.7
17.6

42.9
6.7

10.6
41.2
28.6

23.1

32.4

:

.

55.9
73.9
'62.5

69.0
60.0

59.1

63.3

59.3
53.8
60.0
66.7

33.3
66.7

73.9

71:4
57.1

39.1
71.4
51.7

45.5

58,3
72.2
.54.5
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TABLE (coni'd)

C, STMTUM:3

Schyol Name
School
Number

4.

Selected
Students

Bawating C. and V.S.
ltorah College and,- V.S.

'Widditield S.S.

"Beamsville District S.S,
Grantham H.S. -

Grimsby District S.S
Lakeport.S.S...
Niagara District S.S.

' Niagara Falls C. and V.
Welland CenteninialSA.
Wellind Cententii.al S..S.

Aldershot:H.:S. '

Glenforest S.S.
Lorne Paric S.S.

Streetsville S.S.
Thomas L. Kennedy sfs.
Westwood S.S.

Orillia District C.& V.I
Dunbarton'H.S.
Port-Perry H.S,
Bayview §.S.

Sutton District S.S.
Notre pame College
Pickering College

.

Stratum 3 Totals

1348

1349

2350
2351

1352

2353

1354

2355
1356

1357

.2357,

251151
31

.

1360

2361

1362

2363
2364

2365

2366
/1367

.1368
2369

/1370

24
23

29

22

17.

21

20

.22
-28

26

21
,

44

-30
31

29

34

21

23

17

29

29

27

20

618 k
I

1

Mail-Out Telephone

lit
Completions

. 2nd 'fatal Attvition

9

6

10

5

7

5.

3

4

3

2

4-

4

6

3

.13
,

-12

9

11

11

6

Il
14

17

13

6

10

14
12. 5 17

. 5
6 4 10 18
9 3 ,, 12

. 14
4 6 10 11

10 4 14 17
8 9 17 ,. 27

10 8 18 12
13 4 17 14
3 5 8 21

10 8 18 16
5 4 9 12
8 "2 10 13
4 .2 6 11

11 3 14 15
12 3 15 1 14
5 3 18

1

19
5M 1 6 14

.

480 100 280 338

Completion
Rate

Overall
Completion_ Completion

Rate Rate
tompletions Attiition (%) (%)

54.2 6 5 54.5 79.2
39.1 4 10 28.6 56.5
41.4 4 13 23.5 55.2
40.9 4 9 30.8 59.1 ,

64.7 1 5 16.7 70.6
52.4 4 6- 40.0 71.4
30.0. 4 10 28.6 50.0,
77.3

31.56..1

2

. 6

..3.

3

12

11

40.0
33.3
21.4

86.4
57.1

51.7
47.6 4 7 :36.4 66.7
:45.2 3 14 17.6 54.8
p8.6 7 20- -,25..9-. 54.5
00.0 2 _7.19,

16.1 66.7
54.8 0 - 8. 42.9 74.2
27.6 4 17 19.0 41:4
52.9 3 13 18.8 61.8
02.9 4 8 33.3 61.9 '
43.5 1 12 7.7 47.8
35.3 4 ` 7 36.4 58.8
48.3 2 13 13,3 55.2
51.7 6 8 42.9 72.4
29.6 7 12 36.8 55.6
30.0 2 12 14.3 40.0

45.3 -93 245 27.5 60.4.

447;;
1.1
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TABLE A.5:

D. STRATUM 4

Mail-Out Telephone
Overall

Completion ,,Completion 'Completion
School Selected Completions .Rate Rate

School Name _Number Students lst 2nd / Total Attrition (%) ComPletions .Attritiqn (%) ------:-(%)

.1

BEirut River District H.S,
Chapleau H.S.
Iroquois Falls S.S.
Iroquois Falls S.S.
Rolland Michener S.S.
Almaguin Highlands S.S.
Almaguip Highlands S.S.
West Eriin
The District S.S.
Essex County

The District S.S.
Essex County

.2471

1472

1473

2473
'1474

1415

2475

2476
1477

2477

10

21

28

25

23

22

25

31

27

28

2

4

7

9

6

8

9

9

7

7

1

All
2

7 o

1

5

3

4

1

4

7

Huron S.S. 1478 26 8 6
is)

c) ambton Central C. & V.I. 2479 32 9 3

John Diefenbaker S.S. 1480 18 3 7

West Hill S.S. ,1481 26 10 2
Huron Park S.S. 2482 48 18 7

Centre Wellington 1483 17 4 2

District3H.S.

John F. Ross C. & V.I. 1484 29 11 3

Norwell District S.S. 1485 18 5 2

Norwell District S.S. 2485 22 8 3

Cayuga 2486 16 6 2

Simcoe Composite School 2487 27 8 4

Ancpter H. V.S. 2488 24 7 2

Parkside. C.I. 1489 20 8 2

Parkside C.I. 2489 20 5 2

3 7 30.0 2
6 15 28.6 . 0

14 14 30.0 3

10 15 40.0 7, 0

11 12 47.8 3

11 11 56.0 4

13 12 52.0 '4
10 21 32.3 7

5

1,15

11

15

9

7

8

14

--"c
28.6 50.0
0.0 28.6

21.4 60.7

0.0 40.0

2p.o 60.9

4 68.2
68.0

.N.

54.8
n 16 40.7 8 '8- 50.0 70.4

14 410 50 0 7 7 50.0 75.0

,

.

14 12 53.8 4 8 33.3 69.2
12 20 37.5 10 '-: q 10 . 50.0 68.8
10 8 55.6 2 6 25.0, 66.7
12 14 46.2 7 7 50.0 73.1
25 23 52.1 14 9 .,60.9 81.3
6 11 35.3 3 a 27.3 52.9

.

14 15 48.3

j 11 38.9

, e 8 450.0
12 15 44.4
9 15 17.5
10 10 50.0
7 13 35.0

.

''' 4 11

5 6

7 4

-2 6-- '4

5 10

5 10

2 8

4 . 9

,

26.7 62.1

45.5 66.7

63.t 81.8
25.0 62.5

33.3 63.0

33.3 58.3
20.0 60,0,
30.8 55.0

4
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TABLE A.5: (cont'd) .

D. STRATUM 4

SefeCted
Students /at

Mail-Out.

A
Completions

2nd 'Total Attrition

Completion
Rate

. (%)

r. °

Telephone
,

.

Completions Attrition

Completign
. Rare

(%)

Overall
Completion

Rate

t (7.)

Schoot
School Name Number

Sy,denham H.S. 2490
Centre 'Hastings S.S. 1491
North Hastings S.S. 2492
North Grenville 1493
District H.S.

'Cobourg District C.L. 1494
Crestwood S.S. 1495.
Prince Edward C.I. 1496
Ecole Secondaire .2497

.de Plantagenet
Cornwarl C. & V.S. 2498
No'rth Dundas District H.S. 1499

Stratum 4 Totals

Overall Totals .

19

19

33 ,

32

19

zq

.21
37

24

28

838

'2555

7

5.

6

9

6

3

,5

5
,

5

7

236

683

3

2

8

9

5

5

1

7

. 7

6

135

885

10

7

14

18

11

.8

6

12

12 .

13

371

1068 4

9

12

19

'14

8

15

15

25

12

15

467

1487

. 52.6
36.8
42.4
56.3

57.9
34.8
28.6
32.4

50.0
46.4

44.3

41.8

4

,.

3

3

a 5
4

.

3

3

7

9

5
7

.

161

454

6

9

14

10

5
12

8

16

.

7

8

306

1033

,

I_)

33.3
25.0
26.3
28.6

37.5
20.0.

46.7
36.0

41.7
46.7

34.5

30.5

68.4

52.6
57.6
68.8

73:7
47.8
61.9
56.8

70.8

71.4

63%5

59.6

itt?)

4
IL



I.

OPERATION ULES fOR CONSTRUCTING COMMONLY-USED VARIABL S
4

APPENDIX B
1 a

IN THIS REPORT

Considering all four phases of this study, there are around 500

variables which-have been recordecl,for each-individual in.the sample.

In this sectAon, we will describe the operational rules 'used in

constructing variables that are combinations or recodes of the original

items in the questiohnaire. We report only on variables relevant to

this report. All computer work was carried out at the York-Ryerson
Jr'

Computer Centre, utiliziAg SPSS.

Varibles Constructed from a Factor Analysis of Appropriate Items

Factor analysis was used to reduce the information presented in

:many variables to a smaller set of factors or components. This

technique allows the const /1 uction of scales that 'are simply.dinear

combinations of the originali items. Throughout*the study, we have
41

consistently empfoyed a particular type of factor analysis that extracts
. .. . 4

initial facior solutions that a're exact mathematical transformations of

the original Variables. (PA1 with liptwise deletion in SPSS)., and then

rotates these factors vta the varimax (orthogonal) rotation method to

facilitate the interpretation of the results. Experimentatfon. with

other methods of extraction (PA2), followed by varimax or other rotation

methods, resulted in factors that tended to be highly associited with

respective factors.from the inthal method we used, bust which, in moiX

A
4`.

* Prepared by Norman Okihiro

4.



caseg:iwere more difficult interpret. In construtting scales from

items, otir preference has been to ,employ a ter- for all the or ginal

variables (complete estimation), rather than mploying only Ithose

varihbles that have a substantial loading. Again, expd'rime4ation

indicated that it doe's not make muCfi difference. which procedure ks used,r

since the two results highly correlate.

It is important to note that scale construction took ce

different phases,(and thus with different stibsamples). However once a

scale was defined, we used it in all subsequent analyses and i-epctrts,I 0,

the advantage of this procedure being that,it gives continuiti between

articles and reports from the 'different phases. By using the same

mathematical transformations of the original variables fromyhase to

phase to define our scaleg, we insure that whatever we'are measuring is

the same across all phases of the study. 0.

The 'prqcess of scale construction by factor scores results -in/'

interval-level varihble that mdkes possible the use of statisticiii

analyses, such as analysis f variance'and TAtests using the individual

raw scores procluced by the fAtor analysts. However, for tabular.

analysis, many factor-score variables were divided into four categories
eJ

or dichotomized. The general procedure used was to divide at the mean,

and where four categories,were being used, at about + 2/3 of a standard

deviation. This procedure divictes the sample population into

approximatelequartiles on, the relevant variable; assuming that the

variable is normally distributed over the population. For some

variables, however, distribution§ 'were skewed -to such an extent that

further adjustments of the category boundaries were necessary. In any

case, the category boundaries ate cited.below.
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One.final'methodological poiht with regard to scale construction

should be made. 'Each respondent was assigned a'score on a factor-based

scale whenever he or she answered a fixed propok.ion of the items

formOg the basis of the scale. This fixed proportion varied1 but was

always greater than half of the, total number of items. If the

respondent answered fewer questions, 'his or her scote was classed. as

"missing.

VarObles Created on,the Basis of Previous Phases and Research

Some of the variables created through factor analysis and used in

- Phase IV were initiated in previous research and were based on previous

phases. In paiticular, the subgroup consist g of all respondents who

prticipaled in Phases I, II, and III (N = 19 7 or 77.8% of the original

Sample of 2,555) was used as the basis of the development of our SES,

self-concept, and post-sticondary educational encouragement scales. In

V tw-
creating these scales, this subgroup was used without weighting; it is

-161,

not likely that the factor coefficients obtained in this way would

differ much from those we would have obtained using a weighting. The

relevant factor variables f4-i\SES and'self-concept are described below:

SESPA1. Socioeconomic staths is based on the first factor derived from

the five items indicated below:,

e^"'
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Item Description Factor Score
(Phase I)

Coefficient

40a Mother's educstion.1973 .30147

40b .Father's education 1973 " .30185
. .

41 t Parents total income 1973 .2417
\

42. Father's 1973 occupation (raW score) ' .25685

44 Mother's 1973 occupation (raw score) .27704

SESQUART. SESArecoled into four categories as lollows:
.

1. - .470 ? to -.159 Low.
io

2. - .15899 to -0.10

3. .00999 to, .139
.

4. - .13901 to .640 High
.0

USCA1, JESCAl. Both scales are taken from a factor analysis of sevenr

items adapted from Brookover's self-concept-of-ability scale. Our,,

factor analysis revealed two identifiable factors: self-concept of

ability to do potkt-secondary education (USCA1), and self-concept of

ability relative to friends and schoolmates (FSCA1):

q4
- 4

tr.



Item . Description Factor Score Coefficient
(Phase 1) USCA1 FSCA1

.

20 Relative to close friends .08203 .33721

21 Relative to .04716 .33523

'classmates

22 Rank in year .10697 .37119

23 Ability to graduate

from uri)versity

.48539 .11719

24 ,Ability to graduate

from CAAT

.44350 .13176

25 Ability to do graduate work .44218 .12770

26 Own opinion re

r
school work

.13185 .33469

1.--A

USCAIR. USCArrecoded as follows:

1. -. ,505 to - .103 Low

2. - :10299 to .003

3. -

)

.00299 to -, ..097

4. - .09701 to - .335 High

FSCAIR. FSCAI recOded as follows:

1. - .468 to - .096 Low

2. - .09594 to .004

.00401 to .10

4. - .10401 to .427 High \

B 5 4 01-I.)
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Variables Created by Factor Analysis of Phase IV Itcms 0

.

1

There were several series 94 items in Phase IV whi6 loaned

themselves to factor analysis,

1

hus greatly., reducing the amount of

information processing required to find patterns in the data. In

proceeding with the factor analysis, we used unweighted data. This

Oocedure follows ,the one prmiously used with our other factor scores;
li #

the results, in all likelihoodwould be very similar if weighed data

had been used. Once again, a principal-components varimax rotation

*(PA1) was used (with listwise deletion) and a respondent was given a
t

score only if fie answered a fixed prOportion of the releant items.

JUYUSE6.. This scale measured general educational usefulness, and was

based on items asked of all 1;522 Phase IV respondents, though the

telephone respondents were givn only three of the five options ("very

useful," reasonably useful," or "not at all useful").
*

The item A.6 asked the respondent to reflect on his or her most recent

` eduiational experience and indicate the eXtent to which-it was useful in

specific ways. One major factor emerged.

* Refer to Chapter Two for an analysis of the effects ot(truncated
categories.

B - 6
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Item Description
(Plisse IV)

Factor Scare
Coefficient

A.6a Appreciation of ideas .25207

Ability to think, .25513.

Leadership ability 24256'

Evaluate life goals. .26453

Social and interpersonal skills .23412

Decide on career .19239

EDUSE6R. Eduse 6 was recorded as follows:

1. - 2.78 to - .11 Highly useful.

2: - .10999 to 0

)

3. .00001 to .11000

4. .11001 tO 4.85 Low usefulness

AI

JOBUSE. This licale measured what we identified as the perceived job-
.

related usefulness of .the respondent's education. The items it

comprised include A.6a to A.6f and A.6g and A.-.6h, the latter group used
4

only for those who were currently working. Thus, the subpopulation on

which it is based is different from the general educational usefulness

(EDUSE6) scale. Though two main factors emerged, the first appeared to

be similar in content to EDUSE6. The second factor loaded on job-

related items.,



't

Description
(Phase IV)-

A.6a Appreciation of 'ideas

b Ability to think clearly.

Leadershipiabiliq A

Evaluafe life goals

Social.and interpersonal

Factor Score
60ifficient

-.111122

-.13372

,-.03945

.9499

'Iv 4
. .

Sc.

Decide on career .40565

Provide job skills, techniques .44988.

Increase good job chances .42716

JOBUSER.

4

JOBUSE 4as recoded as follows:

1. .345 .08 Highly useful

- .07999 to , .001,

3. .00101 to .08,

4. .08001 to .287 Low usefulness

BROAD, IMMED. These scales concern different ways in which people

identify and solve problems in varidus activities. The factor analysis

is.based on the amount of agreeMent each'respondent expressed towards a

series of statements: The scoring for items D14b0 D.4e., and D.4f was

reversed. Only persons answering by mail were asked these items. For a

description of the items, refer to the questionnaire. Two factors

emerged which, on ,the basis of the factor loadings, we

yrefeience for soliring broad, open-ended problems

interpreted as

(BROAD), and

preference for tackling and solving more immedfate problems with cj.ear

solutions (IMMED).

0



Item

(Phase.IV)

D.4a

) b .

-"Factor Score Coefficient

BROAD IMMO

. 15502 .33018

. 37035 -.02439

-.06333 .523830

-.319f1 .47754'

. 39164 .02643

.39615 .06023

. 07995 .31921

BROADCAT, IMMEDCAT. BROAD, IMMO' were recoded as follows:
i

,

BROADCAT IMMEDCAT

1. °.

2. ., ,

.3.

004.

,

.57 to - .094. Low 1. %379 to .094

.09399 0 2. .., .09399 .002

.00001 .094 3. -,r00201 .Q98
.

.09401 -.04 High 4. .0986 .625

SEISES, ATTRAC, ACTIVE. These scales were constructed from a factor

aniysis of sixteen semantic differential items involving self-

descelptions. The items were exclvded for 'telephone respondents. The

fa.ctor analysis resulted in three factors: global or generil self-

esteem (SELFES); behavior (ACTIVE);

attractiveness (ATTRAC):

4 13;9

personal desirability and



Item
Facty Score Coefficient

(Phase IV) Description SELFES ATTRAC. ACTIVE

D.-5a Attractive-unattractive -.15156 .39570 .-.09394

b Important-unimportant -,07027 .32887 -.09820

Proud-ashamed -.40232 .08927 .08709

d 'Effective=ineifective 409768. -.00377 .09183

Outgoini-shy. -.18590 -.07106 .48870

Organized-disorganized- .06730 -.22038 .29136

g Interestins-boringe -.06383 .05023 .18646

Valuable-worthless' .03751 ,23390 L -.10825

Confident-lack cqnfidence.-.05973 .01541 .26801
,

4 j Desirable-undesirable -.10872 .37341 -.08200

Acti've-passive -.08614 -407623 ..37642(37642)

1 , Intelligent-unintelligent

f'-
m Quick-tlow.
*

n. Able-unable
whe

o Adequate-inadequate

,

Capable-incapable

,

.16911 .12761 -.17604

.22450 -.14045 .06813

...

.31619. -.11844 .-.04881

.29336 -.03214 -,12177
,

,33984 -.10986 --.09586

f

SELFESR ATTRACR, ACTIVER. These variables were recodes of the semantic-

Aifferential factors as follows:

.',

. '

SELFESR -c, ATTRACR 'ACTIVER

11. -.152 to .040 1. -.185 to -.04 1, -.173 lo -.04 High
.4

2. -.03999 to 0 2. -.03999 to 0 2. -.03999 to- .001.

3. .00001 to .040 3. .00001 to .04 3. .00101 to .04 ..

.4. .04001 to .286 4. .04001 to \ .305 4. .04001 to .213 Low
%

0
10
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FATE.v fhis 'scale was constructed from six items comprising item D.6,

whidirdealt with,people's ouelook on life. Each item consisted of a-
,

;
. . *

%

pair Of polar statements and tfrie xesp9adent was to indicate his or her

own opinion on JA seven-point scale. Rees D.6b and p.6f were reversc-

coded. Again, telephone respondents were ex.aude(L One principal,

factor emerged, which we .heve named.FATE. Refer ,tb ehe questionnaire .

for the exact statements used.

Item

(Phase 1V):

ti

0

EATER. FATE was recoded ag followS:

1. .557 .11000 High fatalism

2. .10999 to .001 4

1. .00101 to .11000

Factor Score.
Coeffici6nt

0

4. .11601 to .620 ..Low atalism

.35795

-.06825

374911"/,

..46885'

.27873

HSATPART, HSNAPART. These two-Vatiables are basically summated ratings

uf ifems, ,xach 6f which is equally weight.e'd- The tationale for-the.

con'struction of these variables emanates from the factor-anarysis

echnique applied to items A.3a through' A.3i Two 'clear factors
. ,

.0 1



emerged, one loading heavilY on A..31) and A.3c,

4xar1icipation variables, and.the,othe f on lipostI

activities. Be.cayse of the,: cleax-cut interpretations

the, athletic

the remainin,k

involved in tha.

pattern of,factor loadings" we decided'to compute HSATPART,'the athletic-
, ,

participation dimension, as a4r.mple sum of the two.relevant items, and

HSNAPART as

-
form. These

,

I.

the of the remainingiritems, with -all items in standard

correlated.extremelylhighly with variables defined; using

all of the itfullsor each factor. Telephone respondents were not asked

these slue t

HSNAPT4,°-HSATPT4. These were simple recodes of HSNAPART, HSATPART as

follows:

'HSATPT4' HSNAPT4
. .

1. 1.0 2.5 1.0 3.999 High participation

2.. -2.5001 1.5 4.0 4.5

3. 3.5001 4.5 4.5001 4.8
.,

4. 4.501 5.0 4.8001 5.0 Low pa-rticipation

Other Variables From Phaiit IV

111 many cases, variables hwie been constructed from the original

questionnaire iteds in a. way that.is immediately clear, based on tables

and/or descriptions in the text.

here; rather, only

.described.

These Vpriables are noevdiscussed

variables whose construction is problematic areF
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Al2FED, B6AFED, B6B11ED, B3FED, FLDLASTF: 1.temS-).12, B.6a, B.61),, B.3,

B.9 and FLDLASTF (the type of program in the las.t yea; of formal

*N
educati.on) were recoded following Statistics Canada divisions. Both

...

CAAT and university programs are included'in these recodes, though only

some of the coltes stFe applixable to some questions..

University Prosrams

1. 'Education

0q. Education excluding physical, health, and recreation
./
education)

02. Physical, health, and recreation education
.

2. Fine, Applied and Performing Arts

03. Fine," applied, and performing arts (e.g., music, drama, art,

history)

3.. Humanities and Related AO

04. Classics and classical languages

05. History

_

06. English

07. Vrench

/
08. Other modern, langitages (e g., Germani c,, Romance, and Slavic)

09. Philosophy

10. Religious studies.(incWing thedlogy)

*As appear in Secretary of.State, Some _Characteristics of Pos,t-Secondary
Students in Canada. Cat. No. 52-51/76, pp. 103-106. Ottawa: Ministry
.of Supply ahd Services Canada, 1976. This study. was conducted.hy
Statistics Canada for the Edutation Support Branch of the Department of
the Secretary of State.
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,

,

11. Other, humani ies (including library science, journalism

translat,iion, c eative writing)

4., Social Science. and Rel ted 1

12. Anthropology
,

13. Commerce, businesn adminisUration, adminintrative studies

."(excluding public and health administration)

44. Economics (including agricultdtal economics)

15. Geography (inc,luding physical geography)

16. Law (excluding pre-law)

Linguistics

18. Man/Environment studies (e.g., regional and urbah planning)

19. Political science (including public administration 'and

international relations)

20. Psychology

21. Social work

22. ' Sociology (including criminology, dem,ography, folklore)

23. 'Other social services, (including archaeologyo area studies,

health administration, military studies)

5..Agriculture,and Biolog4cal Sciences

24. Agriculture

25, Biochemistry, biophynics

26. Biological sciences.(includini biology, botany and zoology)
%

27. Household sciences (including home economics and onsamer

studies)

28. Veterinary medicine, veterinary science

7

B 14
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6. Engineering and Applied Sciences
!

"29. Arthitecture

30. Engineering

1

31. 0ther applied sciences (including landscape archhecture,

,forestry)

Q. Health Professions and Occupations

32. Dentistry (excluding pre-dentistry)

33. Medicine (excluding pre-medicifie)

34. Nursing

35. Pharmacy

36. Other health' professions (including optometry, public and

rehabilitation medicine, audiology, occupational and physical

therapy)

8. Mathematics and Physical Sciences

37. Applied mathematics (including actuarial science, Computer'.

science)

38. Mathematics (including mathematical statistics)

39. Chemistry

40. Geology and related (including geophysics)

41. Physics
0

42. Other physical sciences (including metallurgy, meteorology,

if
oceanography)

9: ArtsOcience General

43. Arts and-science general (i.e. no major)

44. Other university program



r

ICOmmunity 601:lege Programs.
J.

50... University transfer of arts and science diploma program
. .

A 4
51. Secretarial arts and sciences

52. Business management and -commerce (e.g., accounting, finance,-

advertising,.marketing and merchandising, hotel management)

53. Xine, applied and performing arts (e.g., design, graphic arts,

photography, music, theatre, library technology)

54. CoMmunications (e.g., radio and television, arts, journalism)

55. Community teaching and-social welfare (e.g., child-'

a

care, early childhood and teacher education, correctional

services, law enforcement, recreation)

56. Nursing (diploma programs leading to R.N. only)

57.. Data processing (e.g., computer science, programming)

58. Primary industries (e.g.,fagliculture, forestry, fisheries and

mining technologies)

59. Medical and dental technolOgies .(e.g.
, raditlogy, medical'

-1

laboratory, biological) 4

%.
.

'Electronics and electrical tzchaologies

61. Ingine'eting and reldted techn6logies (e.g., chemical, ciVil,

mechanical and achitectuTal technologies, drafting,
.

surveying, constructiA)

Other community college program'
;' -

B6AFLDS, B6BFLDS B3FLDS, B3F.LDSR., illese variables are recodes of the

field or-program code just.listed ahove, tecodings are as follows:

B - 16 ,
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Code and Deseripqpn

B6AFLDS, B6BFLDS 4.

1. 4ricultural and biologkal scierices.

2.. Health professions

3.. Arts and humanities "(including fine.arts)

4. Physical sciences

5. Applied sciences

6.- -Education, physical edwation,

No-Digit Codes Included *

29, 30, 31

24, 25, 26,-"27.1 28

'32, 33, 34, 35, 36

3, 4) 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

.; 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42.

law, social work

7. Bustnegs and commerce

8. Social science

9. Other

1,2, 16, 21

13, 14

5, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19,

20, 22, 23

43, 44

Code and Description Two-Digit Codes Included

B3FLDS

1. University transfer, arts and science

2. Secretarial arts and science

50

51

3. Business management and commerce data processing 52, 57

4. Fine, applied and per(forming arts; communications 53, 54

S. CoMmunity services, teaching, social welfare ; 55

6. Medical and dental technologies, nursing 56, 59
,k.

7. Primary-indus.tries, electronics and electrical

technologies 58, 60

8. Engineering and related technologies 61

9. Other programs 62

p.
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B3FLDSR*

O. Missing 0

2. Secretarial arts and sciepce 51

.3. Bysiness management and commerce 52

4. Fine, applied, and performing arts;

communicat.ions 53, 54

6. Community services, teaching, social welfare

mr

55

7. Nursing, medical and dental technologies 56, 59

9. Primary industries, electronics and

electrical technolOgies, engineering 58, 60, 61

13- Other programs 50, 57, 62

a

AlSCHOST, AlWORKST. A large number of responses were given to item A.1,

"What do you do:most of, thg time?" AlSCHOST examides these responses

from the point of view of educational activities only:, whereas AlWORKST

is concerned witih work status only.

Category Codes included
4

AlSCHOST

1. Full-tiTe stiident 03 Full-time stuOent

13 Employee full-time and-full-time'

student

23 Employed parts,time and full-time

student

35 F411-time Student and housewife

1a.

B - 18.
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2: Part-time student

3.:Nonstudent

04 Part-time student

14 Employed full-time and part-time

student

24. Employed part-time and part-time

student
4

46 Unemployed and part-t student

01 Full-time job
%

.02 Part-time job.

05 Housewife

06 Unemployed and looking for work

12 Employed full-time and part-time

15 Employed full-time and housewife

25 Employed part-time and housewife

56 Unemployed and housewife

57 Returning to Korea

58 sick

A1WORKST (see kevious section for two-digit codes)

1. Employed full-time 01, 12, 14, 15, 13

2. Employed part-time , 02, 23, 24, 25

3. Unemployed 06, 46, 56

41 Student or housewife 03, 04, 05, 35

BiTLISR, 1123BLISR, BLISR. All of these variables reeode the

two-digit Blishen scores of occupational( prestige into categories as

follows:



Categoey Bliihen score

1 , 29 or less

3

4

5

30-39

40-4T ,

50-59

60-69

70 or higher

Low/Prestige

High prestige

STATR, C2STATR. The occupation repprted in items C.2 (current job) and

C.22 (first job) were recoded using 1971 .Statistics Canada ..majot

..occupational groups as'follows:

Code Major Group

Managerial, administrative, and related occupations

Occupations in natural sciences, engineering, and mathematics

23 Occupations in social sc.iences and-related fields

25 Occupations in religion

27 Teaching and related occupations

31 Occupations in medicine and health

33 Artistic, literary, recreational and related occupations
f

41 Clerical and related occupations

51 Sales occupations

'61 Service occupations

.071.. Farming, horticultural, and animal,husbandry occupations

73 Fishing, hunting,. trapOing, and'related occuPatiOns

: Forestry and logging occupations



77 Mining and quarrying, including oil and gas field occupations

4

81/82 Processieg occupations

83 Machining and related occupations
. ..

85 Product fabricating, as.sembling, and repairing occ4ations 0,

87 Construction trades occupations

'91 Transport equipment operation occupations 4

93 Material:handling and related occupations n.e.c.

95 lather crafts and eqUipment operating Occupations

99 Occupations, not elsewhere classified

STRATA1, STRATA2. 'The urban/rural 'nature of the respondent's hi7gh

school was coded int(/' four categories bised on school location. STRATA2

combined categories 1 and 2, 3 and 4.

Category Descciption School Codes

1- Metropolitan Toronto 1 24'

2 Otheclarger cities-in Ontario 25 47

3 Smaller-cities 48 70
4

4 Small towns and aural areas 71

C3BR._ This ic a recode of C.38, which is currizt-job present pay_before

taxes, calculated on an annual basis:

$1200 7 9996

$9997 12272

3 $12273 - 14957

4 $14958 37201

^
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C3DR. This is a recode of C.3D which is current job starting pay beforeb
taxes calculated on an annual basis:

$1000 7176.'

2 7177 - 9300_

3 9301 -11960

4 11961 -40000

.D8R. This is a recode of D.8 which is personal income before taxes for

the year 1978:

1 under $4000

2 4000 6999

3 7000 9999

4 10000 14999

5 15000 or more

PAYSTR. This is a recode of PAYST, which is starting pay in first job,

calculated on an annual basls:

1 $600 5700

2 .5701 8005

3 8006 -10300

4 10301 -24001

1
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PAYENDR. This is 4. recode of.PAYEND, whichfis ending pay in first job,

calculated on an annual basis:

'1 $2000 - 6000

2 6001 - 8640

3 8641 -1132,9k

4 11321 -60060
A

FIREQC14. Since Phase IV respondents were asked about their_ _first

full-time jobs and current full-time jtbs, and were also asked to fill

out a full-time job history table, `it was possible to exami.ne whether

they had had a number of full-time jobs before their curre o e; or

yhether 'their current job was their first. ye developed a variable

called FIREQCUR which reflected four, labor-force history:possibilities,

with the followins codes: (1) never worked full-time (but could have

peen or might now be working part-time);\(2) not currently working but

held full-time job or part-time jobs in the past (could also be now

working part-time); (3) current'full-time job is different from first

full-Vme job (respondent might have changed full-time jObs-one or more

times); and,'(4) Air'rent fulltime job is same as first full-time job.

The items used to sort respondents into these categories include A.1,

C.I, C.19, STAT (Statistics Canada occupational code for firstfull2time

job, as reported in C.22),.and C2STAT (Statistics Canada occupational

code for current full-tirge job as report:a in C.2).

Given thete multiple Measures of,job history, a small number of
lOmpt

anomalous cases appeared. .For example, an tndlvidual indicated in C.1.9

o

that he or she had had a first full-time job at .one time, but no- -.-

:information was provided on such a job in C.22; or, A -.individual.

1
\..
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reported.in A.1 that he.or she was employed full-time,
),

but on C.1 stated

I

- that he or she was not so employed, and furt.hermore,'did not indicate a

current full-lime job in C.2 but did repoft 0 first full-timejob in

C.22, Atter.developing a trial assisnmentrfogram based on .the four

categories described .above, all deviant cases tliat emerged from

respZises to Variables A.1, C.1, C.19, STAT, and C2STAT were evaluated

dirk
and re-sorted, either on ttie basis of revisinglgrk assisnment program or

by la reeode on the relevant case of the relevant relpted variables,

using the ID number. The assignment program is not presented,herei but

is available as part of the code book for the data.

40.

Educational Attainment Variables,

In Phase IV, educational attainmdint proved difficult to determine
4

in a small number of cases, due to confusing and,soMetimes contradictory

data regarding the respondent's educati.onal history. Sonie res'pondents

,

indicated attending only universities in B.1, the educational tablej,but

then indicated iji B.2 that Oey only attended CAATs Instead of'filling

out B.5, which as the appropriate item for them. Some respondents

indicated a uni ersity education in B.1, but in B.10 markedjthat they

had received a diploma, rather than the appropriate response, which was

a B.A, or an Honors B.A. Some respondents indiCated in .1 that they

attended CAATs and received cvtifica.tes or diplomas but in 8.10

indi.cated that Oey received no certificate or diploma.
41,)

In prder to determine -educational attainment, a trial assignment

program Was developed, and respondents were sorted into the ten

calegories outlined below. Based on a review of individual responses to

items_M

.

B 2, B.3, B.5% B.6, 8.8, B.9, B.10, B.11a, and B.11b, the
4

#
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1

deviant cases were re-sortpd, either by revising theassignment program

p recode of the relevant case for the relevant related variables,
.v

*on ,the basis of ID number. The assignment program, which is highlx
,08

complex, is not'paiesented.here, but is available as part of the code

book for, the data. The ten categories of educational attainment axe

'reported.below as variable EDACH79D.

ED/kg/179D. Educational attainment to 1979 in detail was coded as

follows:

-1. In graduate or professional school

t.

University graduate

3. University enrollee but did not graduate

.4. CAAT graduate

5. CAAT enrollee but did.'not graduate.

6. University graduate and CAAT enrolliee

4

7. University graduate and CAAT graduate

8. CAAT graduate and universitY enrollee

9. CAAT enrollee and university enrollee but no degree or.AiplOina

10. No post-secondary education

EDACH79E. Recode of EDACH79D as follows:

1. University graduate
%

2. CAAT graduate

3. Some CAAT or un VVI'r

4.. No post-secOndarli

J./

2, 6, 7

4, 8

3, 5, 9

10

it)

4
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1

,TYPEDUC. Enrolament in post-secondary education was also a recode of

EDACH79D as follow

1. CAAT enrpllment only

2, :University enrollment only

3. CAAT. and university

4. High school only

Other Educational Attainment Variables

Several other variables were defined, using EDACH 79D as a basis.

.In many cases, thii involved a.reaSsignment of mibsing values. Since,

in most cases, their definition is clear from the context, they will not

be specified here.

:711/

HSPSGAP. Did the respondent take One or more years off between high

school graduation 6and initial enrollment in a postIsecondary
4

institution? To answer this question,' we constructed this *variable by

ascertaining from B.1, the'educational history table, the last year. the

Tespondent was enrolled in hig school (LHSYEAR). We then looked at the

next year on the educational-hisary table. If the respondent had at

one time/enrolled in a post-,secondary institution (based on B.1), but

was coded as missing for-that year (that is, was ne.i.tiker at a CAAT or a
4

university), he was classed as,a 2; if he had at one time enr011ed and

(4as.coded as0g to a CAAT or *university the next yedi-, he was.,

categorized as a 1. If ,he had never enrolled in a post-secondary

institution, he vas classed as 3. The recodes are given thesfollowing

interpretation:

Ia.

B - 26
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1. No - went directly to a post-secondary institution.

2. Yes - a gap ofat least 1 year.

3. Never enrolled in a post-seFondary-institution

825AIR, B25A2R, 82513111, 82582R. The reasons for returning Co school

given in 8.25a and 11.25b (Phase IV) are recoded as. follows.:

1. General Educational Reasons

' 01.. Returned to continue original education p ans/returned to

finish degree/certificate.

02. To get more education/wanted tb further my education.

05. Wifte4 to return to get a further degree oi certificate in my

area.

06. Returned to see if I could do better in school.

13. Dropped out to work and save money so I could continue my.

education:

16. Wanted to changeinstitution.

2. Job-Related Reasons

08. Needed e "education to improye job opportunities to have

good employment prospects:

09. To help obtain a different job/career.--

10. ChOged to a new,field or area of study or course to improveS

jolcopportunities.

.010

1

11. Needed degree/certificate ,t7o get a particular job or,to

prepare for a particulartareer.

12. Job I had offered no future or a career.'

14. Wanted to take time off after high school, to travel, to gain

work experience.

507
- 27
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3. Interest in Field

03. Was interested in the field; area pf study, course.

04. Became interested in the field; area of study of course.

4. Other Reasons

07. Returned after.recovering from an illness.

IS. To satisfy parents.

20. Other.

'41

826AR, B26BR. Retodes of B.26a and B.26b (Phase IV), the two reasons

given for dropping out or withdrawing from college or university the

first time.

1. Financ

01. Financial difficulties at.hoMe.

2. Academic Reasons

02. .Program.of study not what I expected.

03. Failed or was failing at my studies.

08. Level of instruction was poor.

09. Alienation or boredom with studies.

3. .Marriage/Health-Related Reasons

04. Became pregnant..

06. Gift married or,4Auted to marry.

07. Poor health or disability.

4. Work-RelateW Reasons
1

05. Wanted to go to work.

10. Changed my job plans..

5. Other Reasons

11. Other.

4

B 28



APPENDIX)F

Survey Research Centre
institute for Behavioural Research

York University

PHASE TV

The Class of an197

1

1 Linking Education d Work in Ontario.

,

Each question is self-explanatory'as to the method of answering (e.g. circle cne only

circle as many as apply, write in answer, etc.). You will need to anewer.the first question in

each of the four sections, but you may nct neied to answer all the questions in every secian. You

may even be able to skip an entire section.

' Alt instruction:I are tyeed in italics. In order to avoid conAsion please follow these

instrulytions carefully.

The questionnaire is divided into the following four sections:

A. High School 1!.11,eriences

B. Post-Secondary Experienoes

C. Work'Fxperiences

iD. Personal Valties and At tt udes

Please retunn the questionnaire in thee:iv:Lope addressed to the Survey Rasearcil Centre. hie assure
you that all tnformation given bp us will remain strictly confidential.

(

4,

5'1!)

P. Anisef

T. Turrittin

Manche

-
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:

.EXPERIENa'S1

many as apply)A. 1 What do you do most of the time? (Circle as

lInp1owN.1 at a full-time jcb

Dililayed at a part-time job
1

2

Vals-ture student 3

Part-thin student
liousewife

r

,

,

4

5

Unemployed' and looking for work 6

Other (specify): 7

A.2 Ln what type of program were .you enrolled at Itigh school? (Cirs le cne ciii )

.Acadenuc '. 1

oarrnercial 2

Technical
Vocational 4

Other (specify): 5

8Don't Know

A.3 tiow frequently did you participate in the sfollcming activities in high school?

(Circle one minter cii eacti line)

a

a. Social clubs
r- 1 .2 )3 4 5

b. ghletic varsity or, representa ive teams ,

c. Athletic within school te,
d. Music (choir, barx), etc.) .

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

1

4

4

4

5
..

5

5.

e . Student government 1 2 3 4 5

f. Drama Clubs 1 2 1 4 5

Studeht newspapen; I 2 3 4 5

h. Acadanic clubs (debate, lamuage, etc.) I. 2 3 4 5

i. Politi CAI or social action groups 1 2 3 4 5

j. Other (specify): 1 2 3 4 5

A. 4 Would you :lay you Vrere part. of the leatling Social crowd-in your high school?

(Circle (tie (Ally)

1 0
No
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.A.7 If you could have been teinummbered at high school for one of the four things below, which one

would you have waited it to be?

(Circle cne only)

Brilliant student 1

Leader in activities 2

Most popular 3

Outstanding athlete, 4

A.6 Looking back at your most, recent educational experience (belt high school private
vocational school, college, university, etd.), please indicate the extent to which it has
been usefur in each of the following ways:

(Circle one on each line)

.
a. Develdped my basic appreciation of ideas

,
1 2 3 4 . 5

.h. Increased my ability to think clearly . 1 2 3 4 5

c. Increased my leaderahip ability

d. Learned to evaluate my life goals in light of my own-N,
opportunities and abilities

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

e. Demeloped my social and interpersonal skills 1 2 3 4 5

i. H61.0ed me decide on eCareer .. , 1 2 3 . A 5

H 10i' CURRENTLY WORKING, GO TO Q. A. / I

1 2 3 4

.

5

g. Provided the knowledge, skills, and teehniques Chat
are directly applicable to my present job

h. Increased my chances of finding a good job 1 2 3 4 5

Did you interrupt your educaticn after high school? (Circle one cnly)

klo 1
C,0 TO Q. A.9

Yes, I interrupted and never returned 2 J ON PAGE 3

YQS: I inthrrupted for one or more years
9 but I. returned later 3 --p CONTINUE WITH

Q. A.8

What were your reasons for veturning to education? (Please specify):

q11

,..
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A.9 Have you ever participated in any of the following schools' or programs?

0 '

4

\ (Circle one number,on each line)

%
Private Vocational schobls

Adult training

Apprenticeship

Short courses'(specify):

Yes No

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

b. Ifyou have been involved in one or more of these sdhools or programs briefly explain
your reasons for attending:

c. How did you hear.about it and get involved?
.

A.1() How likely is it that you will enroll in a college or university in the next five years?

(Circle one only)

am currently enrolled 1-70GO TO Q. B4 ON PAGE 4

Very likely 2-
CONTIN4 WITH

Somewhat likely 31 Q. A.11

Somewhat unlikely
, .

41,
GO TO Q. B.1 ON PAGE 4

Not at all likely 5

4 1

A. 11 Will this enroll:tent be on a part-timeib full-time basis? (CircIe'ope only)
I

Part-time 1

Full-time 2
4

A.12 What type of courses or program are you thinking of?

1
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B.1 P.V.OPLF WHO WERE AT SONY TIME ENROLLED IN DEGREE, DIPLOMA, OR CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS AT

UNNERSITIES, COWUNITY COLLEGES, OH THE EQUIVALENT (e.g. UYERSON, OR ONTARIO COLLEGE OF

ART) SHOULD ANSWER QUESTIONS 8.1 THROUGH 8.27. ALL OTHERS (INCLUDING THOSE WHO PARTICIPATWD

IN PRIVATE VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS, APPRENTICESHIP, AbULT TRAINING, OR SHORT COURSES ONLY), GO.
TO SECTION 6% ON PAGE 'H.

I
[ sEcrlow B: POST-SECCNDAFT IMPER1ENCES I

6We wautd like to learn abcut your current and past educational experiences. Lts includes
questions on institUtions attended, major areas of study, Iinanoes, ond satisfLtion with,education.

Using the table provided below,'please indicate for.each year the variOUs educational
institutions you have attended.

'EDUCATIONAL RISIORY TABLE
N.

DATRS

,

_. ,..

NAME or INSTITUTION
(e.g. University of
Toronto, Seneca

' 2311ege)

.

PARr-TimE-FULL-TINE
STUDENT
(check)

STUDENT
(check) .

RECEIVED A DEGREE,
CERTIFICATE, OR
DIPLOMA IBIS YEAR

(check)

MAIN 'MID OF
STUDY'

.

.Yes NO

973-74 *
.

1

\ ...

.

'

'

1974-75

14
,

4
-r I

.

4

1975-76

. _ I

. .

v

e
.

,I

76-77 .

.
,

.

..

..
,

1

1977278
.

.

.

.
\..

-1978-79
, .

B.2 Wre you ever enrolled in a a:Immunity college diPlcma or certificate'program or equivalent
(e.g. Ryerscn, (ntario Oollege of Art)?

Yes

(Circle one only)

1 --)CONTINUE WITH Q. 8.3 ..,

No 2 > GO TO Q. B.b ON PAGEtb

In atiending a ormunity collewNliplomi or certificate course or equilalent (e.g. Ryerson,
(i ar* (bIlecy, of Art), what was your most recent program of study? (e...g. Early (lildhood
Education, Radiology, Ccmputer Science, etc.).

(Write in) :
0

ik

5/ 3
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B.4 What was the len9th of this last program in a6ademic years? (If you were a part-tiMe
student, answer this questicn in terms of how king your programwould have been had you
been a fall-time student).

(Circle ale

1 year 1

2 years 2

3 years 3

4 years 4

More than 4 yesrs 5

B.5 Have you ever been enrolled in a degree prograrn at a university or equivalent (e.g. Ryerson)?

(Circle one only)

Yes 1--XCONTINUE WITH Q. B.6

No 2 GO TO Q. B.10 ON PAGE 6

B.6 In attending,,university or Ryerson in'a degree program what was your most recent under-
graduate major field of study? (e.g. Eccncmics, Geography, BiolomP; etc.). If you have
had more than aDe major field of study, please indicate-this also:

(Write in) :

B.7 What was the'lerwth of this last
stLdent, answei- thic questicn in
been a full-time student.)

--0

program in academic years? (If you were a part-time
terms of how lcng your program would have been had you

(Circle cne only)

2 years 1

3 years

4 years 3

5 or more years , 4

B.8 Are you now enrolled in either graduate sehool or professional school?

(Circle ale anly)

Yes 1--> CONTINUE WITH Q. B.9

No 2 GO TO .Q. B. 10 ON PAO,: 6

BA Briefly describe your program of study.

9
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B.10 What degrees, certificates or diplomas have you received up to the present time?

/..\, ..

..No degrees, diplomas or Certificates
01--),G0 TO Q. B.12

Diploma or certificate
02

Bachelors degree' . 03
Bachelor Honors Degree (4 04.

,

L.L.B. (tEhxcluding pre-Law), D.D.S, D.V.M., M.D. or .

valent (excluding pre4ledicine and pre-Dentistry) 05
Grad te diploma or certificate 06

Masters degree
. 07

Doctoral degree
08

Other (specify):
09

(Circle as many as Noply)

B.11 Some people have multiple degrees, for example, a B.A. and a B.Ed. What degree(s),certificate(s) or diplcma(s) have you received up to the present tdme. (e.g. B.A.,B.Sc., B.Ed., M.A., M.B.A., etc.)?

(Write in): o'
a

B.12 QUESTIONS 8.12 THROUGH 8.27 CONCERN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE OR UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITY OR
S.,WIVAVNT THAT YOU MOST RECENTLY ATTENDED. FOR THOSE NOW IN GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL
:WHOOLS, ANSWER IN TERMS OF YOUR MOST RECENT UNDERGRADUATE INSTITUTION.

When you chose your most recent program olLmajor area of study, how isportant were.each oEthe following factors?

Fir

's. Recommendations of parents or relatives

b. Recosmendations of high school teachers or
guidance counsellors

c. Recumendations of friends .

(Ciccle ane number on eadtOline)

_

d. Advice of employer
. . . ...

a
V- Interest in the area or program

f. Good employment prcepects

g. nigh income prospects

h. Career advancement prospects

J.

Program less difficult than others
tetested in

I was

9es in high school fitted in well with
prograM or major area chosen

,

t

kk Other (specify): i

1 2 3 4 5

,

1 2 3 A 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

.1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Ploasp writp 1.e the letter that ocArearixruls with the.cne factor most irtportant to you in
choosing your Program or major area of study.

(Write in):



B.11 What was your rox te cumulative grade point average at this institution (that is,
your grade average 'years)?

80% - 100% or A or first class

70% - 79% or B or second class . 2

60% - 69% or C or third class 3

50% - 59% or D or credit 0 4

0 - 49% or F or nc(cxedit 5

(Circi0 cne cnly)

1

)
8.15 DiLl you leave your home town or city in order to attend this institution?

(Circle one only)

Yes 1

No 2

B.16 How fi?eguently have you participated in any of the following types of activities in
community college or university?

(Circle dne number on each line)

a. Social clubs 1 2 3 4 5

b. Athletic varsity or representative 1 2 3 4 5

c. Athletic within school teams 1 2 3 4 5

d. Maio (Choir, band, etc ) 1
A

2 3 4 5

e.. Student government 1 2 3 4 5

f....-Drarms clUbs \ f 1 2 3 4 5

g. Student newspaper \ 1 2 3 4 5

h. Academic clUbs (debate, science, etc.) \ 1 2 .3 4 5

i. Political or social action groups. . . .... . . . 1 2 3 4 5

j. Xthnic, language or religious clubs , . 1 3 4 5

' k. Other (sPecify): 1 2 3 4 5

IMP



8.17 Which of the afollowing sources of financial support were the most inporthnt in helping you to
meet the total costs (tuition, living expenses, books, etc.) incurred while attending
community college and/or university?

University or college bellowship or scholarship

Employer contributions

Ontario Student Assistance Program ((SAP)

First Most
Important Source

(Circle one only)

Second Most
Important Source

'Circle one only)

01

02

01, ,

02

- Canadian Student Loans (CSL) .03 03

Loans (from sources other than (SAP CSL) 04 .04

Summer employment earnings 05 05

Employment while attending school
v

06 06

Spouse's earnings 07 07

Personal savings
a .. 08 08

Parental financial support 09 09

Othe'r (specify): 10 10

IMOSE WHO HAVE AT SOME TIME WOAKED FULL-TIME AFTER ATTENDING COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OR EQUIVALENT
( o . g. RYERSON, ONTARIO COLLEGE OF ART Y CONTINUE WITH Q. 8. 28. OTHERS GO TO Q. B.22 ON PAGE 9_

B.18 Which aspects of your community college or undergraduate
valuable in preparing you for the work you Obtained after

university experiences were most
leaving school?

(Circle one number on each line)

113

4\I
111

a. CourseS in your major field or specialization 1 2 3 4 5

b. Courses outside your major or specialization 1 2 3 4 5

c. Friendships or contacts with other students 1 2 3 4 5

d. Relationships with particular faculty members 1 2 3 4 ,5

e. Extracurricular activities 1 2 3 4 5

f. .0ther (specify) : l 2 3 4 5
di

B.I9 In thinking about the first full-time work you obtained after leaving college or university,
how concerned were you daat the job be related to your program or course of study?

(Circle One' only)

Very much concerned
1

Concerned 2

Did not care either wny
3

Not too conoprned
4

Not at all ocawerned

4
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8,2,0 To what extent do you feel that the first full-time job you obtained after Leaving oollege
or universitY was related bp your program or course of study?

(Circle one only)

].

Very closely related 1

C°
TO Q. 8.22

Closely-related 2

Somewhat related 3

COAITINUE WITH
Nat boo' related 4

Q. B. 2 1

Not at all related 5

8.21 I.f your first fifl-time jdb was only. "somewhat", "not too related'or "not at all related"
to your program or to:Arse of study in college or university, which nf thP Fein:Mina reaSons

beat explains this?

I

NerVer planned to take a *closely' related job-

Prefer line of work not closelTrelated

Tried closely related employment, but did not like it

First.job-was unrelated to program or °aurae of study and I

(Circle Circle (Circle

one one one

6971IY)only)

01

02

p

only)

01

02

-,.0.3

01

02

03

became interested in this type of work 04 04 04

Joined family business or firm 05 b5 05

Decided that pay was more inportant than relationship to stuuies . 06 06 06

Jobs related to program were not available where.I live and
I did not want to move 07 07 07

Could not get a closely related jOb, but would prefersone' 9 .08 08 08

Very few jobs seemed relatedto my program or course of study. . . . 09 09 09

Employment opportunities were scarce for people in jobsrelated

to my progtam or course of study 10 10 10

Other 1:easons (specify): 11 ,11 11

a

0.22 '."Hu:;Y CI?31T1y. INHOLle) WrOMMUNITY COUPY, UNM1WTY 01? 1V11VAWNT (o.g."RYPHSON,

ART) PIA71:11.: AX.41,11.7; THL," WCTIOM, 0771E1111 GO TO OV NOE 10
.4"

Given the kind of education that you are receiving, if yob; had your Choice, what sort of jcb

or occupation would you mostaike OD aim for? Think about what you would like to be doing

after you finish schooling.

Be as swecifk: as you can in describing thejob -end indicate the kind of place where you

"N.ld like to work.

What would you like to do?

^

In what kind of buminess, industry or.organizati(W
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3.23 L`Veryarie doe6 not end up doing-thejgb he or she likds. Considering you; ability,'marks,
,ambitions and family finanoeal what. job do you think youwill.actUally end up dc00 After
_finishing your studied?

What do you expect to do?

In what kind of business, industryor arganizatien?

8.24 At'any time, did you ever droP out or tempottrily withdraw from cenege or university?

(Circle one ally)

1---go TO Q. 8.27

2 ---)GO TO Q. 13.26

tSo ,.

Yes, I dropped out and never.returned

Yes, 4 dropped out fot one or more terms but T
returned later, either to the same or another inatitution. 3-=CONTINUE WITH

' Q. B;25a

.
#

,0
1.25 a.What were your reasons.for returning Ihe first time?

(crite'in),!

, b.If you dropped out and returned a second time, whet were your reasansfor returning the secOnd
time?

(Write in) :

..B.26 What were the moat irrportant reasons
cT university...the first.time?

_

Wanted.te gd-tO work .1 05

Got married or wanted to marry
. 06

Poor health or disability. . . r 4 . 07., ,

Level Of instrUction was poor 08

Alieliatioe or borockxn with studies 09 .. ,

Changed.My jdb plans

(
10

Other (specify) :
-- .- 11

A

Financial di3f1cu1tia5 at home.

Program of stUdy not whlt,I expected

Failed or was failing at my studies

Became pregipt

I

for your dropping out or withdrawing from college

Most t Secmd Most
Important Reason Important Reason

(Cirale cnd only) (Circle one only)

01, 01

02 '02

03 03

04 04

05

06

07

,08

10

11 ,

W.2] Woking t your yew- (s) at a college or university, how satisfied, overall, are you with
your formal.education?

.(Circle one cnly)

Very :;ati.sfieil

Smiewhilt. !-;atasf/ivd

Ind; Iferalt.

1

2

4

4i0

dlSi-MOWN:A 5 1101'1 led. . v
;v.very, difiseiriari.ed

1



(SECTION Cr WORK EXPERI

C.1 Axe you now working either full-time or part-tim e? (Circle one Only) .

1IN

Yes, full-time 1-VNTINUE WPIll Q. C.2

Yes, part-time 2.-.+0 TO Q: C.10 ON'PAGE IV

Yes., both full-Ltime and part-time 34CONTTNUR WITH Q. C.2

4--/V TO Q. C.16 ON PAGE 15
0

(C.2

No t.

, CURREN 'I' WORK
9

' .

Please tell us About the main job or cccupation that you now have. We shall call this main
/job or oocwation, your "current jcb". .

a. What kind of job or occupation do you have? (For example, salesperson, waitress,
secretary, bus driver, etc.).

(Wricte in):

b. What kind of business or industry is this? (For example, retail shoe store,
restaurant, cement manufacturer).

(Wr te ) :
4104

(k c. What are the main duties of your job? (For example, irlesperson selling products to
customer) at a major, department store)

(Write in):

e

C. 3

d. Axe you: (Cirtle.one only)

An employee of a PROFIT-MAKING firm or organization working for
wages, salary, or commissions (inblude crown corporaticn) 1

A 07090005VT.employee (Federal, provincial, or other
local govecnment) 2

An eniployee of a,NON-PROFIT-making organizaticn (hospital,
social service agbricy, schools, etc.)

Se1f-emp1oye0 in.-your OWebusiness, proTessional practice,.or 4
.

Writing WYJIMMP PAY in family.businees or farm. sc 5
-

Wetting Tam PAy in family business or farm 6

Other (st..)Peify);

dirlimi start your current job?

Starting date: MCNUU
.
YEAR

0

In your current job what is your pay befttre taxes?
/

jiliper week, or $ por month or $
iningt hefore taxes)

per year

Nunber of hcmo per weok that. you work. 'on the average : hmi-1; per week

C'tlt rvnt Whit waq yptit pay When you. ntiwted th 'ph?

. , Awl+, or.
tstix9f9c).

yet. nient h r
41,

per r,I1'
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.e.4 What was the main Method(s) you used in successfully finding your current,j0W
.

First Mbst Second Most
Important 4 Important

one only) (Circle one only)(Circle

Through friends 01 01

Through part-time or summer jobs
0,2 02

Thrcugh family connecticns 03 03

University or college placement office 04 04

Work placement program while atfoommunity college :605 05

Canada Manpower.Centre 06 06

Advertisement in newspaper, magazine, radio, etc 07 - 07

Advertisement in professional journal . 08 08

Private employment agency 09 09

Personal e (e.g. \oontacted firms, placed ads
in newspers etc.) 10 10

Other action(s) (specify):

First: 11 11

Second: 12 12 -

C.5 The things people do at their jdbs can involve processing information (e.g. reading,
writing), working with their hands (e.g. using machines, typing, painting, etc.), and
dealing with people (e.g. giving and receiving directions, organizing groups of people,
selling,teaehing, etc.); or sceetimes all three activities occur at the same time.

a. In, an avvage week on your main job, what peroentage of your time do you spend reading,
writing, dictating, or dealing with any kind of written materials (letters, files,
computer output, reports, memcs, books, blueprints, etc.)?

(Write in) percentage

b. In your main job, what percentage of Your tine do you spend working with your hands?
pmeortion af your time do you spend ccnstructing, using or repairing tools,

machines, or eeedpeent? Ihclude everything that involves working with your hands--
owrating a drill, calculator, typing, microscope, painting, sculpting, playing a
musical instrument, etc.

.

(Writ.e in) 1 percentage

c. What perountaw of your Lime do you spend en your main job dealing with people? Do not
include passing the time of day, but only conversations nennssary for carrying out yourl
work actiVition. For example, giving and receiving directions, organizing groitps of
people, selling, beaching, and advising clients.

52. 1

percentage
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C.6 Compared io the peciple who started in your line of work at about the same time you did4 how
would you rate your abilities with respect bp:

a. Processing information? (Circle one only

Well Above aver4e 1

Somewhat above average 2 F

Averages 3

Somewhat below.average 4

Well below average 5

b. WOrking with your hands? (Circle one only)

Well above average 1

SomeWhat above average 2

Average 3

Somekhat below average 4

Well below,average 5

c: Dealing with people? (Circle cne only).

Well above average 1

Scuewhat above average 2

Average 3

Somedhat below average 4

Weil below average 5

C.7 All in all, hoW satisfied wculd.you say you axe with your job? -Are you:

(Circle one only4

0
Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied 2

Indifferent 3

Not tod satisfied 4

Not at all satisfied 5

Knoding what you know now, 11 you had bp decide all over again whetAer to take the job you
".nOd have, what would you decide? WOuld you:

,

(Circle cne.cnly)

Decide without hesitation to take the s,411e job

Decide with reservations to take the saw job 2

Indifferent about taking the same job 3

eecide,mith some doubt, not toltake the 8411110 4

Decide definitely not tiD take the HMO jcb 5

41:5 9
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C. 9 If a trxxi friend of yout:s told you he was interested in working in a jub Won yours for yourvino lor br , what would You tell him? Row straigly would you recemend it?

(Circle one ally)r
r um; Y ntaximnd i t

Recimund it
2

fferent about recumentltny it 3
Adv ise iainst i t

4
Strmyly advise against it

5

aC.10 t f you were free to qo into any type of jth you wanted; what would your choice be? Pleaseselect. tlict ate that best describes the choice you would make today.

Same as now
(Circle ale (inly)

Wbuld want to retire or not work
2

Some other job
3

Dcr't Know
8

In titiutral, how well letould you say that your job me_..asures up to the sort of jcb you wantedwhen you took it?
0

(Circk one only)
Exactly like the job I wanted

Very much like the jth I wanted 2
Smiewhat Like the jth I wanted,

3
Not very much like 'the jcb I wanted 4
Not at all like the job I wanted 5

C. )2 C(Inportx1 to the people who started out in your line ol work at about the same time you did,ht3.4 have you done?

Much hotter than ,tverage
1

notter than average
About average

3
T'st.; than averaue

4
mutit hau aver title

(Circle one ally)

it iNnvtriu the folhwinq, which do you think Was the nont intxtrtant: criteria used 61, your employerwl Uri 1.41 r I I ok J }ft Al tor your 6...urrelit job'?

Most Trtiortatit Sei%rid Inportant
Reason ReaAinti

(Crele_cite(31yl (Circle one t.inly.)
.,ty pot !Atm, I ty ( n 11(t4 presentssd yttut tte 01
Yulic Itt,th oottttol.

01
yout; univepitty (watt I ieat hicr;

t

Yttint Iy (Ndlege quill it pat ions, 04lot; I jciit Hoc., eibt:tin141 1,1!)VIvrt

l'it 1'111001' '1,1 rInl (otineeted With the litult)rtt
)1, 'obit Ir,tr:iIp It) it tilltlent 1,11 re kit, I kit 0/

Y(41 iNIt rnttiotit T. 'AI tt,!:f :1
Ott

Ott ci itet ia

01

04

0')

nit

OA)
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C.14 . Among the following, which statement best oiseci*Osi the preparaticn you received once you
started your current job? ea.

(Circle one only)

There was little or no training required
. 1-

Someone who knew the job Showed me what to do 2

Sad formal an-tle-jcb training 3

The firm had me trained outside 6 . . . . 4

Picked it up myself 5

Cther (ePecifY)1 6

C.15 How true is each statement below about your curfent ab.

.. (Circle one number fdr each statement)

4.

a. Chances of promotion are good

b. Travel to and fromwork is convenient

cto. Joi offers opportunities for exercising Leadership. .

d. The work is routine and predictable
/-

e. The pay is good

. I am given a lot of freedom to decide how to do my work

q. I am given a chance to use my abilities

h. The job matches my educational background ... . . ,

i. Job security is good

i. Job is boring
4

1- k. I can see the results of my work
r

1. Job is highly nogarded by other people .:.

in. I work frecluently'under pressure of time . . .

n. I do not have to bring work home often

o. JOb allows for perscnal growtli\and developrit. ,
p. my work situation is not competAtive

_

q. Job requires (ptting a. long we11 with co-workers
,

r.. Job requires getting along well with niverviS'Or

s. I(1) provides me with frimds
outAide of work

I. The job involves dirty work

soci al ly

IIP Y011 ARK CURAWNTI,Y WORKING P TO Q. C.22 7;

C.16 M presvnt are you looking for part-tim or fu1l4litil work?

/ii
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

. 1 2 3' 4 5 6

1

i 1

2,

2

3

.3

4

4

5

5

6

6

.. 1 2 .3 4 5 6

\I. 2 3 4 5 6

1
*

. 2 3 4 5- 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5.

. 1 .2 3 5 .6

1 2 3

.4

4 5 6

1 i 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5
06

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 , 6

(Circle one only)

NI It workiraq and' not lo(iding for work i CO To 1,P. .1;) 0111 PAcK

An unemployed. and ,1(')ok big for ful Ow, work ruly

Pin unemphryed anrl hx)k ing for full I. 1iw wrn.k, hut
w( xi Id Fit t le II t

AM unemployed And Imk ing ire work (-Ely 4

IMP now

yre Nor 1v7 74
() C.

TO .7 .
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C.17 I Wit are tte reaeons you are not working at prese.nt?

t4ost
Important
Reason

(Circle
aie_ciai)

Was I: ired firm my job
01

r quit my last job
02

Om only Leimporarily laid oft
01

Seoond
Inlinrtunt
Reason

, (cire.le

Third
liiportant
Reascn

(Cirocle
crii'iiilly) one ally)

01

02

01

01

'02
t

03
Going io school

, 04 04 04
Not enotijh job openings available

U5 05 05.,tr,bs awn lab le are (lead end 06 06 .06
iloalth prcbloms or physical handicap 07 07 07
\ bl 1 t cl ritit. arrange ciu.l_c1 ram 08 08 08
Othe r fanu .ly re sponsibi li ties ( tilcluding pregnancy) 09 09 09
Not qua 1 i tied for types of work avai lab le 10 10 10
'I'here were jobs but none wherr I could use my training. . 11 11 11
id, with sintable work schedule or salary not. available 12 12 12

:-4kRISU prrferre(i that 1 didn 4 t work 13 13 13
Other (speci fy) : 14 14 14k

1

,A) TO Q. I '-' d

4.

"(.18 What aye 'your main roasons tor wanting or settlintj for, p- time work?

t Tnportant Second Important
Reason ReasOn

(Circle one only) (Ci4c1e cue only)),
want to work for pay aS soon as possible

1. 1
Want to combine work with wing to school

, .. 2 2
is a mann of supporting my education . . 3 3
Want to help t-u financially support my family . 4 4
,PajTt-timo well( fits w1.1 with my life-style . . . . 5 5
Other (Tool fy)

6 6

Have you ever had a full-thw job or occupation? (CirclP one only)

Yes 4- CONT I NUE W C.20
No 2 --,CO TO Q. C.N ON NOE 1

long- has it lo...1 1-3 1.11Ce your last full-tiny irib? (Circle one_pnly)

Never haw. IPOn employed lull- HO, T I NUN W I WI Q. C.:; I
,t*.ss than a month

2
Pttin 1 nunths

(A) 74 c.;;:' ON PAGE 17ter('111 4 12 nunths
Oton't yoar ti



C,21 What are . your reasons for not ever having obtained a full-time lob?

\important

as°1
one onl()/(Circle o6e only):

Most Tnvortant
feason

(Circle

Have been going to school . . .

Have been a homemaker or housewife .
/

Hnve had health problene or physical handicap ,

',Have been looking for suitable work

Travelling
q'

Worked at part-time jdb(s) . .

pther reasons (specify):

1
;* . \

1 \i

2 2 '

3 I

4 4 \

\

5 . 5
\

6 6

7 7

C.22

C . 23

C.24

11
III YOU HAVY NSVRR HAP A FULL-T1ME JOB, GO TO Q. U. 1 ON PA6W 19

Staetirig with. first full-time job. briefly describe it as well as-your bellowing

jobs.usinq the JO IS1CCY TABLE provided below. Exclude your current job or occupation.

(if you are now emplo ed) since we have already guestiCned you kout It.

11-.. YOUR OIRPFNT JOB YOUR 1WWT.YUbi,-TIME JOB, GO TO f. C.26

JOB HISTORY TABLE - Full-TIME JOBS CNLY

KIND OF JCB OP
OCCUPATICN YOU
HAD

Self-
employed?

What kind of
business or
industry was
this?

Date
Emploxment

of Location
(town or

city)

Barrie

Earnings ....--..,

before taXes
Starting
Menth/xr

July'73

Ending
Month/yr

i

Aug.'75...

Starting

$400

Ending

$600

Yes

Example:

Sales Cierk
Department
store

...L., ___

I.

RAmmbering back to when you were looking for your first full-tine job, how irony weeks did
your first job search take?

(Write in): weeks

OR

(Circle one only)

Job was offered to me 1

my part-time job became my full-time job . .2

What was the total number of job offers you had befdre you ticided to t.ake your first
job? 11

(Write in)
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('.25 When you first started looking for a full-time jdb, What was the lamash wage/salary otfer

4!(before taxes) that you thought you would accept?

per week, or $ per mcnthoor $ per year
(earnings before taxes)

OR r (Circle one onlY)

Hart no information tonoerning salaries/Wages 1

Didn't care
2

Didn't 'think About it
..3

C.26 What was the one main reason for leaving that first job? (Circle 6ne only)

Have not left first. full-time job
01

Left to 90 back to school
02

Was given another job in my company or organization 03
Was promoted within mycompany or organization

104
Left for another job that I wanted

05
Was laid off and took another job

06
Was laid off and went back to school

07
,Becided to move to another town or city

08
Other reason (specify): 40

09

[!F YOUR CURRENT Jos IS YOUR FIRST FULL-TIME JOB, GO TO D.1 ON PAGE 19 1

C.27 Among the follOwing, which do you think was the most important criteria used by your employer
-

Second Lmportant
, Reason

arie only) (Circle one only)

when hiring you for your first job?

Messt Lmportant
k

Reason

(Circe

Your personality or how you presented yourself 01 01
Your high school qualifications 02 02

Your university qualifications o 03 03

.Your community college qualifications 04 . 04

.olialifications obtained elsewhere 05 05

Your relationship to a friend connected with the employer. 06 06

Your relatienship to an influential relative 07
W:07

performance on tests ''.

er criteria (specify):

08

09

A 08

09

C.28 Among the following, which statement pest describes the p6paration yot received once you

.

started your first job?

(Circle one l )

There was little or no training required
1

omeone who knew thb -kik showed ar what to do 2

..11;k1 formal cc-the-job training . 3

'The firm had me trUned outside!
4

Picked it up myself
. '')

Other (specify):
6'

527



[SECTICN D: MISTAL VALUES AND APII-IS]

D.I Here are same values to which different people attach varying importance in their, lives.
Please bell us how iwortant each one of the following values is bo you.

(Circle one 00 each line)

'tiO61

,f
43:,44)

a. Developing ftiendships 1 2

b. Lnvolvement in work or a career 1 2

_
c. Involvement in community affairs 1 2

d. Marriage 1 2

e. -Living together with companion or partner
r

1 2

f. Involvement in Leisure time activities . * 1 2

g. Developing an independent life style 1 2

p
h. Other (specify) :

A
1 2

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5
%

3 4 5

3 4 5

D.2 Now, please write in the letter of the item above that presently gives.you the most
satisfaction:

... and the least satisfaction:

(Write in):
-1r

(arite in):

D.3 EveryL4dy has some idea of what they, would look tor Ln choosing an'ideal joib.. For example,

some people might consider career advancement as very invortant, other would stress pay or
working conditions. 'Please tell us what factors in your opinion would he most important
cto you in choosing an ideal job.

4

,

1

-fo
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D.4 Persons differ widely in theway they identify and'igo about polvin6 preblans in their
various activitiessuch as jobs, hobbies, 'school work or caumareity projects. TO whatextent do each of the following

statements,,describe,Your feelings?
I

(Circle'pne on each line)

tofe e r,YeS 6"ra. I prefer bo work on problems that clearly have one or a

b.

few identifiable solutions
1 2 3 4 5

I prefer to work on broadly defined problems Which can be
approached in a number of different Ways 1 2 3 4 5

c . I prefer to work on the buTediate solution to a problem 1 2 3 4 5
d. 0I prefer working an recognized and pressing problems rather than

fiDllowisig up prdblems ofstrictly person interest 1 2 3 4

I prefer open,eeded problems that develop and become more

f.

defined as you get more deeply into them

I prefer to deal with the really important problems that probably

1 2 3 4 5

g.

can't be solved onCe and for all

I prefer to work in a group with clearly defined responsibilities

1 2 3 4 5

so that I can carry out my portion of the task with as-little
interference as possible

1 1 4 5

P
D,5 1krc are sere words which we would like you to

you can see, each is a pair with a word at the
read eadh pair carefully and cirole the number
evaluate yourself. Here is an example: DUCKY

use to describe yourself as a person. As
end and its opposite at the other end. Please
that comes closest be describing how you
. . 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 . . UNLUCKY.

If you think of yourself as being verylucky you would circle the number 1 on this scale.
If you think of yourself as very unlucky you would circle the numbvr 7. If you feel you
are somewhat in betWeen very luay and very unlucky you would circle a number between 2
and 6 which is the Closestito your feeling.

(Circle cone nuMber ion eadl line)

ATTRNCTrO

IMPORTANT.......
PRCUD

EFFECTIVE .......

ouroamc .......
OPhANIZED.....
INTERESTING

VALUABLE .......
CONFIDEUT.......
DESIRABLE.......
ACTIVE . ,

INTELLIGENT

QUICK.........
ABLE .........
ADEQUATE:.

CAPABLE........

..

......
. ..

o

..

.

(::

.

. ..

...

...

. %

1

1 .

1 .
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

.

.

.

.

. .

. .

. .

.

.

.

.

.

. .

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

mygELP AS A PERSON

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

.

.

. 6 .

6

6

. 6

. 6 .

, 6 .

. 6 .

. 6 .

. 6 .

. 6 .

. 6

. e

. 6 .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7 .

7'.

7

7

7

7 .

7 .

7 .

7 .

7

7_ .

7 .

7..

7

7

7

.

UNATTRACTIVE

UNIMPORTANT

ASHAMED

.INEFFECTIVE

SHY

DISORGANIZED

BORING

. WORIIILESS

LACK CONFIDENCE

. UNDESIRABLE

PASSIVE

UNINTELLIGENT

SLCiti

. UNABLE

INADEUlATE

INCAPABLE

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

. .

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3 .

3

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.. .

.

.

.

.

.

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.



D.6 We would like to find out something aboiit people's outlook on life. Below are six pairs
of statements reflecting orientations to things. As yoU can see, each statement is paired
with its opposite. Using the numbers separating each pair of please indicate

which statement in a pair comes closest to your opinion.

(Circle one nuMber ui each line)

a. Many of the unhappy things in
people's lives are at least
partly due to bad luck . . . . 1 2

b. For the averacia citizen becoming
a success is a matter of hard
work, 40Pck has little yr
nothing to do with it ..... 1

c. Mbst people do not realize the
extplIt to wtdch their lives are
iCcntrolled by accidental
happenings ..... ..... 1

d. In the long run, the bad things
that happen to u are balanced
by the good things ...... 1

People's misfortunes result
from the mistakes they 4

3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 .make

For the average guy,getting
a good job depends mainly
on being in the riyht place

3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 .at the right time

2 3 . 4 5

0
2 3 . 4 5

e. With fate the way it is, many
times I feel that I have little
influence over the things tliat
happen to me , . 1 2 3 . 4 . 5 ,

f. What happens bp me is my own
doing V ...... 1 2 3 . 4 . 5 .

D.7 What is your presentnarital status?

D.8

I.

For any.guy, there
is no such
thing as

6 7 .luck

Mast misfortunes are the
result of lack of ability,

6 7 . .ignorance, laziness, or all
three

It is impossible for Me to
believe that chance or luck
plays an important role in

6 7 .my life

Sometimes I feiel that I don't

6 7 .have enough control over the
direction my life is taking

(Circle crie ally)

Single 1

Engaged 2

Living with companion or partner 3 '

Married 4

Separated 5

Divorced. 6

Widowed 7

Taking into account all sourceS of income such at wages, payments from the government,

return on savinqs and investments, what was your own personal income before taxes in 1978?

(Circle ogrionly)

Umder'$3,000 01

$3,000 - $3,999 02

$4,000 - $4,999 03

$5,000 - $5,999 04

$6,* - $6,999 05

$7,000 - $7,999 06

$8,000 - $8,999 (L-/

$9,000 -9;9,999 08

$10,000 - $14,999 09

$15,000 - $19,999 10

$20,000 - $24,999 11

$25,000 :'$29,999. 12

$30,000 $34,999 1

$15,000 - $39,999. . 14

$40,000 $49,999

$50,000 or nipre 16
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U.9 NoW, we would like bp know a little more About your living family members excluding yourself.
Starting with your parents, then proceeding on to your spouse or companion, and figally bo your
brother(s) and sister(s) could you bell us each one's age, job title and place of work or
the current or last full-time job and the 1:111.10.11:st level of education (e.g. Grade 9, B.A.,
etc.) attained ET-each one of your family rs.

A
Kind of Jdb or
Octupation

What kind of business
or industry

Education
.Ccmpleted

Father
,

M4her

SpoOsei
Comulan7

ion
i

Sex
(Circle) BREFIUMNS AND SISTERS

1 M F

M F

M F

,

M F

M F

14,

Please feel free to comment here on the question you have answered in this surveY.
Moreover, there may be important areas related bo education or work we have not included
in this questionnaire. If 90, would you bring them to our Attention?

We mdy.want to cantac you again in approximately five years in order to re-consider the changes
that will occur in aspects of your work, education and family life. To help us contact you in the
fublee, please provide us the names and addresses of bwo friendS or relatives who will probably
kno4 of your location in five years and are not likely to have moved themselves. THANK YOU 910e.MUC1
FOR YOUR TIME AND COeOPERATION.

(1) (2)

NAME: NAME:

RELATIONSHIP: RELATIONSHIP:

ADDRESS: ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE: lEIFTHONE:
A

--TArea 0106 - Puin No.) (Area COde - Phone No.)

r
0 5 ,..


